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pREFACE 

This document is the Final Report of "A Study of 
Juveniles in a Suburban Court" known otherwise as the 
"Suburban Youth Project" , funded under Grant Number 79JN-AX-. 
0034 from the 

Office of Juvenile Justice Delinquency 

Prevention, National Institute of Juvenile Justice 

Delinquency Prevention, u. S. Department of Justice. The 
grant .was awarded September 30 , 1979 and the project 

actually got underway January 1, 1980 and ran through June 

30, 1982. 

The objectives of the Suburban Youth Project were to 

(I) determine the incidence and characteristics of gifted 

and talented youths who came into a juvenile justice system, 

(2) determine the effect of the family situation of youths 

upon their court ,processing I and (3) gain an understanding 

of the nature of the bl h dl pro ems an edby a middle-class 

suburban jUvenile court. (Proposal, 1979:1) 

The specific results or benefits expected from the 

project at the time it was proposed included: 

(1) Research reports helpful to both educators and 

local and national criminal justice planners and decision

makers. 

(2) An information base which interrelates giftedness, 

family background, and delinquency. 

(3) A screen in; instrument for giftedness which could 

be used in other suburban court systems. 



(4 j A comprehensive assessment process for the 

identification of gifted children. 

(5) Family and court data on a large number of children 

who come into contact with a suburban juvenile justice 

system. (Proposal (1979 8) 

This report outlines how the objectives were achieved 

and summarizes the results from the research. The 

ob jecti ves turne.d out to be far more ambitious than we 

realized at the outset of the project. The data yielded by 

the study are intricate and rich and this report represents 

only the beginning of a series of proQucts on juvenile court 

processing and gifted delinquents, which will resul.t from 

the research. 

The Suburban Youth Project could not have bee~ started 

or completed without the help of numerous individuals at 

every level and' in every agency of "Suburban Court". 

Pro ject staff members were given help and access whenever 

they needed it and were able to work throughout the project 

in a cooperative and open relationship with all participants 

in the court system. It is hoped that the result,s of this 

pro ject will provide information to both local an.d national 

planners that will help improve the understanding and 

treatment of juvenile offenders, particularly gifted 

juvenile offenders, and thus in a way repay the court 

participants for the time and energy which they contributed 

so generously to this research enterprise. 
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The Pro jE'ct also owes a great debt to the youths who 

agreed to take the time to go through screening and 

assessment interviews. This study shews conclusively that 

there is a considerable number of ;ifted children in this 

court system. If they can be identified in this court, 

there is every reason to believe that they exist in other 

courts as well. It is hoped that the ciata presented here 

will motivate other researchers to att m t t . d . f '.',: . e p 0 1. entl.. y, 

study, and work with gifted youths in juvenile courts and 

treatment facilities. 

Researchers do not usually make value judg~ments about 

their research sites, but it seems appropriate to note here 

that after two and a hal f years of involvement with this 

court, project staff members came away from the site with a 

sense that this is a study of a "good" juvenile court. It 

is a court in which participants bend over backwards to see 

that the due process rights of juveniles are protected, a 

court in which most of the participants are competent and 

concerned about the needs and rights of their juvenile 

clients. If the juvenile court concept is workable , it 

should "work" . th t d . l.n e cour escrl.bed here. To the extent 

that it does work, we need to identify what is workable and 
I 

what "workable" means. To the extent that it does EE.! work, 

we need to ask why and whether the malfunctions are the 

result of characteristics of this particular court or. 

symptomatic of more widely pr~vailing problems. It is these 

larger issues that we are trying to articulate and address 
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in the case study portion of the report. 

Certain people on tne staff of the Suburban Youth 

Project have contributed si;rnificantly to tne research and 

this final report. Carol Fenster has been involved with the 

res~arch in all its aspects since even before the project 

started. She was responsible for the bulk of the field 

observations J supervision of coders and coordination of 

staff members in the field as well as portions of the final 

report. Ken Seeley ,,,as in charge of the giftedness portion 

of the study from early in the proposal stage and was able 

to identify and recruit outstanding research assistants to 

conduct the screening and assessmep-,,"t of J'uveniles in the 
f 

system. Trudy Riedel, Administrative Assistant for the 

Project, has been invaluable in keeping it running smoothly 

and putting together the final report. It is hard ·to 

envision a complete final report without her contributions 

to it. 

Jenny Huang, Jessica Kohout, and Steve Harvey have not 

only contributed substantively to the data analysis, they 

have put in many hours hunched over the computer terminals 

to complete analysis and keep track of the several lar;e and 

complex data files. 

In addition, many staff members have had a hand in this. 

report as well as the research that produced it. Whenever 

an individual's contribution is an identifiable piece, it 

has been attribpted to its aut'hor. .' Some sections, however, 

are the products of ideas, field notes, reports I pr ,efforts' 
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.of l";Jeveral indi v.l-duals ever time. The fellewing 

indi vidpal~, in particular, have madecentri butiens to the 

project £rnd this ':finalrepert: Sue 13ozinovski, Gary Corbett,

Natalie Eilam,J'Oyce Freeman, Anne'lIarper,Richard Hughes, 

··'·:~;~bbieMetcalf.f $ouis Propp ,cDiaheSa.nelli ,;SusanStuber and 
':',.t ': ":" ~" .' . . " .:=-:" . " .. 

!Jana Waters ..;Others who have ':centributed" significantiy te 

this preject include Leland K. Baska, Jehn F. Feldhusen, 

Raymond Kluever, Teni Linder, Jack McArdle, William 

Slaichert and Timethy E. Walker. 

Twe individuals frem the Office .of Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Preventien have been particularly helpful and 

.suppertive threugheut this project. One is Peter Freivalds, 

Director .of the Natiopal Institute fer Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Preventien" whe ·was .our f'irst 'preject mana.ger. 

His guidance smeethed the" transi tien frorri·~the preposal stage 

te the 'project stage .of eperatien, and he has centinued te 

:provide wise ceunsel and suppert througheut .our funding 

·peried.The secend persen whc has been tremendcusly h~,lpful 

te the Suburban Youth Project is Adriane Thcrmahlen in the 

Research and Develepment Divisicn .of the Naticnal Institute 

of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Preventicn. She has 

been cur project manager since May 1981, and has answered 

question,s and f'acil.i t.ated eperaticns as we heve'''-entered the 

wrap-up ~hase .of our research. 
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SUBURBAN YOUTH PROJFCT 

FINAL REPORT 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

This report includes a presentation of the results of a 

two and a half year study of a suburban juvenile justice 

system which explored (1) the operation of a juvenile court 

in e.!l affluent suburban area, (2; the effect of a youth IS 
1 

family situation upon the depth of his/her involvement ~ith 

the juvenile justice system, and (3; the incidence and 

characteristics of gifted and talented youths who came into 

the court system. This Summary of Findings briefly reviews 

the methods of study and the main find ings in each of the 

three areas of inquiry. It roughly follows the organization 

of the reIort itself. Analysis of data continues on many 

aspects of the project and hopefully some of the more gen

eral findings reported here will be elaborated in more de

tail in la.ter reports and publicatio.ns. 

OPERATION OF A SUEURBAN JUVENILE COURT 

~ethods ~ ~tudy 

(;) 

Information was gathered :from court, police, and diver-

sion program records on all youths who had delinquencypeti-

. ,' ('I 
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tions filed on them in court during 1980 (710) or had DA 

level referals to the DAIs Juvenile Diversion Program (452). 

Information about the operations of the court was also ob

tained from observation of court proceedings during 1980 and 

from observation of court and agency activities and formal 

and informal interv iews with personnel in the court and 

court agencies during 1980-1982. 

Findings 

Court Context 

1. The court is a dueoIrocess oriented court in which 

the district attorney decides which cases to file in court. 

It operates in a rapid growth area which has put ~~remitting 

pressure on the court to expand services. The juvenile 

court has grown in less than twenty years from a county 

court which met once a week to a full-time district court 

with one and a half judges and a pa.rt time commissioner. 

2. A domin~~t theme expressed by workers in all court 

agencies throughout the research period was concern about 

how the system, with essentially static a...~d in some cases 

decreasing resources, could continue to m.eet the demands of 

a rar-idly growing ~~d geographically dispersed population. 

3. State and local legislation kept the system in flux 

and a great deal o:fthesystem' s energy was absorbed in ~l 

learning shout and adjusting to changes. 

. 
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In 1979 two state bills ",'ere passed. One ,decriminal-

ized status offenses. The second, "'hich had m6j or rever-

beratio!1s throughout the system, was designed to reduce out

of-home placement of children. It granted greater control 

and flexibility to local communities in regard to children's 

services and required court revie~ of all out-of-home place

ments. In the. county, the l~tter bill sf-urred the develor-

ment of a diagnostic team, a, day resource center, and a 

t t " 1" "'Sl" 0~1 ., policy makin.c group placement al erna 1 ves comm., .. --", t 

comlosed of the heads of agencies in the county which ~orked 

wi th child ren. Initially! imrlementation of the bill wa s 

hindered by lack of clarity about the requirements of the 

legislation, local-state conflicts, lack of community-based 

treat.ment facilities in the county,' the incomratibility of 
d 

other statutes and regulations, and the i'~eed for adequate 

t A.fter a year of operation, the diagnos-accounting sys ems. r. 

tic team ",'as reorganized a..Y}d scaled down in scope, the day 

resource concept was expanded and a second center was opened 

on the other side of the county, and the placement alterna

tives commission continued to meet on a re€ular Qasis. 

In 1980 several municipalities in the county passed or

dinances to expand municipal court jurisdiction to include 

juveniles accused of some minor offenses that ~reviously had 

been handled exclusively by the juvenile court. These local 

" support by chanDes in the state ju-ordinances 'Were glven e 

~ venile code in 1981. It w~s not possible in this research 
, 0 

to guage the impact of the municipal court legislation upon 

the juvenile court. 

4. A federally funded program for detention al terna

tives in the county substantially reduced the number of 

youths held in secure detention and solved the overcrowding 

problem that had led officials to consider building a ne~ 

juvenile petention facility in the county. Within a year of 

the start of the detention alternatives program, the state 

closed the youth detention center in the county and local 

youths were sent to facilities elsewhere. The closing of 

the center p~gered county workers and citizens who felt it 

was imrortant to house youths close to their ow~ homes and 
r, 

the court. They fel tt.l?,at they had been renalized for their 

r""'~ success in redUCing the population in secure detention. 
"~,, .... :f 

Of the 660 youths upon whom detention information ~,a s 

available in 1980, the record s of 17% i!'ld icated that they 

had dete!'ltion hearings. Over half of the youths who had 

he"'r1"n.cs (62,' edt" d ft th h '" t W re e alne a er e eari!'lg. 

released within two days ,and twenty-five ",'ere out within 

one week. Fleven of the youths stayed in detention 50 days 

or ~onger. 

Court Procees 

5. The district attorney decides which juveniles to 

divert and which O!'les to file petitione;, on in juvenile 

court, and in 1980 filed petitions on approximately 60~_ 

6. Over half of the youths (55~) entered pleas at ad

visementand 16%.of all youths were advised and adjudicated, 
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in the same hearing. 

7. Cf the 650 youths for whom tr ial informati on wa s 

available, 14' requested a trial, but only ,~ actually went 

to trial. Youths with more serious or complex cases or ~'ith 

more extensive prior records ~'ere more likely to set for 

trial than other youths. Cver 70% of the cases set for tri

al were adjudicated on the day of trial or after. Cases set 

for trial took almost four months longer to move from filing 

to adjudication than cases not set for trial (a mean of 232 

days comrared to 118 days). The outcomes of cases set for 

trial and those not set for trial did not aprear to differ 

in regard to either adjudicaion or disrosition. 

8. Elightly over half the youths were represented by 

attorneys, over a third by pr i vate attorneys. A study of 

legal representation based upon 377 youths accused of theft 

or burglary suggests that there is little difference between 

case outcomes of ;y~ut,hs represented by attorneys and those 

not represented by attorneys, even when the effect of prj.or 

record, type of delinquent act, and numQer of petitions are 
~~ 

controlled. Eowever, the cases of youths ltii th attorneys 

take longer to reach an adjudication decision. For youths 

with one petition, it takes, on the average, three times 

longer to reach an adjudication ltib/en youths have attorneys 

than when they do not (74 days compared to 24 days). The 

processing of ca.ses of youths lii th two or Dlore petitions, 

takes nearly four times as long in represented cases (82 

days compared to 23 days). 

------~---------,----------:"'------~~--- --~ 
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Court Porulation 

9. The county imports more del inquents than it ex

ports. Only 40 residents (7%; ltiere referred into the court 

as a result of change of venue from other counties in which 

they had committed offenses. Yet the court handled 239 non

residents who had committed offenses wi thin the county--a 

third of all the youths in the court. 

The most frequent victiIr.sof both nonresidents and 

residents were rlaces, not persons. less than a third of 

the offenses--30~ of the offenses of nonresidents and 32% of 

the offenses of residents--involved persons as victims. 

Nonresidents were more likely than residents to be given 

change of venue or dismissals as ,adjudications, and fines, 

or commitment to the Department of Institutions as disposi-

tlO:1S. 

10. In most census tracts in the county, bettr.'een 1 % 

and 3% of the youth population aged 10-17 entered the ju

venile justice s~)tem during 1980, either through the court 

or the diversion program. Eight of the 63 tracts had higher 

percentages of youths entering the sJstem and 4 tracts had 
, 

lower percentages of youths entering the system. In gen-

eral, tracts with higher percentages of youths entering the 

system have lower housing valuations than the ot,hers and 

tracts liith lower percentaEes of youths entering the system 
/~ 

:J)J have higher housing valuations. 



11 . Cf' the 710 youths 'Whose cases ~'ere filed in ju

venile court, 83% ~ere male and 17% 'Were female. Their ages 

ran.ged from 10 to 18 with an average age of 15 years, 4 

months. 

12. Nearly half (48%; of the 710 youths were in the 

care of both rarents, 32' wer~ in the care of their mothers 

only, and 12% ¥ere in the care 'of their fathers. 

Offenses and ~rior Records 

1 ':l T\ l' t acts char.oed against the 710 youths ./D J..·e ll'iquen t= 

uJ:on ""hom petitions ~'ere filed consls+~d rrimsrily of pro-

f (7 q«-:; • perty of enses _l-:. 

14. Most youths had only one petition pending against 

them in the court--85% had one, 12% had two, 2% had three, 

and 1% 'had four or more petitions pendine at the same time. 

15. For the maj ori ty of the youths lYho entered the 

court there was no official information e.vailable on prior 

record. Of the 180 youths f.;r whom information was a.vail

able, nearly half (49%; did not have records. Cver half of 

the 92 youths ~rho had records ,had felony records--5% with 

personal felonies and 47% with property felonies. 

16. F'ew youths (81 ~ were charged in. Suburban Court 

with what might be 'classified. as violent offenses, e.g., 

murder, rape, robbery, assault. The bulk of the violent of

fenses were assaults thai; posed .no serious threats to life 

and 60'; of the 81 incidents 'Were classified as D1).sdemeanors. 

It was not possible to find any clear distinc·tionsbetween 
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the violent offenders and others, nor at least in the rrel

iminary investigation, to identify any clear indicators in 

the court records that would help isolate ~ group of 

"Violent" youths. 

Diversion , 

17 • Although differences are not large , it appears 

that the less threatening youths are more likely to go to 

diversion--girls, younger boys, and those with less serious 

offenses and prior records, or more positive family back

ground s. 

18. Almost a third (130) of the youths referred to 

diversion eventually were referred back to the District At

torney for filing in juvenile court. Most returns came ear

ly in the process--30% did not even have an initiel inter

View, 21% said they were unwilling to participate, and 12~ 

denied the charges against them. 

19. il Although not large, a number ·of diffsrences \I'ere 

f01l.."ld between youths in diversion from the two parts of the 

county. Youths from the east seemed to have more family and 

school problems tha.."l those in other lJarts of the county and 

appeared to be less cooperative with diversion and less wil

ling to participat~. 
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Case Processing ~ 

20. Most youths ~ere apprehended relatively soon after 

their offense, 62% were apprehended on the same day that the 

offense was committed and 75% were apprehended within tive 

days of offense. The range of time from offense to ap-

prehension was from 1 to 350 days. 

21. Slightly more than a fifth (22%; of the cases were 

f~led wi thin 30 days of aprrehension and 71 % were filed . 
wi thin 90 days. The remaining 28% of the cases took from 

three months to nearly a year to be filed. 

22. !['wenty-fi ve percent of the youths had their ad

visement hearing within 41 days of filing. The mean number 

of days between filing and advisement was 73 days. 

23. One-half of the youths were adjudicated within 48 

days of advisement. The mean number of days between advise

~ent and adjudication ~as 76 days. 

24. More than half (56% ~ of the 400 youths who re

ceived dispositions received them at the same time they were 

adj'Udicated~ The mean number of days between adjudication 

and disIosition was 32 days. 

25. Perh~ps the most important indicator of the amount 

of time required to process a case in the Juvenile Court is 

the period from the point of filing through dispostion be

cause it is between these points that the court has a direct 

influence on 'the progress of the case. !rhe mean number of 

days required to process the cases of the 400 youths "'ho re-

ceived disposftions was 155. Twenty-ftY'e percent of the 

~----~ ---------- -

cases were comrleted wi thin 93 days; 50% were completed 

within 137 days, and 75% were completed wi thin 208 days. 

The total amount of time between filing and disposition 

ranged from 0 to 48e days. 

Adjudication ~nd Disrosition 

26. The most common adjudications are reserved adjudi

cation (28~; and adjudication as a delinquent (28%~. 

DisIr..issals comIrise 16% of the cases, change of venue 18%, 

found guilty at trial, less than 1~ (4;; found not guilty at 

trial, less than 1% (3;; and cases still pending at the end 

of the study, 8~. 

27. The 201 youths who were found to be delinquent 

children got the following dispositions as their most severe 

sanction: community service 3%, fine 8%, probation 53%, 

weekends in the detention center 6%, consecutive days in the 

detention center 6%, days in county jail 4%, out of home 

placement 12%, 8...YJ.d commitment to the Department of Institu

tions 6%. 

28. The factors that appeared to be most relevant to 

adjudication and disposition are associated with the severi

ty of the youth's delinquent act and the past delinquent 

history. The social or backgro~YJ.d characteristics have some 

effect,but lesEi than we had expected. 

29. The most significant predictors of outcome are not 

the same for adjudication or disposition. Whether the del

inquent act is B. felonlr _or a misdemeanor is more closely re-
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lateo to the adjudication decision ,while the youth's prior 

record is more closely related to the disposition decision. 

Co-participants 

30. The rA filed 571 (70%; of the 816 del inquent acts 

as sole perpetrators; the remaining 245 acts (30':; were 

filed as co-participants. Eowever, police reports filed in 

the rA's office show that a far larger number of delinquent 

acts--379 (54%; appeared to the police to make multiple of-

fenders. 

31. For both sexes, youths involved in the grou~ acts 

were allroximately the same age; nearly a third (31%; in

volved youths with the same birth year and the ages of 

youths in the remaining groups were usually within one to 

ttriO years of eacll other. :Even the sdul ts who were involved 

triere rarely much more than two years older than their minor 

co-rarticipants. 

32. More than half (54%) of the youths in the 70 
:~ 

groups of delinque:nt youths filed received the same disposi

tion from the judge; youths in the remaining 31 groups (46%~ 

received ul'lequal dispositions. In most of these 31 group,E, 

one child receiyed a reserved adjudication./ which c~lTried a 

six months period of supervision, while the other(s) were 

adjudicated delinquent and placed on probation for up to two 

years. 

33. Courtroom observations showed three major reasons 

why juvenile co-defendants did not receive the ·.sam.e d~sposi-

1 1 
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tions: (1; their degree of participation in the delinquent 

act ~'a.s not equal, (2) the degree of remorse shown by the 

juveniles in a group varied, and (3) the youths in a group 

had different degrees of prior i~volvement in delinquent ac

tivities. 

FAMILY AND COURT PROCESSING 

Method s 21 Studl 

The majority of the subjects' family ba,ckground infor-
1 

mation was obtained from offiCial recordE, the cOll.."lselor's 

(I:.:) files in Diversion and the clerk's records in the court. 

o 

The family study of COllrt youths draws primarily from the 

predispositional reports prepared by a probation officer at 

the request of the judge. There were disposition reports 

for 197 of the 710 youths "rho were filed on in court. Add i

tional qualitative material was gathered through court ob

servation ~"ld meetings with various cou~t personnel. 

Findings 

34. Sixty percent ot the Diversion population a.nd 48% 

of the Court population were in the custodial care of both 

~arents. ~ore court youths were in the custodial care of 

their fa.ther than diversion youths {12% compared, to 6~;. 

Information on custodial care of a child was readily avail

able to all court ~ersonnel. Only 3 court files 1'a1led to 
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provide this information. Other family information, usually 

considered to be very importa.nt in the tatiology of delin

quencey, e.g., the general stability of the family unit was 

much less likely to be available. Only 28% of the files, 

primarily those with predisposition reports, included this 

information. 

35. Cf those juveniles t.'i th predisposi ti on reports, 421 

liere from intact famil ies, 13% were from stable sterfami

lies, 10% lived in unstable stepfamilies, 31% lived' ,",'ith 

single parents, and 21 came from essentially non- function-

ine or non-existent families. 

36. There was a mention in the predisJ:0sition report of 

some mental illness or drug or alcohol problem of a family 

member in 22% of the cases, and a mention of some criminal 

activity of another family member in 17% of the cases. 

37. In 23% of the predisposition reT,orts there was sOIlie 

mention of physical or sexual abuse in the ~amily. 

3e. Fifteen percent of the pr~disposition reports note that 

the child had previously been placed out of the home for 
, f) 

some period of time. In 8~ of the cases, probation officers 

reported that either one or both parents seemed unable to 

handle or control the child. 
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GIFTED DELINQUENTS 

Methods of ~udy 

All youths who reSided in the county and entered the 

juvenile justice system through the diversion progrem, the 

probation department, or the youth diagnostic team was con

tacted and asked if they would be willing to partiCipate in 

the testing program. If youths and their parents agreed to 

partici!ate, the child was screened for giftedness by quali

fied interViewers who administered to them the Pi~ilaritieE 

and .. >ock DeSign subtests of the "lechEler Intelligence Scale 

1~~ for Children, a verbal and nonverbal subtest of the Torrance it J 
{,\..~", .. 

Test of Creative Thinking, a structured interview to identi

fy aress of special interests and abilities, and the Harter 

Scale of Perceived~Competence in Children. 

Youths who showed signs of giftedness on any two meas

u1,es as well as an equal n.umber of youths who did not were 

asked to participate in a second interview which included a 

complete WISC, the tiide Range Achievement Test, the full 
;( 

Torrance Test of Crestive\/l'hinking; LeadershiJ: Ability 

Evaluation, a biographical questionnaire, and a product re

view by a ~a.nel of experts for artistic 'performance~ if ap-
\i 

. propr iate • 

The 'testing data, along with backgr·ound informat~"c!'l'on 
, to" -"A~_ 

([) the tested youths obtaiped from .. ccurtand '"d-iversion r~~~~·dS';~" .. -

were entered into the cOXDputer and subjected to a factor 
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analysis and Fieticular Action Moment (RAM) analysis. 

Findings 

39. The primary question this part of the research set 

out to answer ~'as whether gifted· youths could be identified 

in a juvenile justice system. The question can be strongl.y 

answered in the affirmative in this court. Youths ~Tere 

classified as gifted if they scored in the top 5% of the 

Wechsler Intelligence Test for Children Revised, the Tor

rance Test for Creative Thinking, or the ~ide Range Achieve

ment Test. Using these criteria, 48 youths were classified 

as gifted, comprising 18% of the 268 youths screened and 7% 

of the approximately 700 youths el.i·gible for screening dur

ing the interv!ew year in the court and d.iversion program. 

Cf the 48 youths classified as gifted (40; actually scored 

in the top 3%. 

40 •. An additional 26 youths achieved scores which 'Would 

place them in the top 15%, equivalent to I.Q. scores ot 115 

or above on the WISC-R, the definition of "bright" used by 

several previous studies of brights delinquents. If these 

26 are added to the 48 that ~cored in the top 5%, the study 

.identified a tQtal of 74 youths outot the 268 screened who 

have intellectual, creative, or academic abilities that can 

be considered well above average. 

41. !rhe gifted youths "identified in' this study ap-

peered to be more likely to have high abilities in the area 
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of fluid intell igence than· gifted youths in normal popula-

tions. 
il 

42 • The giftedness of the youths tested in this study 

was not necessarily associated ~ith high achievement. 

43. Because of the unique characteristics of these 

youths and their tendency to achieve below their abilities, 

they may be less likely to be identified as gifted. 

44. Youths in the diversion and probation programs had 

similar configurations of giftedness. 

45. School and family characteristics did not arrear 

to be related to ability characteristics in this population. 
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CHAPTER 1" 

INTRODUCTION 

The seemingly disparate nature of the three portions of 

The Suburban Youth Project was justified because the study 

attempted (and in fact succeeded) in utilizing one set of 

data to ob{ain information on three interrelated aspects of 

the juvenile justice system: incidence and treatment of 

gifted delinquents, the interaction between a youth's family 

background and his/her court experience, and. the operation 

of a middle-class suburban juvenile court. 

The research project has been a complex one, more 

complex in fact than was envisioned when its three 

interrelated dimensions were first proposed. As a result, 

this report is long, composed of somewhat autonomous 

chapters, each dealing with a set of issues and questions. 

The report is .. final" in the sense that it represents the 

end of the funded phase and a compilation of results. But 

in a sense, it represents only the beginning of what can be 

produced from this project. It will take at least as many 

years to analyze the data in its many facets a~ it took to 

oesign and implement the study. 

Several themes run through this report. A ma jor one i.g 

the ongoing tension in the juvenile court bebleen the best 

interests of the child and the interests of "the community. 

( This tension is not new, or newly discovered. It is in part 

>what brou;ht a specialized juvenile court into existence in 
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the first place. Children were seen--and still are in many 

respects--as especially vulnerable, malleable, and in need 

of special community support:: and guidance. We fel t 

obligated as a community to handle children in "their best 

interest", and believed that individualized and altruistic 

treatment would enable the court to meet the various needs 

of "children" who ra.nged in age from infants through 

physically mature adolescents and came from all ethnic, 

cultural and class backgrounds. We'are realizing now that 

the concept never worked as envisioned. Judges and agencies 

were not as benign and altruistic af' reformers had hoped, 

and communi ties were loath to comrni t to the co,urts the 

substantial resources the child adVocates reques·ted. 

Perhaps even more troublesome, however, was the lack of 

agreement about what constituted the best interest of either 

"children" or an individual child. 

Another difficulty was the community's fear of 

delinquency and delinquents which has appeared to grow over 

• II 
time as juvenile del~nquency has bE-come perceived as an 

increasingly serious problem tha·t touches all citizens. The 

"children" who come into juvenile court on delinquency 
\\, 

charges are not, for the most part, vulner~3.ble, cuddly 

misguided children. They are physicclly mature, strong, and 

frequently SUllen, disrespectful, and hostile young adults. 

A high proportion of index crimes are committed by youths 

under 18. The community is frightened of adolescent crime 

and demands protection. 
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On one hand there is the doctrine of "best interest of 

the child II that is essentially meanin;less in its openness 

to a wide variety of interpretations, and on the other hand, 

there is the community's demand and need for protection from 

crime and its need to know that tr justice has b~en done ll
• 

-Both the child's needs and the' community's needs are 

perceived to be le;itimate. The tension between the two is 

expressi ve of tensions in re;ard to the treatment of adult 

offenders, mentally ill persons, and other deviants who are 

seen as threabenin; to the community. Our _ le;al and 

political system includes deep commitment to the protection 

of individual ri;hts and freedoms as well as to the 

protection of the public ;ood and public order. 

The. tension between individualized justice and the 

public ;ood is particularly acute in the juvenile court 

because of the special vulnera~ility and hi;h potential that 

,children have. Other ;roups are vulnerable I the mentally 

ill or severely developmentally disabled, for example. They 

differ in· an important way from children, however, in that 

they usually do not carry the same potential for developin; 

into fully productive members of the community that children 

carry. Because a child is youn; and still chan;in;--or at 

least is believed to be--there is much ;reater probability 

that the cpild may "turll out alri;ht II or even achieve at a 

hi;h level. For most children the life ahead is Ion;. If 

the child cannot function productively, t.he cost of 

co~nunity support of the child throu;hout its life is high. 
c 
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Therefore, a fairly hi;h outlay of resources can be 

justified in an attempt to make the child a "Pyoductive 

citizen II because an even hi;her cost can be avoided if the 

effort succeed s. Furthermore, children are believed to be 

more capable of chan;e than adults and less predictable in 

outcome. Efforts on their behalf may carry a hi;her 

probability of SUccess as well as a ;reater obligation to 

err on the side of ~ivin; them the benefit of a doubt. For 

all these reasons the IIbest interest of the child II, even 

thou;h it is hard to define, is taken seriously by both the 

communi ty and the court. There is no easy or consistent 

resolution of the problem. 

A second theme that emer;es from the research is the 

importance of resources--
, , , 

especially local resources--in 

decision-makin;. In our emphasis on the "best interests of 

the ch~ld" we t· ... some ~mes act as if the availability of 

resources is an irrelevant consideration. In the abstract 
it may be. In practical day-to-day operation of courts it 

may be the central factor in re;ard to what decisions are 

actually made about youths. Recent fundin; cuts in social 

services are brin~in~ home very clearly the fact that 

resources are limited t' and the juvenile court, like other 

human services a;encies~ operates within the constraints of 

resource scarcity. 

In short, the juvenile court reflects inherent an 

tension between the best interest of the child and the best 
• Ij; 

~nterest of the community, and in reso1vin; thi~ tension the 
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court must operate within the constraints of limited 

resources. Because this conflict cannot be resolved in any 

overreachin;, ;lobal dimension , it is re-enacted in each 

indi v id ual ca se that comes be fore the court. The courts 

have, in fact, been created to handle on an individual basis 

1 bl . 1 d moral d ~lemmas of our some of the unso va e soc~a an .L 

society. 

Social .!Scientists, in their efforts to understand the 

mechanisms of court process, keep searchin; for a factor or 

set of factors that can explain substantial amounts of 

variance in court decisions. Generally, they have not,met 

with much success. The inability to ;et neat studies that 

show the dominance of a few variables in courts everywhere 

are may su;;est that the courts are indeed doin; what they 

supposed to do--resolvin;, disputes one by one on an 

individual basis. 

In the court's efforts to resolve the tension between 

the child's best interest and the community's best interest, 

what hierarchy of values ;uide decisions? How do actors in 

the system ;0 about resolvin; the conflicts? The resolution 

is a mix of le;islative constraints and udiscretionary 

decisions by many individuals in different a;encies in the 

system. 

In order to act ~tall, actors must find some way of 

routinizing cases. It is not practical to rehash the 

essential conflict between individual" and community ri;hts 

in every case. The tas,k, thou;h ideally what the court is 
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Supposed to dc, is or;anizationally and probably 

Psycho~o;ically impossible. Actors must seek ways of 

sort.in; throu;h cases, -identifyin; the routine ones, the 

potentially problematic ones, and the ones that clearly 

merit particular attention and thou;ht. 

In an organization like the court in which each a;ency 

involved has a different set of or;anizational objectives 

and a di fferent role to play in the process I the sort in; 

process will not yield the same cate;orization of Cases in 

each agency. Some will be seen as essentially uncomplicated 

or routine to all actors; others will be routine to some and 

either problematic or attention-demanding to others. Other 
cases may be seen as hi;hly problematic to all actors. 'l'he 

first cate;ory of uncomplicated be cases handled can 

routinely by all actors because there is essential a;reement 

about what to do with 'them. The second "mixed" category 

provides the pool of cases in which most ne';otiation takes 

place because they are ranked differently by different 

a;encies so some a;encies are more willin; to compromise on 

them than others. The final cate;ory ox cases, those 

considered very problematic and deservin; of attention~ may 

;rip the attention of most or all participants in the syst,em 
)' 

because of their defiance / of easy resolution. The case~ in 

categories two and ,"three are the' ones which require 
discussion and for whicb court time should be made 
available. Yet some courts may not-'be able to handle the 

routine cases efficiently enol1;h to allow the necessary time 
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and resources for the others. Difficulties develop when 

some actors in the system define ~ cases as havin;J the 

same val ue--they either attempt to routinize them all or 

treat each one as worthy of full attention (technically and 

philosophically required, but practically impossible.) 

Whether this is done or not may vary by size of court anp 

.. 1 If a court has resources and power of an ind~v~dua a;ency. 

a very hi;h volume of cases, there may be a ;reat deal of 

pressure upon a;encies and individuals to treat a hi;h 

t · f as "rou ........ .;ne". propor ~on 0 cases ~ As part of this process, 

the ability of one a;ency to impose its view of cases on 

'Other a;encies muy becolme an important consideration. The 

fact that so many of the courts that have been studied by 

social scientists tend to be hi;h volume urban courts--and 

perhaps inclined to routinize a hi;h percenta;e of cases-

may have relevance in re;ard to what we know about courts. 

The two themes--the tension between the child I s interests 

and the community's interests, and the salience of resources 

to decision-makin;--are particularly ;ermane to the 

discussion of the court Ciase study and t'he interaction 

betwee:n family back;round and court experience. t.rhey are 

also relevant to a discussion of ;iftep delinquents to the 

extent thClt ;iftedness is reco;nized and responded to by the 

court. 

the A third the~e has to do specifically with 

identi fication and study of gifted delinquents. The study 

clearly answers one importan'ti question. There are ;ifted 
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delinquents I and they do find their way into the juvenile 

justice system. Althou;h we must be cautious in 
;eneralizin; about what percenta;e of the delinquent 

population is ;ifted because the study only included youths 

who a;reed to be interviewed, the project did identify a 

substantial number of ;ifted 

population. 

youths in the research 

The analysis further indicates' that ;ifted youths who 

find their way into the juvenile justice system may be 

especially likely to have a particular kind of giftedness-

one that brin;s them less support from families, schools, 

and other community institutions than other forms. It 

perhaps may make them more vulnerable to delinquency than 

other ;ifted--and perhaps even non;ifted--youths. These 

findin;s may be;in to ;ive us some better undi§rstandin; of 

what leads some children to be mo~:e vulnerable ,to bein; 

defined as a delinquent than others. Giftedness, if it is 

percei ved by some court personnel, may also provide the 

basis of moving cases from the routine cate;ory to the mixed 

or problematic cate;ories. 

:·:fhe Final Report is divided into twelve chapters.' This 

first chapter develops 
( the themes that weave thro.g;h the 

.y;-

report. Chapter 2 describes in detail the methodolo;y that 

was employed in the data collection for both the case stUdy 

amd study of ;iftedb'kss . Chapter 3 provides a description 

of the context within which the court operates. This is an 

i~portant aspect of the study since the co~rt was selected 
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because it was a suburban court in a high growth area. The 

context includes sections on the national juvenile justice 
:1 

movement, the history of the court under study, recent ~tate 

legi~lation in regard to the juvenile court, which was just 

beginning to be implemented when the study began, and the 

economic and physical environment in which the court 

operates. 

Chapter 4 describes the court process in general and 

focuses upon three particular aspects of the process: the 

handling of nonresident cases, the decision to set cases for 

trial, and the effect of legal representation upon the 

processing of youths. 

Chapter 5 focuses upon the population of the court and 

inc 1 udes sections on where youths who enter the court come 

from, what they do, their personal characteristics, and 

which ones "are diverted away from the court. The final 

section includes a comparison of the youths who are diverted 

and those Who are filed on in court . 

Chapter 6 is a study of time and process in the court 

and looks specifically at case processing time in the 

juvenile court. Chapter 7 reports the results of a study of 

dispositions. Chapter 8 focuses specifically on the 

handling of juvenile co-participants by the court. 

Chapter 9 ~ddresses tne family questions which were 
/1 

l raised in our proposal and explores the impact which family 

background has on adjudication and disposition. 

9 

Chapters 10 and 11 report on the results of the" study 

of gifted delinquents. Chapter 10 includes an extensive 

discussion of the literature on gifted delinquency. and 

raises some questions about the relationship between 

delinquency and different kinds of giftedness. Chapter 11 

presents the results of a factor analysis of the test 

resul ts on the screened and assessed youths. 

provides a conclusion to the stUdy. 

10 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY DATA COLLECTION 

The Suburban Youth Project utilized a variety of 

methods and relied upon multiple sources of data. As the 

project developed, it had two fairly distinct data ;atherin~ 

operations--one for the ~iftedness portion of the study and 

the other for the court and family portions. In order to 

carry out the ~iftedness portion of the research it was 

necessary to identify a point in the court process where we 

could contact youths and ~ain their consent to be tested by 

project interviewers for the Sta~e I screenin~ part of the 

{~ research without in any way jeopardizin~ their le~al status 

or interferin~ with the work of juvenile justice system 

personnel. We also had to develop procedures for follow-up 
c~\ 

interviews with a portion of the youths whom we identified 

as eli;ible for the Sta~e II or full assessment interview. 

The court and family portions of the research also 

required extensive cooperation of court a~encies but in 

different ways. In order t.o carry out the court and family 

studies, it was necessary for researchers to observe all 

aspects of the juvenile justice system inc1udin~ client-

staff interviews, staff meetin~s, public meetin~s, and court 

hearin~s. It was also necessary to see a~ency and juvenile 

files and fu", be physicaily present on a daily basis in 
\, 
" a.~ency and court: offices for weeks at a time. 

11 

Before either portion of the project could 
~et. 

underway, however, it was necessary to create workin~ 

relationships wi th a~encies and personnel in the juvenile 

justice system. After these were established, the two 
I 

portions of the project were relatively autonomous. 

The first section of this chapter describes the initial 

process necessary to obtain access to a~encies in the field 

settin~ for both parts of the study. The second section 

describes the methodolo~y used for ~atherin~ data for the 

court and family studies, and the third section describes 

the methodol03Y that is unique to the study of ~ifted 

delinquents. 

ENTRY INTO THE COUNTY JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 

Even before the project started officially in January, 

1980, the Principal Investigators met with key personnel in 

the juvenile justice system. Early in 1977, Anne Mahoney 

first met with Judge Foote, then the Juvenile Judge, and 

Gary Corbett, JUvenile Probation Supervisor. She also met 

with the person who was then D' t f l.rec or 0 the District 

Attorney's Juvenile Diversion Project. As plans for the 

project developed, she gave tbem early concept papers about 

the proposed research and elicited their ideas and 

suggestions. In 1978, when OJJDP requested a full research 
,; 

proposal, Dr. 'Mahoney and Dr. Seeley again met with key 

personnel andc Presented the research idea to a meeting 

12 
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arranged by Judge Foote that included the Ch;ef Judge of the 

District Court, the new juvenile judge--Judge Kaylor, the 

District Attorney, and the Juvenile Probation Supervisor. 

After that meeting, the participants sent letters of support 

to the pro ject . 

When revisions of the proposal were requested by OJJDP 

in the summer of 1979, contact was again made with the key 

personnel in the court to keep the~ up-to-date and get some 

additional information. Part of this work was done by Carol 

Fenster, Who later joined the project as Research Associate. 

Once the grant for the proje~t was awarded, additional 

contacts were made with agencies and staff members in the 

court, and pro ject members began to esta.blish a presence in 

the court system, even though the project had not officially 

started. The senior .staff of the project set up meetings 

during November and December, 1979, with the Judge of the 

Juvenile Court, the Chief Probation Officer and the Juvenile 

Probation Supervisor, the District Attorney and the Director 

of the DA I S Juvenile Diversion Project, the Public 

Defenders, the Court Administrator, and the Director of 

Social Services and the Supervisor of the Youth in Conflict 

Division of the Department of Social Services. The purpose 

of these meetings was to describe the project and elicit 

questions, suggestions, and concerns about it. In addition, 

staff undertook several hours of court observation to 

familiarize themselves with court procedures and to begin to 

get acquainted with agency staff members. 
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One of the first items' of business that had to be taken 

care of when the project ectuel.1y got underway wes to obtain 

a court order from the Juvenile Judge tc? give I!!Iccess to 

juvenile files. Without it there was no legal ri~ht to look 

at any record with' a child I s name on it. The cOt:!rt order 

gave full access to all .. delinquency files to the t.hree 

senior staff members of SYP and anyone else the Principal 

Investigator designated. Staff members each had a copy of 

the court order or letter of authorization and carried it 

whenever they were in court. 

Procedures ~ Insurin~ Confidentiality of ~ 

Because of the need for confidentiality and protection 

of juvenile SUbjects, a privacy certification had been drawn 

up early in 
This 

the grant application process. 

certification provided the framework for our procedures for 

protecting juvenile subjects throughout the project. It 

required that youths participate voluntarily, that records 

with identifying information be kept in locked files, that 

identifying information be removed from records as soon as 

possible, and that all results be reported in such a way 

that individualE> could not be identified. A copy. of this 

privacy certification was filed with each of the three host 

agencies at the beginnin3' of the data collection phase of 

the project. 

14 



Field Office 

Early in the project, the Chief Probation Officer made 

available to the Suburban Youth Project, without cost, an 

office in the Court Services Buildin; next door to the 

Juvenile Court. Thi,s office served as a fi-eld office for 

the project and provided on-site space for project members. 

More important, it ;ave the project a le;itimate physical 

presence in the court. The Department of Sociology agreed 

to pay the cost of phone service for this office as part of 

In the University of Denver's overhead on the grant. 

addition to the phone service, staff members were given 

access to the Probation Department's xerox machine for which 

we were billed on a monthly basis. 

In the be;innin; of the project we were unsure as to 

how the location of our field" office within the probation 

We offices would be perceived by the other agencies. 

particularly wanted to project an air of, neutrality so that 

we would n()t be identified as aligned with anyone agency. 

As far as we could tell, the office location did not lead to 

our bein; seen as part of Probation. We had graduate 

research assistants doing testin; in three agencies 

includin; probation and in each, our GRA had some kind of 

office space. The probation space seemed to be perceived as 

no different t'han space in other agencies. By the end of 

the project it appeared that a~l othe,r agencies had accepted 

the location of the field office as a matter of fact. 

15 
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Arran~ements for Identification of Youths 

and Mechanics of Interview Process 

order to maximize the delinquent popUlation 

available for the ;iftedness portion of the project, the J 

staff secured the cooperation of three a;encies. '- Together 

these three agencies processed all of the youths who came 

into the County's juvenile justice system. The first a;ency 

was the Youth Diagnostic Team (YDT) which evaluated all 

youths for whom out-of-home placement is bein; considered. 

The second a;ency was the Juvenile Division of the Probation 

Department, which was attached to the Court. The third 

a;ency was the District Attorney's Juvenile Diversion 

Program Which provided counselin; for first-time and/or non

violent offenders who were referred to the .l?rogram by the 

District Attorney in lieu of filin; a delinquency petition 

in juvenile court. 

One of the most difficult decisions was the selection 

of the specific point in each agency's processing of youths 

that would be most appropriate for the Phase I screenin; for 

giftedness. Selection of this point was guided by the 

project's concern that the testin; 1) occur at a point least 

disruptive to the child's case processing: 2) not interfere 

" 
with the procedures employed by the a;ency: and 3 ) occur at 

roughly the same point in each child's processin;. Because 

each a;ency operated under different policies and sougbt to 

accompliSh somewhat different objectives, three separate 
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.sets of research procedures had to be developed. These 

testing procedures were developed over a several month 

period through a series of negotiations and numerous 

meetings with supervisors and staff members in each agency. 

By the beginning of the pilot phase ( second quarter) . the 

testing point had been selected in each of the three 

agencies and a memo outlining the testing procedures was 

issued to each agency. After the procedures were firmly 

established, they were formalized in each agency in a 

written Memorandum of Understanding signed by agency heads 

and SYP Principal Investigators Anne Mahoney and Ken Seeley. 
:., ~' 

In all three agencies, this memorandum of understanding 

stated that the host agency would: a)' permit a staff member 

<: of SYP to work within the host agency to screen and assess 

If.,' ,"'~ 
~ 

for giftedness all agency clients who give written 

permission; b) make space available for screening and 

assessment; c) notify SYP staff members about all new 

clients and facilitate their arrangements to contact youths 

and their parents in order to obtai~'l permission for the 

testing! d) permit access to records of clients in the study 

to SYP staff members with appropriate written permission 

and/ or court orders:; e} avoid the use of any verbal or 

written information obtained from SYP about the youth. In 

return, the Suburban Youth Project staff agreed to: a) make 

known to the host agency all of the screening and assessment 

procedures used in the identification of gjfted youths; b} 

obtain written parent/guardian and child permission for all 

17 
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screening and assessment procedures; c) '~protect the 

confidentiality of information obtained in its research as 

described in the Privacy Certification filed with each host 

agency; d) provide supervision of all its staff by 

qualified/certified professionals regarding screening and 

assessment of youths; e) gather no information from the 

youth about the delinquent incident which brought the youth 

into the juvenile justice system; and f) assure that the 

person assigned to the agency conforms to office policies 

and procedures. 

In the Probation Department, the youths became eligjble 

for testing after they received a disposition from the 

judge. They were asked to participate in the testing at the 

meeting between the youth and a probation officer when the 

terms and conditions of probation or reserved ad judication 

were is sued. Since parents were usually present at this 

meeting, it was an appropriate time to secure their 

permission. At thl.'s meetl.'n~, ~ the probation counselor 

presented the youth and his/ller parents with a permission 

slip drawn up by Project staff which outlined the purpose of 

the proposed testing, its len:lth, and its relatiQ~ship to 
'_"~I 

the Probation Department's expectations of youth. 

Participation in the t.esting was voluntary; therefore, if 

youths and/or their parents refused to sign the permission 

slip, they were not persuaded or forced to participate 

against their will. Because the permission slip-;:c:cW''3S 
, jr/·\,,_ 

presented to youths after the disposition was grant~'d, the 
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youths' acceptance or re jection of the screeninq interview 

could not be seen as having any effect whatsoever upon the 

disposition decision. 

The procedures developed for the Probation Department 

provided that the resear,ch assistant assigned to probation 

would be notified by probation counselors as to which youths 

agreed to be tested. Generally, probation counselors 

sched uled the youth's screening interview at the same time 

as the regular counseling appointment with the probation 

counselor. In this way, youths and their families were 

allowed to combine the testing interview and the probation 

counselor's appointment into one visit. The tests were 

usually administered to youths in the office provided for 

the project by the probation department. 

Youths assigned to a Stage II assessment were asked to 

participate and were assessed by the res,earch assistant. He 

generally contacted them by phone or set up the assesl:1ment 

interview with the help 0,£ the youth's probation counselor: 
) 

however, the probation counf,5elor was not responsible for 
-, 

securing the youth's permission to participate in this 

second interview. 

Each mopth the Chief Probation Officer prepared a list 

of youths receiving dispositions during the preceding month. 

This monthly list comprised Qur master list of eligible 

youths against which we compared our lists of 

sCJ;eenedlassessed youths. In addition, the SYP assistant 

assigned to the probation department daily checked the 
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dockets to see which youths received dispositions. The 

assistant then consulted periodically with the youth's 

probation counselor to see whether the youth had agreed to 

the screening interview and the date selected for the 

interview. 

In the Juvenile Diversion Program, only youths referred 

to the program at the mandatory level who remained in the 

program were eligible for screening. They were asked to 

participate in the Suburban Youth Project at the intake 

meeting with the diversion counselor. The intake meeting is 

designed to acquaint the youth with the purposes of the 

diversion program and the counselor's expectations for the 

youth during the supervision period. It provides a natural 

POint to introd uce the Sta-"fe I . t . 
'::I ,ln erV1ew to the youth 

because the youth' s parents must be present for the intake 

interview and 'thus, are available to either accept or reject 

their child's participation in the Suburban Youth Project 

testing. Procedures developed for this agency provided that 

the diversion counselor present the:: permission slip to the 

youth ;;lnd the youth's family at the end of the intake 

interview, briefly explain the project to them, and ask them 

whether they willing were to participate or not. 

Prospective participants were expected to indicate their 

accept .. ance or re jection by the end of the intake interview. 

Youths Who agreed to participate in the SYP testirlg were 

scheduled for the screening interview 

visit to the diversion office. The 
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assigned to Diversion \>las notified by the diversion 

counselor when the screening interview was scheduled se) that 

she could be present to administer the tests at the close of 

the youth I s interview with the diversion counselor. As a 

result of this procedure, each youth was screenE~d at 

approximately the same point in the supervision period after 

the diversion counselor had had a chance to establish 

rapport with the youth. 

If a youth was select.ed for Stage II assessment, the 

youth I S counselor sent the permission slip home with the 

youth with instructions to mail it back to the diversion 

office. 'Ine SYP research assistant was notified by the 

counselor when the permission slip was returned and she 

(~. phoned the family to arrange the appointment for assessment 

interview. If the slip was not returned, she took' the 

initiative to call ·the family to talk to them about it. 

~ach month the Diversion secretary prepared a.l list of 

youths who had been referred to the program. This lis1\: 

became the master list of youths against which SYP compared 

the number of youths se-reened and assessed. 

In the Yo~th Diagnostic Team, the youth was screeneq as 

part of a four part evaluation by a social ~.'jorker, 

educational expert, psychologist, and a nur:\se. The first 

evaluator to interview the youth (usually the social worker) 

presented the permission slip to the youth. Since parents 

were required to be present at this particular interview, it 

was an ideal point to request the youth I s participation in 
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the screening interview. 

Every youth evaluated f t f h or ou -0 - orne placement by the 

Youth Diagnostic T earn was eligible for testing unless the 

child was considered to be too emotionally disturbed or 

retarded to be able to take the test. The YDT was unique in 
that it was the 1 on y agency in which the Suburban Youth 

Project assistant functioned as a totally integrated member 
of the team. The SYP resea·rch assis tant was one of t~o 

psychol?gists on the team. His assignment to the Diagnostic 

Team fulfilled the requirements f h' .. or ~s placement" throug'h 

the Professiollal Psychology Program at the Uni versi ty of 

Denver as well as his research assistantship through the 

Suburban Youth Pro j ect • Evaluations were scheduled on a 

weekly basis and the YDT secretary prepared this weekly list 

for SYP staff so that SYP could (;ompare screened and 

assessed youths a~ainst this list. 

The research assistant was required to perform 
Psychological evaluations on two of the five youths seen 

each week by the team and, if a youth he was evaluating had 

consented .. to the . 
screen~ng int'erview, he lengthened the 

Psychological interview by 30-45 minutes to include 
administration of. the SYP . 

screen~ng tests. Be was able to 

$creen the youths he did not evaluate at other points' during 

the day. 

Youths who qualified for Sta~e·· II . 
. :1 ~nterviews were 

referred to another SYF ass~stant f 
..L or assessment. tn-ds 

assistant was respons~bl·e· f . ... or securl.ng the youth I s as well 
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G[, as the parents' permission for the assessment to take place. 

Youths on each of the three eligibility lists 

(probation, diversion, and YDT) were assigned a suburban 

youth project identification number. This four digit number 

was assigned by the SYP secretary who also made a 3 x 5 

index card showing the youth' s name in the upper left-hand 

corner, the youth' s agency number 'directly below the name, 

and the ;:~yp number in the upper right-hand .comer. These 

index care,s were filed alphabetically by the youths' last 

names in a locked cabinet in the SYP offices. Youths who 

were screened had a fifth digit to show whether the 

screening occurred in the 1) pilot phase or 2) data 

collection phase. Youths who were assessed had a sixth 

(~ digit to show whether the assessment occurred in the 3) 

pilot or 4) data collection phase. 

When the points at which tests were administered are 

compared across each agency as well as the policies 

governing the administration of testing, the 

similarities across agencies become apparent. For example, 

in each agency, youths were screened at a point that 

"meshed II comfortably with the agency's procedures. In 

addition, agency staff members rather than SYP staff members 

presented yout.hs with screening permission slips. In this 

way, participation in the screening phase was presented as a 

natural, though voluntary component of the youth's 

processing through the agency. Moreover, each youth was 

tested in designated offices prt)vided by each of the host 
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agencies and each youth was tested individually rather than 

in a group. Finally, permission from youths and parents to 

participate in the Stage II assessment was secured by a SYP 

assistant rather than a member of the host agEmcy. Thus, 

there was a great deal of consistency across agencies and 

within each agency in terms of the procedures utilized in 

administration of tests. 

The Suburban Youth Project drafted two pieces of 

information eXFlaining the project' s purpose, procedures, 

and goal s. One piece-- "W11at to Tell Parents Who Want More 

Information Ab01Jt the Suburban Youth Project"--was written 

in question-answer form and given to probation counselors, 

diversion counselors, and YDT evaluators so that they would 

be better prepared to answer queries from youths and their 

parents. It outlined the project' s purpose, the length of 

. the screening and assessment interviews, the source of the 

funding, the admi,nistrators of the project, the purpose of 

the testing results, and the parents' role in the interview 

process as well as their access to the testing results. 

The second piece of information was a two-page 

"Information on the Suburcan Youth Project" tailored to each 

of the host agencies. It outlined the project' s purpose, 

the location of the field office, the support of the 

juvenile judge and other host agencies ~ the criteria for 

eligibility, the content;s of the screening interview and 

procedures for selecting experimental and control groups. 

This piece of information was distributed to the staffs of 
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all agencies. 

Even though agency heads had assured us of their 

support throughout the research project, line staff members 

within each agency were not always so easily convinced. 

During the first few months of tbe 'project, research 

assistants met with subtle resistance and skepticism about 

the viability of the proposeo research. By the end of the 

second quarter, however, research assistants had been 

integrated into their respective agencies and their presence 

was generally viewed by line staff as an interesting 

addition to their group. 

Gaining Acceptance in the Field 

With only minor exceptions (e.g. some counselors 

vocally approved the testing of delinquent youth but failed 

to refer any youths to the SYP research assistant for 

testing) , our acceptance in the field research site was 

executed with posi ti ve results. In fact, there were times 

. "t " when we thought our acceptance was 00 easy. There seemed 

to be a prevailing trust of us and our research team--we 

were given access to ag-ency files, budgets, and personal 

insights volunteered by persons at all levels within the 

agencies. While this access to important pieces of 

information aided the project , it a 1 so placed a burden on 

staff members. Particularly in the early stages of the 

project, we were unsure as to hoW' much of .. this information 

we should have and What we could 'do with it. 
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Once the project was underway, there were other 

problems. One of them was the problem of .. intermeshing" 

with each agency's personality. It soon became apparent 

that each agency had a distinct personality, perhaps because 

of the professional and philosophical backgrounds of its 

staff. As a result, each agency bad a distinct way of 

viewing problems and issues generated both from wi thin and 

from outside its boundaries. For example, the accepted mode 

of interaction within the probation department was one of 

joking, bantering, teasing, and a general "roll with the 

punches " attitude toward their jobs and the clients they 

served. Intr~agency tensions and disagreements were handled 

in the same manner. As a result, in listening to these 

exchanges of banter, one was never sure whether the source 

was an unresolved tension between co-workers or a genuine 

attempt to demonstrate a warm, cooperative working 

relationship. 

In contrast, the personality of the diversion staff was 

more solemn. They seemed to approach their jobs with more 

seriousness. They joked among each other less often and 

rarely made co-workers the target of their jokes, at least 

in the presence of the researcher. This was particularly 

true of the Eastern branch of the agency where staff members 

usually remained in their offices, except to meet with 

clients, and were hardly ever seen engaged in casual 

conversation. 
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In a system in which loyalties are important, our 

loyal ties were always under scrutiny and up for question. 

The kind of field involvement we sou~ht is difficult to 

maintain for many reasons. One of the most difficult, but 

most important, is the need to remain impartial. There were 

stron~ loyalties and points of conflict between ~roups 

within the system, and our project activities did not throw 

us equally into contact with all groups. We found ourselves 

occasionally be~inning to take on the opinions of a ~roup 

with whom we worked closely. . Because these assistants 

worked in the a~encies on a day-to-day basis! it wasn I t 

unusual for them to have more routine contact wi th a~ency 

workers than with members of the Suburban Youth Project. 

<= Consequently, their attitudes toward the research project 

and juvenile delinquents in general were more stron~ly 

affected by their host agency than by their supervisors at 

the Project. Sometimes they would ~et so cau~ht up in the 

" I) ethos of their or~anizations 
I 

that they would begin to ar~ue 

( 

\"~'c-.Jn staff meetings about the relative merits of their 

respective agencies. The very fact that different staff 

members were workin~ in different a~encies and brought their 

orientations into ourmeeting's and discussions helped us 

keep a perspective. Also, in the cotirse of our research, 

some staff members carried on data collection in several 

agencies and were exposed to differing views of the same 

people and institutions. 
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Despi te the relative ease with which the pro je·ct ~ained 

access to these a~encies and the resultin~ cooperation from 

line staff, there was still the feelin~ of bein~ an 

"outsider." Perhaps because the Research Associate who 

carried much of the day-to-day supervision of the project 

was not integrated into any one a~ency as the graduate 

research assistants were, these feelings were particularly 

acute for her. At times, it was obvious that the topic of 

discussion would rapidly chan~e when she entered the room. 

At other times the discussion would continue even thou~h the 

topic was of a personal nature between two co-workers or a 

verbal thrashing of another worker from either the same or 

another agency. 

There were many times, especially early in the field 

work, when the Research Associate wished she had not been 

present during certain conversations. By being privy to 

conversations amon~ co-workers, she was sometimes placed in 

an uncomfortable situation. She had information that could 

be damaging to another person should it become known, yet 

was unsure why the workers were so open in front of her. 

Was it because they trusted her and her sense of loyalty and 

confidentiality, because they really didn I t care if the 

information were passed on to others, or because they were 

"sta~ing"l a conversation to allow her to gather information 

on topics too sensitive to be gathered directly? 

As the research pro~ressed and the agency staff members 

became more familiar with us, they also became more open 
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about interagency conflicts. In our efforts to remain 

neutral and cooperative with everybody, we often found 

ourselves having to "straddle the fence" on particular 

issues. For example, during a morning court session the 

juvenile probation supervisor and the deputy district 

attorney clashed bitterly over the recommendation for a 

youth's final disposition. The SYP court observer was 

invited to ,;ibin the probation staff for lunch that day, and 

the animosity toward the DA dominated the luncheon 

conversation. Although the court observer felt she 

projected an air of neutrality and avoided any direct 

opinion concerning the "rightness" or "wrongness" of the 

youth's disposition, she was not prepared for the district 

attorney's scorn when she returned for the court's afternoon 

session. It was obvious that the DA considered her lunch 

with members of the probation department as an acceptance of 

probation's position on the youth's disposition. He was 

also unhappy because "we" didn't invite him to have lunch 

with "us. II This experience served as a reminder that even 

though we try to remain neutral in our relationships wi KI 

several juvenile justice agencies, our actions are always 

being observed, evaluated, and sometimes misinterpreted. 

A related problem was our need to maintain confidences 

.and not pass on information to members of one agenGY about 

what was going on in another agency. Often we were gently, 

or not so gently, encouraged to provide some insight into 

how another agency wa~ handling a situation, 
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questioner was doing his or her job. "Well, are we doing a 

good job?" w:as a question we fielded on several occasions. 

We maintained very strong guidelines about not sharing 

information and often talked openly wi th workers in the 

system about our concerns about the importance of our 

maintaining confidentiality in re;ard to both children and 

staff members. 

At the beginning and throughout the project, we always 

openly maintained our role of researcher, and introduced 

ourselves as being from the Suburban Youth Project, a 

research project connected with the University of Denver. 

We made a point of putting all agreements about research 

procedures in writing, getting them signed by both SYP and 

the agency heads involved, and checking with agency heads at 

regular intervals to be sure that we all agreed on what we 

were doing and how, and to answer their questions. 

We feel that our general acceptance by the juvfmile 

justice system in Which we worked is an important dimension 

of our research. Our experience led us early during our 

contact with this system to adopt the attitude that, in 

general, workers in the system care about the "kids" and 

want to do a good job. They know that the system has 

problems and want to see improvements, but are frustrated in 

their attempts to work constructively with the juveniles or 

in efforts to change the system. We carried this attitude 

throughout our research period and into the analysis phase. 

Perhaps it builds a bias into our work. If it does, we feel 
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that it is not a serious one. It has directed our attention 

rather than to personalities and to structure and process 

scapegoats. It also has greatly eased our field work. We 

. f problems in the suspect that our genuine desire to ocus on 

to dwell on interpersonal relationship~ system rather than 

. t d ';n a variety of ways or to fix blame was conunun~ca e ... to 

those we worked with and that it contributed, in some 

to the ~eneral acceptance and trust we enjoyed. measure, ':I 

COURT AND FAMILY STUDY l1ETHODOLOGY 

Data collection for the court and family studies 

utilized a wide range of sources-- quanti tati ve data from 

. . . qualitative data from the official records kept )jy agenc~~s; 

.; n a variety of settings including participant observation ... 

the juvenile cour room, '::l t a~ency staff meetings, conferences 

d state, observation of of child workers from the county an 

1 S and J'uvenile clients, formal interviews between counse or 

interv iews with agency ea s, h d informal discussions among 

staff members connected w~t e 'h th J'uvenile court: and 

newspaper articles chronicling important developments and 

issues in the county's juvenile justice system. In pursuing 

, were able to combine this wide variety of methodolo3~es, we 

the "deepness and richness" of qualitative measures with the 

"hardness and certainty" of quantitative measures. This 

multiple method strategy is consistent with the approach 
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Bernstein and Hagan (1978) and is particularly applicable in 

a field res~arch setting where a variety of data sources 

exist. 
The following section discusses in detail each of 

the data collection methods employed by the Suburban 'Youth 

Project staff, the advantages of these methods, and any 

particular problems or biases 
encountered during the 

utilization of these methOds. 

Official Records 

The types of official records utilized for this study 

include the files kept by the Clerk of the Court on each 

youth whose petition was filed in Juvenile Court during 

1980: the files kept by the Juvenile Diversion Program on 

each youth referred to that program during 1980; and annual 

reports kept by these two agencies of the Juvenile Court as 

well as those kept by the District Attorney's office, the 

Department of Social Services, and conunissions appointed to 

moni~or the county's juvenile justice system. 

The year 1980 was selected as the year for data 
(i 

cOllect1ion from official records and was selected for 

several practical reasons. First, we wanted the findings to 

be timely, based on current events in the juvenile justice 

system. 
Second, we needed at least a year to elapse after 

the end of the study period to enable cases to work their 

(The Use of 1981 would not allow 

enough time before the project ended.) Use of 1979 was not 

desirable because of a major legislative change that became 
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effective on July 1, 1979 that removed status offenders from 

the juvenile court. There were no significant le;islative 

chan;es durin; 1980. 

Juvenile Court Records 

In early 1981, a preliminary version of the court 

records codebook was 'devised by Anne tf<ilhoney and Carol 

Fenster. Several hours were expended in studying the court 

files:. gettin; a sense of what information they contained, 

and ascertainin; how easily certain kinds '9f information 

could be elicited. The 17-pa;e codebook Jncludes 115 

variables on the incidence of delinquency across,.the county 

by census tracts and municipalities, the family situation of 

youths, how these youths are processed throu;h the Juvenile 
; 

Court, cha.racteristics of the delinguentact, and \the 

factors affectil~g their dispositions. Of particular 

interest was the len;th of time that juvenile cases take to 

process from apprehension through <?isposi tion, and whether 
, 

certain kinds of!. cases take lon;er than others, and if so, 

why. 

An early version of the codebook was pre-tested on a 

random sample of cases in early Ma:z::ch, 1981. After further 
/' 
il 

revisions were made, a final version of the codebook was 

completed. Under the supervision of Research Associate, 

Carol Fenster. three assistants were trained to begip codin; 

in April. Several of the early coding ~essions involved 

acquaintin; the coders with the contents of the '~files. Each 
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completed codebook was checked by the supervisor for errors, 

omissions, or inconsistencies. These were d i-scussed with 

the coders at the be;innin; of the next coelin; session. 

Under this trainin; pro;ram, a hi;h de;ree of reliabi.lity 

was soon "established amon; the coders. 

In ;eneral, we found the juvenile court records to be 

very complete; accurate, and easy to understand. The 

typical juvenile case file contains a copy of the 

petition (s) filed a;ainst the youth, the minute orders of 

each hearin; includin; the hearing data, persons in 

attendance, what happened ~t the hearin;, the jud;e's 

dispositional decision, and any other relevant documents 

such as a copy of the dismissal, the pre-dispositional 

report made by the probation counselor, and the bail release 

form. 

A,ccess to these juvenile court records was made 

possible by the court order ;iven to project staff members 

at the beginning of the project by the juvenile judge. 

Since the police reports for all juvenile cases are stored 

in the District Attorney's office rather than with juvenile 

court records, an additional court order from the Juvenile 

Judge was required to gain access to police records, as well 

as permission from the District Attorney. Access to the 

diversion records was ;rained through special written 

permission from the Diversion Director and the District 

Attorney. 
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Both the development of the codebook and the coding 

process were enhanced by the intensive field experience and 

court observations during the first year of the project. To 

determine which variables to include in the codebook, we 

drew upc~p our conversations with juvenile officials in the 

county, several hundred hours of observations in the 

juvenile courtroom, direct experiences with youths we 

encountered during the screenin~ and assessing for 

giftedness, the literature on delinquency, and the 

conceptual framework as outlined in the original proposal to 

OJJDP. 

The codebook is divided into several sections. It 

( 
begins with variables related to various stages of court 

processing from detention to final disposition. Other 

categories include variables related to the delinquent's 

disposition, the child's characteristics and school 

adjustment, and family background. The final section 

includes information found in the police report, 

particularly the circumstances surrounding the delinquent 

act and whether the youth cornmi tted the act alone lor with 

others. 

The court files were actually coded in two phases. 

Phase I involved the coding of files stored in the Clerk of 

the Court' s office. .. However, q..~ noted earlier, these files 
;f 

do not contain copies of the Police report outlining the 

( circumstances of the delinquent act( s). This information 

was obtained in Phase II durin; June 1981 from records 
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stored in District Atii;prney' s juvenile oi vision. 

5e lectioI}c-~£-.cJ?:{jpula tion. 
-:"""'- - A list of all youths whose 
! 

petitions were filed in the Juvenile Court was obtained from 

the probation department logs. These cases are recorded on 

the logs by consecutive case number (JV ) by year ( e. g . 

80JVOOOl, 80JV0002, etc.) and include the youth's name, 

number, age, petition filing date, residence, referral 

source (the police department who apprehended the youth), 

and the allegations. Using this list, the coders were able 

to locate tbe youth's file in the office of the Clerk of the 

Court. Because these logs are \~ery complete and accurate, 

we are confident that we had access to each available case 

filed during that year. Delinquency files are stored on the 

same shelves and use the same numberin; system as the 

dependency/neglect and paternity cases. As a final check to 

insure that we included every delinquency case, we pulled 

every file and checked to see whether it involved 

delinquency charges. Every delinquency case filed in 1980 

was coded, regardless of whether or not the youth resided in 

the court's jurisdiction. 

As the coding ()f the court records progressed, the 

coders kept track of which cases had already been coded by 

placing a checkmark beside the youth's name. By early June 

1981 the majority of 1980 cases were coded but there 

remained a small percentage of the cases that either 

not be located or had not reached final disposition. 

of these uncoded eases was made and in late August and early 
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September, the coders resumed their search for these cases. 

By September 15, a final search had been conducted for every 

1980 case. All missing cases * were located and all pending 

cases (those not having reached final disposition by 

September 15) were coded with as much information as was 

available on that date. 

~oding Problems and Policies. Despite the relative 

accuracy and completeness of the juvenile case file's I the 

coders were faced with several minor problems. One of these 

was the lag time between court hearings and the micro-

filming of records of the hearings. For example, when a 

youth's case is transferred to hiS/her home county (a change 

of venue), the contents of the file are microfilmed before 

the file is mailed. The microfilmed version of the file 

remains in the clerk's office. At the time of coding, the 

clerks in the microfilm department were approximately four 

months behind in compiling the microfilm sheets for the 

files. Consequently, the coding of these files was delayed 

by several months. 

Another troublesome, though infrequent, problem 

invol ved those cases transferred from another county into 

our county, either for disposition or continuation of 

lIn realY':y, none of these cases was actually missing'; 
they were of~en in court on the day we searched for them or 
on the desk pf one of the clerks because the file was bein; 
updated. In addition, sometimes a case file was being 
stored in the Eastern court when the coders were looking for 
it in the Western court and vice versa. Court personnel 
were very helpful in enabling the coders to locate these 
missin; filei'. 
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supervision or probation. Because the courtroom procedures 

and record-keeping policies of these counties differed from 

our county, the coders often had diff~culty ~n d .... ... un erstanding 

what transpired during the processing of this out-of-county 

court case. Furthermore, these transferred cases rarely 

contained corresponding police reports in the DA' s office. 

Consequently, the coders were unsure as to the severity of 

the youth's delinquent act and the circumstances surrounding 

it. During the coding process, the coders had the 

opportunity to review files from several surrounding 

counties in the Denver metro area. Th ey unanimously agreed 

that the files in our county were super~or t h . ... 0 t e f ~ 1 e s ~fi 

other counties in regard to quality, accuracy, and 
completeness. 

A final, though relatively infrequent, problem involved 

minor inconsistencies, omissions, or errors made in 

recordin~ the minute orders. Wh th ~ en ese problems occurred, 

the coders I familiarity with courtroom procedures enabled 

them to sort out the facts. B th ecause e staff was so well 

steeped in the sys,tem of this county, coders were able to 

decipher confusin;i inconsistent, or incomplete records. 

The speed with which files could be coded varied 

considerably. Some files were very simple, strai;htforward, 

and easy to code. These files, once located, took 

approximately five minutes to complete. Othe~~ required 

considerably more time. These included files with more than 

one petition, several hea . . r~n;s, a pre-d~spositionreport, 
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and other miscellaneous sources of information. It was not 

unusual to spend 30 minutes on these IIfat" files. Extremely 

complicated ones required an hour or more. This variation 

among cases made it difficult to estimate how much time was 

needed to complete the entire coding process. Logs kept by 

the coders show that the numbers of files coded in anyone 

day varied depending on whether they drew simple or complex 

cases. 

The coders adopted uniform policies to handle some of 

the variation in practices employed by court personnel in 

assigning numbers and processing cases. If a youth was 

charged with several delinquent acts v the most serious 

charge was used as the indicator of the delinql.1.ent act. 

However, when measuring the . amount of time required to 

process cases, the Yo:.l-i:h IS first delinquent act was used 

(regardless of whether it was the most serious or not) so as 

to accurately measure the amount of time transpiring between 
", ;, 

a child I s first apprehension and later decision points in 

the juvenile justice system. 

If a youth I s most serious offense was committed in the 

company of others, that information was recorded in the 

final four pages of the codebook--the portion called the 

pc)lice report. However, because so many of the delinquent 

acts involved either juveniles or adults who were not 

(,fficially processed through the Juvenile Division of the 

District Attorney's office, the following policy was 

instituted. Coders were instructed to use the youth's most 
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serious offense, but also to include in the comparisons of 

co-participants only those youths whose cases were fOl~ally 

filed with the District Attorney. Variable 115 was used to 

note the presence of an'U' unfl.'led ' t 
~ co-conspl.ra ors, but they 

were not included in any of the other variables in the 

police report because there was very little information on 

them. 
If we had included these peripherally involved 

persons, we would have had to frequently use 9 for missing 

values. 

Each group of co-participants was given a unit number 

to facilitate easy identification of particular groups 

during the analysis. In addition, each member of each group 

was given a number in the followin-"T fashl.'on. I 
:l n any group, 

the youth whose name appeared first on the master list was 

coded as number 1-, the n xt th' h e you l.n t e same group was 
coded as number 2, 

etc. By assigning these numbers, 

comparisons could be made among co-participants within each 

group in terms of disposition, age, sex, prior record, etc. 

The most practical way to maKe these comparisons was to let 

youth 1 become the "reference" youth and, by knowing 

his/her characteristics, the analyst could compare that 

youth to all others involved in the delinquent act. 

Once the coding was completed, the codebooks were 

entered into a computerized data file and then stored in the 

~uburban Youth Project office. 

Perhaps the most troublesome problem encountered during 

the coding was the way in which JV numbers were assigned to 
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youths' cases. Al though the assignment of case numbers is 

outlined in more detail in Chapter 4 on the court process, 

it merits attention here because of its implications for the 

mechanics of coding. Each youth whose original petition is 

filed in Juvenile Court is identified by a JV number. These 

number-s are assigned consecutively during the calendar year 

as they are received from the District Attorney's office by 

the clerk of the court. 

It is common for many youths to have more than one 

petition filed against them durin; a year. During the time 

of our data collection, * it was the court's policy to add 

new petitions to earlier petitions still pending, and to 

file them all under the youth's original JV number. 

However, there were cases where this policy was not adhered 

to and youths were assigned more than one JV number during 

the year. As a result, they had more than one file folder 

on file in the 1980 record s . Sometimes the clerk flagged 

the problem by noting on the folder ( s) the other numbers 

assigned to the youth and under which JV number the case was 

being officially processed. For coding purposes, the coders 

used this official JV number to identify the child whether 

it represented the youth's most serious offense or not. 

2This policy was changed in 1981. Now a new number is 
assigned to each new case against a child. The policy 
change was made to bring the practices of this jurisdiction 
into conformity with most other jurisdictions in the state. 
Non-consolidation practices substantially increase the 
number of juvenile cases a jurisdiction records, and 
consequently enhances its arguments for the need for more 
resources to cope with a higb volume of cases. 
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.', -,"" There were several cases, h 
owever, where the fact that a 

youth had more than 
one case before the court went 

undetecteCl. As a result, we coded th e youth more than once. 
We discovered the dupl ication wlJen 

research assigned we 
identification numbers (SYF numbers) be cause our research 
nUmbers were assi~ned b 

'::J Y name, not JV number. In these 
cases where no official 

consolidation had occurred, the 

peti tions included in the child's most 
recently filed case 

were coded. 
Petitions contained in earlier 1980 cases were 

coded as part of the youth's . 
pr~or record. 

The distinction between individual youths 
and cases is 

important and 
accounts for the large difference between the 

nUmber of cases filed in jUvenile court during 1980, 
cases 

given JV numbers, and the popula":ion of our court record 
stUdy, 710 youths. 

Diversion Recor£ Study 

The development of the codebcok and 
coding procedures 

for cases processed by the. DA' s Juvenile Diversion Program 

are paral:tel to those for the coding of court records. 
I.n 

May, 1981 , after the bugs had been worke..:l out 
'-I of the court 

record coding, the d b k 
co e 00 was modified for use with the 

diversion records. After study of diversion records and 
pretesting, 

the codebook was adap'\..ed to allow analysts to 

compare diversion and t 
cour populations on -- as many variables 

as possible and 

diversion program. 
also utilize information specific to the 
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Selection £! £opulption. A list of all youths whose 

cases were referred by the District Attorney to the 

Diversion Program was obtained from the Diversion secretary. 

This list contains the names of the youths and their 

diversion number (assigned in numerical order during a 

calendar year as the cases are recei ved from the District 

Attorney)--{e.g. 001-80, 002-80, etc.). Youths may be 

referred on a voluntary (police) level or mandatory 

(district attorney) level. We included in our study only 

the youths Who entered the program on a mandatory basis or 

"DA level", as they were called ,because most of the 

voluntary referrals declined to participate and there was 

almost no information in their files. 

The population of coded diversion cases includes 452 

youths who were referred to Diversion at the DA level. This 

population includes youths who were nonresidents of the 

county as well as residents. It also includes youths who 

were referred to Diversion but we~e subsequently returned to 

the District Attorney for court filing. The youths 

"returned as inappropriate" often never even appeared for 

their intake interview. A few refused to admit their 

offense, 

handling, 

Qthers re jected di version ~and elected court 

and some entered diversion but either were 

uncooperative or were charged with additional offenses. 

These "returned" youths are included in the population of 

452 but are separated out for most analyses. Diversion 

files were stored by numerical order in the branch office 
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which handled the child's case. In each site, coders 

inspected each case filed in 1980 to see whether it was 

police or district attorney level, and coded all district 

attorney level cases. 

Coding Problems and Policies. In mid-June, 1981, 

coding of the diversion records by two assistants already 

familiar with the coding of the court records began under 

the supervision of Carol Fenster. Diversion records include 

police reports, so both diversion and police information 

could be gathered on a case at the same time. The cooing of 

diversion records went more slowly than had been anticipated 

and in July a third research assistant was hired and trained 

to help complete the diversion coding. The records required 

more time to code beca.use the most important parts of them, 

the coun selors ' summaries of meetinqs and phone calls with 

their clients, were all handwritten. It was these notes, 

written in a variety of styles .gifferent 

counselors, that provided the most background informaticn~on 

a youth. Deciphering these notes was difficult and time-

consuming and occasionally the coders had to go directly to 

the counselor involved to seek clarification of material. 

The di version c'~diJliJ was completed in September with no 

cases still pending. The \lack of 
( 

. h ,\ Sl.x-mont tr~ratment 
) 

h 
.. H 

t e ml.nl.ma'l lag 
1 

resul t of the 

diversion, and 

pending cases was the 

pro;ram adhered to in 

time between the DA's 
,~. ~-

referral to the pr~gram and the commencement of treatment. 
(I 
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Once the codinq was completed, the cod ebook s were 

entered into a data file and then stored in the Suburban 

Youth Project office. 

Fieldwork 

Fieldwork was central to the data collection effort for 

the case and family studies. Data were qathered primarily 

from participant observation and informal interviews. All 

observations and intervj-ews were written up, filed in locked 

files in the main project office at the University of 

Denver, and eventually compiled into one master set of field 

notes that includes over one thousand typed paqes. Three 

copies of the complete set of field notes were made at tbe 

conclu~don of the data collection phase of the project. The 

oriqinal was stored in a locked cabinet away from the 

project office in the Principal Investiqator's office. The 

three copies were kept in the project office at the 

University of Denver in locked cabijl~ets. One was used as a 
,I 

if 

workinq copy, the second was broken up into cateqories and 

filed by aqency, and the third was used for purposes of 

cutting and pasting durinq analysis. 

Observation .in a roul titude of settinqs was carried on 

throu;;hout the study and was a particular focus durinq 1980. 

It occurred primarily in three kinds of settinqs. The most 

extensive was in the juvenile courtroom itself, where the 

Research Associate observed almost all delinquency 

appearances durinq 1980. The second set of observations 
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I )} occurred in the three aqencies--probation , diversion, and 
"'~ 

the diaqnostic team--in which the qraduate research 

assistants screened and assessed juveniles for giftedness 

from September 1980 to September 1981. A third settinq was 

the weekly and biweekly meetinqs of the county's Placement 

Alternativeu Commission (PAC), an inter-a;ency pOlicy-making 

group. Anne Mahoney attended these meetings, which were 

open to the public, on a reqular basis throuqhout 1980 and 

1981. In addition, staff members also attended meetinqs of 

the Juvenile Justice Task Force, which met monthly a.t 7: 00 

a .m. until it was disbanded in early 1981, met informally 

with staff members throuqhout the system, ,sat in on 

interv iews between youths, parents, and probation or 

diversion counselors, and attended state and county 

conferences for child care workers and juvenile justice 

personnel. In the followinq paqes, we describe the three 

main observation settings and some of the problems that we 

experienced in them. 

Court Observations 

When we started our research, all juvenile cases were 

handled by one full-time judqe in a courtroom used 

excl UlS i vel y ror juveni les. In late 1980, a second person, a 

commislsioner with most but not all the powers of a judqe, 

was assi~ned to hanole J"uvenile cases one day a week. All 
::J \1 " 

research observations took place Il'n . the primary juvenile 

courtroom. Most were on Tuesdays ~~d Thursdays, the days on 
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which most delinquency cases were handled. We observed 

occasionally on other days to find out what we were missing 

and to get a better understanding of the full range of the 

work of the juvenile judge. We also observed on other days 

if a case of particular interest to us was being heard. In 

general, we found that the appearances we were interested in 

were concentrated on the two days in which we were regularly 

present in the courtroom. 

Observations were usually done by one person, Research 

Associate Carol Fenster. From time to time another staff 

member would join or replace her. Early in the observation, 

it became obvious that the continuity in interaction 

provided by having one person assigned re~ularly to the 

court was valuable. We also realized that one person was 

more approachable and had more interaction with court 

personnel than a team of observers. We concluded that we 

qained more from having one well integrated observer 

regularly in the court than we lost by having only one 

perspective from one observer. We felt that the potential 

bias resulting from this single perspective was mitigated 

sufficiently by the perspectives of observers in other parts 

of the system, joint interviews with key personnel during 

th(, two years of d~ta collection, and the quantitat.ive court 

record data. 

The juvenile courtroom is small with limited seating in 

an area designed for jurors. The observer sat in _.this 

section '8;1..ong with probation office.rs, social services 
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workers, alld other agency personnel with business in the 

court. Family members or others who had interest in a 

particular case also sat in this area during their hearing. 

Families and lawyers waitl.' n.'T fo th' 
':::1 r el.r appearances usually 

·sat outside in the hall. 

At the beginning of each observation session, the 

bailiff provl.'ded the ob 'h h ' server Wl. t t e day s docket which 

not only helped us keep track of youths but provided an 

indicator of the size of the docket. Hearings were 

scheduled to begin at 8:30 a.m. but usually did not actually 

begin until 9:00 a.m. or later. This hal f hour before 

hearings actually began was a particularly "fruitful" time 

for obcervation. The observer would usually ~tation herself 

in the waiting roem adjacent to the courtroom and from this 

vantage point could watch youths and their families check in 

with the bailiff. Since there was a great deal of 

interaction between the bailiff and farnililes, s,he often 

witnessed their fear, frustration, anxiety, and skepticism 

towards the! juvenile justice system. She a 1 so frequently 

overheard c~nversations between youths and their parents in 

the waitin~ room. These episodes provided some understanding 

of how families perceived the ' experl.ence. From this vantage 

point, s;he was also able to listen to and participate in 

conversations between courtroom officials. Sometimes these 

conversations were frivolous, joke-tellin; sessions. At 

other times, they were serious discussions of ",hat to db 

with a particular youth, the options available to the cou?tt, 
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and the likelihood of the youth successfully accomplishin; 

the court's goals for him/her. 

These courtroom observations were utilized for a 

variety of purposes. First, they acquainted us \o,i th the 

day-to-day operations of a juvenile court and the 

f th J'uven;le J'ustice a~encies which representatives 0 e. ~ 

comprise the courtroom workgroup. Second, observations gave 

us ideas of what to include dUrini\\our data collection from 

the official records on each youth. Third, they provided us 

witll a variety of serendipitous findings that we would not 

have been aware of by simply studying the youth's official 

records. 

portion of the Despi te tbe eclectic nature of this 

project, there were several types of information that the 

. h l' t These included factors observer collected w~t regu ar~ y. 

affecting the court's treatment of youtr.s at various stages 

of processing; the appearance, demeanor, and interactions of 

youths and their families; persons accompanying the youth to 

the hearings; the effects of recent l.?gisla'tion upon the 

juvenile court processing; community attitudes toward 

d ;nteractions between courtroom juvenile delinquency; an ~ 

of.ficials including the judge, district attorney, legal 

counsel, and probation counselors. 

At the time of these observations, we weren't exactly 

sure how we would use them in our analysis, and as a result 

. ;ble For each youth or incl uded as much inlformat~on as poss... . 

situation observed in court, the observer al$o noted the 
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... .,..i.' other persons involved, the youth's del inquent act, the 

youth's age and sex, and the outcome of the hearing. She 

tried to chronicle the sequence of events leading up to the 

recorded si-tuation or episode as well as its outcome. 

There was always at least one probation counselor also 

seated near the observer and this gave her the opportunity 

to discuss certain cases with them between hearings, note 

their reactions to the h~arings, and witness their 

interactions with the youths and the other courtroom 

officials durin; and between hearings. The observer came to 

be quite familiar with the probation counselor's routine 

(that is, record ing the hear in; , s outcome and other 

important notations on the youth's file). 

Over the year, the Research Associate became part of 

the courtroom scene. The status came slowly. Some of her 

earlier experiences in gaining acceptances by workers were 

described in the ea~lier section in this chapter on entrance 

of field workerE into the system. 

The court is the arena in which all actions involving 

delinquents eventually are legitimated. Over the yea.]:, the 

observer came to know by name and face almost everyone in 

the county who was directly involved with it. Probation 

officers came to trust her so much that on several occasions 

they handed "her a stack of files with instructions to "carry 

on" their responsibilities durin; the next few hearings so 

that they could hold an impr'omptu conference with a youth. 

She came to be incl:lIded, as a matter of course, in the 
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courtroom banter that was carried on during recesses or 

breaks between cases among judge, bailiff, clerk, 

stenographer, DA, and probation officers. 

The bailiff made a copy of each dayl s docket for the 

observer and saved it for her if she missed a day of court. 

With the judge I s permission, the observer took detailed 

notes during proceedings. She blended in easily with other 

8glency personnel who usually entered court with files and 

clipboards and also took notes. 

She utilized an 8 1/2 x 11 yellow pad notebook during 

all of the observation sessions. In her notes, she was 

ca'reful never to use names, recording only the titles of the 

courtroom actors. Since it was obvious that those seated 

next to her were curious as to wha.t she put in her notes, 

she was careful about what she put into writing in the 

cour\troom. She often resorted to short phrases or key words 

to df.mote certain episodes rather than writing them out in 

full \'juring the actual observation period. She often used 

the docket sheet to cover up her notes when she wasn I t 

writin;r· This was especially true when she was recording 

sensi ti've events or statements that others might have 

misund erstood or disagreed with. At the end of each 

observation session, or at least on the same day, the 

observer 'transcribed her 11C1tes into complete sentences and 

paragraphs, utilizing topic headin3's for each episode so we 

could refelr to the event later on. When fully transcribed 

i\ and typed, the notes were filed in the project office at the 
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University of Denver. No notes were ever kept in the field 

office in the Court Services Building. During the year, we 

amasse,d several hundred pages of notes about interaction 

'between courtroom participants and the children and families 

that came before the court. These observations provide rich 

background data for the quantitative analysis of official 

record s and were helpful in developing thE' codebooks and 

coding. 

Agency Observations 

The gra6uate research assistants who condUcted the 

screening and assessment fOl giftedness carried out~ne 

interviewing in three different court agencies--Juvenile 

Probation, the DAis Juvenile Diversion Program, and the 

Youth Diagnostic Team. All three agencie3 insisted, at 

least initially, that the research assistants integrate 

themselves into their host agencies so that they understood 

the general philosophy and procedures of the agency and 

could work WEll within it. This integration also enabled 

them to do observation for the case study part of the 

project for which they were trained early in the project 

during SYP staff meetings. Their dual role was made clear 

to agencies from the beginning of their contact with them. 

The research assistants attended staff meetings, 
• /J 

somet1~1s participated in treatment or evaluation activities 
./ 

for which they were qualified, and essentially "lived II in 

their agencies as staff members. Project staffls attendance 
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in staff meetin;s on a re;ular basis provided us with a 

sense of the day-to-day problems faced by each a;ency, their 

manner of copin; with them, and their perception of their 

relationship to other components of the juvenile justice 

system. Absorption of our research assistants by their host 

a;encies sometimes became a problem for the research 

project, as was mentioned in the earlier section of this 

chapter. Inte;ration was so ;reat in the Dia;nostic Team 

that the SYF worker was seriously su;;ested as a possibility 

for temporary team leader when the full-time team leader 

left to take another j&b. 

The maintenance of a neutral stance toward 

personalities and other a;encies was difficult not only for 

the Research Associate dealin; with all the a;encies durin; 

court observation, but also for the research assistants 

assi;ned to just one a;ency. Probation and diversion each 

had two offices. One was located in the eastern and less 

affluent area of the county, about twenty miles from the 

court. The other was located close to the juvenile court 

and either close to or -:'''11 thin the main a;ency office. Some 

competition existed between the two branches in both 

a;encies, but this was particularly acute in Diversion, 

which held separate staff meetin;s in the two units. At one 

point, feelin;s between the two branches ran hi;h and the 

SYP research assistant found herself~lau;ht in the middle 
, 

because she was the. only person who attended meetin;s in 
II 

~ 
each branch be3'aI)/ 

\\,0/; / both places. Staff members from 

(r' 
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questionin; her about what went on at the other branch. 

Durin; this period she had a difficult time retainin; her 

neutrality. 

Neutrality was also a problem in dealin; with several 

a;encies simultaneously. At any ;iven point in time, there 

was at least one a;ency that was "scorned" by the others. 

The reason for the scorn varied. Sometimes it was because 

an a;ency decided to modify its procedures in such a way 

that it could cause more work for another a;ency. At other 

times, the reason was disa;reement over what treatment a 

child needed. One never knew which a;ency would be on the 

"scorn" list because it varied from week to week. However, 

the scorned a;ency was sure to be discussed in 

uncomplimentary ways. Durin; these discussions, it was 

difficult for SYP staff members to avoid bein; drawn in. In 

fact, sometimes a;ency staff members deliberately baited SYP 

staff members by makin; comments about other a;encies in an 

effort to elicit an opinion. There were several times when 

staff members felt that they were bein; ;oaded into makin; a 

position statement, to take a stand either for or a;ainst 

somethin;. 

Another problem that SYP field workers felt acutely was 

that a;ency staff members were never quite certain when the 

SYP workers were "onll and when they were "off," (i.e. when 

they were collectin; data for SYP or when they were just 

bein; themselves). For example, as SYP workers became more 

closely acquainted with a;ency staff members, conversational 
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topics would turn to more personal ones like free time 

activities, vacations, and personal likes and dislikes. One 

worker commented that even though she considered herself to 

be "off" durl." n-"'f these t " ':J conversa l.ons, there were several 

times when she was asked whether she was taking notes on the 

conversation, even though it had nothing to do with the 

research project. 

Interagency Observatio~s 

The primary site for observation of interagency action 

was the Placement Alternatives Commission (PAC). This 

commission is comprised of representatives of several 

agencies serving juveniles in the County as well as a 

representative from the State Division of Youth Services. 

The setting up of PAC's in each county in the state was 

mandated by Senate Bill 26, state legislation that went into 

effect just prior to the beginning of the Suburban Youth 

Project. The legislation requires children to be placed in 

the least restri~tive setting possible. The PAC in each 

county is charged with the responsibility of overseeing the 

implementation of Senate Bill 26re;arding out-of-home 

placements in its county and is in general involved with all 

aspects of the local operation of the juvenile justice 

~ystem. Its role ~s particularly important Qurin; 1980 

because the county had been selected as a site for three 

federal and state-funded special pro;,~ams regarding 

placement. One was the Diagnostic Team, one of the SYF 
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sites for screening and field observation. A second was a 

detention reduction program, and the third was a Day 

Resource Treatment Center. All three of these projects got 

under way either at the s t" arne l.me as our own research 

project or shortly thereafter. 

Anne Mahoney attended PAC m t" 1 1 ee l.ngs regu ar y during 

1geO and most of 1981. She initially made contact with the 

Commission when she and Ken Seeley appeared before it to 

descrl." be the SYP r h " esearc proJect and seek permission to 

place a research assistant in the Youth Diagnostic Team, 

which WdS under the autho"t f th P rl. y 0 e AC. Commission 

members invited her to return at .:any time and indicated that 

the meetings were open to the public. Shortly after SYP got 

under way in 1980,-she began to attend the weekly meetings 

as a non-participating observer. 

Some indication of her integration into the group, in 

spite of her non-participat~on, came several months after 

she had stopped attending meetings. In' February 1982, she 

was invited by the Director of Social Services, who chaired 

PAC, to become an official member of the Commission. 

However, she was unable to accept because she was not a 

resicent of the county. 

The PAC meetings provided insights into the problems 

faced by a suburban community as it implements new 

legislation, inter-organizational relationships among 

juvenile ju~tice, agencies, and the organizational factors 

which constl\:ain or promote the delivery of services. Often 
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discussions in PAC made sense of some events in juvenile 

court that the court observer had reported or of tensions 

that research assistants had commented upon in tneir 

agencies. 

PAC meetings also provided insi;hts into the inter-

connection between the court and court a;encies and other 

youth-servin; units that do not re;ularly appear in court. 

The representatives of the two mental health centers in the 

County attended PAC meetin;s and played an important, 

sometimes decisive, role in them and in decisions that 

directly impacted the juvenile court. We would not have 

been awarF of this if we had not attended these meetin;s on 

a re;ular basis. Social Services also plays a crucial role 

( in the juvenile justice system because it has financial 

responsibility for all placements except commitments to the 

State Department of Institutions. Yet its key role is less 

often visible in the court~oom and would have been 

underestimated if we had not been present at PAC l1leetin;s. 

Representatives of school systems in the ~ounty also 

participated in PAC and prov ided insi;ht incto their very 

stron; financial and practical concerns. 

The PAC was the place where inter-or;anizational 

dynamics could be identified and observed. Here, as nowhere 

else, one could sense the tensions between a;encies, the 

territorial and power stru;;les, the personality conflicts. 

We ;ot information and insi;hts in PAC that helped us to 

understand wnat had happened in the system and what was 
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about to happen. We began to realize how much people 

enmeshed in the system didn't understand or know about 

le;islative and policy chan;es that affected the system. 

In PAC we ;ot a sense of how much went on under the 

surface that we would never be able to tap as researchers--

the phone calls, hallway discussions, unspoken 

understandin;s and fundamental disa;reements. Observation 

in PAC meetin;s provided a framework in which to view much 

of What we saw in the system. It 1 d h c3 so ma e us umble, 

because it ;ave us some sense of how much 

and would always miss. 

we were missin; 

PAC meetin;s yielded two kinds of data. One kind 

included the handouts in meetin;s and official minutes when 

they were kept. The PAC ;ot underway shortly before the 

Suburban Youth Project did, and minutes were kept somewhat 

sporadically durin; early meetings until a regUlar assistant 

was hired. In addition to these, the SYP obser~er kept 

detailed notes of her own on the meetin;s. Minutes, 

relevant r.andouts, and observation notes are all included in 

the full set of project field notes. 

Interviews 

SYP staff members informally interviewed several agency 

workers (e.g. probation counselors, diversion counselors, 

supe+visory staff of both agencies, court clerks, bailiffs,) 

on an ongoing basis throughout the project. We often had 

questions about certain kinds of cases appearing in court, 
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new procedures instituted by a;encies, or decisions handed 

down by the jud;e(s). Durin; the final six months of 1981, 

SYP staff members also assembled a formal set of open::'ended 

questions for each of the followin~ persons: Jud;e Foote, 

former juvenile jud;e: Jud;e Steinhardt, a District Jud;e 

who was a.ppointed to the juvenile bench in 1981: a former 

probation worker: the Chief Probation Officer: the District 

Attorney in char;e of the juvenile division: and the 

Juvenile Probation supervisor. In these interviews we 

attempted to fill in ;aps in our knowled;e that we had 

become aware of as we started preliminary analysis. Also, 

these interviews ;ave us a perspective on the juvenile 

justice system from the supervisory or administrative level. 

A series of taped interviews was also developed with 

Gary Corbett, Supervisor of Juvenile Probation, who worked 

fo~ two quarters as a half-time Graduate Research Assistant 

on our project. His student status in a master's level 

pro;ram in Public Adm1.nist~ation at the University of Denver 

School of Business enabled us to hire him on the project. 

Sets of questions were prepared for him on the topics of 

dispositions and pre-disposition reports, juvenile co-. 
-::.-:! 

defendants, case processin; time, the Dia;nostic Team, 

services and organizations in the court, the Placement 

Alternatives Commission, the Detention Center, and the 

financin; of juver~ile services. He taped answers to these 

quef?tions at his own convenience. The tapes were then 

tra.nscrib~d and added to the project field notes. 
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Having the supervising juvenile probation officer on 

the project during the final six months was especially 

helpful to us. He had been working in the county for about 

eight YEars, first as a juvenile detention center worker, 

then as a line probation officer, and tben as supervising 

juvenile probation officer. 
He was one of tbe first two 

people we talked witb about tbe project when we first 

initiated the idea in 1977. 

In the course of hi~ own graduate work, he too was 

trying to understand the structure and process of the 

juvenile justicE system in the County. Because he was a 

project employee, we could take up his time with questions 

in a way that we could not have done otherwise. His 

{~-\_~ business school perspective provided us with ideas and 

expertise as we looked at the system that we would not have 

had without his involvement. 

The heavy input into the case study by probation and by 

one individual in the system may have introduced some bias. 

We have tried to be cognizant of this possibility and to 

guard against it and take it into consideration wbenever 

necessary. The issue about how much to use informants in 

field research is an ongoing one. We have opted to use them 

in this study and feel that by their use we have gained in 

depth and understand in; far more than we may bave lost by 

building in a potential bias. 
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Other ~ethods 

Project staff members completed several computerized 

library searches for r~search studies relevant to our focus 

on case proce~sin~ l.'n suburban' '1 ~ Juvenl. e courts and the 

effect of family factors upon dispositions. The staff also 

acquired an extensive newspaper clipping file on the 

county's J·uvenl.'le J'ustl.'ce t ( d th sys em an e state system as 

well) which provides a range of perspectives on ·the system 

r ng e course 0 the project, over a ten-year perl.'od. Du l.' th f 

this file was supplemented with current newspaper clippings 

from Denver's tw . o maJor newspapers plus several local 

community papers. ~hese articles were filed under several 

heads, e.g. budget problems, sensational local juvenile 

offenses, communitl" services to juveniles, population 

growth, 

justice. 

effects of the Reagan administration upon juvenile 

These newspaper clippings helped the staff to keep 

abreast of trends and developments in local juvenile justice 

yhile monitoring public reaction to them. 

METHO~S USEv TO IDENTIFY GIFTED DELINQUENTS 

One of the goals of the testing portion of the study 

was to learn how many ~ifted youths came into the juvenile 

justice system in the County. A second objective was to 

develop and test screening dev\i.ces for giftedness that are 

appropriate for court use. A third objective was to learn 

. more about gifted delinquents . This section describes the 

process of selection and development of screening 'and 
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. . t the selection and training of assessment ~nstrum€n s, 

interviewers, the criteria for selection of a youth for 

t the C:\..an~es that occurred over the full-scale assessmen ,!J ~ 

. d t'" procedures for preparing the data year of test~ng anue 

for computer processing. The process of gaining access to 

• ;!... h t t . n·"T could occur and ·the court agencies ~n wu~c es ~ ~ 

proced ures for contacting and testing youths have already 

. d . 1 . th f;rst section of this been described ~n eta~ ~n e ..... 

chapter. 

* Development of Instruments 

During the first quarter of the project (January 1 

through March 3J, 19BO) the senior research staff developed 

screening instruments and selected and trained graduate 

research assistants to do the testing. ~~e selection of the 

. t as aided b,'Y Graduate battery of testing ~nstrumen s w ~ 

( ) J W t S a doctoral candidate Research Assistant GRA ana a er , 

in the School.PSIchology Program with an ~.A. in Gifted and 

Talented Education and considerable experience in evaluating 

children for giftedness. She helped locate and evaluate 

intelligence and creativity tests for possible project use. 

Selection of these testing instruments was guided by 

the overall, plan for identifyin; ;ifted delinquents. This 

plan included testin; at twosta;es: Sta;e I was designed as 

a short screenin; of 30-45 minutes. Sta;e II was a full-

scale individual assessment of two to thr~e hours 

'*This section was prepared by Jana Waters. 
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administered to youths who were selected for it on the basis 

of ·their performance on the Stage I testing. One ;roup of 

youths, the experimental group (group I), was composed of 

youths whose Sta;e I scores indicated potent'ial giftedness. 

The control ;roup (;roup 2) was composed of youths randomly 

selected from the Stage I pool of those who did not appear 

on the basis of their performance on Stage I scores to be 

gifted. 

It was the intent of the Suburban Youth Project 

researchers to compile a battery of instruments that would 

accurately and efficiently identify the percentage of youths 

within a suburban juvenile justice system who may be gifted 

and talented. The term "gifted" incorporates a multitude of 

special abilities and is not merely restricted to superior 

intelli;ence. As such, the followin~ £i ve general areas 

associated with giftedness were selected to be investigated: 

intelligence, creativ~ty, academic achievement, self-concept 

and leadership. 

Two distinct batteries were devised in order to 

evaluate and identify these abilities. "The screenin; 

battery was designed to provide a maximum amount of 

information about each youth, while requiring a minimum time 

expenditure. Ideally, any youth who entered DA level 

Diversion, Probation or the Youth Diagnostic Team would be 

screened. The assessment battery was designed to provide a 

more in-depth indication Qfan individual's abilities. 
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Youth wbo showed signs of gifted abilities in the screening 

phase or who fell into a randomly selected group were 

eligib!e for a full scale assessment. Numerous instruments 

were analyzed and piloted over an 8-month period in order to 

Q.evelop the most comprehensive screening and assessment 

batteries possible. 

Through the process of a thorough literature review and 

discussions wi th the project's consul tant on gifted 

education, eight intel.ligence tests were identified as 

potential measures to be included in the batteries: The 

Advanced Progressive Matrices, The Arthur Point Scale of 

Performirlg Tests, The California Short-Form Test of Mental 

Maturity 1963 Revision (C'l11M), Kohl s Block Design, The 

Lei ter International Performance Scale, The Porteus Maze 

Test, The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale and the Wechsler 

Intelligence Scale for Children- Revised (WISC-R). After 

analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of each measure 

(e.g. ease of administration, length of administration, 

reliability, va-l-idity, age appropriat"eness, cost 

effectiveness), the WISC-R was selected as the intelligence 

test that would be used in both the screening and assessment 

phases. A brief description of each of the eight measures 

and the justification for the ultimate decision to utilize 

the WISC-R follows. 

1) The Advanced Progressive Matrices - This test can be 

used as a test of "intellectual capacityll if it is not 

timed, or as a test of intellectual efficiency if a time 
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limit is st;pulated • (approximately 40 minutes). It is 

appropriate for use with individuals age 11 and over. The 

test consists of 60 designs, each of which are missing a 

part. The sUbject then chooses the missing insert from 6 or 

8 given alternatives. The test is easy to administer. It 

also requires only minimal verbal instruction and no 

verbalization on the part of ·the subject, and thus, it is 

applicable for use with minority populations. However, the 

test seems to provide more of an indication of perceptual 

adequacy than of intellectual capacity, and this limited the 

measure for our purposes. The lacl'~ of data relating to the 

reliability, validity and nonns of the test appeared to 

further reduce its effectiveness. 

2) The Arthur Point Scale of Performance Tests - This 

test requires 45 to 90 minutes to complete and spans levels 

from 4.5 years to what is termed Superior Adult. The 

revised form is divided into 5 subtests: Knox CUbe, Sequin 

'Form Board, Arthur Stencil Design I, Porteus Maze Test and 

Healy Pictorial €ompletion .11. This test is difficult to 

administer and reqll;res cons;derable tra;n;n .... .... .... • g time. The 

reliability figures presented in the manual are quite 

limited. Moreover, the test relies heavily on nonverbal 

abilities and'does not adequately assess verbal skills. 

3) The Maturi~ - ~ Revision (CTMM) - This is a 

group intelligence test which provides scores in the areas 

of logical reasoning, numerical reasoning, verbal concepts, 

memory I language total and nonlanguage total. The test 
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( requires approximately 45 minutes to administ&,~. Although 

the manual indicates that the test is appropriate for 

Kindergarten through adult levels, the test is most useful 

when administered to individuals who are in Kindergarten 

through the third grade. The CTMM provides less useful 

information at the upper grade levels. Again, there is a 

disproportionate emphasis on nonverbal material in the CTMM. 

Statistical evidence relating to reliability and validity is 

lacking. 

4) Koh'~ Block Design Modifications of this test appear 

in the Arthur Point Scale of Performance. Al though thi s 

test is brief and easy to administer, it also relies totally 

on nonverbal skills, and gives no indication of verbal 

ability~ 

5) The Leiter International Performance Scale - This is 

a nonverbal mental age scale for measuring intelligence. 

There are 68 items on the scale ranging in difficulty from 

the 2-year level to the 18-year level. The test technique 

of matching is utilized, and the instructions are given in 

pantomime. Thus, a major advantage of the test is that it 

can be used effectively with non-English speaking 9hildren. 
[I 

However, the author suggests that the test holds maximum 

usefulness for children between the ages of 5 and 12. The 

majority of children in the present study were over 12 years 

of age. The Leiter has a low ceiling, making it difficult 

to identify superior abilities. It is also an extremely 

costly instrument to purchase. 
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The Porteus Maze Test Quantitative and 

qualitative scores can be derived from this test which 

consists of 12 core mazes and two extension forms. It can 

be used with ages 3 and over. The test is entirely 

nonverbal. There is no data on reliability or norms in the 

manual. Moreover, there is only minimal indication of the 

qualifications necessary to administer "and interpret the 

test. The overall lack of information suggests that there 

was not sufficient justification to incorporate this test in 

the batteries. 

7) The Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale The 

Stanford-Binet measures abstr'act b 1 . . .. ver a reasonl.ng abl.lity. 

The age range is from two years to adult. The major 
advantage of the Stanford-Binet -- is the wealth of 

interpretive data and clinical experience associated with 

it. The data indicates that the Stanford-Binet is a highly 

reliable test, with reliability coefficients for the various 

age and Ie Q. levels being over .9£1. With a reliability 

coefficient of .90 and a standard deviation of 16 points, 

there is an error measurement of approximately 5 1.0. points 

(that is, there is a 2:1 chance that a child's true 

Stanford-Binet I. O. differs by 5 points or less from the 

1.0. that is obtained through a single testing). Data on 

criterion-related validity (concurrent and predictive) has 

been obtained primarily in terms of academic achievement. 

Correlations between St nf dB' t I Q I a or - l.ne •• s and school 

grades, achievement test scores and t~acher' s ratings fall 
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between .40 and • 75 • Unfortunately, the entire scale is 

heavily weighted with verbal ability. Even those tests that 

are not primarily verbal in content require that the 

respondent be able to comprehend fairly complex verbal 

instructions. Thus, the test may not be applicable for use 

with minority cultures. Furthermore, since the test focuses 

on abstract verbal abilit"ies, only limited information 

relating to motor/performance type skills can be 

ascertained. 

8) The Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised 

(WISC-R) - Considerable information has also been collected 

on the WISC-R. The WISC-R consists of 12 subtests, two of 

which are used only as alternates. For the purposes of the 

present project, the test was advantageous because unlike 

previously mentioned measures, it ident.ifies both verbal and 

performance skills. The WISC-R is also a highly reliable 

instrument with average split-half reliabilities for verbal, 

p~rformance and full-scale scores being .94, .90 and .95 

respectively. A further adV'antage of the 'vlISC-R was that 

its standardization sample utilized 2,200 cases with 

minorities and bilinguals ( if they could speak and 

understand English) being included. Anastasi (1976) states 

that, liThe WISC-R standardization sample is more. nearly 

representative of the U.S. population within the designated 

age limits than is any other sampl e employed in 

standardizing individual tests". Two subtests of the WISC-R 

were selected to be used in the screening phase 
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\ J (Similarities and Block Design). This two-test combination 

correlates highly with the Full Scale LO. score 
(Similarities 4 = 

Block Design r = 

.73 at 13 1/2 years, .79 at 14 1/2 years: 

.75 at 12 1/2 years, .73 at 13 1/2 years 

and the remaining eight sUbtests (Information, Picture 

Completion, Picture Arrangement, Ar'thIn t' ~ e ~c, Vocabulary, 
Object Assembly, Comprehension and Coding) were then 

administered to individuals selected to participate in the 

assessment phase. 

The three project Graduate Research Assistants reviewed 

approximately 20 creativity tests in order to determine an 

appropriate measure to be ~ncluded' h • ~n t e batteries. 
Although it was init~ 11 .loa y suggested that a totally new 

creativity test be devised by project members (e.g. having 

the youth draw a picture and th d en etermine the degree of 

creativity based on materials chosen, detail, number of 

colors chosen etc.), it was determined that this would be 

unfeasible because of time and monetary , 
constra~nts. Thus, 

it seemed more bl reasona e to use a measure that was already 

in existence. 

It was felt that the instrument chosen for inclusion in 

the batteries should identify several aspects related to 

creat~vity, such as divergent thinking, unusual problem

solving skills, products of high creativity, analysis and 

synthesis skills, abstr t ' ac reason~ng skills, visual and 

performing .~rts abilities and nonverbal d . an motor abilities. 

Although the p08si1::>ility of using such tests as the 
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Rorschach, the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) , the 

Structure of Intellect Learning Abilities Test (Divergent 

Production Subtests) or the Draw a Person was discussed 

briefly, these tests were rejected because they were either 

too lengthy, too difficult to administer and interpret or 

provided only minimal information. The tests that were 

chosen for a more in-depth review were the Barron-Welsh Art 

Scale, the Southern California Tests of Fluency, Flexibility 

and Elaboration, and the Torrance Tests of Creative 

Thinking. 

1) The Barron-Welsh Art Scale - A Portion of the Welsh 

Figure P~eference Test - This test has been described as a 

nonverbal measure of complexity-simplicity which is related 

to artistic taste and talent. It has been used in a variety 

of studies of creativity and artistic preference. The test 

can be given to individuals six and over, and requires 

approximately 20 minutes to administer. The respondent is 

instructed to mark whether he/she likes or dislikes 86 black 

and white figures. In the initial sample 6 these figures 

elicited different reactions from artists than from a group 

who were not engaged in creative pursuits. The major 

difficulty with the Barron-Welsh is that no interpretation 

is provided for the scores in the manual. Thus, it is not 

at all clear what high or low scores are indicative of. 

Moreover, the validity of the test has yet to be determined 

since a clear statement regarding what the test is designed 

to measure is not prov ided • Al though the Barron-Welsh can 
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be viewed as an assessment of creative potential, the 

tentativenes~ in its interpretation appeared :to limit 

usefulness. 

its 

2) The Southern California Tests of Fluency, 

Flexibility and Elaboration These tests are based on 

Guilford IS concept of divergent thinking; that iS 6 

unrestricted thinking involving the production of a 

mul ti tude of diverse solutions to problems. There are 14 

tests in the battery, and they are applicable for use at the 

high school level and above. Most of the tests in the 

battery (10) require verbal responses. A s such, it was felt 

that this battery did not provide a broad enough sampling of 

divergent thinking to be beneficial. 

3) The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking These 

tests were developed within an educational framework to 

determine the types of classroom experiences which stimulate 

creative thought and product1°on. In 1 genera , the tests tend 

to be eclectic rather than being based on a systematic 

theory of creativity. However, they do provide an 

indication of certain aspects of divergent thought and 

be useful as a means to identify creative potential. 

can 

The 

test measures four separate factors: fluency (the number of 

relevant res_ponses given), fl °bolo ( eX1 1 1ty the number of 

different categories of response), ° ° or1g1nality (uniqueness 

of tile response) and elaboration (use of additional detail). 

("" '<:; The Torrance Tests comprise 12 dOff 
.' 1 erent tests that are 

grouped into three batter~es.. t~O kO ~ ~u1n 1ng Creatively With 
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Words, Thinking Creatively with Pictures and Thinking 

Creatively With Sounds and Words. The tests are timed and 

speed is an integral aspect of performance. The tests are 

suitable to be used in Kindergarten through graduate school. 

Test-retest reliability ranges from .50 to .93 over one 

to two-week periods. Although the manual summarizes 

approximately 50 studies regarding the validity of the test, 

only one of the studies deals with predictive validity. The 

studies do suggest that the Torrance tests measure behaviors 

that are consistent with the literature on creative 

behavior. 

Norms were obtained from 118 fifth graders and 108 

seventh graders. Conversion tables can be constructed from 

the means and standard deviations of the groups presented in 

the manual. 

Since the Torrance tests did have some statistical 

evidence to support them, and provided both verbal and motor 

sections, it was determined that they would be incorporated 

in the project's batteries. Only the Thinking Creatively 

With Words and I'hinking Crea.tively With Pictures batteries 

were utilized. One activity from the Thinking Creative With 

Words (Unusual Uses) and one activity from the Thinking 

Creatively With Pictures battery (Lines) were selected to be 

presented during the screening phase. The remaining 

activities from each of the batteries compiled the 

creativity portion of the assessment phase. 
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Although the Torrance Tests provide information related 

to divergent thinking, they do not adequately address the 

other aspects of creativity outlined previously (e.g. 

unusual problem-solving skills, products of high creativity, 

etc.) In their research, Taylor and Holland (1962) state 

that biographical information is the most consistent and 

reliable source for this type of data. As such, various 

biographical instruments designed to identify creative 

talent were evaluated. The Khatena-Torrance Creative 

Perception Inventory was analyzed in depth. The Khatena-

Torrance is divided into two separate tests of creative 
,,' 

'self-perceptions (What Kind of Person Are You - WKOPAY and 

Something About Myself - SA.l1) 0 I-c can be administered to 

adolescents between the ages of 12 and 20. Following a 

piloting phase, it was determined that this scale was 

lengthy to administer, difficult to score, and provided only 

limited information. Therefore, one of the Project's GRA's 

devised a focused interview that would not only provide 

information about creativity, but about other areas of 

giftedness as well. Questions in the creativity dimension 

centered around the areas of crafts, music, painting, drama 

and dance. Questions dealing with mechanical giftedness, 

psycho-motor giftedness, leadership, communicative styles, 

academic aptitude and generalized interest comprised the 

remainder of the interview. Eval uation of potential in 

these areas was based on the amount of time the individual 

engaged in a particular activity, the individual's self-
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motivation to engage in the activity, an assessment of any 

product produced and an assessment of the quality of ability 

in the interest area. The interview was reviewed and 

revised by all Project members. 

Several batteries designed to measure general 

educational achievement in the areas most commonly covered 

by academic curricula were investigated (e.g. The 

California Achievement Tests, the -Iowa Tests of Educational 

Development I the Stanford Tests of Academic Skills). The 

Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT) was ev;entually chosen 

because it provides general information in the areas of 

reading (word recognition), written spelling) and arithmetic 

computation while being a brief and convenient instrument to 

administer (20 to 30 minutes are required). Three tYBes of 

scores can be used to report the results on the WRAT: 1) 

grade ratings, 2) percentiles, 3) standard scores. The test 

can be used from the primary grades to the adult level. 

Only the reading and arithmetic sUbtests of the WRAT were 

included in the assessment battery. The spelling subtest 

wa~ not utilized because it is outmoded and is basically no 

longer a predictor of success in school in this area. 

A variety of self-concept tests were inVestigated as 

pObmtialmeasure~~or determining how the youths in this 

population perceive them~.elves. It was hoped that the 

instrument selected for inclusion in the Project I s battery 

could eventually be utilized by counselors within the 

juvenile justice system. The Adjective Check List (ACL) was 
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one of the measures chosen for analysis. The ACL is a list 

of 300 adjectives that are alphabetically arranged. The 

respondent is instructed to mark all adjectives which 
are 

descriptive of him/herself. T'vlenty-four different scores 

can be obtained on the ACL. The scale is fairly lengthy and 

difficul t to administer, and thus did not adequately meet 

the criteria of future usefulness. 

The difficulties inherent 1."n th ACL 1 d e e. to the 

selection of the Perceiv~d Competence Scale for Children as 

the self-concept scale to be included in the screening 

battery. This scale assesses the degree to which children 

perceive themselves as being competent in three separate 

skill domains: 1) Cognitive Competence (skills which focus 

primarily on school performance), 2) Social Competence 

(skills which involve peer interactions and popularity), 3) 

Physical Competence (skills in outdoor games and sports). 

Independent of these three competence sUbscales is a fourth , 

subscale which measures the child' s general feelings of 

self-worth. There are 28 items on the entire questionnaire 

with scores for each item ranging from I (indicating low 

perceived competence) to 4 (indicating high perceived 

competence) • Mean scores can be calculated for each of the 

4Subscales. 

It appeared that the Perceived Competence Scale could 

be used effectively by counselors in the juvenile justice 

system because the administration time is brief 

(approximately 10 minutes), can be accomplished .rapidly, and 
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mean scores are provided which are readily comprehensible. 

Moreover, only a brief training session is required for an 

individual to become proficient in its use. 

Leadership is frequently overlooked in discussions of 

giftedness and the number of scales designed to test 

leadership abilities are quite luaited. The , Leadership 

Ability Evaluation Scale was chosen as a means of 

identifying leadership skills because it was the most widely 

accepted test currently available. The questionnaire is 

based on Kurt Lewin's conceptualization of leadership styles 

( laissez-faire, autocratic, democratic and aggressive) and 

taps five different areas; home/family, work/vocation, 

play/avocation~ school/education and community life. The 

entire scal e is comprised of 5" items. It was felt that 

provision of all 5" items would be too time consuming for 

our purposes. Thus, Project members used a jury validation 

technique to select the 1" items that would be most 

appropriate for adolescents. The revised scale was included 

fn the assessment battery. 

Instruments for both Stage I and II were pilot-tested 

in three agencies in the County during the second quarter of 

the project-- April ~-June 1980. Dur ing this pilot phase, 

the research assistants experimented with the several 

different instruments that Ii ,were being considered for 

adoption, as well as different methods of administering 

them, e.g. varying the order in which the tests were 

administered ,administering only certain portions of the 
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instruments, or varying the directions given to youths 

before each test was administered. 

Selection and Training of Interviewers 

During the latter part of the first quarter, the senior 

research staff interviewed several University of Denver 

graduate students for Graduate Research Assistant (research 

assistant) positions. In addition to Jana Waters, mentioned 

earlier, who worked for the project from its start in 

January 198" through December 1981, two additional students 

were hired early in 198". Each of the three research 

assistants had primary responsibility for screening and 

assessing youths for .giftedness in one court agency. Steve 

Harvey, a doctoral student in the School Psychology Program 

in the School of Education, has a background in educational 

and psychological measurement, and had been trained in 

counseling, dance therapy, and dance choreography and drama. 

Louis Propp, the third assistant, was a doctoral student in 

the Professional Psychology Program, and had had' extensive 

experience in psychological and educational assessmen,t as 

well as exper ience working with children in a local Head 

Start Program. 

Each of the three research assistants was given a short 

training program just before the second quarter began. It 

consisted of a description of the screening instruments to 

be used for the pilot phase, the rationale for their use, 

and instructions about how to administer them. In addition, 
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they were given a review of the history of the juvenile 

justice- system in the County and the United States and 

information about how youths were processed through the 

system. They also were oriented to the goals of the 

Suburban Youth Project and given a brief introduction to 

field research) techniques to help them in the case study 

aspects of their work. Training for the research assistants 

continued on a weekly basis throughout the second quarter, 

was reduced to approximately twice monthly during the third 

quarter, and administered as the need arose during the 

remainder of the project. As mentioned in the prev ious 

section T all three were involved in the evaluation of tests 

that were being considered for use by the project and 

piloting them with youths. 

Each research assistant spent approximately 16 hours in 

the agency in wldch he or she would be working, 'attending 

training, seminars, individual conferences wi th senior 

research staff, and writing reports. During the pilot 

phase, part of the agency time involved in-service training 

from agency supervisors designed to enable the research 

assistant to understand the operations of their host agency 

and facilitate their assimilation into the agency work-

group •. 

During the third and fourth quarters of the project, as 

the interviewing was actually getting under way, two other 

research assistants were added to the interviewing staff. 

In September, 1980, Rick Hughes, a doctoral student in the 
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School Psychology Program in the School of Education and a 

full-t-~me school psychologist at one of the high schools in 

the County, joined the project as a half-time research 

assistant. He worked as a II floater II , assessing youths 

referred to him by the other research assistants. Because 

he was willing to ~o directly to youths in thElir homes for 

permission and also for the actual assessments, he probably 

substantially increased the number of assessments we were 

able to complete. In January, 1981, Natalie Eilam joined the 

staff, also on a part-time basis. She was also a doctoral 

student in the School Psychology Program and worked part

time as a consulting school psychologist for one of the 

public schools in the Denver area. 

Procedures for Selecting Control Group 

At the end of each screening interview, each youth was 

informed that a second interview might be required, even 

though the interviewer could not be certain until the tests 

'were scored. Once the tests were scored, youths who showed 

evidence of potential giftedness ,were assigned· to the 

experimental group. For every youth assigned to the 

experimental group, another was assigned to the control 
Ii 

group. Whenever a youth showed signs of potential 

giftedness, interviewers reviewed the testing scores of 

previously tested youths and selected the youth I) whose 

screening immediately preceded that of the potentially 

gifted youth, 2) whose SCOres did not show sigps of 



potential giftedness: and 3) who had not already been 

assigned to the control group. The advantage of this system 

was that at the time of the testing, interviewers were 

unaware as to which group, if any, the youth would be 

assigned. This helped minimize bias during the testing 

session. 

When the State II assessment was concluded, the youth's 

tests were mailed to the Scholastic Testing Service, 62 

Weldon Parkway, Maryland Heights, MO 63e45, for scoring. 

Upon receipt of the test results from the tes~±ng service, 
I; 

SYP staff entered the youth's testing information into a 

computerized data file. 

Record Keeping 

At the conclusion of the screening or assessment 

interview, the assistant filled out a "face sheet" 

containing the child's name, agency number, test scores, and 

characteristics of the testing situation such as the person 

administering the tests, the location of the testing, and 

the child' s subjective reaction to the testing. This face 

sheet was turned into the SYP office along with the test 

protocols, and was kept in a folder labeled with the child's 

. research identification number (SYP number). These files 

were stored in locked file ca~inets in the project's office 

at the University of Denver. 

A lee-variable codebook guided the entry of this 

testing information into a data fil.e via a Texas Instruments 
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Silent 7ee Terminal which was located in the project 

offices. This terminal allowed project staff to enter data 

directly onto a dl.' sc, thus bypa' th sSl.ng e use of computer 

cards. Several seminars on terminal use were conducted by 

Statistical Consultant, -Jenny Liu and later by consultants 

Jessica Edgerton and Jenny Huang. By the time these 

.seminars were completed, staff members had developed 

considerable proficiency in data 

statistical packages appropriate for 

terminal's capaci·ty. 

entry and use of 

data and the 

In order to keep track of \-,hich youths were screened 

and assessed on a monthly or quarterly basis, a log form was 

developed. This form allowed the research assistant to 

record the f names 0 each eligible youth, the youth's agency 

number and SYP number, and the youth's testing status (i.e. 

whether the youth was screened or assessed, the dates of the 

testing, etc.) These logs provided the·' basis for statistics 

cited in quarterly reports. These logs were filed in a ring 

notebook and kept in a locked cabinet along with the file 

folders and index cards. 

The ,record keeping for the testing data turned out to 
''0 

be one of the most tedious tasks of the project. Initially 

each "agency had one log, which was kept by one research 

assistant, but as we added interviewers and reassigned them 

by geographic area rather than agency, we had logs coming 

into the office from several interviewers who were 

interv;iewing in several locations. Youths who were screened 

., 
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in one agency might turn up later in another agency where 

they were picked up for assessment. As a resul t they had 

>, b A youth m-lght refuse screening in one two agency num ers. .... 

agency and be classified as a refusal, only to be picked up 

late~ in another agency and agree to be screened, requiring 

his or her reclassification into the screened category. In 

the course of our struggles to keep records, we came to have 

a better appreciation and sympathy for the problems that the 

court clerks and other justice system personnel face as they 

try to keep track of individual youths as they move through 

the system. 

Our problems with record keeping for tested youths was 

not serious in regard to outcome. In the end we kne~'1 how 

h d ed a nd assessed and had the many youths we a screen 

necessary records for them. And we have a pretty accurate 

record of which> youths refused to .• > participate so we can 

compare the participants with the refusals. But the record 

keeping for the testing and assessment was time consuming 

and a constant source of frustration. 

reality of working in juvenile courts. 

It is, however, a 

Kids move 6 change 

their names, go through every agency in the system, change 

their minds, and donlt bother to let you know they've been 

. b f And all you can do as a interviewed by your proJ.ect e ore. 

to keep up, a nd make sure that you have an researcher is try 

f the youths that are central to your study. accurate count 0 
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Changes in Procedures Over the Year of Data Collection 

In general, procedures set up at the beginning of the 

project remained in force throughout the year of data 

collection. There were two notable exceptions. One change 

in the County Juvenile Justice System--the decentralization 

of the Youth Diagnostic Team brought about a corresponding 

change in Suburban Youth Project procedures. In March, the 

County made the decision to stop doing complete diagnostic 

evaluations in a central location. Because the change made 

it difficult for our project to do research screenings in 

the Diagnostic Team, we moved our intervie\'ler out of that 

agency and into the probation department to replace another 

SYPproject interviewer who had left the project in March to 

write his dissertation. Prior to the decentralization of 

the team, the team leader and another key' staff member on 

the Diagnostic Team had left the team to take other jobs. 

When they left, the number of youths our research assi~tant 

was ·able to interview dropped sharply and it became 

increasingly obvious that the Diagnostic Team was no longer 

a productive research site. 

The loss of the Diagn9!5tic Team research site at that 
II 

time was viewed by proj~';t staff as more of a gain than a 

10ss~When we originally made the decision to include the 

Team, we anticipated that we might include in our study 

youths who ha~ been filed on as status offenders or Children 

in Need of Supervision (CHINS) prior to a 1979 change in the 

law. Since the Diagnostic Team handled these youths as well 

33 
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as delinquents, it provided a good point of contact with 

them. However, as our project developed, the idea of 

including CHINS was dropped when it became clear that there 

was no reliable way to routinely pick up all the youths who 

previously would have been filed on as CHINS. We continued 

to interview them in the Diagnosticr Team because we felt 

that. they would make a small but interesting comparison 

group to the delinquent youths. We now had that group as a 

result of seven months of interviews in YDT. Furthermore, 

since we had been screening for several months by the time 

the Team changed its format, we could anticipate that an 

increasing number of youths who came into the Team would 

already have been interviewed in one of the ot~er research 

sites. 

A second change was the reassignment of graduate 

research assistants in early 1981 from agencies to 

locations. Probation and Diversion each have two offices r 

one in the western part of the County and one in the eastern 

part. The distance between the two is about twenty miles 

and the research assistants were spending inordinate amount~ 

of travel and "down time II trying to interview in both 

locations. They felt that they were missing youths because 

a child would come into one location and be unexpectedly 

available for. interview and the interviewer would be at the 

of 
other office, unable:' to take advantage,. the chance to 

interview the youth. To ease this problem, the research 

assistants were reassigned so that one int.erviewer handled 
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both probation and diversion in the eastern offices. A 

second interviewer handled the western Diversion office 

which had a fairly heavy case load. A third interviewer 

handled the western Probation office. A fourth interviewer 

handled primarily assessments and acted as a II floater II 

picking up assessments from the other three when they were 

overloaded or were unable to get the child to come into the 

agency office. 

This research assistant, Rick Hughes, was a doctoral 

student in the School Psychology program in the School of 

Education and worked full-time as a school psychologist at 

one of the schools in the County. He had been a 

professional athlete, had a remarkable ability to establish 

rapport with kids, stood well over six feet tall, and was 

Willing to go to the homes of youths to get permission to 

assess them and to do the assessments. 

Background Information on Tested Youths 

Background information on all probation and diversion 

youths who were screened for giftedness was obtained from 

court and diversion records. Many tested youths entered the 

juvenile justice system during 1980 so that their records 

were coded in the course of the coding of records for the 

case study. Records of tested youths who entered the system 

in 1979 or 1981 were also coded ,~sing the same codebooks and 

procedures that were used for the court and diversion record 

studies, except that information was not gathered for these 
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tested youths on case processing time and co-participants. 

We coded whether a youth had co-participants, but could not 

include all the items in regard to co-participants because 

the coding procedures for this set of, variables did not 

apply unless we included all the youths in the co

participant group. With the tested population this was not 

possible. ~ 

Background information on YDT cases is less complete. 

YDT evaluated youths from social services as well as youths 

with delinquency charges and some of the screened youths in 

YDT did not have records on file in the Juvenile Court. We 

coded background variables for youths who had court records, 

but were unable to obtain full background information on 

other youths. 

SUMMARY 

OVerall, the data collection procedures for this 

project were extremely complex. Both the giftedness and 

court and,; family portions of the study depended upon the 

cooperation and good will of scores of individual staff 

members in all agencies in the court system. They required 

the coordination of the research staff with each other, and 

with court workers and youths who entered the systemo 

Finally they demanded constant vigilence in regard to record 

keeping and filing. Both portions rest . upon the 

participation of researchers, at some time or another, in 

almost every facet of the court system. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CONTEXT IN WHICH THE COURT OPERATES 

The juvenile court in Suburban County operates wi thin 

the context of an historical national juvenile court 

movement in which Colorado was an early leader, as well as 

under a set of federal mandates and funding priorities in 

regard to juvenile offenders. It al so functions wi thin a 

framework of state legislative and budgetary constraints, as 

well as within the changing complexion of a county pressed 

by a rapidly expanding population. 

In this chapter, we will briefly summarize the history 

of the national juvenile court movement and will then 

describe the development of the Juvenile court we studied 

within the cont,ext 
'/ 

of this historical trend, state 

legislative and financial mandates, the county's physical 

and ,population characteristics, and county institutions. 

HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL JUVENILE JUSTICE MOVEMENT 

It is striking that many of the issues confronted by 

'the suburban court we studied in 1980 derive from problems 

and concerns articulated almost a century e~rlier in the 

e'arliest juvenile courts. The national juvenile justice or 
(; 

"child-saving" movement as, Platt (1969:75) calls it, was 

mobilized in the mid.,..1800· s, primarily through the efforts 
fl, " 

of a group of feminist reformers in Chicago. Before that, 
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there had been several attempts to restructure the way in 

which children were handled by the courts. The New York 

Legislature in 1824 established the Bouse of Refuge, a 

private institution for juveniles, and within a few years 

similar houses were established in Philadelphia, Boston, and 

Chicago. The children placed in these houses were often the 

offspi-ing of iInnligrants, and although there was general 

concern about the harmfulness of adult prison systems to 

children, there was also some question about the motives of 

insti tutions which restrained the liberty of poor children 

and trained them in rigorous an.d monotonous work habits 

(Fox, 1970). Concern about differential treatment of 

juveniles by economic or ethnic status continues to plague 

citizens and administrators charged with responsibility for 

troublesome juveniles even today, and much of the judicial 

and legislative history of the juvenile court revolves 

around this issue. 

In 1899 the campaign for better jail conditions and 

special institutions for children culminated in the Illinois 

legislation creating the juvenile court division of the 

Circuit Court for Cook COt.tnty (Chicago). This act, IIA Law 

for the Care of Dependent, Neglected and Delinquent 

Children", provided a specialized court with a specialized 

law relating to children, a restriction on the jailing of 

chiidren under a certain age, a statement of legislative 

purpose to reform rather than punisryi~ and allowed for the 
" .! 

appointment of probation officers (Rubin, 1976:78). 
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Children could not be detained in jail if they were under 12 

years of age. The second juvenile court is said to· have 

been created in Denver, Colorado by Judge Ben B. Lindsey, 

although some historians believe that Lindsey' 5 court was 

already in operation in 1899 due to an educational rather 

than a juvenile law {Platt, 1969:9}. 

The act of 1899 extended a concept from English law 

under which the King of England protected the property 

interests of fatherless children. Known as parens patriae 

(tlparent of the nation tl ), this doctrine was used to 

rj 
!.j ( 
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authorize the juvenile court judge to sentence children as 

he saw fit, to supervise them in their own homes or place 

them in foster or private homes or to institutionalize them 

in state facilities (Rubin, 1976: 78). 
I 
1 
1 

~ 
~ 
~ 
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The power of the 

judge to do these things remains strong, but over the years 

competi tors for the judicial power have developed and the 

modern court is very much a story of the struggle between 

these competitors--lawyers, social service agencies, 

district attorney, probation officers~-for the power to make 

decisions about what kind of treatment children will receive 

and who will pay for it. This struggle for the power to 

make decisions was obv,ious in the suburban court we studied. 

For several years, the juvenile court concept expanded. 

The felt need for special handling of juveniles is evidenced 

by the rapid adoption of juvenile court legislation. By 

(~ 1917 it had been passed in all but three states and by 1932 

there were over 600 independent juvenile courts in the 
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1969:10). Uni ted Sti:ltes (Platt, Separate handling of juvenile delinquency case from the beginning of the movement 

juveniles was not the panacea that had been hoped for, f 
until 1966. Several reasons prompted the Supreme Court to 

however. An effective partnership between the court and the ! ,. look at juvenile justice at that time. One was the impetus 

developing professions of social work, psychology, generated by the civil rights movement. Another was the 

psychiatry, sociology, and education did not mater1alize. attention being given by the Warren Court to the rights of 

Mr. Justice Douglas observed in 1969 that many th1ngs criminal defendants in adult courts. A third was the 

prevented this dream from coming true: (1) munic1pal growing dissatisfaction with the juvenile court on several 

budgets restricted the flow of experts into this field in fronts. Citizens concerned about the spiraling delinquency 

large numbers; (2) experts that were available were more rates, the weakening of the American family and trad1tional 

likely to treat the rich than the poor; (3) love and American values, and growing violence among juveniles as 

tenderness of the judge alone isn1t enough to untangle the well as adults, questioned the effectiveness of the court to 

web of influences which affected the troubled Ch11d; (4) contain juvenile misbehavior (Rubin, 1976:80). On the other 

correctional institutions designed for delinquents often side, lawyers and civil libertarians argued that treatment 

became miniature prisons with many of the same problems of of juvenile offenders often involved punishment as severe as 

adult prisons; (5) the secrecy of the juvenile proceedings t.hat meted out to adults and that a child--like anadul t--

led to arbitrary decisions (DeBacker v. Brainard, ~96 U.~. should not have his liberty taken away without due process 

28,90 S.Ct. 163 (1969), (Empey, 1978). The early juvenile of law. Labeling theory, momentarily in vogue among 

court had not resolved the problems inherent in the handling academics and eagerly adopted by policymakers, implied that 

of troubled and troublesome children. In the 19610 1 s the :the negative stigma attached to the formal processing of 

Supreme Court entered the arena of children1s rights. juveniles by the juvenile court could actually promote 

further delinquent behavior by youths labeled by the 
Supreme Court Decisions of Juvenile Justice 

juvenile justice system. 

One purpose 0·£ early courts was to minimize legal Lawyers and advocates for children 1 s rights took an 

p:-ocedure and formality. The judge in his £arens patriae increasing interest in the juvenile court and within a span 

role tried to act like a good father. As a result there was often years the Supreme Court handed down five major 

(, neither the procedure nor impetus for appe.llate review of 

juvenile court deci,sions. The U. S. Supreme Court handled n9 

decisions that significantly affected the structure of 

American juvenil~ justice. 

( . .92 .... II ,~ ') 
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1) Kent v. U. S. 383 U. s. 541, 86 S • Ct. 1£145 ~ 1. 9bb) • 

This decision ruled that in procedures concerning transfer 

from juvenile to criminal court due process· fairness must 

attach, a hearing is required, counsel should represent the 

child at this hearing, and probation officer reports should 

be made available to the child's lawyer. 

2) In re Gault, 387 u.s. 1, 87 S.Ct. 1428 (19b7). Th~s 

decision ruled not only that a child has the r~ght to d. 

lawyer and to a free lawyer if indigent, but also that 

written notice of the specifics of the offense must be 

provided to the child and his parents, that the child must 

be advised by police officers of his right to silence and of 

his right to counsel during police interrogation, and 

finally, that hearsay evidence was not admissible ~n the 

hearing which adjudicates whether or not an offense was 

committed. 

3) In re Winship, 397 u.s. 358, 90 S.Ct. lklbt) l.L971O). 

This decision ruled that the measure of proof ~n a 

delinquency trial must be beyond a reasonable doubt. Th~ 

court reasoned that since one' s freedom is at:- stake 8 due. 

process required that the amount of testimony necessary for 

conviction be as high as the standard used in adult crJ.IIl~nal 

cases. 

4} McKeiver v. Pennsylvania, 402 U.S. 52l:j, 91. l;;.<.:t. 

1976 ( 1971) • In this decision the court reverted to an 

earlier rationale in ruling that the federal constitut~on 

did not compel that states provide the right of jury tr~al 
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to an accused juvenile. However, a state may leg~slate th~s 

option or a state appellate court might determine that ~ts 

state constitution compels a jury trial r~ght w~ th~n the 

state. According to Levin and Sarri (1974), eleven states 

allow jury trials for ch;ldren h d ... c arge w~ th del~nquency, 

either by statute or by case decision. 

5) Breed v. Jones" 95 S.Ct. 1779 (1975). 'I'his dec~s~on 

ruled that the double jeopardy clause of the F~ftnArnendrnent 

applies, through the Fourteenth Amendment, to j uven~les . 

This decision added an additional constitutional protect~on 

for juvenile ..... ~fenders by preventing a juvenile from be~n9 

adjudicated in the juvenile court and then being transferred 

to the Adult Cou:r't where the sentence imposed may beml.wh 

harsher. 

Taken together, these five decisions assured tha't the 

juvenile court must become a real court, and t 
~ s procedures 

must be regular; zed ;n ac d . h ... ... cor ance w~t const~tutional 

J:equirements. State appellate courts began to hear an 

:increasing number of cases involving questions of' 1 
Juven~" .Ii:! 

law and procedure, and legislatures updated juvenile codes 

:in light of the new jUdicial decision (Rubin, 197b:B~). 

National Legislation 

'l'rends which were bringing the pract'ices ~n juven~le 

Court to the attent i.)n of Appellate , ' 

Col.4rts were dISc" 

focusing executi.ve and legislative attention upon juven~le 
Offenders. Early in his presidency, John Kennedy appo~nted 
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the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth 

Crime, chaired by his brother I Robert. This effort was 

overshadowed by Kennedy's assassination, the urban r~ots, 

civil disobedience, and the Vietnam War, but a few years 

later, President Lyndon Johnson appointed a new Commission 

en Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. 'llhe 

OEmission's proceedings and recommendations were publ~shed 

in 1967, the same year that the influential Gault dec~s~on 

~s handed down by the U.S. Supreme Court. It recommended a 

series of reforms for both adult and juvenile courts that 

laid thf;! groundwork for national priorit~es in regard to 

roth juvenile and adult crime for the next decade> Among 

other things, the Commission recommended a series of reforms 

that fall under four headings: decriminalization, divers~on, 

due process, and deinstitutionalization. Decriminal~zat~on 

centered upon the removal of status offenses, in part~cular, 

from the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. Divers~on 

involved the channeling of first-time and petty offenders 

away from legal processing and into community ~nstitut~ons. 

Due process, given special support by the Supreme Court' s 

Gault decision which mandated, among other protect~ons, the 

involvement of attorneys in juvenile court, moved the 

juvenile court much closer to the model of adul t cr~m~nal 

courts. Deinstitutionalization stressed the ~portance of 

developing correctional programs which utilized open 

o:mmunity settings whenever possible as an alternative to 

isolated 1 locked insj:.i,tutions (Empey, 1978:5;';2-53;';). 
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Within a year, Congress passed the Juvenile Delinquency 

Prevention and Control ~ct of 1968, which was to be 

administered by the Youth Development and Delinquency 

Prevention Administration (YDDPA) of the Department of 

Health, Education, and Welfare. However, by 1970 HEW had 

rot done anything significant in the area and because of 

ODgressional pressure, federal agencies in 1971 agreed that 

the YDDPA would concentrate all of its efforts on programs 

outside of the juvenile justice system includ~ng Youth 

'Service Bureaus, while the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration, then a new agency within the Department of 

Justice, would focus on the juvenile just~ce system ~tsel±. 

'!his agreement was embodied in more new leg~slat~on; 'l'he 

Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Act of 1972. Concern about 

crime continued to have high poli tical sal~ence and the 

Nixon administration set up yet another national comm~ss~on 

.in 1973--the National Advisory Commission on Cr~~nal 

Justice Standards and Goals. It, too, recommended a pol~cy 

of what had come to be known as the 4D's-~decr~inal~zat~on, 

deinstitutionalization, due process, and divers~on. These 

recommendations, in turn, were reflected in add~tionaJ. 

legislation involving juveniles--the Juvenile Justice and 

Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. The 1974 Act phased out 

the youth services of YDDPA and created a new office, the 

Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevent~on, 

located in LEAA--not HEW. Its intent was to promote "the 

4D's outlined above. The JJDP Act of 1974 st~pulates that 
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eligibility for federal funding for state juven~le 

delinquency programs under this act requires a state plan 

within two years providing (1) that status offenders should 

no longer be held in locked pre-trial detention centers, and 

(2) that status offenders should no longer be corr~~tted to 

state juvenile delinquency institutions. 

The federal 1974 JJDP Act had a substantial impact upon 

Colorado state legislation regarding juveniles and pract~ces 

in the juvenile court which were beginning to take effect at 

the time that the Suburban Youth Project study got underway. 

At the same time that changes were taking place on the 

national level, significant developments were also occurr~ng 

within Suburban County's juvenile jus.tice system. The next 

section outlines these developments and shows how the county 

evolved from a small one-day-a-week court to a full-t:une 

juvenile court responding to developments on the nat~onal 

and state level. 

THE JUVENILE COURT OVER TWENTY YEARS 

From County Court to District Court 

There is little record of the juvenile court in 

Suburban County that we have been able to uncover before the 

early 1960's. In the early 1960's, the county court handled 

all juvenile cases. One county judge doubled as Juven~le 

Court judge once a week. Because the juvenile docket was so 

~ll, the county had few facilities or staff for juveniles. 
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In 1961, the judge handled 235 . Juvenile cases and the 
count" '1 

Y s Juven~ e probation officer handled additional cases 

of dependency/neglect, truants, and 
runaways without legal 

action being taken. The count.y d;d ..... not have its own 
detentio~ center and transported youths to the 

Denver County 

Juvenile Hall when detention was necessary. 
In addit~on, 

officer housed 38 youths with his own fam~ly the probation 

during 1961 (Rocky Mountain News, 5/28/62:10). At that 

tUne, the county boasted the lowest juvenile del~nquency 
record in the state. 

Until 1965,' juvenile matters were heard 
in the county 

courts. A 1962 constitutional amendment, followed by 

implementing legislation in 1964, removed the juven~le court 

from the county level and placed the juvenile funct~on ~n 
the district court throughout the state 

ex;cept in Denver 

Where a separate court has been retained (Rub~n, 
68). 

197b:b7-

This move brought several advantages. It enabled the 
juvenile court 

to make appeals directly to the Court of 

Appeals instead of to the next higher court, 
the d~strict 

COurt. Furthermore, it reduced the number of jUdges 

handling juvenile matters from 62 (one for each county) to 
22, for one each judicial district in the state. Th~s 

decreased the fragmentation of services to juveniles and 
increased corisistency ~n the;r t tm ..... ..... rea ent. Finally, ~t 

increased the juvenile judge's pay from the county level to 

the district level, thereby enhancing the pos~ t~on of the 
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juvenile court (Rubin, 1976: 67-68), and raising standards 

for juvenile court judges. .. 
This move from county to district court was ~n~tially 

implemented by having the four district judges hear juven~le 

cases in rotation. In an effort to increase consistency in 

juvenile disposition£" i' the chief judge consolidated all 

juvenile cases under one judge in 1964 and, until 1975, all 

juvenile cases were heard by this same judge in h~s 

courtroom on the third floor of the courthouse. A series ot 

juvenile judges heard juvenile cases until 1977, when the 

present judge was appointed. In 1978, the juvenile court:. 

moved into its own newly remodeled permanent quarters on the 

second floor of the Littleton courthouse in the western part 

of the county (Denver Post, April 26, 1978:31). 

Increase in Facilities 

During the 1960' s the county sought to increase ~ ts 

physical facilities for youth. In mid-1962, it purchased a 

two-story frame house in the western sector of the county to 

serve as the first shelter. The facility, which was large 

enough for six youths, provided a badly-needed al terna t~ ve 

to housing youths with the county's probat~on officer 

overnight or transporting them to Denver's Juvenile Hall. ~n 

1966.. the county acquired a building, part of wh~ch was 

remodeled to serve as the county 5 s first "juven~le 

evaluation center" (later changed to the Youth Detent~on 

Center) The purpose of the center. explained one of the 
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district judges, would be to provide a home for up to l~ 

children "where we can isolate children from the~r 

environment and where we can test and observe them to 

determine the best disposition (Littleton Independent, 

September 23, 1966:1). Detention adrnini.stration sh~fted 

fran the courts to the State Judicial Department ~n ~~70. 

It shifted again in 1973 to the State Divis~on of Youth 

Services, Department of Institutions, where i,t rema~ns today 

(Rubin, 1976: 70) • 

While the 1960' s brought eJtpansion of facil~ t~es, the 

1970's focused on organizational changes which ~ncreased 

personnel and treatment services for youth. 

Juvenile probation facilities and the salaries of ~ts 

three probation officers and chief probation off~cers were 

funded by the county during the 1960's. In 1970, however, 

responsibility for funding these facilities and salar~es was 

shifted to the State's Judicial Department (M~nkner, 

1981 :2) . With this change in responsib~lity came an 

increase in funding for probation off~cers. By 1971, the 

staff had increased to 7 1/2 workers. Despite doubl~n9 of 

the county's population during the 1970's, fund~ng for 

juvenile probation counselors has remained constant Sl.nce 

1976 (Minker, 1981:Interview). 

Juvenile probation was originally a separate 

lO;U 
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department. However, when Suburban County and two adjacent 

counties dismantled their Tri-District Adult Probat~on 

Deparbnent, Suburban County's adult probation department 

merged with its juvenile probation department, previously 

administered separately. Both were headed by the adul t 

Chief Probation Officer. A juvenile probation superv~sor 

was appointed in 1976 (Corbett, 1981:6). 

During the late 60's and early 70's when changes in the 

juvenile court structure were taking place, the county was 

changing from a rural to an urban area. As noted earl~er, 

the county's population nearly doubled in 1971::)-1981::), w~th 

much of that growth taking place in specific pockets ~n the 

county. 

The county's most rapid growth has occurred in ~ ts 

eastern sector, mostly in Aurora which lay partly in the 

county under study and partly in an adjacent county. Th~s 

city showed a population gain of 111.1 percent from 19'71()-

1980, the largest increase among the nation's 11::)j() b~ggest 

cities (Denver Post, February 17, 1981 : ~0) • This overall 

population increase brought. a comparable increase in the 

adolesc:;nt population and some increase in juven~le crJ.me 

and the need for more juvenile services. Partly because of 

this, partly because of a report which labeled the County 

as... "a sopping rich community which doesn't give a damn 

about its children" (Hufnagel, 1974: 1~2), and partially ~n 

response to the availability of federal funds under the JJDP 

Act of 1974, the District Attorney's office init~ated a 
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Juvenile Diversion Program in 1975. This program was 

consistent with the national movement toward d~ve="320n and 

provided supervision and counseling for first-time or non

violent offenders as an alternative to filing these cases ~n 

juvenile co.urt. The program was financed by LEAA for ~ ts 

first few years, and is now funded by the State through ~ts 

Division of Youth Services. Four counselors are currently 

located in the Eastern branch and another four counselors 

are located in the Western branch. 

The county's rapid population growth has brought about 

changes in the juvenile court itself. It is one of the 

~iest in the state and efforts are continually be~ng made 

to increase its organizational efficiency while keeping pace 

with this growth. When the county's current judge took 

office in 1977, all juvenile hearings were heard ~n h~s 

courtroom. JUVenile case filings continued to increase and 

during 1979-80, the juvenile docket carried a total of 4l::)~1() 

cases (Annual Statistical Report of tlle Colorado Judic~ary, 

1980:a29) • The one juvenile judge carried more cases than 

any other juvenile judge in the state. This docket :i.ncluded 

pending cases carried over from the previous fiscal year 

plus 1429 new filings in 1979-80. About half of these new 

filings were delinquency petitions (734); the remainder were 

nearly evenly divided between all other juvenile matters 

orig ina ting from dependency/neglect peti tions ,,_ adopt~ons, 

and paternity/support suits. Relinquishments and other 

miscellaneous hearings also compr.ised a small portion of the 
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STATE LEGISLATION IN REGARD TO JUVEN1LES 

In addition to improving the physical and profess~onal 

facilities for its youth, and responding to the press of 

rapidly expanding population, the juvenile court mod~fied 

operations in response to legislative changes enacted at the 

stat.e level. Until 1967, statutes governing the court's 

handling of children were scattered throughout the state 

statutes and did not provide for such juvenile r~ghts as 

expungement, confidentiality of records I right to counsel 

and appeal, and so on (Minkner, no date:l). 

Colorado officials are noticeably proud >.of the~r 

progressive attitude toward juvenile justice. Legislators 

and jurists anticipated the Supreme court dec~sions of the 

late 1960"s (Foote interview, 1981) and early 1971O'S and 

implemented tpe Colorado Children's Code on July 1, 1.9b7, 

{Title Colorado Revised Statutes} before any of the 
fi 

major Supreme Court decisions had been hanoed down. 'l'he 

Code represents several years of revising and codifying 

children's laws and addresses the role of the cou.rtS, the 

child's rights, adoption, foster care, institut~onal care, 

and the child in his community (A Citizen I s Guide to 

Children's Laws, September, 1979:2 put out by the League of 

wqmen Voters of colorado). Most of the rights extended to 
. 

juveniles in the major Supreme Court decisions are embod~ed 

:in the Code. Since its implementation, it has undergone 
(\1 

1 
J. 
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continual modification and revision to keep pace w~th modern 

changes in juvenile justice. 

As noted _;~~lier I the Juvenile Justice and Del~nquency 

Prevention Act of 1974 required that state eligibility tor 

federal funding required the removal of status offenders 

nom locked pre-trial detention centers and treatment 

facili ties that also contained delinquents. The state of 

Colorado . responded to this mandate with two pieces ot 

.legislation enacted in July, 1979. Senate Bill liOl prevents 

status offenders from being processed as de1~nquency cases, 

and Senate Bill 26 mandates the search for alternatives to 

out-of-home placement for all children. The implementation 

of this legislation resulted in several new programs for the 

county and potentially significant changes in the way ~n 

Which the court operated. 

Senate Bill 101 created relatively little comment. 

Status offenders, known in Colorado as Children in Need o~ 

Supervision (CHINS) vanished from the courtrooms. One 

problem the legislation did create was a truancy prob!.em. 

Before the legislation, truants had been handled as CHl.N~. 

Sane quirk of the new legislation left them under the 

jurisdiction of the courts as delinquents. Senate Bill ~b, 

on the other hand, aroused considerable controversy, 

confusion and discussion at all levels of the juven~le 

justice system a It went into effect the day our own 

research project started, so a great deal of our fielg. work 

chronicles the efforts of the county's juvenile just~ce 
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system to implement and adapt to the legislat~on. Because 

of its importance to the court during the time of our 

research, we will discuss S.B. 26 in considerable deta~l. 

S.B. 26= An Attempt to Decrease Out-of-Home 
--Placement<Jf Children--- -- ----

Description of the Legislation 

Senate Bill 26 attempts to control the increasing costs 

of out-of-home placements of children and to lim~ t the 

number and duration of such placements. Jurisdict~on ~s 

given to juvenile courts to review any out-of-home placement 

of a child which exceeds or is expected to exceed 910 days 

and for regular review of J;>lacements every six months 

thereafter. Placements, if they are made I must be for a 

determinate period of not more than two years. 'l'he court 

must decide by a preponderance of the evidence whether or 

not placement or continued placement is necessary and ~s ~n 

the best interest of the child and of the con~un~ty, and the 

decision must be hased on information obta~ned from an 

extensive evaluation of the child (Hufnagel, 1980, p. ~). 

The bill establishes procedures which may result in the 

development of programs by local commun.ities to prov~de 

\'-'. . 
serv~ces to children wi thout placing thfi"..m outside the~r 

barnes. Formerly, allocations to counties for serv~ces could 

be used only to pay the costs of a child 0 s out-of-hom~ 

placement. With the advent of sa 26, these allocat~ons can 

be used for a wide range of services, if they can be shown 
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to reduce the number, duration, intensity, or distance from 

home of out-of-home placp.ments. In order to use allocations 

under the SB 26 provisions, however; counties must annually 

sUbmit a plan to the Colorado Department of Social Services 

1n which they outline programs for the prov~s~on ot 

residential and nonresidential treatnient serv~ces to 

adjudica ted youths, and those subject to out-of-home 

placement. The plan is to be prepared by a Plaoement 

Alternatives Commission (PAC) , appo~nted by county 

camnissioners. The PAC membership should represent most 

agencies involved wi th . troubled children and fam~l~es 

county as well as members of the bar and the lay commun~ty. 

Counties who submitted plans for the development of new 

programs to limit or prevent placement could apply for a 

share of a $500,000 start-up fund set aside by the state to 

help local communities meet the costs of open~ng new 

programs. No other money was appropriated for implementat~on 

Jof the bill. 

In summary, the two most important aspects of th~s b~ll 

are (I) the emphasis upon the reduc.tion of out-of-home 

placement of children through the granting of greater 

control and flexibility to local· communi ties ~n regard to 

children1s services, and (2) the requirement of court rev~ew 

of all out-of-home placements. 
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History of the Legislation 

As a result of widespread dissatisfaction wl.th the 

state IS out-of-home placement programs and polic~es in all' 

three branches of government, the State Legislature in 1~7C$ 

'authorized an Out-of-Home Placement Study by the Office of 

Planning and Budgeting. The findings of the study prov~ded 

the basis for the drafting of Senate Bill 26. The breadth 

of the findings gives some sense of the degree of 

dissatisfaction with the earlier system and some idea of the 

burden for major change in widely disparate areas that was 

placed on the new Bill. 

One of the most important findings of the out-of-home 

placement study was that out-of-home placement costs 

represent one of the fastest growing components of the state 

budget. Expenditures were expected to reach $~~ mill~on by 

FY 1979-80, up from $9 million in 1973-74. The increase was 

due primarily to a 140% increase in the average cost per 

placement, as well as a 38% increase in placements. Both 

increases substantially exceed the rate of increase in 

prices generally or the rate of population growth ~n 

Colorado for the same period (Report on a Study of the 

Prevention of out-of-Home Placement of Children, 1919, 

SUmmary, p. 3). The study also found that the number of 
,.1 'reo , . 

particularly the l~lore ~ntens~ve 
~! 

children entering placement, 

" types of placement, has grown markedly. To some extent, 

this increase in placements represents a shift as a result 

of deinsti~utionalization from state institutions (where th~ 
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cost of placement is paid by the state) and county jails or 

detention centers to residential child care facilities 

(where the cost of placements comer; out of county foster 

care budgets). Primarily, however, it indicates a 

substantial failure to meet the goals of maintaining 

children in the least restrictive setting. This is 

supported by what the authors of the study term the "most 

serious finding of the study, II that placement seems to have 

emerged as a primary response to the problems of a difficult 

child rather than as a treatment option of last resort 

(Summary, p. 4). The main reasons for this were identified 

as (I) over-allocation of resources to placement, (2) lack 

of stringent requirements for placement, and (3) reliance on 

placem~nt to shift workload away from agency staff (Summary, 

pp. 4-5). 

Some of the specific reasons for the increase of out-

of-home placements were explored by the study. One set of 

reasons involved organizational arrangements. The study 

found that there was a lack of coordinated approaches and 

joint planning for children due; in part, to lack of clear 

definition of agency roles in treatment planning at both the 

state and local levels. Some juvenile judges, for example, 

had recently begun to order that particular children l?e 

placed in specific treatment programs located in many cases 

outside the state. The lack of clear responsibility and 

criteria for placement resulted in differing placement 

policies by different agencies and in different geographic 
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areas. Another organizational factor of concern was 

resource availability. Too often treatment is available 

only in a residential setting. Capability to meet the 

prdblems of children and adolescents appears to be limited 

in community agencies such as mental health centers. 

Furthermore, a significant and growing number of children 

are in out-of-state placement. because it is believeci: that 

Colorado resources are not available to meet their needs. 

In the past, it has been difficult to even assess the 

treatment ne~ds of the state l s youths or evaluate program 

effectiveness because information systems have been unable 

to track children over the full course of their placement. 

Data is not readily available that would permit an 

evaluation of the effectiveness of current placement 

practices or current treatment programs. 

A second set of reasons for high placement rates that 

the study identified involved the financial structure !£E 

the payment of placement costs. One of the most important 

findings was that flexibility in the use of funds for either 

placement or community programs was very limited. Much of 

the money allocated to counties for children1s services 

could only be used for residential services. Another 

finding was that the rates of some kinds of service 

providers were not responsive to changing conditions. Thus, 

some family foster homes and group homes (representing the 

least restI'ic'i;:.ivecontinuum of residential care), cease!.!.l t,o 
,J ,,' /: l"\::,i: ill 

operate because they were less able to keep up wit:tl the 
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increases in costs than the more restrictive residential 

child care facilities, the rates of which were cost-based. ' 

In addition, financial considerations often played an 

inappropriately large role in placements because a placement 

cost appeared II free ll to the responsible agency because it 

was financed by another agency. For example, the referral 

of children to hospitals by county social service workers 

shifts the cost of care from the county social service 

budget to the state Department of Institutions. On the 

other hand, placements out of the State Horne and Training 

schools to group homes or residential child care facilities 

shifts costs from the Department of Institutions to the 

county Department of Social Services. There appears to be a 

tendency by some placing agencies to seek out these so-

called II free ll placements to hold down budget costs, a 

tendency which may lead to inappropriate placement. Another 

financial 'concern whi"ch the study identified is that certain 

costs, such as educ,ation, are being inappropriately 

reflected as placement.:. costs. The report argues that 
11 I 

education costs do not. r(j~slfl t from placement because a child 
if 

would have been receiving educational services in the 

community as, well as,.in placement. 

Another area of financial concern involves the 

financial responsibility of parents in meeting the costs of 

placement. Agencies have not ~sually imposed fees for 

community-based service even 'though they may be as expensive 

or more expensive than costs of out-of-home placement. The 
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report suggests that it might be more appropriate to 

establish a fee for each child, based upon family income, 

which would be the parents· responsibility regardless of 

whether the child received treatment at home or in 

placement. 

A final area of concern identified by the study of 

out-of-home placement involves the lack of Erocedures ~ 

review of placements. voluntary placement, which 

constituted 30-40% of all placements in the state, did not 

go through the courts at all, and were essentially not 

subject to review either at the time of the initial 

placement or "afterwards. In general, once a child entered a 

placement, either voluntary or court ordered 6 there was no 

clearcut way to reevaluate the need for placement or how 

well the child responded to it. 

The problems identified in the out-of-Home Placement 

Study, especially the importance of ~inancial and 

organizational structures, provided fairly accurate 

predictions about the areas in which problems developed in 

regard to implementation of the Bill. The underlying 

purpose of the Bill Wi'l,S not just to reduce out-of-home 

placement but to m!')dtfy )th,e\ilhole fabric of child care 

ser~ices in th~ stat.e. 

6ne' of ,'tlfie . main drafters of the Bill sought to 

regard to specific 

, 
placem.'~p.ts for cr~iJ.dren" but ,this was resisted by juvenile 

\,', 

judges and districtatt.orneys, and the final version of the 
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Bill which was passed in the last few minutes of the 1979 

legislature decreased but did not eliminate judicial 

discretion in regard to placement. 

An unusual alliance of conservative legislators and 

child advocates joined forces to win passage of the Bill. 
,. 

'l'he conservatives hoped to reduce the alarmingly rapid rise 

of placement costs. The child advocates sought to protect 

children from getting IIlost II in placement and from being 

unnecessarily removed from their homes. This alliance 

between conservatives and child advocates symbolizes much of 

the tension wi thin the juvenile justice system in general 

and set the scene for many of the local controversies that 

accompanied the implementation of S.B. 26. 

Mechanisms Through Which Legislation Was to be Implemented 

The initial plans for implementation of SB 26 involved 

the establishment of a Placement Alternatives Commission in 

each county which then developed a plan for the reduction of 

out-of-home placement of children. A small amount of 

start··up money was available for which counties could apply 

once they. developed a plan. The start-up money was an 

important incentive because without it, counties which 

already had ", all their foster care funds committed to 

existing children and programs, did not have the financial 

latitude to develop new programs. It was anticipated that 

once a prlp~;¥ram which kept children at home got underway, it 

would be able to pay for itself as a result of the savings 
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d h h a decrease in out-of-home placement costs. generate t roug 

One problem with this approach is that it puts pressure on 

new programs to show immediate benefits. It also may pose 

problems to h ' h ot cut placement costs a county W 1C cann 

because of continuing rapid population growth. 

Another mechanism to help the implementation of the 

legislation was the development of specific criteria for 

placement. In addition, the Juvenile Justice Staff 

Development Project, funded under a one-year federal grant, 

provided assistance in regard to the implementation of SB 26 

by offering services to help communities to develop quality 

treatment programs in the least restrictive setting. The 

project ha a. .... d f ;ve-po;nt focus of activities according to 

material which describes its activities. It provided 1) 

training of direct service providers and field personnel; 2) 

technical assistance to help communi ty agencies and 

placement alternative commissions. develop .or improve their 

, ff t 3) clearinghouse resource own service provis10n e or s: 

1 tt ' Challe~ge 26 ) service ( incl uding a bi-monthly news e er, _ 

which provides support information for community agencies 

responsible for directing implementation of the current 

legislation; 4) planning to assist counties in developing 

innovative and fresh approaches to out-of-home placement as 

identified in individual county placement alternative 

commission plans; and 5) organization and systems 

development for agencies needing assistance. 
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~. Another mechanism involved in the implementation of the 

Act was the SB 26 Coalition Regarding Child Placement, 

composed of the League of Women Voters, Metropolitan Child 

Protection Council, Junior League, and National Council of 

Jewish Women. The purpose of the coalition was to monitor 

the implementation of SB 26 and to encourage the most 

constructive application of its provisions. This coalition 

saw the intent of the Bill as twofold: 1) to improve 

placement practices through required procedures and judicial 

review, and 2) to stimulate local planning for alternative 

services which could prevent or reduce placement. (League 

of Women Voters of Denver, 1980, p. 5). A meeting was held 

on October 27 ~ 1980 to discuss concerns Cibout the Bill, 

report on a survey of state's juvenile judges about their 

experience with the legislation, and discuss necessary 

amendments for consideration by the next legisla~ure. 

Issues Raised ~ the Legislation 

One important theme that underlies much of the 

discussion surrounding the legislation is the tension 

between the goal of cutting costs and that of providing 

improved services for children. The original coalition of 

conservative legislators and liberal child advocates which 

joined to pass the Bill represented that tension. It 

continues to be evident today in efforts to implement· the 

legislation. Budget conscious supporters of the Bill are 

eager to see benefits in terms of reduced foster care 
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budgets at the local level. To them, the Bill legitimates 

the reduction of out-of-home placelllent costs and mandates 

the use of less expensive services. As one member of a 

placement alternatives commission asked, "Are we required to 

select the 'best' treatment for a kid, as we have in the 

past when we operated on the 'best interests of the child 

principle, I or are we required to select the "least 

restrictive" treatment? Least rest.ricti ve does not 

necessarily mean best, and we need to be clear about that." 

Although the Bill itself specifies that placement should be 

"in the best interests of the child and the community," 

there is nevertheless a concern on the part of many 

advocates for children that SB 26 indeed tips the balance in 

favor of the "least expensive" treatment rather than the 

"best" treatment for a given child, and that it legitimates 

reduction of cost as the first (priority in a treatment 

decision. 

Along with this, there is a concern that eagerness to 

show short-term cost cuts may set programs and kids up for 

long-term failure. If community programs are filled quickly 

in order to show that they are needed and to reduce 

placement costs, there may be insufficient attention to the 

selection of youths most -appropriate for the treatment 

offered. If the programs build to capacity too quickly or 

with an incompatible mix of kids, it may be difficult ·for 

them to establish a treatment environment that is effective. 

Youths who fail in a community program because they should 
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never have been placed there in the first place may face one 

more series of failures whl.'ch f th ur er undermines the 

potential for ultimate treatment success. If the measure of 

program success comes to be primarily dollars saved, 

promising programs may be abandoned as not cost-effective 

because they have not had f' a a1.r opportunity to prove their 

worth. Eagerness to cut placement budgets may also put 

pressure on agencies and diagnostic and evaluation teams to 

avoid out-of-home placement, even when it may be the most 

appropriate choice. For example, the desire to cut costs 

so much emphasis on in-home and less expensive may put 

treatment that a community may overlook the need for good 

residential facilities like group homes or foster homes that 

provide residential treatment w1.'th m1.'n1.'mal restrictions. 

Pressure to " d 1 • un erp ace' may result in children 

remaining in the community who continue to get into trouble. 

This in turn may result 1.'n ' a commun1.ty backlash as citizens 

perceive that "noth' , b' 1.ng l.S e1.ng done" to reform difficult 

and troublesome adolescents. Senate Bill 26, because it is 

new, may come to be,used as a scapegoat by community members 

who are dissatisfied with any part of the juvenile justice 

system. 

A second issue, which has been discussed at length in 

regard to other de~nstitutionalization programs (e.g. , 

Klein, 1979; Vinter, Downs & Hall, 1976) is whether an 

emphasis on in-home services simply widens the intervention 

net. If staff members doing the evaluation of youths select 
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into community programs youths who would not previously have 

been placed in treatment programs, they may be expanding 

rather than narrowing the service network with a resulting 

increase, at least in the short range, in juvenile service 

budgets. This possibility seems less likely in the 

implementation of SB 26 than in other deinstitutionalization 

programs because of the strong emphasis on cost reduction 

and fairly stringent evaluation requirements. 

A third issue raised by Senate Bill 26 is local vs. 

state control. In some ways, the legislation gives more 

autonomy to local communities because it enables them to .use 

allocations more flexibly to fund programs designed 

specifically to meet the needs of the local community. On 

the other hand, the legislation requires that a county plan 

be approved by the state before the county can gain this 

flexibili ty and be eligiblE: for start-up funds. The wide 

range of resources in the state makes it much easier for 

some counties to organize themselves to seek funds than 

';·others. 1 It is possibi.e that outlying counties, which are 

initially less able to respond quickly to the legislation, 

may find the start-up pot is empty by the time they develop 

a plan. ~.nother issue in regard to local control is that 

the legislation limits the placement power of local juvenile 

judges and has given a veto in regard to out-of-state 

placements to state-level officials. 

A fourth issue is whether court. review of placement is 

an appropriate device fo1:' the .. monitoring of children in 
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placement, and whether it can be handled by courts without 

any increase in resources. Since court review of placemE!z'lt 

has also been built into the Federal Adoption Assistance and 

Child Welfare Act of 1980, this issue bears careful 

consideration. Juvenile Justice officials worry that these 

reviews, wr.,ich were not. previously required, and for which 

no additional funds were appropriated, will add hundreds of 

hearings each year to already overcrowded dockets. The 

resulting court delays may mean that children charged with 

offenses or awaiting disposition decisions will experience 

long delays before their treatment can begin. 

It is not yet clear what impact these reviews will 

actually have on court dockets. Court delays, already 

building because of other factors such as ~opulation growth, 

may be blamed on Senate Bill 26. There has been some 

init.ial confusion about the first court review and at what 

point it should be done. There is also some confusion about 

whether the 90-day review after placement requires the 

presence of all interested parties in the courtroom or 

whether the judge can simply review the record. 

Furthermore, the:..-e is concern that some judges in the state 

are refusing to do any reviews and that in other courts the 

reviews are long overdue because of crowded dockets. As the 

full complement of initial placement reviews, 90-day 

reviews, and six-month reviews for all children in placement 

builds up, this issue can be expected to attract even more 

attention, and the general appropriateness of judicial 

11'9 
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review will be opened for further discussion. Initially 

d t V ;ew it as more of a nuisance and an many judges appeare 0 • 

interference in their work than as an opportunity to 

participate in placement decisions. There are some other 

problems regarding judicial review which bear consideration. 
\' \;\ 

One is the matte1~ of venue. There are a 9foup of children 

that no one will·· review. They include children whose 

. out of the state, or children who were placed parents l~ve 

by one county, but whose parents live in another county. 

Impact of the Legislation ~ the County 

t B'll 26 was felt in the county The impact of Sena e ~ 

almost immediately as three new programs went into effect. 

Two were projects related to S.B. 26 objectives for which 

the state had received federal funding and had selected the 

study County as the implementation site. One was 'a program 

to reduce the secure detention of juveniles, and a second 

was an interdisciplinary youth diagnostic team to. evaluate 

all youths being considered for out-of-home placement. A 

1 d b th Placement Alternative third program was deve ope Y e 

Commission which was organi~ed during 1979 and immediately 

submitt,ed a County Plan, l"hich requested state start-up 

funds for two Day Resource Centers in the county. Tbe Plan 

h f ' t . the sta~.e to be written and was one of t e . ~rs l.n " 

approved. Centers were. d~signed to provide The Day Resource 

. 1 d t' and ·treatment program for youths a non-residentl.a e uca ~on 

who without the facility would have to be placed outside the 
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home. 

There were several reasons why the county was able to 

move so quickly on Senate Bill 26 programs. One was that 

the state's LEAA-funded grant had already been planned and 

awarded and the state's decision to put the two federal 

projects in the county facilitated other aspects of SB 26 

planning. Second, the county was motivated to take action 

because it had a large and growing population and rapidly 

. accelerating placement costs. In addition, al though the 

county had a substantial number of service agencies already 

in place, there was concern both at the county and state 

levels that the services for adolescents in the county were 

markedly inadequate. A report a few years earlier, known as 

the Hufnagel Report, had blasted the county for its lack of 

facilities and concerns for adolescents. Partly as a result 

of the furor created by the report, agencies created some 

lioose inter-organizational ties--such as the CHINS Team 

mentioned earlier-- to discuss and evaluate the needs of 

local adolescents. Another cooperative effort which had 

been in operation for several years was the District 

Attorney's Juvenile Justice Task Force. It was established 

in January, 1975, by the District Attorney to evalua~e the· 

services available to juvenil.es in the justice system in the 

county and to formulate ways to fill gaps where services 

were lacking or non-existent. It remained in existence 

through most of 1980 when it was discontinued because of 

lack of interest. 
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Detention Alternatives and Diagnostic Team 

The federally funded Det.ention Program and Diagnostic 

Team were administered by the same person, who was on the 

payroll of the State Department of Institutions, but was 

selected by the Placement Alternatives Commission and 

expected by the Commission to be primarily responsible to 

it. This separation between financial and administrative 

responsibili t.y caused difficulties which became more acute 

as the year wore on. 

The Detention Program was not technically part of the 

SB 26 program because it dealt with temporary placement of 

usually less than 90 days, but it is being considered with 

the SB 26 programs here because it started at the same time, 

was funded frQm the same LEAA grant as the Diagnostic Team~ 

which is a SB 26 program, was administered by the same 

person, and was in keeping wi17h the spirit of SB 26 in its 

efforts to minimize out-of-home placement. The object of 

the Detention Program which got. underway in April was to 

reduce the number of children who are held in secure 

detention through the development of a set of criteria for 

detaining children, and by placing youth service workers at 

the center to screen each youth who is brought to the center 

to try to find alternatives to secure detentior, whenever 

possible. The workers prov:ided immediate crisis 

intervention for families and children, helped locate 

nonsecure housing for youths who could not return home, and 
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when appropriate arranged for behavioral contracts between 

parents and a child to permit the in-home detention of 

chj,ldren. A comparison of April and May population figures 

.for the detention center in 198e compared to the same period 

for 1979 showed that the new program was highly successful. 

TABLE 3 ,..,-1 

REDUCTION OF DETENTION REFERRALS 

Referrals to intake 
Admissions to detention 
Average daily attendance 

April 

3.6% reduction 
10.0% reduction 
29.8% reduction 

May 

33.3% reduction 
50.7% reduction 
40.6% reduction 

A Time Series study for the Detention Center and a 

nearby Center, which did not have a detention program, shows 

that the reduction was not simply the result of a general 

reduction in detention rates and is statistically 

for Arapahoe significant. (From: )WaluationResul ts 

Alternatives to Detention Project by Cla~s D. Tjaden, 

Planning & Evaluation, Presented at The National Symposimn 

on Pre-trial services, Denver, CO., June 22-25, 1980.) 

The Detention Project was put into this county 

primarily because of severe.ly overcrowded conditions in the 

Detention Center. The inadequacy of the Detention Center 

had caused concern' in the county and the state for several 

years and serious consideration had been given to plans for 

a larger facility. It was hoped that the plan for the 

reduction of the detention population might provide a way to 
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avoid the building of a larger center. The program was so 

successful that it was expanded into other counties. 

However, its success worked to the ultimate 

disadvantage of the county juvenile justice system. In 1981 

the Detention Center was closed by the state when the 

funding for the State Division of Youth Services f which 

operated the Center, was slashed. The Center was ~n easy 

target for closing 'because its population, though still 

considerable, dropped low enough to merit its: being shut 

down. The county's triumph in the 1960's in getting its own 

detention center was undone in the 1980's as county youth in 

need of secure facilities were once again shuttled to 

facilities in two other counties. 

The Youth Diagnostic Team was supervised by a 

coordinator, (also the Director of the Detention Project) 

who was selected and hired by the Placement Alternatives 

Commission, but technically worked for the State Department 

of Institutions. It included a social worker from Social 

Services, a psychologist from one of the two Mental Health 

Centers in the county, a nurse from the Tri-County Health 

Center, and an educational diagnostician from SEMBCS, an 

organization of school dist.~icts. During most of its 

existence, it also included a research assistant from our 

project who, in addition to his work for us, also worked as 

a volunteer psychologist as part of his' internship in the 

Professional Psychology Program at the University of Denver. 

All referrals to the Youth Diagnostic Team, which came 
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primarily through s~cial S' k ". erVl.ce wor ers and probation 
officers, 

Services. 

were channel.ed to the 'I'eam through So' 1 Cl.a 

One other "'orker, who 1 " was ocated at the 

Detention Center, did one hour evaluations for families who 

sought voluntary placement for their child. If, after the 

short interview, the k f 1 wor-er e t that out-of-home placement 

might be warranted, she r f d th f e erre e amily to Social 

Services so that they could set up a full-scale evaluation 

by the team. The Team's organizational structure had h t. e 

potential for causing proble·',ns. It h " ad no budget of its own 

and simply getting supplies and equipment for physical 
examinations by the nurse \tiras a problem at the beg inning. 

Each team member was """on loan from anot.her agency and was 

paid by and professionally supe·.rvised by their "horne" 

agency. Yet the team coord;nator had t ... 0 have enough 

authori ty to provide day-to-day administration. The Team 

also had inherited some pOtential problems from its 

predecessor, the CHINS Team, an interdisciplinary team which 

evaluated status offenders. It operated for several years 
with strong involvement from the Juvenile' Probation 

Department until t.he CHINS were decriminalized in July, 
1979. The new team filled some of the same functions that 

the CHINS team filled but had many additional functions. 

There ,was a tendency, because of -its ... surface similarity to 

the CHINS team, for staff workers in the county to assume 

that, it was the same and to expect it to exhibit the same 

strengths and weaknesses. Th T e earn operated for a year and 
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was decentralized and essentially disbanded when federal 

funding ran out at the end of 1980. Its year of operation 

was stormy, in part because there was lack of clarity and 

agreement about its purpose and goals. 

Day Resource Centers 

The third program was a Day Resource Center, designed 

to provide a nonresidential educational and treatment 

program for youths who otherwise would have been placed 

outside the home. The county developed a plan for two 

treatment programs as part of their SB 26 plan and applied 

for and received state start-up funds for this program. 

c 
Ini tially only one Center was set up. The PAC decided to 

hold off opening a second center until it was clear that the 

first would be able to fill. Furthermore, there was some 

concern about not having the funds to open the second one 

right away. During 1981 the second center was in fact 

opened. 

The first center opened in July 1980 and within a short 

time reached its maximum census of 15 children with several 

more children on the waiting list. All children referred to 

the Center were evaluated by the Diagnostic Team and 

recommended for it by the Team. In the beginning all youths 

already in residential child care facilities were reviewed 

to see if any of them would be suitable for the Day Resource 

Center. Several were felt to be suitable and were 

transferred from the RCCF to home and into the Day Resource 
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Center. The Center operates during the time that a school 

would be in session and provides education for the youths by 

two special education teachers as well as group treatment 

and family therapy. The family work is seen by the Center 

as one of the most important parts of the treatment and 

center staff provides crisis intervention as well as weekly 

individual family therapy sessions. 

Problems in Implementation of the Legislation 

During the period of initial implementation of SB 26, 

several concerns kept emerging. It is hard to know yet 

which may be peculiar to the particular county in which we 

worked, which may have been state-wide, and which may 

reflect common concerns ;n th . 1 . ~ e Lmp ementat~on of any 

legislative change. 

Local-state conflicts. County officials frequently 

expressed annoyance at the lack of clear state directives 

about evaluation requirements, data requirements and 

financial arrangeI1Jents. As one PAC member said, "When they 

finally make up their mind about what information they want 

us to collect, we'll make plans to collect it. But it 

doesn't make any sense to start collecting it now. If we 

do, they will call and tell us they want one more piece and 

then we'll have to go back and start allover again. II There 

was also a considerable amount of· conflict with the state 

over financing of programs. tiThe state program people tell 

me one thing and then the budget people tell me something 
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d I k h stand. II completely different. I on t now were we 

Discussions of finances and budgets took up a large amount 

of PAC meeting time, usually with no resolution. 

Lack of clarit~ about the requirements of the 

legislation. There was, and continued to be throughout the 

study period 1980-81, considerable disagreement among 

different agencies and even staff members wi thin agencies 

about just what SB 26 required. Judges around the state 

interpreted the statute differently and implemented the law 

differently in different counties. The Bill is complex and 

has what appears to be almost limitless implications for 

almost all agencies which have any involvement int'he 

placing of juveniles. MembeJ~s of the PAC frequently got 

into discussions among themselves at meetings about the 

interpretation of some parts of the legislation. There was 

confusion about whether it was necessary to put a placement 

review on the docket and have all participants attend or 

whether it could be a paper reVie\l by the judge. There was 

also considerable confusion at first about the role of the 

diagnostic team. The Placement Al ternat.ives Commission 

members were concerned that the Team did not understand that 

its function was to recommend the least restrictive 

treatment possible in every case. 

Lack of good facilities. A third concern, which has 

yet to be satisfactorily resolved in the county, is the lack 

of facilities like group homes, nonsecure shelter care, and 
- i' 

foster homes, which provide residential care in relatively 
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nonrestrictive settings. 'l'he focus has been primarily on 

getting youtl1S out of residential facilities and back into 

their own homes. Yet . some youths may need some kind of 

nonrestrictive residential placement. 

Incompatibili ty of other statut.es ~ regu~ations. A 

raft of problems developed because of other st~tutes which 

hinder the implementation of SB 26. Eventually most will 

probably be modified but initially they posed problems. 

They illustrate how often major change legislation is 

hampered because it is not sufficiently integrated into the 

larger legal and administrative envi~onment. One example of 

such a problem was the reimbursement requirements of 

Medicaid Which prohibits payment for expenses of children 

living at home but permits routine reimbursement of the 

expenses of a child in a residential facility. As a result, 

the incurred on behal f of a child expenses 
in the Day 

Resource Center, for example, were not Medicaid 
reimbursable. The Medicaid policy also illustrates a rate 

schedule ~hich encourages and rewards a governmental agency 

for placing a child outside his or her own home. 

A related problem inVOlves the rate scale for family 

contribution for a child's treatment. Prior to SB 26, 

strong efforts were rarely made t 11 t o co ec money from 

parents for payment of a child's treatment expenses. One of 

the outcomes of SB 26, however, was an increased emphasis 

upon the importance of the parental contribution for care. 

The county is now taking parents to court to collect their 
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contributions and is making a determination 

Pay for treatment in every ca family's ability to 

about the 

se in which 

is being considered. out-of-home placement If a parent's 

the key to the parental contribution, ability to pay becomes 

child's treatment, parents rather than the total cost of a 

h d One mother, may feel '.:n?.t they are being unfairly c arge • 

1 "'ho had been paying for examp e, ... $ 100.00 a month for her 

t ~n a resident~a child's placemen • , 1 facility, was distressed 

returned horne and began to to learn that when the child was 

attend the Day Resource Center, the fee remained $100.00 

feed the child and assume even though the parent now 'had to 

h h 'ld live at horne. other expenses of having t e c ~ 

Need count; no systems. for adequat~ ac • .i2._ When the 

the state's social services legislation went into effect, 

was not designed to show how long children accounting system 

and what the total cos't of their placement were in placement 

the effectiveness of progra~s to was .• In order to evaluate 

reduce treatment costs and the intensity and length of 

bl to track yotlths through placement, the county must be a e 

the system as What kind and length.of well as to estimate 

without SB 26. For this treatment they would have undergone 

;: before the legislation as they needed base line dat~ ~.?=:om 

well as data after the change. 'l'he only way that this 

through hand tabulation of information could be obtained was 

d O n a case-by-case basis" county recor s . . 

. ile J'ustice system Senate Bill 26 stirred up the Juven 

throughout the state. in the county as well as It threw 
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into question a set of previously accepted assumptions about 

how the system worked and how agencies interacted with one 

another. It held at least the potential for some changes in 

the structure of power relations between agencies and levels 

of government. 
It laid bare, once again, the inherent 

tensions in the juvenile court movement that go back to its 

beg inning s in the 1800' s • 
What does a community do with 

troubled or troubling children? When is it appropriate to 

take them away from horne? Who pays the bill for community 

care? Is it possible to "reform" such children? What is 

their "best interest"? And what is in the community's best 

interest"? 
The issues haven't changed very much and they 

are not very different in a suburban, affluent community 

than they were in t.he IIdisorganized" city centers of Chicago 

or New York. And the answers don't seem much clearer. 

ECONOMIC AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE COlJNTY 

The juvenile court is influenced substantially by the 

national juvenile court movement and state legislation 

calling for changes in court operation. 
It is also very 

much influenced by the economic and physical environment of 

the county. 
The county, like the area around it, is 

undergoing major change, and is feeling the press of rapid 

population increase. It.s size and shape are not conducive 

to centralized services and consolidation of resources. It 

is long and thin and includes areas of large population 

growth and rural areas dominated by rolling expanses of 
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prairie and dirt roads. The Denver-Boulder SMSA, which 

includes the County, is rapidly emerging as the headquarters 

of the massive energy search taking place in the Rocky 

Mountain West. While most of the nation suffers from the 

extremes of economic cycles, the Denver area market remains 

relatively stable. The SMSA became t.he nation's sixth 

leadj..ng growth area from among the top 25 largest 

metropolitan areas, following Houston, Tampa, San Diego, 

Anaheim, and Riverside with a recorded ten-year population 

increase of 31%. The 1980 Census count of 1,619,921 persons 

represents a gain of 380,376 over the decade. The Denver 

SMSA moved from 27th place in -1970 in ranking by total 

population to 21st place in 1980 ahead of Seattle, Miami, 

Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Kansas City and Buffalo. The 1985 

outlook shows an expected increase of 13% in population over 

the five-year period (Colorado National Bankshares, Inc., 

1981) • 

OVer the past ten years, the Denver SMSA has 

experienced a change in the age groupings of its population. 

The number of the age group 0-14 years in the SMSA, a group 

of particular relevance to the juvenile court, actually 

declined 3.6 percent between 1970 and 1980 causing school 

enrollments to stabilize, or in some districts decline. 

However this decline did not occur in the county under 

study. (Colorado National Bankshares, Inc., 1981:1-3). 

Suburban County I measuring 12 miles wide by 72 miles 

long, lies at the southeastern edge G::>f the .. Denver metro 
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area--and is one of the highest growth areas of the SMSA. 

As a whole it had the most dynamic growth of any of the 

seven counties of the SMSA during the seventies. It is 

composed of nine municipalities and a large unincorporated 

and essentially rural area. Close to 70% of the inhabitants 

live in the six urbanized centers. The county seat is 

located in the westernmost part of the county and most of 

the governmental and administrative offices are located 

there. However, with the population expansion in the 

eastern sector, several branch offices have been set up in 

the East to service that r~rtion of the county's residents. 

The trade, services, government and manufacturing 

sectors of the economy had the largest employment gains with 

over three- fourths of the 66,700 jobs added during the 

seventies. Mining employment soared 600 percent due 

primarily to professional and technical employees. Trade 

and services sectors had the largest number of employees in 

1980, respectively employing 30% and 22% of the total 

working force in the County. The growth in these sectors 

was largely due to growth in single family households and 

the resulting demand for consumer goods and services. The 
,. 

county gained over 131,000 new residents and over 3500 new 

business establishments. It continues to attract new 

business and light industry in its southeastern section. 

(Colorado National Bankshares, 1981: 20) 

The special problems or strengths of suburban juvenile 

courts arise to some extent from the characteristics of 
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suburban communities which set them apart in important ways 

from urban or inner-city areas. Two distinguishing physical 

characteristics of suburban areas which are particularly 

apparent in Suburban County include rapid and sometimes 

uneven growth and decentralized services. 

Rapid Growth 

It is the dramatic population growth of Suburban County 

that appears to necessitate many of the changes in the 

county's juvenile justice system, particularly during the· 

last two decades. We have noted that the population of the 

county nearly doubled from 19710 to 19810, but growth was 

uneven over age groups and parts of the county. 

The growth rate of the 10-14 age group--about 32%--was 

lower than it was for the county in general and considerably 

lower than it was in the 55-and-over age group, but it 

resulted in substantial increases in the absolute number of 

children in the county who need schools, recreational 

facilities and, at least potentially, social and court 

services. The 32% increase in this age group is 

particularly striking when compared to a 3.6% decline in 

this population in the total Denver SMSA. 

In 19710 , 52,101010 children 14 and under made up about 

one-third of the total population of the County. In 1980 

this age group of 68,51010 comprises less than a quarter of 

the population. (Seven Counties of Denver, Colorado 

National Bankshares, Inc., 1981:21) In absolute terms, over 
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the decade 16,51010 children moved into the county, which 

because of its previous rural h c aracter and small population 

had no 

needs. 

reserves of facilities or services to meet their 

Population growth in a new area may have a different 

meaning than a population surge of the same size in an 

established area. An established area such as an inner city 

area may have experienced fluctuations in popUlation so that 

physical buildings and services may be in place which have 

been underutilized over a period of time, but can be geared 

up to meet an increase in demand. A new area does not have 

these kinds of physical or human reserves .. nor organ1zat10ns 

already in place which continue to seek out 

provide services in order to stay in business. 

new ways to 

In an area 

of new and rapid growth, services already in place may 'not 

only be inadequate, they may be badly located in light of 

changing population patterns. For example, in Suburban 

County, despite population expansion in the eastern part of 

the county, services continue to be concentrated twenty 

miles away in the western portion of the county wliere they 

were originally set up in the county's formative years when 

population was concentrated there. As the popUlation 

expands to the east, eastern branches of several county 

agencies have been opened. Al though these branch offices 

offer increased availability of services to county 

residents, they present an added administrative and 

financial burden to the agencies themselves since agency 

fundjng has not kept pace with the county's demand for more 
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services and staff members spend considerable time shuttling 

back and forth from one part of the county to the other. 

TherE is no centralized public transportation and what 

public transportation there is tends to be oriented toward 

the downtown Denver area. Interconnection . between 

widespread parts of the county is minimal and access to 

county services depends very much upon access to a car. 

Discussion abo~t transportation of clients takes up a 

considerable amount of meeting time Hnd may have a greater 

impact on agency programs and client selection than anyone 

realizes. 

Early in the county's history, a single shelter care 

facility operated in the western portion of the county. 

Later a second shelter was opened in the easternmost part of 

the heavily populated portion of the county, more than 25 

miles from the Court. Although this ne~ shelter is 

convenient for eastern residents, the time and distance 

required to transport a child the 50 miles from shelter to 

Court and back poses serious problems. There is some 

concern that the geographic location of the shelter and the 

detention facilities may motivate some police officers to 

take a child to detention when shelter would be more 

appropriate. 

Populations in the eastern and western portions of the 

county differ in important social and economic 

characteristics. Several miles of the county's 72-mile 

length in the eastern portion lie adjacent tOI the highly 
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urbanized heart of the D enver metropolitan area. Many 

residents of that area are classified as low-income. In 

contrast, the western portion of the county has a much 

higher percentage of affluent residents. As a result, 

agency staff members often talk of the "two different 

counties" they serve. Many find that programs that are 

successful in one office are inappropriate for the clients 

of the other office. 

Decentralized Services 

Suburban counties often consist of several communities 

which vary in size and which grew and developed at different 

rates. This lack of unity may result in a different pattern 

of service delivery than is possible in a metropolitan area 

with centralized police departments, social services, school 

districts, etc. Decentralization is perhaps one of the more 

outstanding characteristics of the county under study. It 

consists of nine municipalities, each wi th its own 

independent police department. In addition, the sheriff's 

de~artment services the unincorporated areas of the county. 

The nine municipalities differ in size, development, and 

nature of population. For example, one of the larger 

western municipalities experienced rapid population growth 

long before the rest of the county because of the location 

there of a large company in the early 1950's (Denver Post, 

March 18, 1981:8). Another municj,pality is noted for its 

high number of low-income residents, many of whom are non-
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white. Other municipalities are considered to be among the 

. I areas in the Denver area • 
most high income residentl.a 

mun1' Cl.' pall.' ties are comprised of heterogeneous 
Still other 

populations, 
The largest municipality in the east has a 

l.' a racially mixed and low income on the 
population which 

more homogeneous and affluent as one moves 
north and becomes 

toward the south and southeast. 

One County--Seven School Districts 

h ' lack of homogeneity, there 
To further complicate t 1S 

,are seven school 
, th county and one districts l.n e 

intermediate unit (Board of cooperative Educational 

services) • 'The attendance areas of only four school 

districts adhere.,~to municipal boundaries. 

the districts and their size. 

Table 3 - 2 lists 

TABLE 3 - 2 

School Districts 

Typ
e Pupil popu~ation (1980) 

______ --~D~l.~·!s~t=r~i~c~t~----------------~~~------------~~~_== 
Suburban 21,567 

Municipality 
Non-municipality 
Non-municipality 
Non-municipality 
Municipality 
Municipality 
Municipality 
SEMBCES 
Total School Population 

371 
Rural 

b 
19,742 

Subur an 115 
Rural 3,639 
Suburban 17,274 
Suburban 1,a09 
Suburban *(Serves 5 districts) 
Intermediate Unit 

64.517 

small rural districts to upper 
The school s vary from 

, 't Two distric.,ts continue to 
middle class suburban dl.str1c s. 

h ther districts are 
grow in student population while te 0 . 

bl decll.·nl.·nn in enrollments. either sta e or ~ 
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One of the school districts exemplifies many of the 

problems resulting from a heterogeneous population. The 

district covers 110 square miles. It is located in the 

vortex of the fastest growing part of the Denver 

metropolitan area. Student enrollment grew from 9,500 

stUdents in 1971 to 21,000 in 1980. (Aurora Sentinel, July 

IS, 1981:32). However, this enrollment is concentrated on 

the district's east side while enrollment on its older, m9re 

stable, west side is declining. Since older, more stable, 

areas typically have fewer children, these residents are 

less likely to approve bond issues and tax increases which 

resul t from growth on the other side of the district. 

Consequently, the district's desire to maintain its 

nationwide reputation as an innovative, high-quality school 

district becomes increasingly difficult. 

Special Education Services. 'All school districts in 

the county offer comprehensive services to handicapped 

learners either directly or through contracts with the 

intermediate unit, Southeast Metropolitan Board of 

Cooperative Educational Services (SEMBCES) • Special 

education is discussed here because it is typically in a 

special education program where delinquent youths are 

assessed and served. By federal mandate (P.L. 94-142) 

special education is required to conduct "child find" 

activities which deal with students who are out of school 

and are between the ages of 3 and 21. It is the upper age 

group that often overlaps with the delinquent population who 
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are out of school due to truancy, placement in detention 

centers or dropouts. The child-find efforts involve 

interviewing, screening, and/or assessment of young people 

who are out of school. ~bere is some disagreement between 

school districts and agencies who serve delinquents about 

which agencies should bear the financial cost of the 

education of delinquent children and who is responsible for 

ascertaining whether a delinquent child needs "special 

education" as mandated under P.L. 94-142 •• 

Only two school districts have discernable programs for 

gifted students and these are serving elementary age pupils. 

Most secondary schools in the County serve the more able 

students in traditional ways such as Advanced Placement 

Classes and honors sections' of subject area courses. 

However, these provisions are only for high achieving 

students and no effort is made to identify creative or 

underachieving gifted youths. 

. SEMBCES. The SEMBCES is an intermediate unit with 

contracts with five of the seven school districts in the 

County. These contra~ts for services between districts and 

SEMBCES include cooperative purchasing i special education 

services, adult education media services" and other support 

services. It is the special education services that most 

relate to this research project in that they have 

cooperative planning and services with the juvenile justice 

system of the County. SEMBCES is the education 

represent.ative to the Placement Alternatives Commission. 
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SEMBCES special education services are directed toward 

low incidence handicapped students. These include (1) 

deaf-blind, (2) severely emotionally disturbed, (3) severe 

learning disabled, and (4) severely multiple handicapped. 

The special education group that overlaps mostly with the 

delinquent population is the standard level program for 

emotionally disturbed children (N.E.A.T. Project). As the 

intermediate unit, SEMBCES was the logical administrative 

body to serve on the Placement Alternatives Commission in 

that it represents over half the districts in the County. 

Its Board is made up of the superintendents of the member 

districts. 

Education and Juvenile Justice. Articulation between 

school s and the J' uvenl.' le J' stl.' t' u ce sys em 1.n planning for 

students has been problemmatic, largely due to the 

organizational patterns and the n t f th . a ure 0 . 12 agencl.es I 

services. The juvenile justice system is orgcLnized on a 

county basis and functions as a tool of state and county 

governments. T"ne schools are operated as seven relatively 

autonomous units under separate boards of education. There 

is no county governane;e of education. Joint activities 

between education and the county agencies serving juvenile 

offenders has been sporadic and not at all comprehensive. 

Typically the interaction has been on a case-by-case basis 

wi th individual problem youths, or as a result of legal 

mandates such as the Placement Alternatives Commission and 

the Child-Find activities. 
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There appears to be a general reticence toward 

comprehensi ve planning for juvenile offenders betwe~n 

schools and the county a.gencies. This has grown out of the 

problems mentioned above and a sense that schools would 

rather not deal wi th delinquent youths unless they fall 

under the perview of special education. This attitude has 

resulted in territorial imperatives that work against 

comprehensi ve dialogue not only between schools and the 

juvenile justice system, but among the various county 

agencies respectively planning with the individual school 

districts and with each other. 

The Financing of Services 

The political and financial tensions between local and 

state agencies common to most jurisdictions may have 

particular impact on suburban areas because of their 

decentralized power bases, relatively small population, and 

often explosive growth resulting in an ever increasing 

demand for services. 

In suburban counties there are complex financial and 

political arrangements .between the state and the county 

which may influence much of what happens in the juvenile 

justice system. The state controls and finances all of the 

facilities run by the Department of Institutions (DOl) which 

included the county's pretrial detention facility until it 

was closed. The DOl facilities include a variety of group 

homes and residential facilities around the state and four 
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secure juvenile institutions, all of which are available 

only to youths committed by the court to the Department of 

Institutions. The County Department of Social Services 

controls and pays for (Wi th 80% State reimbursement) all 

out-of-home placements of youths who are not committed to 

the Department of Institutions. The Probation Department, a 

state agency whose members are state employees, is 

responsible for youths on probation in the county. The 

District Attorney's Diversion Program, initially funded with 

federal LEAA money, is now operating on 75% State and 25% 

county funds. The Court uses all these agencies, and it 

appears that decisions are sometimes influenced by who pays 

the bill for a youth's placement as well as where space is 

available. 

There are numerous examples of the complex interweaving 

of treatment, pragmatic and financial factors. For example, 

administrators of county children's shelters are reimbursed 

on the basis of the number of occupied beds per night. In 

order to assure enough occupied beds to keep the shelter 

financially solvent, youths from neighboring Denver County 

area are also housed there. Because these shelter 

facili ties are often full of Denver County youths, county 

youths who might be placed in one of them are placed in the 

detention center instead. When the detention center 

overflows, many of its youths are transferred to Denver 

County's detention center. 
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The political and financial responsibilities and lines 

of authority are intricately intertwined and have become 

even more complex with the recent implementation of state 

legislation (referred to locally as Senate Bill 26) which 

mandates f'.fforts to seek the least restrictive placement for 

a youth at both pre-trial and post-trial times. Some of the 

specifics of the financial situation are outlined in the 

rest of this chapter. 

£~unty Source of Revenue 

Revenue from intergovernmental . sources re-oresented 
.I.". 

approximately 41 % of total county revenue in 1980. 

Intergovernmental revenue includes all federal and state 

grants, including revenue sharing funds. Fees, licenses, 

permits and charges for sf'rvices comprise approximately 15% 

of total revenue. Funds which were carried over from the 

previous year represent approximately 5% of total county 

revenue. Property tax revenues comprise about 39% of total 

county revenue. (Corbett, 1981, Unpublished paper, p. 3) 

In 1980 the county mill levy, excluding special 

districts, was increased approximately .5 mills. This 

increase is reflected in the '\oTelfare :fund mill levy which 

was increased from 1 .7 mills to 2. 237 mills. In 1980 the 

county mill levy generated approximately $1.7 million 

additional revenue. 

The Wel:fare Fund (1980) f included $9,131 ,750 of planned 

expenditures. The allocations were as :follows: 
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Department of Social Services 

Heal th Programs 

Social Programs 

$7,692,027 

1 , 188,556 

251,173 

ASide from the General Fund, the Welfare Fund is the 
largest Single fund in the County and l"S v1"ew d "th e W1 

trepidation by many county officials 

conservative County. 
in the fiscally 

The 1980 budget was d I eve oped with "the obj ecti ve of 

limiting expenditu .. res, wh"l t 1 e con inuing the efficient 
delivery of county services. I n pursuit of this objective, 

new personnel and/or programs were denied except in special 

Circumstances. The cost of living increase for county 

employees was limited to 7%, and the budget requests from 

departments were carefully scrutinized. The result of this 
austere approach is that the total 1980 

count~ budget only 
increased 8.7% over the 1979 budget. (An l~' nua ~;u.dget, Martin 
Burkamp, Budget Director) 

The 1980 Welfare Fund budget included an 11% increase 

in expenditures altogether and a 31.5% increase in the mill 

levy (from 1.7 to 2.237). Total revenue fr om taxes 
increased 47 5a( t $2 68 

• 10 0 , 1·570 for the Welfare Fund alone. 
(Corbett 6) M t" ar 1n Burkamp, budget director in 1980, 

explained that tiThe anticipated recession in the eo onomy 

during 1980 is a major reason for the increase in the social 

services budget." However, Brad Robinson, Lirector of the 

Department of Social Services, maint'ains that many, if not 

most, of the children 1 -" p acect ·:tIT reSidential facilities from 
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the County do not come from poor families. He feels that 

while the increased demands for foster care may be 

indirectly related to the economy, many other reasons must 

be considered. 

, county l' s responsible for its own child Although eacn 

placements, the funding structure cumbersome 

cooperative ... among ..... he local, state ~ and federal levels of 

government. The state allocation is the maximum amount of 

net re im ursa e I.J._ b bl expen;/ jtures for "Thich counties will be 

80d Each county is required to provide its own reimbursed jD' 

20% match. The federal government in turn reimburses some 

portion of the state's expenditures. 

The actual formula used for calculating the state 

allocation is as follows: 

County Gross Expenditure 

State Gross Expenditure - % of State x funds available. 

Divide gross expenditur,es for each county by the state 

gross expenditures for the county. This state percentage is 

b th amount of available funds to then multiplied y e 

determine the allocation for each county. Complicating the 

. th f t that funds are reimbursed ~llocation mechanism 1S e ac 

b t the county is set up on an or advanced on a cash basis, u 

accrual system. There is also a difference in fiscal years 

e ween b t county, state, and federal governments. 

1 \ runs January 1 - December :; 1 ; The County's fisca year 

the state's runs July l' 

government's runs October 1 
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June :;0 and the Federal 

September :;0. These 
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differences create numerous problems. For example, the 

retroactive payments for children in residential child care 

facilities authorized by the state to the county in January 

for prior months impact the county's prior year budget but 

not the state's fiscal year allotment. Also, the state 

allotment for the last half of the county's budget year is 

not available to inform the county's planning when it 

prepares its budget in September. (Corbett, 1981, p. 10) 

Municipal Court Handling of Juveniles 

Recently in Colorado there has been a significant 

movement toward the handling of minor juvenile offenders in 

municipa.l courts rather than in juvenile courts, where they 

previously have been adjudicated. The municipalities which 

spearheaded this movement are in Suburban County. During 
1980 they passed ordinances expanding the jurisdiction of 

their municipal courts to include juveniles, and in 1981 the 

state legislature modified the Juvenile Code to allow the 

incarceration of juveniles for 48 hours for contempt of 

court. The expansion of municipal court jurisdiction to 

include juveniles was believed by some workers in tb,e county 

to have a noticeable and fairly immediate impact on the 

system, espeCially upon the DAts juvenile diversion program. 

MuniCipal Court handling of minor juvenile offenders may 

well have major short and long term implications for 

juvenile courts in Colorado and elsewhere in regard to the 

kinds of youths who come into juvenile courts, the 
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decentralization of the handling of minor juvenile offenders 

and a loss of state control over the processing and 

punishment of offenders. 

A descriptioI! of the municipal court legislation and 

the controversy it aroused will be included here because it 

is part of the changing context in which the juvenile court 

operates. An effort will be made in the next chapter to try 

to trace the direct impact of this change upon the 

population of the diversion program. 

Proponents of munic ipal court jur isd iction argue that 

these courts can handle cases much more quickly than the 

juvenile court. In fact, much of the impetus for municipal 

court processing of juveniles comes from the serious backlog 

in. the juvenile courts that serve the municipality. 

Opponents of municipal eourt processing, on the other hand, 

a~e concerned that the case processing is too fast--that 

special needs will not be identified and rights will not be 

adequately protected. Critics also question whether the 

municipal court will be able to maintain its time frame as 

large numbers of juveniles move into the system or whether 

it, like the juvenile court, will begin to experience 

backlog and delay. 

The movement away from centralized juvenile courts 

toward local courts of limited jurisdiction has major 

implications for both lower courts and juvenile justice over 

the next several years. cluvenile' courts nationwide have 

moved, under the j.mpetus of the Gault decision by the U. S. 
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\' if Supreme Court in 1967 and the United States Juvenile Justice 

and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, toward the provision 

of increased legal protections for juveniles and the removal 

of juveniles from city and county jails. MuniCipal court 

jurisdiction over' juveniles would appear to reverse these 

trend s, at least for youths accused of minor offenses. A 

high percentage of mun· . 1 t J.cJ.pa cour cases are adjudicated 

qUickly, without benefit of counsel, and.· many t carry a least 

the threat of incarceration in a local jail. 

Background of Municipal Court Handling in Colorado 

In 1979, the COlorado Court of Appeals held that the 

juvenile court does not have exclusive jurisdiction over a 

child aged 10 to 18 unless the chJ.·ld has . 1 VJ.O ated a state 

law or munic ipal ord J.. nance h· h 
W J.C imposes a jail sentence 

(Wigent y. Shinsato, Colo. App. 601P.2d 653). As a result, 

several Colorado municipalities have amended their 

ordinances to eliminate jail sentences as a sanction that 

dan be imposed upon conviction of some offenses, includ ing 

vandalism, petty theft, shoplifting, harassment, disorderly 

conduct, trespassing, disturbing the peace, Simple assault, 

loi ter ing, joyriding Bind "resisting" the duties of public 

officials. 

One of these municipalities is: a city situated in tym 

counties, one of which is Suburban County, located along the 

southeast edge of the Denver metro area. The city has 

already been described earlier in this chapter as having a 
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large population increase from 1970-1980. During this same 

period there was a substantial increase in juvenile crime, 
." 

and in 1979 almost 50 percent of the city's arrests involved 

juvenile offenders. Police officers who apprehended 

juveniles for. relatively minor offenses often lectured and 

released them rather than go through the time-consuming 

process of filing a delinquency petition in the District 

Juvenile Court (Denver Post, July 31, 1980:17) where cases 

ofteh took more than six ,"llonths from offense to disposition 
\ \ 

(Juvenile Justice Task Force, October 15, 1980). Police 

officials argued that the same youths were cornrnit,ting the 

same minor offenses over and over again knowing that nothing 

would happen to them. Ci tizen frustration at the rise in 

juvenile crime and the juvenile court's inability to deal 

with juvenile offenders on a timely basis prompted the City 

Council to launch a major effort to deal with the problem 

during the summer of 1980. 

In August, the city council passed a new city law which 

permitted the municipal court to prosecute juvenile 

offenders for municipal offenses such as simple assault, 

joyriding, or trespassing (Village Squire, September 10, 

1980: 1) • As a result of this change in the city's code, 

police officers who pick up youths on these charges can give 

the youth a summons to appear in municipal court instead of 

referring the youth's case to the prosecutor in the j1:lvenile 

court or lecturing and releasing t'he child. Officials 
1') 

estimated ~n July, 1980, that this move would allow the city 
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to prosecute 5000 juveniles during the corning year (Denver 

Post, July 31, 1980:17). 

However, at that time the municipal court had no way to 

enforce juvenile penal ties. If a youth refused to obey 

court orders or pay a fine, the judge could do nothing but 

fine the youth again. The city council took steps to amend 

.t.:.he situation by considering an ordinance that would allow 

the city to impose a jail sentence of not more than 90 days 

-for juveniles between the ages of 10 and 18 who failed to 

appeal: in court, failed to pay the fine levied, or were 

found in contempt of court. In early September, after 

months of deliberation and considerable opposition from 

youth advocates, the council unanimously accepted a 

watered-down version of the ordinance allowing for jailing 

of youths over 16, but only for a maximum of five days 

(Village Squire, Septem!)cr 10, 1980:1). In November, the 

local newspaper reported that no jail sentence had yet been 

imposed on a juvenile by a municipal court judge (Denver 

Post, November 28, 1980:23) and it is our understanding from 

talking with professionals familiar with the court that this 

has remained true to. date. The legali tyof the city code 

remains unt~sted although its legitimacy is enhanced by a 

bill passed in 1981 in the Colorado State Legislature that 

will modify the Children's Code to allow a municipal court 

judge to impose a 48-hour jail sentence for failure to 

appear in court, failure to pay a fine or contempt of court. 

The jail sentence must be served in a detention facility 

" II 
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operated by or' contracted with the State Department of 

Institutions if one is available within 40 miles. 

Ironically, shortly after this legislation was passed, 

the juvenile detention facility in Suburban County was 

closed down because of a decreased population. Youths who 

are sentenced by local municipal courts will be sent to 

Detention Centers in Adams County or Denver. 

In light of this new state legislation which appears to 

legitimize the use of municipal courts for juveniles and the 

imposition of a short jail sentence, it is likely that other 

municipalities will also move to include juveniles on minor 

non-traffic offenses in their muni~ipal court jurisdictions. 

( Overview of Relevant Literature on Municipal Cou~ts. 

There is essentially no literature available to provide 

information about the effects of municipal court processing 

on juveniles. A library literature search revealed a 

pauci ty of research reports on municipal courts or other 

courts of limited jurisdiction and nothing on the treatment 

of juveniles in these courts. This is an area that merits 

more detailed study. 

Physical Environment of the Court 

~~e juvenile court is located in the county seat, in a 

three-story brick courthouse built in 1907 (Arapahoe 

Regional Library District: 1975:6). Because of the rapid 

population growth in the county's eastern sector, a branch 
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courthouse was opened there ~n 1974 to ... service those 

residents. However, during the period of our data 

collection, all J'uvenile cases were heard ' th ~n e county 
seat. 

The juvenile courtroom itself is an attractive room. 
It is carpeted 6 wood-panelled, and furnished with 
contemporary furn~ture. De t' d ... cora ~ve rapes and green plants 

complete the decor. The courtroom measures approximately 

18' by 30' with the judge's bench in the front of the room 

and the jury box at the rear. Situated next to the 

courtroom are the judge's chambers, the clerk's office and a 

waiting room with two adJ'o~n~ng 11 • ... sma er rooms where 

consultations may be held in privacy. 

The bailiff's desk sits in this waiting area. When 

youths and their families arrive for hearings, they notify 

the bailiff of their presence before sitting in one of the 

folding chairs in the hallway just outside the courtroom to 

await their court appearance. After the hearing, they 

usually leave the courtroom by way of the waiting room where 

they may consult with the bailiff, tt an a orney, or some 

other officer of the Court. 

The juvenile court convenes at 8:30 Monday a .m. , 

through Friday, and recesses at noon. Court reconvenes at 

1:30 p.m. when detention hearings are scheduled for youths 

detained during the previous 48 hours. Regularly scheduled 

hearings resume at 2:~9 p.m. and may continue until 5:00 

p.m. Mondays are generally reserved for trials, Tuesdays 
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and Thursdays for delinquency hearings, and Wednesdays for 

dependency/neglect hearings. Fridays are set aside for more 

complicated delinquency hearings. 

CONCLUSION 

When we entered this county as researchers, we were not 

fully prepared for the complexity of the system we 

discovered and the deluge of information we encountered. We 

purposely selected a smaller court system so that we could 

explore the myriad strands that wove together to enable the 

system to operate. And the system is comparatively 

uncomplicated. People in the system know each other and 

deal with one another on a face-to-fac~ basis. Compared to 

city courts, the volume of cases is low. But the forces 

that impinge upon it. from the past and the present create an 

environment in which it sometimes seems as if the court has 

so little freedom of movement that it will choke to death in 

some final paroxysm of effort to uphold the "best interest" 

of a child. 

From the national level comes almost a century of 

juvenile court reform with an attendant ideology I Supreme 

Court mandates, and recent, fairly specific legislation. 

From the national level aJ..so comes money I some allocated 

directly to the local cOIi\1Illunity and some allocated through 

the state. People come f,rom the national level too--coming 

from allover the country to live in the county, swelling 

its population, bringing money and problems, children and 
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needs, and often a desire to escape f' 
~nancially and 

Psychologically from the kinds of problems ,a juvenile court 

handles. 

From the state level comes legislative directives in 

the form of Juvenile Code which is a 
the most among 

progressive in the country ;n regard to t t' , •. pro ec ~ng Juvenile 
rights. Almost every leg;slat;ve ' b' • • sess~on r~ngs some 

changes, however, which necessitates changes in procedures 

and the population which comes before the court. 
The state 

also provides a local political context in which there is a 

great deal of ambivalence about social services and a strong 

conservative thrust. 
It also pays for the bulk of the 

county's social services budget, but with the money comes a 

set of hassles, formulae, I t' regu a ~ons, and problems in 

planning because of the c'ounty's financial dependence. 

The county itself is experiencing growth and economic 

well-being, although the spiraling costs of needed services 

outstrip its ability (or the citizen's and politicians' 

willingness) to provide them. 
An observer of the local 

juvenile justice system agencies is left with the impression 

that the workers in the system care about "kids" I have good 

skills, and work hard and conscientiously. 

It is difficult, with this set of factors' , 
~mp~ngin9 on 

the court, to understand which ones really have an impact on 

the court, or whether any of them do. 
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CHAPTER 4 

TH!i COURT PROCESS 

'of the court is essential to an A study of the process 

and what influences them. It understanding of case outcomes 

effort to understand how the court is also important in our 

, t- attempts to balance the conflicting as a social institu lon 

needs of offenders and wronged 

contraints of limited local resources. 

INTRODUCTION 

citizens within the 

t on court Process, we will describe In th is chap er 

which influence case outcomes. The aspects of the process 

introduction includes a discussion of the organizational and 

bl of the court. philosophical pro ems The second section 

Of the process Ii in this particular provides' a description 

~rom the study of the 710 youths who court utilizing results. 

went through the court in 1980,'and setting the background 

for the two more . analytl·C. sections which follow. In the 

third section, we compare cases set for trial and cases not 

set for trial, in an effort to understand what influences 

the decision to set a case for trial and what impact this 

upon fl"nal 'case outcome. The fimil section decision has 

the role of leg' al representation in this court in explores 

regard to dispositional outcomes and the time it takes a 

case to move from advisement through adjudication and final 
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disposition. 
Other aspects of court processing will be 

handled in subsequent chapters. Chapter 6 will report the 

results of a study of case processing time in the court and 

Chapter 7 will explore the factors that influence the final 

dispositions that youths receive. 

The juvenile court is legally mandated to act in the 

"best interests of the child", but it also is expected by 

the taxpayers who finance it to protect them from 

Victimization by removing dangerous youths from the 

community or reforming them, compensating citizens for the 

damages they have suffered. Not only is the court expected 

:'tp do something about youthful crime, it is also expected to 

do it wi thin a budget, to keep the expenditure of local 

resources as low as possible. 

Juvenile offenders carry two social statuses, the 

status of child and the status of off'ender or criminal. The 

status of child calls forth from the community responses 9f 
protectiveness, the desire to help, guide, nurture. The 

status of child carries with it the notion of helplessness 

and harmlessness. The status of offender, or criminal, on 

the other hand, calls forth the reSpOll,.l}3e of punishment, 

perhaps even retribution. The community fears the offender, 

both because he symbolizes defiance of community values and 

because he may be physically dangerous. Rather than feeling 

a need to protect the offender, the community feels a need 

to be protected from h~~m. Because of the juvenile's dual 

status, the response of individuals and community agencies 

(, ' 
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towards juvenile offenders tends to be ambivalept, even 

though the juvenile court has attempte'd to communicate the 

greater importance of the child status through its 

terminology which creates a continually changing series of 

euphemismE> to refer to crimes, criminals, guilt and prison. 

Although we talk about the court as an organization or 

a system, it is neither. It is a network o'f autonomous 

organizations, the lines o'f which 'flow through the courtroom 

and its environs. The court process is made up o'f 

individuals and organizational subgroups, each with its own 

l'nterests, which are not nece'ssarily objectives and 

compatible with the objectives of the other organizations or 

the court. The court is the arena in which individuals B.nd 

agencies negotiate their own and the communities' conflicts 

about how to deal with people accused o'f wrongdoing. In the 

juvenile court, because of the inherent con'flict between the 

child status and the o'f'fender status, the ambivalences are 

particularly acute and di'f'ficul t to resolve. In a sense, 

the resolution o'f this community tension begins anew in each 

indiNidual juvenile case. 

Jones (1982:7), in a discussion o'f productivity and the 

structure of the strategic decision process, observes that 

mul tiple <>bj ectives need to be hierarchically arranged by 

assigning weights to each one. When goals are vaguely 

de'fined, posed in terms where operational implementation is 

dif'ficult and multiple goals' are unranked, the 

organizational environment is conducive to "creating a 
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process of strategic decision making where individuals and 

groups can press their personal and unit goals regardless o'f 

the impact on organizational e'ffectiveness. This occurs, 

claims Jones, because the goal structure does not provide an 

adequate basis 'for selecting among strategic alternatives or 

'for evel uating programs. Under these Circumstances, 

organiZational sub-units will tend to promote their own 

self- interestu.."lless constrained or otherwise directed and 

will propose stragetic decisionBand programs that will 

'further their own wel'fare. To assume to the contrary, 

argues Jones (1982:8), is to require a view o'f human nature 

that is idealistic rather than pragmatic. 

Jones' approach may be use'ful in helping us to 

l \) understand the history o'f the juvenile court movement and t 

the operation o'f today's juvenile ~pu~ts. 

The early court was ostenSibly operated with one 

central goal, "the best interest o'f the child". One need 

only address the literature on the meaning 01: the term, 

"best interest of the child'w to realize that the goal is 

vague:Ly defined, at best, and difficult to implement-. The _J) . 
j 

di'f'ficulty in aetermining "best interest" and deciding whose 

understand ing of "best interest" should prevail has plagued 

the court from its beginning. Given these di'f'ficul ties in 

de'fini t ion? ranking o'f articulated and unart iculated . 

priorities, and implementation, it was perhaps idealistic to 

set up an informal process which relied upon the good 

(-j intentions and discretion o'f a few individuals who made 
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decisions about juvenile offenders. 

The early court suffered under the additional problem 

that it was charged with only one goal,' deciding upon the 

best interest of the child, when there was at least one 

other goal always hovering just under the .surface as a 

reaul t of the juvenile offender's dual status of child and 

off'ender--the right and duty of the community to sanction 

offenders. Thi\3 notion of "justice" is at least· as vague 

and difficult to implement as the "best interest" doctr ine. 

Furthermore , communities in their attempts to meet ever-

bl · ·ce.... Ilad limited increasing demands for multiple pu 1C serVl 0, 

-resources to put into courts and court services. 

f th goals and the lack of clarity The vagueness 0 e 

about procedures yielded an environment 

I>rocess of decision making in which 

conducive to a 

individual and 

un1·ts could nress their own goals rather than organizational .t 

I In. attempting to make the juvenile organizational goa s. 

offender's child status the overriding status for court 

consideration, the early court-did not 

systematic discussion of the conflicts 

engendered by the child's offender status. 

allow for a 

and responses 

As a result, 

there was wide variation in decisions wilthin and between 

courts, and a growing concern about the juvenile court's 

. t 1 to either the child status ability to respond approprla e y 

or the offender status. 

The early belief that troubled and troublesome! 

could be successfully handled in a system based juveniles 
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upon altruism and idealism did not and has not yielded 

results generally believed to be satisfactory. In light of 

the decision-making structure laid out by Jones, this is not 

surprising. The early court did not provide a goal 

structure that admitted the existence of conflicting goals 

so no attempt was made to ,set priorities. 'The growing 

concern about due process in juvenile court can be seen as a 

response to the realization that'there are conflicting goals 

in juvenile court just as there are in adult criminal court, 

and the child has a right to have his or her goals 

represented in the resolution of those conflicts. The Gault 

decision (1967) brought defense attorneys into the court to 

protect the rights of the child. With one half of the 

traditional adversarial pair in court, the second half 

rapidly followed, as both defense attorneys and judges felt 

the need for adequate representation of the interest of the 

people, and of witnesses and victims who appeared in the 

court (Sagatun & Edwards, 1979). 

With the advent of both the defense attorney and 

prosecutor, the essential conflict between the best interest 

of the child and the best interest of the community was -at 

least articulated and taken into account in the court 

procedure. But what remained, and still remains, is the 

ambivalence toward the two statuses of child and offender 

and a set of unranked goals which remain vaguely defined and 

posed in terms where operational implementation is 
difficult--at least from an organizational perspective. The 
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definition of goals and the operational implementation of 

them begins anew in ea.ch individual case, every day. And 

herein lies the basic organizational difficulty of the 

juvenile, as well as the criminal court. The difficulty is 

in the very nature of the individualized justice to which we 

are committed -in our society, .as well .as in its conflict 

with another strongly held goal, tha.t o:f equa.l justice. 

Because of the juvenile court's commitment since its 

inception to meeting the best interests of each individual 

child, the organizational and philosophical tension is more 

acute in the juvenile system than anywhere else in the 

system. As we realized that an informal system was 

inadequate to the demands of these tensions, we moved to a 

formalization of the system. :But in doing so, we failed to 

realistically address the underlying conflicts inherent in 

the youthful offender is dual status and the difficulty in 

operational implementation of goals. We are sensing already 

an equal or even greater dissatisfaction wi t11 the more 

legalistic system--in part because the results a.ppear to be 

little better-but also because the cost is much higher. 

The essential problem of how to cope with troublesome 

juveniles remains unsolved, and the issues continue to be 

:fought and refought daily, case by case. Perhaps this is 

the best way and allows the greatest flexibilj.ty to meet 

individual needs. But there is no sense of satisfaction 

with the process, either in the general l~terature on 

juvenile courts or among participants in the court we 

- - --------.--~-
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studied. In addition, it is expensive in a system 

experiencing sharp resource cutbacks. 

This chapter on court process is descriptive and 

analytic. It describes the process of adjudication and 

disposi tionof juvenile offenders in one court. In its 

focus on one court, it .is limited in its generalizability to 

other courts, although there is nothing in our experience 

with this court to lead us to believe that it differs 

greatly from other juvenile courts. The disadvantage of 

studying only one court is offset by the richness of context 

which an intensive study of one court over a two year period 

can yield. The objective of the research reported here is 

not so much generalizability to all courts, but hypothesis 

development. We attempt to raise questions that either 

limit or help explain other research findings and that can 

be tested in other courts or organizations. We also hope to 

raise issues that have implications for policy decisions and 

planning in this and other juvenile justice systems. 

THE COURT PROCESS IN SITBURBAN COURT 

Suburban Juvenile Court is a due-process oriented 

tril;mnal, adhering to the model of the criminal courts in 

many ways. Youths are strongly encouraged to seek legal 

counsel, plea-bargaining is permitted {even encouraged) and 

youths are perm itted to cross-examine witnesses and have 

trials, either before the bench or before a jury of sixo 
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The county is made up of nine municipalities, each with 

its own police departm8nt. In addition, the sheriff's 

department has jurisdiction over youths in unincorporated 

areas of the county. These law enforcement agencies range 

in size from 17 to 125, depending on the size of the 
} 

municipality in which they are located. Some of the police 

departments have special units assigned to juvenile duty. 

In the remaining departments these responsibilities are 

shared by all officers. 

When a police officer ,comes into contact with a youth 

who has allegedly committed a delinquent act, he or she has 

several response options. The officer can lecture and 

release the youth, issue a summons to the youth to appear in 

municipal court, or ta.ke the youth to the police station. 

If a youth is held at the police stati,on, the parents are 

notified, and asked to appear. At the station, the officer 
~ !). .• 

,. 

can reprimand the child and send him or her home lTi th the 

parents, voluntarily settle the damages with the victim, or 

refer the youth to another service agency. One police 

department even has its own diversion unit which offers 

counseling and supervision programs to youths on a voluntary 

basis. 

If a child is taken into custody but the parents are 

unable or unwilling to take the child home, the child may be 

placed in a detention center or shelter care facility_ A 

detained child must have a detention hearing within 48 hours 

and may then be released to the parents who are responsible 
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for returning the child to court for scheduled appearances. 

The study of the 710 youths upon whom petitions were filed 

in court indicates that 115 youths, or 17% of the 660 upon 

whom information was ava.ilable, had detention hearings. 

Presumably the other youths were not detained or were 

released within 48 hours. Sixty-two youths were detained 
after the detention hearing. Twenty of them (32%) were 

released within two days. A little less than half (25) were 

out within one week, while 18% (11) stayed fifty days or 
longer. 

Shortly after the Suburban Youth Proj ect began, a new 

LEAA funded project was implemented to reduce the numbers'of 

children .n" eld lan secure d t t e en ion at the Arapahoe Youth 

Center. The proj ect attempted to return more children home 

in the custody of their parents or place them in non-secure 

shelter facilities. Specific guidelines and criteria for 

detention were set up by the Detention Reduction Program and 

a youth worker was stationed at the Detention Center to 

interv iew youths as they were brought to the Center in an 

effort to find an alternative to their admission to secure 
detention. 

The District Attorney plays a key role in the juvenile 

court intake process in Colorado and in this particular 

court which operates under the District Attorney (DA) Intake 
Model. ~he Assistant District Attorney in charge of the 

Juvenile DiVision reviews all cases referred to h,im or her 

by police officers and makes the decision about whether the 
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case should be filed in oourt without input :from probation 

or any other agency. The police report filed by the police 

officer with the DAcontains the youth' s name, address, a 

description of the alleged delinquent act, the victims and 

d . some ·cases, a· recommendation concerning witnesses, an , ln 

the child's eventual disposition., The District Attorney's 

office per orms a f record check to see if the youth has a 

prior delinquency record in this county or others. Often 

there is little information available about a youth's 

activities in other counties. During 1980, the county began 

to utilize the Prosecutors Information Management System 

(PROMIS) but it had limited value because Denver was not 

part of it. The information on prior record plus the police 

report and the police officer's disposition recommendation 

(if there is one) are taken into consideration by the 

District Attorney in making one of four decisions. The DA 

may decide to: 

1) reject the case, and keep the police report on file 

in what is called an ~'informational filing," for futUre use 

should the youth be referred again. 

2) referl the case to the District Attorney's Juvenile 

at el"ther a VO.L-untary "police level" or as Diversion Program 

an alternative to court filing, (referred to as liDA' level"). 

;) ~ile a petition in juvenile court. 

4) file the case in criminal court either directly, or 

by means of a transfer hearing in Juvenile Court. 

...,,:;,:~-
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Most cases are filed in juvenile court or referred to 

diversion. In 1980 there were 710 youths sent to court and 

452 youths referred to DA level diversion. 

Diversion 

The Diversion Program is a supervision e.nd counseling 

program designed for first-time and/or non-violent juvenile 

offenders. It was initiated in October, 1975 under a 

Federal LEAA grant and is now operated completely with state 

funds. Its purpos'e is to provide an alternative to filing 

petitions in juvenile court. It includes a voluntary level 

to allow youths and their families to obtain counseling and 

services if they want them and an involuntary .level (DA 

level) which serves as an alternative to court. Youths at 

the DA level who choose not to participate in diversion are 

sent by diversion ba.ck to the District Attorney as 

"inappropriate for diversion" and the DA then files a 

~etition on them in court. 

.As the cases dre received f'rom the DA by the Diversion 

secretary, case numbers are aSSigned denoting the year of 

the filing and the youth's identification number. For 

example, 0001-80 refers to the first case referred to 

diversion in 1980. 

At the time of this study, cases el igible for police 

level diversion were: possession of alcohol; possession of 

marijuana less than 1 oz. if it is the first off'ense; theft 

af less thB.n $10.00 and no aggravation involved (Le., no 
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abusive language to police or to victim); disorderly 

conduct; curfew violations; or evidence of criminal .act but 

insufficient proof to stand up in Court. If the youth 

accepts police level supervision, the counselor determines 

whether individual and/or gToup counseling best fits the 

needs o:f the child, and puts 'the child under supervision for 

up to three months. Diversion counselors told us that very 

few youths were willing to participate in police level 

diversion. They were not included in the record study 

because there was too little information available on them. 

Cases appropriate for DA level diversion j,nclude all 

those not eligible for police level] those involving 

restitution over $200, and cases previously referred on a . 
police level :for an earlier offense. Cases of youths who 

successfully complete the diversion program are terminated. 

However, if the youth refuses to accept DA level diversion, 

fails to cooperate with the diversion counselor, or commits 

another delinquent act during the supervision period, the 

case may be retuTlled to the District Attorney for filing in 

court. Of the 452 youths referred to diversion in 1980, 130 

or 29% were sent back to the DA as inappropriate. 

Regardless of whether the youth is referred to 

diversion on a police or DA level, there are certain steps 

through.~llichthe case moves. The youth must meet with the 

diversion coun.selor for an intake interview. youths who 

f'ail to appear for- this interview after a pre-determined 

number of letters and telephone calls from the diversion 
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counselor may have their cases returned to the District 

Attorney as inappropriate. At this intake interview, the 

counselor explains the nature of the allegations, why the 

referral 'Was made to diversion instead of juvenile court, 

,services pr¢vided by diversion program, and the requirements 

'to be made of the youth by the diversion counselor.' A 

social summary outlining the youth and his/her family's 

ba,ckground and current status must be completed and the 

counselor must secure an informal admission of guilt from 

the youth. 

Juvenile Court 

When the DA decides to file a petition in juvenile 

court, the DA I S secretary prepares a petition and asks the 

Clerk of the Court to assign a JV number to the case and set 

a date for the advisement hearing. The petition includes 

the child's name, age, address, parent/guardians, 

allegations, and date for advisement in Courto It is 

,generally mailed ,to the youth, al tho:ugh it can be hand-
" 

delivered by a deputy sheriff. 

The JV numbers are assigned consecutively as cases are 

filed in juvenile court; for example, the JV number--

80JV0001--denotes the :first case filed in 1980. At the time 

.of this study a youth was asSigned a JVnumber when the 

first, or original, petition was filed; subsequent petitions 

against the youth were filed under that same JV number. 

After our data collection had ended, however, the Court 
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moved to a policy of assigning JV numbers to each .Eetition. 

Thus, a youth with multiple petitions could have several JV 

numbers. 

A child's progress through the\ court involves a series 

of hearings. 'Which hearings thechil'dneeds and the numper 
.. ' ... 

of' hearings necessary to complete the "C~se varies . 'widely 

from case to case. 

Advisement and Fact Finding 

At the advisement hearing, the judge explains the 

nature of the allegations and the youth's constitutional and 

legal rights. Some families appear at the advisement 

hearing with their private attorneys; others choose to 

forego legal representation. If families desire legal 

representation, but are financially unable to ret'ain an 

attorney, a public defender may be appointed by the c.ourt. 

Of the 664 youths in court upon whom information' was 

available, 45% or 301 were not represented by attorneys. 

Thirty-eight percent (249 youths) had private attorneys.. An 

additional 15% had public defenders and2~ or 15 had court 

appoint~d attorneys. 

Youths who appear for advisement without attorneys, yet 

want .the' opportunity to seek legal counsel, are given a date 

:for a later" hearing called Appearance of Counsel (AOe). 

This hearing gives the family time to consult, 'with an 

attorney \~'beforereappearing in court. It was apparent from 

our field observations that the judge leaned over backwards 
(\ 
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to urge youths to get an attorney. The fact that almost 

half of them did not may reflect the relatively high income 

level of many families in the court. They earned too much 

to qualify for public defenders, but too little to easily 

.afford a lawyer. It may also suggest that they did not "take 

juvenile court very seriously. A more detailed discussion-

'of the representation of juveniles is included in another 

section of this chapter. 

The advisement hearing is the first point in the 

adjudication process at which a youth may enter a plea. 

Over half of the youths upon whom information was available 

(55% or 362 youths) entered a plea at advisement. Sixteen 

percent (106) were advised and adjudicated in the same 

hearing. A plea may be entered at any .hearing, depending on 

the course of action taken by the youth. Eleven per'cent of 

the youths (75) entered their :first plea at the Appearance 

of Counsel and another 16% (109) entered their first plea at 

a Pretrial Conference. The rest either did not enter a plea 

(12%) or entered one at 'some.other time (5%). 
.', 

:Basically, a youth has two choices: admit or deny the 

allegations. If a youth denies the all~gations at the 

adVisement hearing, the matter is set to a Pre-Trial 

Conference in order to give the youth (and defense couns~l, 

if any) an opportunity for discovery or to negotiate or 

plea-bargain with the DA to reach a mutually agreeable 

disposition. The type of plea-bargaining usually seen in 

this juvenile court is the diaui'iSsal of one or more .counts 
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in the petition in exchange for an admission to the 

remaining counts in the petition. Or, if a youth has more 

than one petition, the DA may discuss an entire petitioll in 

exchange for a.n admission to all or part of another 

,petition. If efforts to plea-bargain are unsuccessful, 'the 

matter iseet to a bench 'trial or a jury 'oisix, d,epending 

upon the Youth's preference. Of the 650 upon whom 

information is avails,ble, 14% (94) were set :for trial at 
. 

some point during the proceedings. The decision to set a 

case for trial will be discussed in greater detail in 

another section of this chapter. Actual trials were 

uncommon. Only seven youths were adjudicated at trial. 

Four were found guilty and three were found not gtilty. 

If the youth admits the allegations in the petition, 

the judge accepts the admission subject to', a reading of the 

facts (the police report) by the DA. ,If the facts support 

the allegations beyond a reasonable doubt, the judge 

sustains the facts. Whether the child admits the 

allegations or is found "guil ty" in a bench or jury trial, 

-the judge is confronted with two alternatives: 1 ) hand down 

a disposition at this hearing or 2) set a disposition 

hearing so that a disposition recommendation can be made by 

a probation counselor. 

Disposition 

When the j~}dge orders a disposition .recommendation, the «' probation counJ~lor to whom the case was assigned, at the 
\\, 
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time of filing sets up an interview with the youth and the 

youth's parents. (This practice of having all probation 

officers handle both predisposition investigations and 

Buperv ision changed shortly after our study ended.) Contact 

,for the puz:pose ofpr~paring e. predisposition report is the 

first time that anyone frOM probation becomes involved with 

the child. Both youth and paren:ts are asked to complete a 

lengthy social summary outlining the child's medical, 

soc~al, and educational history as well as the family's 
. 

economic and marital status, and the child's' perception of 

and reaction to the delinquent act. The probation counselor 

discusses the contents of the social summary with the youth 

and the parents and the results are condensed into a two-to-

five page report with a recommendation to the judge 

concerning the youth 's disposition. It is presented to the 

judge prior to the disposition hearing with copies given" to 

the district attorney, the youth, and the youth r s parents. 

Of the 710 youths in the study, 197 had predisposition 

:reports. 

Regardless of whether the youth admits the allegations 

or is found "guilt~1' in a trial, the range of disposition 
., 

alternatives remains the same. First, the judge may dismiss 

the petition(s) against the youth. Of the 710 cases, 16% 

(114) resulted in dismissals.. 'Dismissals are most often 

granted, not because of weak evidence, but because the youth 

lives in or has moved to another jurisdiction and cannot be 

located or because the YQuth has other, more serious charges 
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« pending in another jurisdiction. 

A second disposition alternative is a reserved 

adjudication (also called court supervision). Twenty-eight 

percent (201) of all cases were given this disposition. In 

thisdisposi t,ion, a youth pleads guilty b,ut is not 

technically adjudicatedasa delinquent' ·child. The 

adjudication is "reserved" pending a child's completion of a 

period of six months supervision by a probation counselor. 

At the end of the six-month period, the case is reviewed by 

the judge and, if the youth has complied with the terms and 

conditions of the supervision order, the case is dismissed. 

If the youth's adjustment was not satisfactory a.fter the 

first six months, the supervision order may be extended for 

another six months. If, at the end of this second six-month 

supervision period, the youth's adjustment has still not 

been satisfactory, the youth may be adjudicated a delinquent 
~ . 

child and given a more severe disposition. This alternative 

has the advantage of providing some formal court superv5sion 

without giving a ,child a court record if he 'Or she 

satisfactorily completes the supervision per.iod. 

A third alternative is to adjudicate the youth a 

delinquent child. Exactly the same number of juveniles 

received an adjudication as received a reserved 

adjudication-- 28% or 201 youths. Once adjudicated, -bhere 

are a number of provisions a youth's disposition may 

contain. One provision is to place the youth on probation,' 

C' usually, for two years. Over. half of the youths (54%) were 
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placed on probation as their most severe sanction. A child 

on probation is reviewed by the judge every six months to 

see that adjustment is satisfactory. A youth who complies 

with the probation requirements:f th or e entire period may be 

'released from probation "'''''d the " ~ Jurisdiction of the court is 

terminated. The youth may alsc be fined an amount not more 

than $300. Only 16 youths (8%) were fined as their most 

severe sanction. The court may also order a youth 14 or 

older to spend 45 days l"n the d t e ention center or, if the 

youth is 18 or over at the time of sentencing, the court may 

order up to six months in th C e ounty Jail. Twenty five 

youths (12%) were sentenced to either weekends or a period 

of consecutive days in the Detention Center. 

eight youths (4%) were sentenced to the County 

An additional 

Jail. 

Another alternative, and the 'One usually viewed as the 

most severe, is the commitment of the youth to the Colorado 

Department of Institutions «DOl). 

usually for a period not to exceed two years, although 

occasionally :9, one-year cO.-itment is made. It is the 

responsibility of DOl to evaluate the committed child before 

Placing hl"m/her l"n on f"t t e 0 1 S S ate-run and financed 

facilities. Such a youth may be returned home or placed in 

a group or foster home, reSidential child care faCility, or 

a juvenile correctional in""tl"tutl"on. A t t goal of 12 youths 

who entered the court in 1980 were committed to DOl. 

Placement of a Chlold outs 1" de- th h e ome is another 

prOVision available to the JOudge. Out f h -0 - ome placement 
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accQ,;lmted for 12% of the dispositions including 25 children. 

The cost of out-of-home placement was carried by the county 

social services budget for foster care, with an 80% 

reimbursement by the state. Financing of services was 

'discussed in detail in Chapter 30 Out-<>f-home 'placement was 

very much in flux during 1 980 asa result of Senate Bill 26 

and the pr.ograms in the county designed to reduceout-of

home placement. In the Spring of 1980, a federally-funded, 

mul ti-disciplinary Diagnostic Team was set up as part of 

S~B. 26 implementation to evaluate youths ~orwhom out-of

home placement was being considered. This team was composed 

of representatives from' several agencies in the county. 

Following a thorough medical, psychological, educational, 

and social evaluation of the child and the child's family, 

it made a recommendation to the judge concerning the 

desirability of out-of-home placement. The Team vas in 

operation during approximately the last nine months of <>ur 

study year. During this period a Day Resource Center was 

also put into operation to provide an alternative to out-of-

. * home· placement. 

\~eh discussing dispositi~n alternatives for juveniles, 

it is important to note the wide range of terms and 

conditions t~at may be attached to these dispositions. For 

example, the judge may order the youth to refrain from 

1In January 1981 the Team was decentralized and 
essentially disbande.d, although a group housed in Social 
Services continued to review placement requests. The Day 
Resource Center remained in operation and a second one was 
added in 1981. 
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associating with co-minors, pay restitution to the 
Tl~ 
~ victim(s), attend school or work full-time, donate time to a 

civic or community agency, participate in drug or family 

therapy, or spend a certain number of days in the youth 

detention center. To violate these terms and conditions is 

to risk revocation or supervision of probation and the 

possibility o~ even harsher punishment by the Court. A 

revocation can count toward the three adjudications 

necessary to be eligible for mandatory sentencing which 

requires that a child be placed outside the home for not 

less than one year. In Chapter 7 we will discuss 

dispositions and the factors influencing them at greater 

length. 

(~) Filing Juvenile Cases In District Court 

In certain situations, the DA .may seek to file the 

juvenile's case in District (adult) Court. Cases eligible 

for direct filing in District Court are those vhere (1) the 

charge is a class 1 felony (murder, rape , kidnapping), (2) 

the charge is a class 2 .or 3 f~lony, the child is over 16, 

and has been adjudicated delinquent within the past two 

years for an offense that would be a felony if committed by 

an adult, (3) the child has been tried in District Court 

bef'ore",;:;:;:and (4) fil ing in District Court seems in the 
// 

.-~;/' 

chird's best interests. We are unable to pick up these 

cases in our studybecau!3e they were filed directly in 

criminal court, but there was general agreement in the court 
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that they were very rare, perhaps two or three a year. 

Another means of getting a juvenile case heard in the 

District Court is by means of a transfer hearing. At th is 

t o the desirability of a transfer hearing, the judge de ermlnes 

by cons idering: (1) o:f:fense seriousness (would DOl :fulfill '\ 

the child's needs?), (2) wr,'!,at is the maturity of the child 

and how is his/her home life? (3) previous record, and (4) 

the likelihood of rehabilitation. Before the transfer 

the Probation officer does an extensive report and hearing, 

makes a recommendation to the Court. Transfer hearings, 

I ike direct filings, were rare in the court we stud ied and 

took on the dimensions of a major event when they did occur. 

Cases can include a specific count in the charges regarding 

transfer to adult court, but we recorded,' t1;:lis in only three 

of the 1980 cases. 

Case Processing Time 

The number of hearings and the number o:f days required 

a youth 's case were maj or topics o:f concern to process 

throughout 19800 '. The results :from the 1980 study suggest 

that there was cause :for concern. A detailed analysis of 

o tlome lOS presented in Chapter 6. case processlng 

SETTING CASES FOR TRIAL* 

.. # • .. 1 '::.) i.... . AJ.. • 

De~isiohs ~out' ~oihg to triai in Juvenile court, as in 

2This section of the report is base~ up~n a paper ~ 
presented at the 1982 Law and Society Mee:tlngs :noToronto, .. 
Canada by Anne R."Mahoney entitled ~The Tr~al Dec~s~on in 
Juvenile Court II • 
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adult criminal court, involve two separate stages. The 

first stage is the decis ion to set a case :for trial. The 

second stage is the decision to £2. to tria.l. The two stages 

serve dif:ferent functions. Cases £2 to trial usually 

because there is an unresolved disagreement about the facts 

of a case, or the juvenile denies the allegations or 

believes that the prosecutor cannot prove them. Cases are 

set :for trial :for a much wider range o:f reasons, o:ften when 

the attorney has little or no intention o:f actually going to 

trial. The de:fense attorney may want to gain time, :for 

example, to give t~~e youth a chance to improve behavior or 

get a job, or give himsel:f a chance to become familiar with 

the case. The attorney may also hope that time will calm an 

irate wi tnessor blur his memory. Of'ten a case is set for 

trial as a negotiation tactic or as a Signal to the 

prosecution that the de:fense is serious about the case. The 

goal of defense attorneys, even in juvenile court, is almost 

always to get the least severe adjudication and disposition 

:for their clients. Trial setting may be seen as a useful 

tactic in negotiating a favorable case outcome. 

Apart from the individual merits of a paiticular case, 

setting cases :for trial has considerable harassm~nt value, 

which public defenders, in particular, understand and use. 

Setting many cases for trial puts pressure on the system and 
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the prosecutor and, if actually carried through to the 

second stage, can bring a court system to a grinding halt. 

This study is an exploration o~ the ef~ects of setting 

a case for trial upon case processing and case outcomes. 

Data ~re qrawZl from .thecourt records of the 710 youths upon 

whom 'petitions were filed in 1980 as well as the 

observational .and interview material. * Using these 

quantitative and qualitative data, we will describe how 

trial setting strategy is implemented in the court and will 

explore the proposition that cases set for trial are more 

likely to receive favorable outcomes than cases not set for 

trial, when other relevant:variables are controlled. 

The first part of this section will include a brief 

(~. review of the literature on trials in juvenile court. The 

second part will describe how trials are used i'n this court. 

The third ·part will describe the analysis carried out to 

test the proposition and give the results of the research. 

)) 

( 

Literature Review 

There is a sUbstantial amount of literature available 

in legal publications on the juvenile's right to trial by 

jury. Although the focus here is not primarily on the right 

to jury trial, it is useful;; to identify the issues and 

briefly review the history ,of jury trials for juveniles. 

~rial information is. &.vailable on 650 cases. Sixty 
cases have missing values on this variable because they were 
still pending at the conclusion of the data collection phase 
of the study. 
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Juveniles had the right to trial by jury ea,rly in 

American history when serlO ous . Juvenile offenders were 

prosecuted in adult crl'mJ'nal t d sys ems ·an given the same 

rights as adults (Fox, 1970: 1187, 1191). In the late 

.1800' s, when a spec ial ized t f cour ' or children was 

established based on the principle of parens 'patriae, 

reformers believed that SOCiety's proper role was not to 

det,ermine the guilt or innocence of the child, but rather to 

ascl:lrtain how the child came to commit the act and how to 

hal t further moral deteriorat ion. Consequently, the rules 

of adult criminal procedure were 

(McLaughlin & Whisenand, 1979: 5). 

considered inapplicable 

This orientation dominated the juvenile court until the 

1960's when there began to be increased concern about 

protection of the rights of juveniles. In 1971, the Court 

deviated from its general pattern f t d o ex en ing due process 

rights to juveniles by hold ing in McKeiver ~. Pennsylvania 

(1971) that there is no constitutional right to a trial by 

jury in a juvenile court ad;l~d-icatl·,on. J t· 13 oJ .. ... us lee lackmun, 

-writing for a Plu\ility of the court stated in McKeiver: 

[A] ,~ur~ trial, if required as a matter 
C?f co.nstltutlonaJ precept, will remake the 
Juvenlle proceed-ing into a fully adversB.T'Y 
process and will put an effective end to 
!ha~ has been the idealistic prospect of an 
lntlmat:, informal, protective 
proceedlng.... Meager as has been the 
hoped-fo: advance in the juvenile field, the 
alternatlve would be regreSSive .•• , and 
would tend. once again to place the juvenile 
squarely 1n the routine of the criminal 
process. {403 U.S. 545-47 (1971) 
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The continued supremacy of the concept of parens 

;patriae in juvenile court was re-emphasized in the 

conclusion of the plurality opinion. There 1 Just ice 

Blackmun stated that equating the adjudicative phase of the 

juvenile proceeding with a criminal trial ignores the 

fairness, concern, sympathy and parental attention inherent 

in the juvenile COtlrt system. The McKeiver decision has 

engendered numerous law review articles arguing the merits 

of jury trial for juveniles. (See for example: McLaughlin & 

Whisenand, 1979; Keegan ,1977 ; Rosenberg, 1980). 

As a result of the McKeiver decision, few states give 

juveniles an absolute right to trial by jury in delinquency 

proceedings. In 1979, ten states--Alaska, Colorado, 

Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, West 

Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming--afforded this right. 

(McLaughlin & Whisenand, 1979:10). 

The pressure to allow the right to jury trial for 

juveniles has been gr~~~ng, however. Recent Juvenile 

Justice Standards devel;oped by the Institute of Judicial 

Administration and the American Bar Association, and 

apprqved by the House of Delegates of the American Bar 

Association in 1979, have come out strongly in favor of the 

right to jury trial for juveniles (IJA/ABA, 1980). 

In the Standards relating to adjudication, the IJA/ABA 

Standards recommend (IJA/ABA, 1980:51). 

4.1 Trial by jury. 
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A. Each jurisdiction should provide by law that 

the respondent may demand trial by jury in adjudication 

proceedings when respondent has denieu th:;l allegations 

of the petition. 

B.Each jurisdiction should provide by law that 

the jury may consist of as few as [six] persons and 

that the verdict of the jury must be unanimous. 

The Standards note that the policy arguments in favor 

of authorizing jury t~ials in juvenile cases begin with the 

same reasons that underlie constitutional provisions 

authorizing jury trials in criminal cases. The jury trial 

is seen as important· t 1· . ~n neu ra lZlng the biased juvenile 

court judge and because it gives enhanced visibility to the 

adjudicative process • The jury trial requires the trial 

~ourt judge to articulate his or her views of the applicable 

law in the case through '. . t tt JurYl.ns rue ons ,thereby 

facilitating appellate court review of the legal issues 

involv~a • 

Thecomlnentary stresses that this standard recommends 

that juries be available upon.demand of the respondent and 

not that there be a jury in every case. It notes further 

that: there is every reason to believe that jury trials in 

juvenile cases yould be at least as rare as they are in 

criminal cases and would probably occur even less 
frequently. It i~ anticipated in the Standards that the 

juvenile court would cons'lllt with counsel to make an 
informed decis ion in exercis ing the option to demand or 
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waive a jury (IJA/ABA, 1980:52-53). 

This latter emphasis on the infrequent use of jury 

trials reflects a concern about the potentially high cost of 

making jury trials available to juveniles. McLaughlin and 

Whisenand (1979: 33) counter the cost argument byc it inga 

1969 article about the Denver juvenile court in which one 

judge is quoted as saying that he had had only two requests 

for a jury trial in a twenty-five year period. (N.D.L. Rev. 

1969). This was perhaps true in 1969. It certainly would 

not have been an accurate description of the number of cases 

set for trial or going to trial in 1979 when McLaughl in and 

Whisenand wrote their article. (Mahoney, 1978) 

Al though there is a fa.ir amount of rhetoric and legal 

analysis of the juvenile right to jury trial in the legal 

literature, I have not yet been able in my preliminary 

search of the literature to locate any empir~cal studies of 

either jury trials or trials to the bench. This study is an 

attempt to fill that gap, and to raise some questions that 

may warrant research in the future. 

Cases Set for Trial 

Before we get into the analysis of the study results in 

regard to whether the effects of setting a case for trial 

were positive or not pit may be helpful to briefly descr ibe 

the use of trial setting in this court. 

If a youth denies the allegations at the advisement 

(:. hearing or the Appearance of Counsel, h is or her case is set-' 
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to a Pretrial Conference in order to e;ive the youth an 

opportunity for discovery or to negotiate or plea bargain 

with the D.A. to reach a mutually agreeable conclusion of 

the case. If an agreement is not reached, the child can set 

the case to trial. The State ,Children's Code (19-1-106, 

'.!3ubs:4) gives juveniles the right to 'a trial ~y jurY'of not 

more than six, and most youths who request atrial request 

one to a jury (70~). * 
The // 

be set for trial at point in the case can any 

process. In factr\at one ttme during 1980, cases with 
\,.-~/ 

denials were being almost routinely given trial dates 

because the docket was so :full that the speedy trial rule 

could not be met if cases weren't put on the docket 

immed iate1y (Field N(C)teEI, p. 535, 575, 600). This rout ine 

setting for trial may dilute 'the results reported here and 

has somE! other imp1icati 1onsdiscussed later in the paper .. 

Setting a case for trial is far more common than going 

to trial. Fourteen percent (94) of the 650 youths for whom 

trial information 'W'AS :uvailable at the completion of the 

data collection phase .Qf the study had requested a: trial, 

but' only seven (1 ~ of the total ·650 and 7~ o:fthe 94 who eet 

for trial) were actually adjudicated at trial. The actual 

percentage of cases set for trial (14;) was somewhat lower 

tban the District Attorney estimated (25-30%) when we talked 

Le 
~ This is probably atl underestimation 6f the percenta.ge 

of cases. ~.et for jury trial. There were a few cases which 
did not ind ieate whether the case was set to a b,ench or jury 
trial and all of these were coded as bench trials. 
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with him early in 1980. His figures <for the actual number 

of trials, however, were close to our research findings (SYP 
'-.' 

~ie1d no~e6, p. 76) 

Some kinds of cases were more likely to be set for 

trial than ,others. :Boys were twice 1:I.sl. ik~ly to have their 
.. 

cases set for trial as girls (1'6!t compared to 8~). . '!here" 

was also a difference by age. Older youths were more likely 

to request trials than younger youths. Ten percent of the 

youths under 1 5 had their cases set fortr ial , while 1 6~ of 

the youths 15 and over had their cases set for trial. 

There was little association between a child's age and 

his request for a jury trial, however. 

Youths who yere not residents of the county were almost 

a.s likely as the residents to have trials set in the ,court 

(11 ~ compared to '16~), but they yere less likely to .Igoto 

trial. None of the seven 'cases tha.t vent to trial involves 

nonresidents. 

Youths with more serious or comp1.:~x cases or with more 

extensive priorre.cords were more ,;likely to setfortria.l 

than other youths, i.e. youths with :more· pet t,t ions , more 

counts against them,personal rather than property offenses, 
c' 

an offense invo1vinga. weapon, and a more extensive prior 

record. 

~wenty percent of the youths with two or mo~e petitions 
-' 

in cOJ~rt had their case6 set for tri~l ,compared to 13% of 
'" youths with only one petition. Two youths whose cases we 

eel observed during the year weresssigned three separate trial 
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dates for three separate petitions. (SYP field notes, p. 

514-515, 586). Interestingly, al thOl.lgh youths with two or 

more petitions 'Were more likely to set for trial, none of 

them a~tually went to trial. 

As Table 4-1 shows ,the more counts a youth has, the 

:more likely he or she is to .set for trial--nine percent of .. 

the youths with one count set for trial compared to 24~ of 

youths with six or more counts. 

Table 4-1 

Youths Who Had Their Cases Set for Trial by 
Number of Counts in Their Petition(s) 

·Trial Set 

One 

9% 
(19 ) 

Number of Counts 

Two Three to Fi ve 

13% 

(26 ) 

:Six or More 

24~ 

(11 ) 

Cases in which th.~ most serious charge is an offense 

against the pe rson-- i . e . assaul t , sexual assault, and 

robbery--also are more likely to be set for trial (29!t 

compared to 13~), although whether the most serious offense 

charged was a misdemeanor or felony did not make any 

difference in whether the case was eet for trial. The 

latter also did not make any difference in regard to whether 

the case actually went to trial. Not many of the cases that 

came i~to the court involved weapons, but those that did 

were somewhat more likely to be set for trial {29~ compared 
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to 14%). 

Table 4-2 shows that youths with more extensive records 

are also more likely to have their cases set ~or trial. 

'rabl~ 4-2 

Youths 'Who Had Their Cases Set ;for Trial 
:By Number of Prio,r Offenses 

Set 1'01' Trial 

None One Two or More 

12~ 

(11 ) 

17~ 

(5) 

27~ 

(16 ) 

There was miss ing 
cases. 

information on prior record on 62 

There was a considera.ble difference b~tween types of 

lawyers in their tendency to set .cases jor trial. Of the 

664 youths upon whom data were available on attorney, 45% 

had no attorneys ,38% had private attorneys, 15% had public 

defenders, and 2% had court apPOinted attorneys 0 

The two 

kinds of public 'attorneys were similar in the percentage of 

crases they set for 'trial:sowe combined them. As Table 4-3 

h l~kely to set cases for trial than ,shows ,t ey were~ore ~ 

O ths act inD without attorneys. private attorneys or y u C> 

° th t attorneys chose not to set Al though most· youths W1. ou 

h df 1 d Od Some' of these clearly their case for trial, a an u 1. 

were confused and not really sure what it meant to set a 

case for trial. In these cases we observed; the judge urged 

t t the denl.°al and come back with an the youth 0 en er 

attorney. One yout~, present . wi tb h is mother but no 
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attorney, .attracted cons iderable comment in the courtroom 

because of hies young "Perry Mason" behavior. He denied the 

allegations, chose the trial to court rather than to a jury, 

and informe.d the court that he planned to bring a witness to 

the trial to corroborate his story. (SYP field notes, p. 

430-431 ) 

Table 4-3 

Youths Who Had Their Cases Set for Trial 
b,y Kind of Attorney 

Kind of Attorney 

Set for Trial 

None 

5% 

(16 ) 

Private 

17% 

(42) 

Public 

33% 

(34) 

One-third of all youths with public attorneys were set 

for trial compared to 17% of the youths with private 

attorneys and 5% of the youths with no attorneys. On the 

other hand, youths 'with 'Public attorneys were no more likely 

than,the others to go to trial. 

Case Processing 

Cases set for trial,. particularly jury trial, have 

important implications for the court system. A trial date , 
has to be set and a substantial amoU{ltof timemu!;t";b,e .,made 

available on the docket for the tr ial. In the "court"''''we .' , 

studied,Monday was set aside. for jury trials. One Tuesday, 
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t docket was delayed because of a jury trial the ent i re cour 

that had carried over from the day before. It was 11: 30 

before the jury was given instructions and retired to 

deliberate. 'While the jury was out, the judge started a 

group of six advisemen s, c t but Only ,Dot through two before 

the jury returned and the courtroom had to be cleared so 

that the jury case could reconvene. Advisements were 

finally completed at 1:00 after aml les f "I" and others had been 

waiting since 8:30 a.m. (SYP field notes, p. 622). 

One Tuesday a few weeks later when we inquired why the 

docket was so small, t e cour h t clerk explained that there 

t for Mondays that she had were 80 many trials being se 

started to set fewer matters on Tuesdays in the event that 

some of the trials extended into Tuesday (SYP field notes, 

p. 747) • Yet 
-

we had trouble seeing delinquency trials 

because they so seldomoccure • c> d LearninD late Friday that 

three trials were "on" for Monday, the SYP observer appeared 

and spent the morning Yl ou ,seel c • "th t . nD one One youth never 

appeared ,a secon' ,case was " c> d Plea barDained at the last 

minute, and a third yas res~lvea after a suppression hearing 

(SYF ~ield notes, p. 305). 

If jury trials are sc e u , h d I, ed the J"ury commissioner 

must plan ahead to make the jury calls large enough to 

provide an adequate pool of jurors. This is necessary 

trl"al are not resolved until the because most cases set for 

day of trial. Seventy percent were adjudicated on the day 

of trial; only 11'% wera concluded at the pretrial 
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conference. 
Three percent were settled prior to the 

pretrial conference and 16% were resolved at some other 

pOint in the process. An unspecified number of these later 

~ases were resol ve'd at cont inuances after the date set for 

trial. Thus, in general, once a case is set for trial, it 

is not resolved until the date of trial. 

Jury commissioners diSlike calling large numbers of 
. people to appear and then having to send them home without 

serving almost as much as they diSlike being caught without 
enough jurors to cover scheduled trials which "go". This 

larger system puts subtle (and not so subtle) pressure on 

the decision makers in an individual case. 
This particular 

pressure was a11ev iated somewhat in the court dur ing the 
year of 

instituted 
observat ion when the court a new 

telephone call-in procedure. 
Under the new system, jurors 

call a phone number at 10:00 a.m. for a recorded message. 

If they are needed, they will be told to report to the 

courthouse by a certain time. This gives the parties in a 

case an hour or longer to come to an agreement before the 

jurors are told to report. 

Cases set for tria.l have a somewhat different pattern 

of processing than cases not set for trial. 
An element of 

especial concern is processing time. Cases' set for trial 

took much longer to move from filing to adjudication than 

cases not set for trial (a mean of 232 days compared to 118 
days) • 

This difference was due primarily to the long time 

span between adVisement and adjudication for cases set for 
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trial (a mean of 159 days compared to a mean of 52 days). 

There was little difference between the two kinds of cases 

in regard to the time from filing to advisement (a mean of 

74 days for cases set for trial compared to 72 days for the 

others) • 

Cases set '£or trial took longer to reach adjudication 

than cases not set for trial, and cases set for jury trial 

took longer than cases set for trial to bench. One useful 

indicator of case processing time is the number of days it 

takes for 75% of the cases to go through a certain stage. 

This way of looking at cases minimizes the effect of a few 

very long cases which may exert upward pressure on the mean. 

There is not a great deal of difference between no 

trial, bench trial, and jury trial cases in regard to the 

amount of time it takes them to move from filin,g to 

adv isement • Seventy-five percent of the cases completed 

f t . 1 c ses 99 days for bench this stage in 98 days or no r1a a , 

trial cases .and 112 days for jury cases. The big 

differences in case 'processing' time occured in the 

advisement to adjudication period. 

Seventy-five percent of the cases in whiph no trial was 

set went through this stage in 82 days. However it took 158 

days for 75~ of the cases sent to bench trial to complete 

this stage and 209 days for 75% of the cases set to jury 

trial to complete the stage. As one would expect, the 

processing time from filing to adjudication is even longer. 

It took almost a year (299 days) for 75~ of the cases set to 
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jury trial to move from filing to adjudication. Cases set 

to bench trial took almost as 10ng--250 days for 75% of the 

cases to go from filing to adjudication. Cases not set to 

trial took only five months (155 days) for 75% of the cases 

to move from filing to adjudication. When you add on the 

time it takes a case to reach 'final disposition, the time is 

even longer.
o 
* 

Did the longer case processing times yield different 

results? The next part of the research reports the results 

of analysis of the impact of the decision to set a case for 

tria.l upon case outcomes. The two kinds of trial, bench or 

jury trial, are combined in the analysis. 

Impact of Trial Setting Upon Adjudication 

and Disposition 

The thesis of this discussion is that cases are 

frequently set for trial in juvenile court as a negotiating 

tactic. In fact, trial setting appears to be an important 

part of pl.ea bargaining. The disposition o:f cases by 

agreement between the prosecutor and the accused, often 

referred to as "plea bargaining", is an essential component 

of criminal court administration and since Gault has come to 

be increaSingly recognized as part of juvenile court systems 

as well. Each party to a plea bargain offers something. 

5 Cases not set to trial took 182 days for 75% to go 
from fili'ng to disposition; while cases set to bench trial 
took over 294 days and cases set to jury trial took 347. 
days. 
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The prosecutor offers a lower sentence or a less serious 

record as a result of his or her control about what charges 

to drop or lower. The major lever for the accused is 

"efficiency" . .By pleading guilty and waiving the right to a 

jury trial,. the accused saves the state the expenditure of 

time and resources such a trial would entail (Ewing, 

1978:170-71 )~, One way for the defense to emphasize this 

lever in a particular case is to actually put the case on 

the docket for trial. 

If the tactic is effective, it should result in less 

severe adjudications and dispositions for youths whose cases 

are set for trial. 

To test the hypothesiS, a partial correlation analysis 

was carried out taking into consideration other factors that 

literature on juvenile court dispositions indicates may be 

related to case outcome. These factors are age, -who has 

custody of the child, number of petitions the child has 

before the court, the number of counts in all the petitions, 

class ification . of most serious offense, and type ; Oi',\\ 

attorney. )) 
p 

,{' 
Conceptually, a partial correlation is analogous tr 

cross-tabulations with control variables. It prOVjdes~)a( 
>/ 

single measure. of association describing the relstifshiP " 

between the> 'l.ndependent variable and each of the\ two / 
. ~/,-/ 

. -.~ 

dependent variables, adjudication and dispOSition, while 

adjusting for the effects of the additional variables which 

may be related to both independent and dependent variables. 
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Zero order partl"als show the 1 to corre a lons between two 

_ya.riahles wi thoutany other va,riables taken into account. 

These are shown first in Table 4-4. Then partial 

correlations are computed between the independent variable 

and each of the two dependent variablt~,s holding one other 

variable constant. Finally the correlation is computed 

between the independent and each dependent variable, holding 

all the control variables constant at once. 

Results 

The hypotheSiS that -cases set for trial receive more 

positive outcome is not supported by the results of the 

analysis. The zero order partials show no Significant 
,) 

cor'rela.tion between trial setting a.nd adjudication as can' be 

seen in Table 4-5. Table 4-6 shows the correlation 

coefficients for trial setting and adjudication and 

disposition when each of the six control variables is taken 

into account and then when all six are taken into account at 

-once. It indicates that the number of counts, in 

particular, has a marked impact on the relationship between 

trial setting and adjudication reducing the correlation 

coefficient from -0.0435 to 0.0011. 

There is some negativecorrel,ation between trial set 

and disposition without taking into account the other 

variables. The zero order partial between the two variables 

is -0.0946, significant at the .01 level. However, as Table 

4-6 shows, when the control variables are taken into 
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account, the correlation coefficient drops to 

insignificance. As with the correlation between trial 

setting and adjudication, the variable having the greatest 

impact in reducing the co~·relation is the number of counts 

against the youth when heer she entered the court. Taking 

into account the number of counts reduces the correlation to 

-0.0493. When all six variables are tpJren into account, the 

correlation drops to -0.0436, which is not significant at 

the ~O" level of significance. 

A refined outcome variable was created which included 

both adjudication and disposition outcomes and a 

djfferentiation between the different kinds of dismissals. 

Analysis using this more refined measure of case outcome djd 

not change the results reported here. Evidence from this 

1980 study of court records from one suburban juven.ile court 

does not support the hypothesis that setting a ease for 

trial increases the possibility of a positive case outcome 

as defined by a less severe adjudication or less severe 

disposition. 
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Table 4-4 

Zero Order Partials 

Trial Set 

Age 

Custody of 

Number ~etitions 

Number Counts 

Classification of Offense 

Type of Attorney 

(Coefficient/D.F~/Significance) 

200 

Adjudication 

-0.0435 

(511) 

P=0.163 

-0.0046 

(511 ) 

P=0.459 

-0.0783 

(511 ) 

P=O.038 

0.2595 

(511 ) 

P=O.OOO 

0.3454 

(511 ) 

P=O.OOO 

0.2714 

(511 ) 

P=O.OOO 

001385 

(511 ) 

P=O.001 

Disposition 

-0.0946 

(633) 

P=0.009 

-0.0213 

(633) 

(P=0.296) 

-0.0022 

(633) 

P=O.478 

0.3407 

(633) 

P=O.OOO 

0·4135 

(6'3) 

P-O.OOO 

0.2653 

(633) 

P=O.OOO 

0.1297 

(633) 

P=O.OO1 
.. 



( Table 4-5 

Partial Correlation Trial Set and 
Adjudication and Trial Set and 

Disposition Controlling for Each 
Variable Separately and All Six Together 

Controls 

None 

Age 

Custody 

Number 
Petitions 

:Number Counts 

Classification 
of Offense 

Type of 
Attorney 

IJ 

All Six 
Control 
Variables 

(Coefficient/Significance) 
*p= .01 

Adjudication 

201 
( '; 

and Trial 
Set 

-0.0435 
P=0.163 

-0.0440 
P=0.160 

-0.0470 
P=O.1440 

0.0295 
P=0.253 

+0.0011-
P=O~490 

-0.0260 
P=O.278 

-0.0190 
P=0.334 

+0.0095 
P=0.415 

,Disposition 
and Trial 

Set 

-0.0946 
*(P:=0.009) 

-0.0965 
*(P=0.008) 

0.0947 
*P=0.009 

-0.0766 
P=O.027 

-0.0493 
P::O.108 

-0.0871 
P=O,,014 

-0 .. 0710 
P=O.037 

-0.0463 
P=0.123 

~ 
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D is cus~:!.:2!! ~ldPol i oy Implications 

What implicatiotJ.s ,do these results have? Lawyers set 

cases for trial for n 'variety of reasons, but uS1.lally Dne 

reason is the hope 1ihat i"1i will improve the case outcome for 

their client. Yet, this study suggests that, at least in 

this court, setting a (!ase fer trial is not associated with 

a more positive CEI.:seoutcome. Furthermore, from the data 

presented here on ,,~asle processing time for cases set for 

trial and those nc)t sfet for trial, it appears that cases set 

for trial are B,fIS()'ciated with considera~ly longer processing 

times than other calses. Trial cases took an average of 232 

days to ,move from. filing to adjudication compared to 118 
;'\ 
"j" 1 

days for n,o,ntri.Bi.l case,s, a ,diffe:r,ence of 114 'days. 

Essentially, CEI.srs's Sl,et for trial took twice as long,almost 

four months loJ!lger" to move from filing to adjudication. 

ln addit:ion. to keeping a ~hil!l unsettled for almost 

'eight ,months i~ihilehis or her 'case moves from J.~lingto 
~ ~ 

./;::>-~' '--',.:' .. 
adjudicati(~l,l II 'trial cases pose problems for the'- cpurt, even 

if they do 71'!~t 'actually go to trial. Since almost all the 

cases set fol' trial in this study did not reach agreement 

'until the day of trial, jury calls had to take into account 

the j>ossi'bility that the trials might occur. Days which 

c01uld have been used for other court business had to be 

reserved :~,~);P,' 'the trials in case they actually happened. 
• ',' I 

; 1";" 

the cour:tl'ff.mder study, the tension created by 
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overcrowded'docket seemed to create more delay problems. At 

q: one point during the year, trial dates were being set so far 

ahead that the court began to set a tr ial date for every 

youth who entered a denial at the Advisement in order to get 

the trial in within the six month speedy trial rule. This 

practice further tied up the docket, especially since cases 

set for trial usually did not reach agreement until the day 

of trial. 

( 

How can these long case processing times be justified? 

Are there be.nefits from setting cases to trial that 

overshadow these seemingly negative aspects of giving the 

right to jury trial? Are there ways in which unnecessary 

trial setting can be minimized, thus maintaining the right 

to jury trial without the negative effect of prolonged 

processing and crowded court dockets? 

The next section of this chapter on court process 

explores the role of the attorney in case processing, with a 

particular interest in what impact ha.ving an attorney has on , 

case outcome. 

THE EFFECT OF COUNSEL* 

When the P.resident I s Crime Commission·· published its 

recommendations in 1967, it believed that juvenile courts 

should ,act punitively toward the~eriously delinquent child; 

°This section of the report· is based upon
J 

a paper 
presented at the Western Social Science Meetings, April, 
1982 by Carol L. Fenst.etJentitled "The .Effect ~ of Leg~l 
Representation Upon the Processing of Juven~le Dellnquents • 
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therefore, it recommended that the adjudicatory hearing be 

consistent with prinCiples of due process. The Commission, 

believing that no procedural protection was more important 

than the right to counsel, emphasized the role of the 

child's lawyer not only at the adjud icatory hearing, but 

also in the disposition decision (President's CommiSSion , 
1967: 86-87). The 1977 Draft Standards for Juvenile Justice 

of the Institute of JUdic.ial Administration and the American 

Ear ASSOCiation (IJA-ABA) also emphasized the role of 

counsel in juvenile court (Institute of Judicial 
Administration, 1977:138,171). 

Both the PreSident I s Commission and the IJA-ABA 

Standards emphas ized the importance of counsel to make the 

procedural reforms outlined by In Re Gault (1967) work. It 

was assumed that the presence of counsel would have a 

positive effect upon juvenile court proceedings. The 

purpose of this section of the report is to examine whether 

the presence of counsel has a positive effect in a suburban 

juvenile court which serves a. county in which a large 

p~rcentage of the residents are relatively affiuent and thus 

more financially able to retain private counsel. 

1he Role of Counsel in Juvenile Court Proceedings 

When the Supreme Court wrote its opinion for In Fie 
Gault (1967 ) it cited several advantages of. counsel for 
youths. The Court believed that the assistance of counsel 

tJ 

would help the child. • • " cope with problems of law, to make 
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skilled inquiry into the facts, to insist upon regularity of 

the proceedings, and to ascertain whether he has a. defense 
"I 

and to prepare and submit it" (Gault:36). The Pr~}sident's 
h 

Commission felt that counsel would assist the juvenile court 

in achieving its "therapeutic aims" by helping to develop 

"individ~lized treatment plans" using community resources 

as alternatives to institutionalization (President's 

Commission, 1967: 86) although, as Clarke and Koch (1980: 

265) point out, the Court cited no evidence to SUPPOTt these 

'beliefs. 

Review of Literature 

The research findings with respect to the ef:fect of 

legal representation upon juvenile court proceedings are 

mixed. Some studies show that having counsel is associated 

with a more lenient disposition (Horowitz, 1977: 191-194). 

For example, Stapleton and,Teitelbaum (1972), in a project 

conducted in the juvenile courts of two large midwestern 

ci ties, ,found that youths with attorneys were more 1 ikely to 

avoid commitments to an institution in one of the courts. 

In addition, this same study found that outright dis~issals 

were more frequent in one of the courts where counsel 

participated. Platte, Schechter, and Tiffany (1968) found 

that dismissals in a large, midwestern city were more likely 

when publ io defenders were present than whE;n they were not. 

Lemert (1967) fgund that di~ltirissals were three times as 
\ \\ 
\\f' 

likely in Sacramento, California, when an attorney was 
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present. F t 
ers er and Courtless (1972:159) 

found that there 
were fewer commitments 

to institutions and more findings of 
the Chl"ld 

"not i nvolved" when 

an affluent county. 
was represented by Counsel in 

However; there is 
another body of data which 

the suggests 
presence of defense 

that 

detrimental 
attorneys may have a 

effect upon the youth's disposition. For example" Duff 
ee and Siegel (1971) found that 

juveniles 
represented by counsel actually 

received significantly m~re 
severe dispositions (more 

commitments fewer d" 
th ., J.smissals) 

an those who were 

201) study sh th 
unrepresented. Horowitz's (1977: 200-

ows at attorneys have not alway's 
t effectively 

pro ected the child " 
" 

agalnst self-incrimination. The lawyer 
1S expected to act as an interpreter 

between the court and 
the fam ily wi th the resul t ing 

"thrust toward truth-telling 
that is "t 

QUl e at odds with th "" 
e prl.vlleges against self-

incriminatio t" n, s rlctly construed." I 
n fact, the same author 

concludes that the presence of a 

SOCial worker and advocate actually 
lawyer acting as both 

facilitates rather than 
impedes infor.mal dispositi 

ons. And Clarke and Koch (1977: 
263) f.ound that although th e presence of counsel made little 
diff:erence in the rate 

of dismissals or the rate at which 
youths were adjudicated 

del inquent , youths without 
were less likely to be committed. 

counsel 

In fact, the same authors 
concl ude th t 

a the defense lawyer ToT as 
or, perceived as 

Superfluous and hindered even 
helped rather than the 

granting of leniency to the child. 
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The relevance of these findings is affected by sev~ral 

contingencies. First, the effectiveness of attorneys 

depends upon the type of court studied. 

Teitelbaum (1972) found that defense lawye'r\G were more 

effective in courts using an adversarial rather than a 

therapeutic model. This :finding suggests that it is the 

mj.lieux in which attorneys operate that determines the 

effectiveness of legal representation. 

Another factor influencing the effectiveness of' legal 

representation is that there !:ire markedly different rates of 

representation for different types of offenses (Lemert, 

1970). Duffee and Siegel (1971) suggest that the court they 

studied culled the docket for serious cases likely to 

receive severe dispositions and then required counsel in 

those cases but not in others. Clarke and Koch (1977: 298) 

found that public defenders and assigned counsel generally 

had cases that were more difficult to defend than those of 

private counsel. Taken together, these studie~ suggest that 

certain cases are more likely to require legal counsel than 

others and that certain types of legal counsel are more 

likely to represent certain kinds of cases than others. 

These complicating factors are bound to affect the perceived 

effectiveness of legal representation. 

Hypothesis 

The rev iew of 1 i terature suggests t;hat defense 

attorneys are most effective in courts which use the 
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adversarial model. Since the juvenile court in this study 
operates 

attorneys 
-

under an 

to have 

adversarial 

a positive 

model, we could expect 

effect· upon the juvenile 

court's treatment of juveniles. Thus, the hypothesis chosen 

for testing in this study is: 

• H = The presence of attorneys tends to 
~ncrease the likelihood that the youth will 
receive the more favorable disposition. 

Dispositions of Juveniles 

As has been mentioned, there are several adjudication 

options available in the court under study ~ Even though 

there seem to be several disposition options available to 

the judge,,' in real i ty the two used most frequently are: (1) 

adjudication (usually with a probation ter-m of two years) 

and (2) reserved adjudj.cation with six months supervision. 

Sample 

The sample consists of 377 youths whose petitions were 

filed in the Juvenile Court in 1980. These 377 youths 

include 150 whose most serious delinquent act was a burglary 

and 227 whose most serious delinquent act was a theft e By 

rest]Jicting the sample to burglaries and thefts, we can 

reduce the variation of the different crime categories and 

its effect upon the adjudication All 
-

of the decision. 
(. I 

burglaries felonies, while 65% of the thefts 'tTere were 

misdemeanors and 35% were felonies (a felony includes thefts 

over $200). 
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Representation Bl ~ Attorney 

lolore than half (52%) of the 377 youths in this sample 

were represented by defense attorneys. Of those represented 

by attorneys (N=196), 72% were represented by private 

attorneys, 5% by court-appointed attorneys, and 22% by 

public de~enders. 

The likelihood of being represented by an attorney 

increased when the delinquent act was a felony rather than a 

misdemeanor. For misdemeanor thefts, the percentage of 

youths represented by attorneys was only 37%. However, for 

~elony thefts and burglaries, the percentage of youths 

represented by attorneys increased to 61% each. Youths who 

sought legal representation were also likely to have priol' 

records and to come from families which lfere not intact. 

However, the weak correlations (.20) between these variables 

suggest that these relationships were not very strong. 

Finding~, 

The court I s treatment of these 377 youths is examined 

to determipe whether they received a reserved adjudication 
~ 

/./;-
or were adjudicated a delinquent child. However, the cases 

of approximately one-third of the youths never reached the 

disposition stage. Forty-five of the 377 youths had their 

petitions dismissed by the District Attorney; another 69 had 

their cases transferred (change of venue) to another 

jurisdiction. In these two groups of dismissed and 
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transferred y th ou s, a high percentage (88% and 70%, 
respectively) were not represented by attorneys at the time 
of this decision. This can be attributed to the fact that 
the dism issaland chanDe of venue d 

c ecisions are made by the 
District Attorney, usually at an early stage of the court 
process. Since a large proportion of these dismissa:::" and 

change of venue decisions occur b f e ore an attorney has the 

opportunity to participate in the decision, it is not 

appropriate to conclude that the presence or absence of 

attorneys has any effect in regard to these adjudications. 

Two of the cases were acquitted in a jury trial and ten 

cases were still pending at the t1'me of data collection. 

It is the remaining 239 youths whose treatment at the 

adjudication stage may be affected by the presence or 
absence of attorneys. The following table shows the 

relationship between the a.djud ication decis ion and legal 

representation. 

Table 4-6 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LEGAL REPRESENTATION 
AND THE ADJUDICATION DECISION 

ADJUDICATION DECISION 

Reserved Adjudication 

Adjudication Delinquent Child 

NONE 
r 

Chi Square - 0,1678 phi=0.0266 df = 1 
p=not siqnificant N=239 

2J.0 

ATTORNEY 

62% 

59% 



The table shows that there is not a significant 

different between youths with and without attorneys in terms 

of whether they are adjudicated delinquent. In fact, the 

percentages of youths who receive reserved adjudications 

versus adjudication as a deltnquent differ by only three 

percentage points whether they have attorneys or not. 

Al though not shown in the table pit is also interest ing to 

note that the allegations against youths who received 

reserved adjudication wel'e evenly divided between 

misdemeanors and felonies; therefore , it is not just the 

less serious offenses that get treated more lenientlyo 

<: PreviouS research has shown that a youth' s prior record 

may mediate the relationship between legal representation 

and the adjudication decision. 
The proportions of youths 

who were represented by attorneys was approximately 65% 

whether youths had a prior record or not. The fact that 

similar proportions of these youths have prior records and 

that representation by attorneys is similarly distributed 

between youths with or without records suggests that a 

youth's prior record has little effect upon the relationship 

between legal representation and adjudication decision. 
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These 

perspective 

weak relationships 

articulated earlier 

lend 

in 

support to 

this chapter 

the 

that 

juveniles carry the statuses of both child and criminal into 

juvenile court and that the conflict between the two makes 

it difficult to resolve each case with the same degree of 

consistency. In some cases, variables associated with the 

juveniles' child status may be more important while in other 

cases the juvenile's child as a criminal is weighed more 

heavily. The end It resu of these two conflicting statuses 

is a great deal of variation from case to case in terms of 

which independent variables exert the most influence upon 

the adjudication decision. In turn, this makes it all the 

more difficult for researchers to isolate the independent 

variables that contribute most to the adjudication decision. 

Al though the effect of legal representation upon the 

adjudication decision' t 1S no espec ially strong in these 
, 

data, its effect upon the court process iiself is more 

noticeable, particularly in two different aspects: 1) the 

number of hearings required for the youth's case to reach an 

adjudication decision , and 2) the average number of days to 

process the case from advjsement through the adjudication 

decision. 

The numb. er of h . . ear1ngsrequired to reach an 

adjudication decision was cross-tabulated with attorney 

representation controlling for the number Qf petitions in a 

youth's file since youths with several petitions are not 

only more likely to need an attorney but more complex cases 
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may require more hearings to reach an adjudication. 

The results show tha,t youths with two or more petitions 

were more likely to have attorneys (71 %) than youths with 

only one pet it ion (57%) • It is useful to examin(~ each 

category separately. 

Nearly half (46%) of the youths with one peti tio'o who 

were not represented by attorneys reached an adjudication at 

the first hearing COmIJared to only 13% for youths with 

a.ttorneys. Up to four hearings were required to reach 

adjudication for 90% of the youths with attorneys compared 

to three hearings for youths without attorneys. 

For youths with two or more petitions, 43% reached an 

adjudication at the second hearing when they did not have 

attorneys, compared to 26% for youths with attorneys. Up to 

five hearings were required for 90% of the youths with 

attorneys, compared to only three hearings for youths 

without attorneys. 

Perhaps the most q'lramatic difference between youths 

with and without attorneys is the number of days required to 

reach an ad,judication. Looking :first at youths with one 

petition, it takes, on the average, three times as many days 

(74 days) to reach an adjudication when youths have 

attorneys than when they do not (24 days). For youths wi th 

two or more petitions, it takes nearly four times as many 

days (82 days) to reach an adjudication if the youth has an 

attorney than when he does not (23 days). 
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Altogether, the eff t f tt 
ec 0 a orney representation 

remains the same whether the youths h 
ave only one petition 

or two or more petitions. Th toOt tak a lS, 1 es more hearings 

and thus more days to reach an adjudication with an attorney 

than without, regardless of the number of petitions against 
the youth. 

Why do cases with· legal representation take longer to 
reach 

an adjudication decision? Courtroom observations 
suggest that cases with legal repre t to sen a lon progress 
somewhat differently than cases without legal 
representation. For example, youths who appear at the 

advisement hearing without attorneys and do not intend to 

enter a plea (most often an 
seek legal counsel usually 

admission) at that time. 
In contrast, when a youth appears 

for advisement without an attorney, yet wishes to seek legal 

counsel before entering a plea, the case is set to a second 

hearing called Appearance o_+' Counsel- H - owever, regardless 

of whether the attorney appears with the youth at the 

advisement hearing or the Appearance of Counsel hearing, the 

youth inevitably denies the allegations. This tendency to 

deny occurs whether the attorney isa public defender or 

pri va,t~ly retained. To allow for discovery as well as plea 

negotiations between the defense attorney and the 

prosecutor, the case is then set to yet another hearing 

called the Pre-Trial Conference (PTC). E.y the time this PTC 

occurs, the prosecutor l:'l,nd defense usually have reached an 

agreement which allows the. youth to enter an admiss ion .L9i 
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some of the counts within the petition(s) in exchange for 

dismissal of the remaining allegations. (It is interesting 

to note that youths often enter admissions to the more 

serious allegations in exchange for dismissal of the less 

serious allegations). 

At any rate, once an admission is accepted by the judge 

and sustained by the facts, the disposition may be hand,ed 

down, either immediately following the admission or, if a 

pre-disposition recommendation is required 

probation counselor at yet another hearing 

from ,the 

called a 

Disposition Hearing. The end result is that cases with 

attorneys take far longer than those without attorneys; yet, 

as our earlier analysis shows] the adjudication decisions 

remained unaffected. We should note that there are 

exceptions to the generalizations just cited. That is, some 

youths without attorneys also deny the allegations, thus 

setting into a motion the same series of hearings 

experienced by youths with attorneys. In addition, if plea 

negotiations fail to achieve an agreement, the case is set 

to trial. Nonetheless, these exceptions occur infrequently. 

Conclusion 

The find ings from this study suggest that attorneys 

if t h th ouths recel."ve reserved have little e ec on weer yJ 

adjudication or are adjudicated delinquent. In other words, 

the adjudication ,decision is likely to be the same whether 

the youth has an attorney or not, even when the effects of 
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prior record, type of delinquent act, and number of 

petitions are controlled. However, the cases of youths with 

attorneys take longer to reach an adjudicatiO);1 decision. 

They require more hearings and, conse~uently, a longer 

,period of time before the youth knows the outcome 'Of his or 

her case. 

Discussion 

It is important to remember that these findings pertain 

to only one juvenile court, a court that may be similar to 

only a small number of other juvenile courts across the 

nation because it processes youth coming from a somewhat 

more affluent population than most courts studied in the 

past. In addition, the data are drawn from one specific 

year in which a specific cast of courtroom officials and 

delinquent youth interacted to bring about resolution of 

delinquent acts. The study was not longitudinal nor did it 

seek to compare this court with others in the Denver metro 

area. Nonetheless, despite these limitations placed on the 

generalizability of 'the the find'ings and their 

relevance to this particular jurisdiction should be 

discussed. 

The fact that legal representation has little effect on. 

the adjudication outcome but lengthens the process is not 

meant to imply that attorneys are detrimental or superfluous 

to the adjudication process. On the contrary, to some of 

the youths and their families," the attorney served an 
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important function for them by explaining the court process, 

providing emotional support, and acting as liaison between 

Howeve~, it is the milieux them and the courtroom actors. 

in which this interaction es 'tak place that deserves further 

attention. 

t there is ,a certain rapport In this particular cour , 

They face ~ach other at each between judge aqnd prosecutor. 

d again each day until they and every hearing, over an over 

other is likely to decide on any know which way the 

particular case. Generally, th ' was very 1 i ttle ere . 

disagreement between them on the adjudication decisions 

accorded to youth. Because of this intimate relat ionship, 

court t 1 1 r epresentation proceed faiTly cases withou ega 

smoothly and quickly, with only 

from the probation department. 

occasional interjections 

However, when a defense 

attorney enters into these everyd,ay interact ions, the 

. d . upset The degree harmony between prosecutor and JU ge l!,~ • 

l·S unbalanced depends upon how to which this relationship 

well the defense attorney is acquainted -with the operations 

of the court and on the personalities of the defense 

attorney and the judge and prosecu or. t A defense attorney 

who is well acquainted with the court ope rat ions and whose 

d and Prosecutor is amicable, can relationship with the ju ge 

between J·udge and prosecutor in capitalize upon the harmony . 

achieving a resolution of the case for his/her client. 

However, some courtroom officials suggested that the 

t · decisj,on is reached in any particular case sameadjudica lon 
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whether there is an attorney or not. 
fl} 

""" Jl prosecutor openly stated that he was unlikely to dismiss any 

charges during plea negotiations with a defense attorney 

that he was unwilling to dismiss without a defense attorney. 

In other words, it was not the presence of a defense 

attorney that affected the prosecutor's actions, but rather 

the circumstances of the case and the background of the 

youth. Prosecutors and probation counselors alike told us 

that the main result of a defense attorney in a case was to 

prolong the courtroom proceedings in that case. The strong 

control maintained by the prosecutor over cases may also 

:Ftor example, one 

have been p~rtly the result of the DA Intake Model upon 

which, 'this particular court operated. 
The DA had an 

opportunity to screen out weak cases before they were ever 
filed in court. 

In spite ot: the DA's position that defense attorneys 

did not modify his handling of cases, the judge openly 

encouraged youths to seek legal representation and was 

particularly reluctant to accept a.n admission to severe 

allegations unless the youth sought legal advice. In cases 

in which the youth did not wish to seek legal counsel, the 

judge was particularly sensitive to and thorough in 

explaining the allegations to the youth and the consequences 

of an admission. In addition, it was not unusual for the 

prosecutor to request a recess so, that he could have a 

private discussion with the youth to explain the allegations 

and possible consequences. As a result, even youths who did 
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. own had the benefit not wish to seek legal counsel on thelr 

cases with either the prosecutor, the of discussing their 

judge, or both. 

CONCLUSION 

of thl'S suggest for court processing in What does all 

this particular juvenile court? From our courtroom 

. th courtroom officials and observat ions, interv iews Wl 

cot'rt records, it appears that prosecutors and analysis of ... 

are likely to interact judges and reach the same 

dl of whether there is a adjudication decisions regar ess 

h th a case i£ set for defense attorney and regardless of weer 

trial. to have much effect upon the Neither appeared 

It s imply took longer to reach that adjudication decision. 

decision. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

COURT POPULATION 

Who goes to juvenile court in a suburban county? Where 

do they come from, what do they do, what are their 

characteristics? In Chapter 3 the context of the court was 

described, as well as the county and its population. This 

chapter will include sections describing distinct 

populations in the court system and explore ways in which 

the characteristics of these populations may influence their 

treatment by the court system. 

Section one includes a description of the court 

population in general--where the youths come from, their 

characteristics, and what kinds of offenses they commit. 

Section two includes an extensive discussion of nonresident 

offenders and of the implications of their nonresident 

status for cour'P handling and sanctioning. Section three 

includes a description of characteristics and treatment of 

the violent offenders in the court. Section four focuses 

upon youths who don"'t go to court-- those referred to th~ 

District Attorney"'s Diversion Program. 

DESCRIPTION OF COURT POPULATION 

Petitions Requested 

According to .. records kept by the Juvenile Division of 

the District .. Attorney"'s off'ice, 1586 petitions were 
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requested of the DA's office in 1980 by the County's police 

departments, sheriff's department, and other courts. The DA 

refused to handle 98 of these 1586 requested petitions. Of 

the 98, 28% were refused because of action by other 

agencies, 20% because of insufficient evidence, 18% because 

youths left the jurisdiction, 9% because of plea 

negotiations, 3% because of insufficient investigations by 

police, 3% because of requests from the victim to drop 

charges, 1% because of illegal searches, and 18% because of 

miscellaneous reasons which were not explained in the DA's 

files. Of the remaining 1488 requested petitions, the DA 

actually filed 906* delinquency petitions and referred the 

rest of the youths to the Juvenile Diversion Program. Of 

those referred to diversion, 452 were eligible for inclusion 

in our research. The remaining youths were not eligible 

because (1) their participation in the diversion program was 

voluntary and there was not sufficient information on them 

in the files since most refused to participate; (2) they 

were referred to other agencies for official a.ction; or (3) 

they were too old (over 18) or had moved from the 

1We can account specifically for 835 of these in. our 
research. There are 710 youths in our court record study. 
Of these, many had additional petitions filed on them before 
they were adjudicated. Accordingly, 550 had 1 petition 78 
had 2 petitions, 15 had 3 petitions, 4 had 4 petitions and 1 
had 6 petitions" There were 62 youths for whom we did not 
have information on number of petitions. In addition to the 
835 petitions, some petitions were added to the files of 
youths after adjudication and were not included in our 
coding. Other petitions may have been added to the files of 
youths whose cases had originated in 1979 and therefore 
would not have been picked up in our revi~w of 1980 files. ,'"' , --.\ 
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jurisdiction after the referral was made. 

Number of Petitions p'er Youth 

A fair number of youths had more than one petition 

filed against them in the course of the year so the number 

of yo?ths in the court was less than th b e num er of petitions 

filed. The usual pract3." ce was to f"l 3. e a "supplemental" 

peti tion when a petition was requested for a child already 

in the court, attach it to the youth's earlier case and 

treat the several petitions as a package. In the course of 

our record coding and data cleaning, we discovered some 

additional youths who had more th an one petition filed 

against them during the year and consolidated their cases. 

We ended up wi th a population of 710 youths who had had 

petitions filed against them in 1980 • The next several 

sections of this cha, pter describe the 710 youths upon whom 

peti tions were filed in juvenile court. 

Referrals and Residence 

Youths who live in the county come primarily from three 

municipalities: Aurora, Littleton and Englewood. 

Municipalities in which youths reside are not 

necessarily the same municipalities that refer them to 

court. There were 603 petitions that indicated the SOlU"ce 

of youth's 
II . 

referral. these 
a Forty (244) percent of 

referrals came from Aurora--about equivalent to the number 

of youths who were residents of Aurora. Englewood and 
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Li ttleton also contributed about equal numbers of referrals 

and residents--173 referrals or 29% compared to 207 or 29% 

of the residents. Sheridan referred 14 or 2%. Glendale 

referred 23 or 4% although none of the youths in the court 

lived in Glendale. Three affluent residential areas 

referred ten youths among them, a1 though only three youths 

ir, 'the court lived in those areas. The Sheriff's Department 

i'€ferred 99 or 16% although only seven or 1 % of the court 

population lived in the unincorporated areas. Since Aurora 

and Englewood have large shopping centers and Glendale has a 

popular discount store , it is not surprising that these 

three municipalities contribute more than half (57%) of all 

thefts (primarily shoplifting) referred to the DA in 1980. 

The county imports more delinquents than it exports. 

Only 40 residents (7%) were referred into the court as a 

result of change of venue from other counties in which they 

had committed offenses. Yet the court handled 239 

nonresidents who had committed offenses within the county -

a third of all the youths in the court. Nonresidents will 

be discussed in detail in the next section. The remainder 

of this first section will be devoted to a. description of 

the general court population. 

Incidence El Census Tract 

One of the truisms of delinquency research in urban 

courts is that lower status youths are more likely to turn 

up in juvenile court than upper status youths. One question 
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addressed in this study was whether this would also be true 

in an affluent suburban area. It appears that it is. 

Information on housing values and number of youths aged 

10-17 was obtained from a 1980 census tape for each of the 

63 tracts defined as part of the county. This information 

enabled us to compute the percentage of youths aged 10-17 

from each tract who entered the juvenile justice system in 

the county in 1980 d t an 0 compare percentages of youths 

gOing into the syst f t t em rom rac s with different housing 

values. 

Tracts were categorized as High Value, High/Medium 

Value, Medium Value, Low/IvJedium Value and Low Value. The 
tracts were classified as Low, Medium, or High depending 

(valued under 
upon whether the modal category was Low 

$50,000), Medium (valued at $50,000 to $99,999) or High 

(valued at $100,000 or over). In addition, tracts in the 

Medium group were categorized as Low/Medium if over 30% of 

the houses were in the Low category and as High/Medium if 

over 30% of the houses were in the Low category and as 

High,/Medium ;f ov 30d f th h .- er 10 0 e ouses were in the high 

category. 

valuations. 

The tracts were fairly homogeneous in their 

They either ran from middle to high or from 

middle to low, with a few tracts clustering very close to 

the middle for almost all housing. Most Low/Medium tracts 

had only 1 or 2d of the hous;ng ;n th 
JO ........ e High category and 

most High/Medium tracts had only 1 or 2% of the housing in 

the Low category. Although we are aware of the dangers of 
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using aggregate census data to generalize to individuals, it 

seems reasonable ~ given the general homogeneity of these 

.. \ tracts o·n housing values, to classify them into the five 

categories. 

In most census tracts in the county, between 1% and 3% 

of the youth population aged 10-17 entered the juvenile 

justice system during 1980, either through the court or the 

diversion program. 
Eight of the 63 tracts had higher 

percentages of youths entering the system and 4 tracts had 

lower percentages of youths entering the system. Table 5-1 

shows these twelve tracts and gives information about the 

housing values in those tracts. 
In general, tracts wi th 

higher percentages of youths entering the system are 

classified as having low housing valuations and tracts with 

lower percentages of youths entering the system are 

classified as having high housing valuations. 

Two tracts had 6% of their ycuth population in the 

system in 1980. 
Both of these are classified as Low on 

housing values and both had over 50% of the housing valued 

at under $50,000. Three tracts sent 5% of their youths into 

the juvenile justice system and all three were classified as 

Low/Medium tracts with over 30% of their housing valued at 

under $50,000. 
Three tracts had 4% of their youth 

population in the court system. These three tracts were 

less homogeneous. One tract was classified as having a 

medium valuation with a Bubstantial proportion of housing 

val ued under $50,000. 
A second was also classified as 
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PABLE 5-1 

CENS~~U~~~i~_~~T:N~~~~~~ *H:I;~~I~~WJ~~;i2:TAGE OF 
SYSTEM AND HOUSING VALUES OF THE TRACTS 

Tract 
% Youths Classification % Residences % Residences 
Enter on Housing Valued Over Valued Under 

Tract # System . Value $100,000 $50,000 

55.51 6% L .-:: 1% 60% 

57.00 6% L 1% 52% 

60.00 5% LM <- 1% 34% 

61.00 5% LM 1% 40% 

63.00 5% LM ~ 1% 31% 

66.01 4% M 3% 22% 

70.20 4% HM 47% 4% 

70.27 4% M 1% 2% 

67.03 ~ 1% HH 47% 4% 

67.04 < 1% H 98% ~ 1% 

68.54 L.. 1% H 88% .:: 1% 

70.28 ~ 1% M 3% <. 1% 

Co· 
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medium, and had almost no low valued housing or high valued 

housj,ng. The third was a High Medium tract with almost half 

of the housing valued at over $100,000. 

At the other extreme, four tracts had less than 1 % of 

their youths aged 10-17 in the juvenile justice system. Two 

of these were High valuation tracts and a third was a 

High/lo1edium tract wi th47% of the housing valued at ov.er 

$100,000. The four·th was solidly in the middle, with almost 

no houses in the iow or high category. 

These findings suggest that the census 'tracts with the 

lower housing values, and presumably residentao:rf lower 

Socio-economic status, are contributing disproportionately' I 

higher percentages of children to the court system wh:i.le the 

tracts with higher valuation, and presumably residents of 

higher 80cial economl.C s a us, . t t are contributing a smaller 

percentage of youths to the ccm,rt system. Our court 

observations also provide impressionistic supyort for this. 

For the most part, clients of the court did not appear 

affluent or even middle class in appearance or demeanor. 

Here, as in other courts, we need to ask why this 

unequal distribution occurs. Is it that higher st~tus 

1 0k 1 to get l.°n trouble, or that the' residents are less l. e y 

t 1 nulls into the system t~,e lower system disproportiona e y ~ 

status residents? One explanation that has been suggested 

for this county is that the different police departments' 

have clifferent approaches to handling juvenile offenders. 

The departments in the more affluent areas are more:, likely 
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to take a troublesome child home to try to work out the 

problem without court involvement. Since our study did not 

incl ude research on police procedures in the various law 

enforcement agencies, we cannot verify that hypotheSis. 

One measure that is available that may tap into 

differential selection is whether a child is sent to 

diversion or court. Interestingly, of the three census 

tra,cts that contributed 4% of their youths to the system, 

all were middle or middle high. In two of the three tracts, 

3% of the youths went to diversion and only 1% went to court 

suggesting that the youths from these higher status areas 

were less likely to be filed on in court when they did enter 

the system. In the third census tract, the youths were 

fairly equally divided between court and diversion. 

Offenses 

The most serious delinquent acts charged against the 

710 youths upon whom petitions we,re filed in juvenile court 

consisted primarily of property offenses--burglary (35%), 

theft (22%), assault (7%), criminal mischief (7%), criminal 

trespass (5%) and drugs (3%). The remainder of the 

delinquent acts were distributed in proportions of less than 

2% among sexual assault, criminal attempt, criminal 

conspiracy~ "~rson, robbery, joyriding, receiving stolen 

goods, forgery, fraud, embezzlement, prostitution, reSisting 

arrest, harassment, possession of illegal weapons, and a 

small number of miscellaneous offenses. 
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Of the 648 youths whose files contained information on 

the number of petitions filed between the original (or 

firlst) petition and the adjudication point, 85% of the 

youths had only one petition; another 12% had two petitions 

and 2% had three petitions. The remaining 1% of the youths 

had four or more ~etitions in their files. 

Certain offenses were more likely to be committed by 

boys than girls. For example, boys committed all of the 

drug violations, joyriding, 93% of the sexual assaults, 91% 

of the burglaries, 88% .of the robberies, 84% of the 

assaul ts, 77% of the criminal mischief acts, 75% of' the 

thefts, and 71% of the arsons. There were no offenses that 

were more likely to be committed by girls than boys although 

forgery was fairly evenly distributed between the sexes. 

However, the acts for which the 22 girls were arrested 

tended to be theft (52%), burglary (12%), assault (7%), and 

forgery (5%). The remainder of girls' acts were distributed 

across other categories in numbers too small to make 

meaningful comparisons. 

Only 3% of the 710 youths had a petty offense as~heir 

most serious initial charge. An additional 42% had 

misdemeanors 2S their most serious initial charge and 55% 

had felonies. Certain acts were more likely to be 

classified as felonies, e.g. all robberies and burglaries 

were f'elonies and more than three-quarters of the vandalism 

acts and forgeries were felonies. In contrast, more than 

three-quarters a! the assaults and criminal trespasses were 
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classified as misdemeanors as were approximately two-thirds 

of the sexual assaults and thefts. 

Prior Records 

For the majority o:f the youths who entered the court 

there was no official information available on prior record.' 

Of the 180 youths :for whom information on prior record was 

available nearly half (49%) did not have records of any 

kind. For those youths whose files indicated that they had 

had official contacts with the law (N=92), the most serious 

offenses recorded were personal felonies (5%), property 

felonies (47%), personal misdemeanors (7%) and property 

misdemeanors (33%). The remaining 8% of the prior records 

ind.icated that the most serious offenses were truancies, 

petty offenses, and drug violations. In addition to 

official prior records, 68 of the 710 youths committed 

offenses that were not mentioned in the prior record. 

The majority of the 92 youths wi th prior records had 

committed one (33%), two (19%), three (19%) or four (11%) 

past offenses which had been officially handled by juvenile 

officials. Another 9% of these youths had between four and 

seven past offenses; 12% of them had eight or more prior 

offenses. 

Th~ age at which the largest percentage of youths with 

official prior records first came to the attention of the 

courts was 13, but the range was from 6 to 18 years. 

Fourteen percent of the, youths had some type of court 
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contact by the time they were 12 years old. 

Characteristics 2f Offenses 

Delinquent acts which brought youths into court were 

most likely to be committed during the afternoon and evening 

hours. More than half took place between noon and midnight 

with the highest proportions (52%) occurring between noon 

and 6: 00 p.m. The times in which delinquent acts were leas't 

likely to be committed were between the hours of 3:00 and 

8:00 a.m. 

Of the 629 youths for 'tihom data were available on both 

the location of the delinquent act and the youth's 

residence, more than one-quarter (29%) of the delinquent 

acts were committed in the census tracts in which the youth 

lived, and another 24% were committed in tracts adjacent to 

the youth's residence. Nearly half (47%) of all the acts 

were committed in a non-adjacent census tract. If we look 

specifically at youths who live in the county we see that 

they committed slightly more than one-third (37%) of their 

offenses in their own census tracts, approximately one-third 

(32%) in adjacent tracts, and the remaining tb,:Lrd (31 %) in 

non-adjacent tracts. Non-residents traveled further--93% of 

their acts were committed in non-adjacent census tracts. 

The victims of the offenses tended to be primarily 

businesses (35%), residences (21%), or schools (6%). 

Twenty-two percent of the offenses were committed against 

individual persons, usually male o~ female adults, or female 
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juveniles. 

The relationship between the victim and the youth 

varied depending on who the victim was. When the victim was 

a female juvenile (N=23) the relationship was most likely to 

be tlacquaintance tl (70%); if the victim was a male juvenile 

(N=62) the relationship was nearly equally divided between 

"stranger" or "acquaintance"; if the victim was a female 

adult (N=39) or male adult (N=87) the victim was very likely 

to be a stranger (56% and 79%, respectively). The 

relationship between the owners of residences (N=146) hit by 

burglary, thefts, or vandalism and the youths who committed 

these acts was very likely to be "stranger" (48%), "neighbor 

(24%), or "acquaintance" (22%). Youths who vandalized 

schools were fairly equally divided between strangers to the 

school, acquaintances, or kids who lived within the 

neighborhood. Businesses (N=247) were most likely to be 

victimized by youths who were strangers although 23% of the 

offenses against them were committed by youths who were 

either currently or formerly employed by the business. 

Personal Characteristics 

Of the 710 youths whose cases were filed in Juvenile 

Court, 83% were male and 17% were female. Their ages ranged 

from 10 to 18 with an average age of 15 years, 4 months. 

Boys, on the average, were only slightly older (15 years, 4 

months) than girls (15 years, 3 months). Although the court 

has jurisdiction over youths from age 10 to 17, there were 
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five 18-year-olds in this court population because they were 

17 at the time theyc comm i tted their delinquent acts. 

Nearly half (48%) of the 710 youths were in the care of 

both parents. Thirty-two percent were in the care of their 

mothers only compared to 12% who were cared for by their 

fathers. The remaining eight percent of the youths were 

cared for by other relatives, non-relatives, or legal 

guardians. Chapter 9 will include a detailed discussion of 

the family background of youths and the relationship between 

a youth's family ~~d court experience. 

The next section of this chapter describes nonresident 

clients of the court and compares them with residents. 

NONRESIDENT DELINQUENTS * 

Juveniles often commit crimes outside the area in which 

they live. For some jurisdictions, especially those that 

have major shopping and recreation centers or other 

attractions for adolescents, nonresident offenders may 

represent a high proportion of youths who appear in the 

juvenile courte An individual's nonresident status may pose 

particular problems to juvenile courts because of their 

treatment orientation. Often court agencies are mandated to 

provide supervision or other services which require the 

development of ongoing relationships bei:)ieen agen'dies and 

2This section of the report is bas~d upon a paper 
presented at the 1982 Western Social, Science Meetings, 
Denver, Colorado, by Anne R. MahoE.ey entitled "Nonresident 
Delinquents: Whose Problems Are They?" 
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youths that may extend over several years. Contact with and 

control over juveniles by court workers is always 

problematic. It becomes even more so when the youth does 

not live within the court's jurisdiction. 

A nonresident youth is a youth who lives outside the 

jurisdiction in which he or she commits an offense. In some 

areas such as New York City, nonresidence may entail the 

crossing of state as well as local boundaries. More often, 

it invol'ves difference only in COUl'),ty or judicial district. 

Residence is not always easy to determine. Not 

infrequently, a county~s boundary line runs down the middle 

of a street and occasionally zigzags back and forth within a 

nleighborhood. A youth can become a nonresident offender by 

burglarizing his neighbor across the street. Youths with 

di V'orced or separated parents sometimes have one parent 

1 iving in one county and the other living nearby in a 

different county, and can become a resident or nonresident 

depending upon which address they give to the police. 

Residence is a fluid characteristic. It is possible to 

move from resident status to nonresident status, or vice 

versa, during the course of case processing. In fact, 

changing one's residential status while a case is in process 

may be seen as a useful tactic in avoiding or minimizing 

sanction. 

Suburban citizens sometimes give the impress i on tha t 

delinquency in suburban areas is largely imported from 

nearby cities, yet there is little empirical evidence to 
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sholr whether this is true. The proportion of nonresidents 

in a court's caseload has implications for the number of 

services a community needs for youths and the kind of 

control it can exercise over offenders. 

W~ll d~scuss some of the theoretical In this section we ~ ~ 

and practical reasons why the study of nonresident juveniles 

is important, and review literature on the handling of 

nonresident juveniles. The main portion of the section will 

be devoted to the results of the Suburban Youth Proj ect' s 

study of nonresident and resident juveniles and a discussion 

of the implications of the findings. 

Theoretical and Practical Issues 

The question of what to do with nonresident offenders 

raises several theoretical and practical issues. One has to 

do with the nonresident's organizational status. As an 

outsider, the nonresident youth may elicit different 

from the ~stem than a resident and may be seen as responses ~" 

1 . es A second having a less ligitimate claim on loca resourc • 

th the extent to which nonresident status has to.do wi 

increases a south's likelihood of ei theravoiding sanctions 

for deviant behavior or of diluting the value of the 

off for a long period of time. A sanctions by ~utting them 

third issue, a practical one that has 

implica ions or t :f the Planning of services, 

considerable 

involves the 

. court handles--or is believed to handle--extent to which a 

substantial numbers of' nonresident delinquents. 
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The Nonresident as Outsider 

Residence can be viewed as an organizational status to 

which actors wi thin the system respond when a child enters 

the juvenile justice system. It is suggested here that 

nonresidents are perceived by actors in the system as 

outsiders, and as a consequence as having a less legitimate 

claim local upon than resources residents. If our 

hypothesis about nonresident delinquents is correct, we 

would expect to find at each point in the process that 

nonresident youths receive the treatment that involves the 

lowest expend i ture of local resources. At the processing 

stage, they would be less likely to have trials set and less 

likely to go to trial than residents. At the adjudication 

stage, they would be less likely to get a reserved 

adjudication or be adjudicated delinquent. Finally, 

nonresidents who are given a reserved adjudicatj.on or are 

adjudicated delil'lquent will be given the least expensive 

disposi tion. They will either be sent back to their home 

jurisdictions for supe!'vision or given some kind of short-

term sanction like a find that involves a small ex~enditure 

of local serv:lce resources. Those who need to be placed 

outside the home will be more likely to be committed to DOl, 

whiqh is totally financ·ed by the state, rather than being 

pltlced in a residential child care :facility for which the 

cost is charged to the local county budget (with an eventual 

80% reimbursement by the state). 
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Avoidance of Sanctions 

Research over the past twenty years suggests that legal 

sanctions play an important role in preventing criminal 

behavior (Chambliss, 1966; Gibbs, 1972; Tittle, 1969; 

Jensen, 1969). The conditions most relevant are the speed 

and consistency of response. 

Gerrkin and Gove (1975) define a system of deterrence 

as a communication which attempts to inform a potential 

of1'ender that: 

(1) If he commits a criminal act, the probability that 

the act will he detected by the authorities is 

high; 

(2) Once detected there is a high probability that he 

will be caught, convicted, and punished; and 

(3) The severity of punishment is great enough to more 

than offset any gain that might be achieved 

through the criminal act. 

In Geerkin and Gove's 'Words, a system of deterrence is fla 

system of communication that attempts to convey the!Dessage 

that, for persons who have committed a criminal act, 

II justice" is certain and terrible." (1975) The success of 

any deterrence process will be determined by the degree to 

which this message is successfully transmitted to the 

population of pGtential offenders. The problem for 

nonresidents lies with the second item, the communication 

that once dete~ted, there is a high probability that the 
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offender will be caught, convicted and punished. To what 

extent does an individual lower the chances of being 

convicted and punished by going outside his or her home area 

to commit a crime? 

The nonresident is processed by two courts instead of 

onE1 and as a result may experi'ence a longer time lag between 

offense and final disposition than residents and may 

experience inconsistency in treatment because courts, even 

within a single state, vary considerably in the handling of 

juveniles. 

The court with the greatest interest in prosecuting the 

youth is probably the court in whose jurisdiction offenses 

have occurred. It is there that losses have been incurred 

and victims and witnesses Ii ve. It is there that pressure 

will be exerted on law enforcement officials for restitution 

and action. As on Assistant District A~torney said, "'We're 

more concerned because the victim liv~8 here. If they have 

questions.] they will call us." (9YP, 1981 : 1002) These 

pressures and motivations are less likely to be present in 

the you.th's county of residence and as a result the case may 

be prosecuted less vigorously and supervised less closely. 

There may be less consistency of treatment when a child 
ii 

moves between two courts. Youths may get different 

dispositions in their home courts than they would have 

gotten had they remained in their offense court. Courts 

differ even when they are close to one another wi t:hin the 
'! .. 

same state, in part because the &ize and nature of their 
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caseloads differ and in part because they are stamped by the 

different philosophies and personalities of their judges, 

lawyers, and probation officers. Cohen in 1978 described 

the Denver court as one of the most due process oriented 

juvenile courts in the country. The suburban court we 

studied also is, and is perceived to be, highly legalistic. 

Yet there are perceived to be differences. As one D.A. in 

our study court put it t "Kids are treated easier in Denver, 

partly because of our philosophical bent and partly because 

of the numbers game. We have more time here." (SYP, 

1981 : 1002) 

A related concern is that nonresidents may be less 

likely to get anl disposition because they are more likely 

to fall through the cracks of the system as they move from 

court to court. From a labeling perspective, this may be 

seen as desirable because youths are less likely to be 

officially sanctioned and labeled. FroID the deterrence 

perspective, however, it may be seen as detrimental because 

it increases the uncertainty and inc~nsistency of the 

sanctioning process. Serious or violent youths may not be 

id,entified, or may be identified later than they otherwise 

would have been, because youths move through several courts 

without anyone realizing how many offenses a youth is 

amassing or what kind of pattern they represent. 
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Practical Problems 

In addition to the theoretJ.· cal . J.ssues regarding the 

organizational status of nonresidents and the extent to 

which the posi ti ve effects of sanctions are diminished for 

them, nonresident offenders pose several practical or 

ma~agement problems. One is that the number of court 

services needed by a· ·1 " t" JuvenJ. e JUs J.ce system is in part 

related to th t f e percen age 0 a court case load which is 

nonresident. 'Since nonresiderlt youths in many courts are 

often sent back to the jurisdiction in which they live for 

final disposition and services, the proportion of a court's 

cases that are nonresident has a direct bearing on the 

number of services necessary to serve the court'" s 

population. 

SerVices are often justified on the basis of the number 

of cases a court ha.ndles, w;thout . d 
.4 consJ. eration of where the 

youths in the cases come from. Two courts with similar 

numbers of juvenile court filings could have very different 

service needs, for example, if one had a case load that 

included 5% nonre,sidents and the other had a case load that 

included 45% nonresidents. If the public perceives of the 

d:elinquency populat_i on J.·n the . "d· t· JurJ.s J.C J.on as being 

essentially nonresident--a common belief in some suburban 

areas--then there may be a reluctance to plan for or fund 

services for delinquents. To the extent th'at this 

perception of imported delinquents is inaccurate, needed 

services for resident youths may remain ,mavailable. 
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In addition to complicating the planning for court 

services, nonresidents may deflect court time from decision 

making. Most decisions involving nonresidents do not result 

b t th ;n "pass;ng the buck," or in closing a case sura, er ... .L 

moving the case somewhere else. If nonresidents are more 

likely to fail to appear for hearings, as one might expect 

given the greater distance most have to travel to court, 

they may add disportionately to the docket. 

A third practical concern is that local citizens 

usually expect law enforcement ,agencies to "do something 

about" local crime. They want some accountability on the 

part of their officials in regard to what happens to 

offenders who steal and damage their property. Yet once a 

case is moved to another jurisdiction, lo'o'~l officials have 

very little control over what happens to it. The more 

nonresident offenders a court has, in a ~,ense, the less 

control it has over offenders and offenses, and the less 

accountable it can be to community citizens. 

Review of Literature 

In spite of the importance of the' issues surrounding 

the handling of nonresident juvenile offenders, juvenile 

court studies have not generallY:,reported on differences in 

the handling of nonresident and resident offenders. Most do 

not even mention the percent of nonresidents or give the 

reader information on how many there are or whether they are 

incl uded in the research population. Ferster (1971) makes 
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reference to nonresidents in a table which summarizes the 

reasons given 'by probation officers for intake decisions. 

Of the 83 cases for which reasons were given, 11 or 13% 

listed nonresidence. 

An mlpublished study by Forslund (1972) compared 

resident and nonresident adult offenders processed by courts 

in stamford, Connecticut for the years 1959 through 1961. 

He reported some differences between residents and 

nonresidents. Nonresident, males were more likely than 

residents to be charged with "drunkenness or disorderly 

conduct" and "other offenses", than with "violent crimes", 

"other assaults", or "property crimes". Female nonresidents 

were more likely than resident females to be charged with 

"property crimes". Both male and female nonresidents were 

more likely than residents to be found guilty by the court, 

primarily because residents were more likely to have charges 

against them nolled. Forslund also notes the lack of 

research on resident and nonresj,dent differences. 

The extent of the nonresident problem in criminal 

courts, at least in one court, is indicated by a New York 

Times article (Shipp, 1981) which reported that about half 

the defendants indicted are from outside the borough. 

District Attorney Robert M. Morgenthau reported that this 

posed "special problems for law enforcement" ,,,because the 

criminal's punishment has less of a deterrent impact. 
\ 

Even the Juvenile Justice Standards developed by the 

Insti tute of Judicial Administration aIld American Bar 
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juveniles. 

In the study described in this paper, special attention 

. d t youths, because of thE1, particular was given to nonres~ en 

focus on special problems of suburban juvenile courts. The 

court under study, like many suburban juvenile juvenile 

courts, was 'located close. to . a large metropolitan area. 

C ;ty" at least raises the possibility IJocation close to a ... 

that an area will be victimized by urban youths and one of 

. the goals of the research was to learn how much of the court 

population was cOTh~osed of local youths and how much of it 

was composed of "ou si ers. t d "The next section of the paper 

describes the research and the results. 

Research Results 

In the following pages we will compare nonresidents and 

court and diversion program and identify residents in the 

h thel"r processing is different and some of the ways in whic 

ways in which the two populations differ in regard to 
" 

offenses, treatment, and family background. 

Residents and Nonresidents in Court 

Of the popula lon t · of 710 youths who went through the 

juvenile court in 1980, 239 or 34% lived outside the county. 

t of these nonresidents (150 or 63%) The largest percen age 

lived in Denver. Denver youths, in fact, account for 21% of 

the entire population of the juvenile court. The next most 
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populous group of nonresidents (48 or 20%) live in a county 

which adjoins the research county on the northeast. Eleven 

percent of the nonresidents (26) come from the county which 

adjoins the research county on the west. 
The other 

nonresidents are distributed among several Colorado counties 

with two coming from out of state. 

Nonresidents and residents differed on several 
characteristics. There was a disproportionate percentage of 

girls who were nonresidents, 
and a disproportionate 

percentage of youths aged 15 and over. 

Eighty percent of the nonresidents were referred to the 

D .A. from four of the county'" s eleven police departments. 

Two of these departments are in municipalities that have 

large shopping malls which attract adolescents from 

throughout the Denver metropolitan area. A third is located 

in a municipality that is completely within the Denver city 

limits and dominated by entertainment facilities, a large 

discount department store, and high rise "adult only" 

apartment complexes. 
The fourth department, the County 

Sheriff"'s Department, polices the large unincorporated areas 

of the county 0 

Nonresidents differed from reSidents on several 
characteristics, but two--offenses and relationship between 

youth and victim--are most pronounced and of particular 

interest heree Even these differences are not large. 

Offenses. NonresidentsWlSre more likely to be charged 

wi th theft tpan residents. Almost half of the nonresidents 
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(45%) were arrested for this offense compared to 30% of the 

residents. Nonresidents were also Slightly more likely than 

residents to be charged with robbery (5% compared to 1 %), 

joyriding (6% compared to 1%), and forgery (4% compared to 

1 %) • 

Residents, on the other hand, were more likely than 

nonresidents to be charged with burglary (26% compared to 

14%), assault (9% compared to 2.5%), criminal mischief (8% 

compared to 5%), and drug offenses (4% compared to 0.4%). 

Of the 676 pc\lice reports available 'to the study, 

eleven mentioned the youth's use or possession of a gun and 

23 mentioned the presence of some other kind of weapon. 

Overall, the proportion of resident and nonresident youths 

who had weapons was about the same. Thi s find ing of no 

difference is especially interesting given the perception on 

the part of some suburban citizens that violent offend.ers 

are more likely to come from outside the suburban area. 

The pattern of adjudicated offenses is similar to the 

pattern for charged offenses. On only five offenses was 

there a difference of 5% or more between residents and 

nonresidents in regard to the charges upon which they WEre 

adjudicated. Residents were 7% more likely than 

nonresidents to be adjudicated on burglary, and 5% more 

likely than nonresidents to be adjudicated on assault and 

criminal mischief. Nonresidents were 9% more likely than 

residents bo be adjudicated on theft and 6% more likely to 

be adj udicated on criminaT conspiracy. Overall, residents 
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were slightly more likely to be adjudicated on felonies than 

nonresidents (53% compared to 46%). 

!I'he pattern of b t o h charged and adjudicated offenses 

suggests that the nonresidents' " 
cr~me is somewhat more 

directed toward commercial establ;shments • than the offenses 
of reSidents. The T.ime at which they committed their 

offenses provides further support for this. Almost half 
(45%) of +h '" e nonresidents committed their offenses during 

after-school hours (4:00 p.m. through! 9:00 p.m.) compared 

to 30ill of the 70 residents. 

Victims. Nonresidents were much more l"k 1 th ~ e y an 
reSidents to victimize businesses ( d 5570 compared to 26%). 
Their second and third t - mas common victims were adult males 

(13%) and residences (11 %). Their relationship to their 

victim was usually that of stranger (86d). 70 Residents, on 

the other hand, were more likely to vict;m;ze 
.L... someone they 

knew--an acquaintance (23%), a neighbor (12%), 

or former empl,oyer (6%), or a relative (3%). 

an employer 

Only 49% of 
their victims were t s rangers. The residents were equally 

likely to victimize a residence (26%) or a business (26%), 

and somewhat less likely to victimize an adult male (13%). 

Thus residents and nonresidents selected the same kinds of 

victims--businesses, residences, and adult males, 

relative frequency of their victimization differed. 

In light of the present concern about and 

but the 

fear of 
violent del;nquency, "t ". t :. ... ~ ~s 1mpor ant to note that the most 

frequent Victims of both nonresidents and residents were 
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places, not persons. Less than a third of the offenses 
If? \ " involved persons as victims--32% of the offenses of 

residents and 30% of the offenses of nonresidents .'" There is 

no evidence here to support the belief, occasionally 

expressed by residents of suburban communities, that violent 

youths are flowing into their communities from nearby 

cities. The crime they are importing is more likely to be 

property crime, shoplifting encouraged by the presence of 

large retail centers, rather than serious crime against 

persons. 

Case Processing and Case Outcome. Earlier it was 

hypothesized that at each stage of the process nonresident 

youths would be more likely than residents to be given the 

treatment that cost the least local resources. This 

appeared to be the case. Eleven percent of nonresidents had 

their cases set .for trial compared to 16% of residents and 

~ nonresidents actually went to trial, whereas 7 residents 

did. 

Most nonresidents were carried by the court only 

through the ad'judication stage and were referred back to 

their home jurisdictions for final disposition and 

supervision. In fact, for almost half of the nonresidents 

(46%), their "adjudication" involved a change of venue 

rather than a resolution of the case. To get a better sense 

of whether nonresidents were treated differently from 

residents, we excluded the 15 residents and 110 nonresidents 

{: who were, granted a change of venue and looked just at the 
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youths who were adjudicated in the court. Te.ble 5 shows 

that the nonresidents were considerably more likely to have 

their case dismissed or have a case still pending than were 

the residents. This higher dismissal rate supports the 

thesis that nonresidents are less likely than residents to 

be adjudicated delinquent or to be given reserved 

adjudication. The proportion of youths adjudicated 

delinquerlt compared to being given a reserved adjudication 

was the same within both groups--that is, 38% of the 

residents were adjudicated delinquent and 38% received a 

reserved adjudication, while 23% of the nonresidents were 

adjudicated delinquent and 22% received a reserved 

adJ'udication. The dOff ~ erence was in the lower frequency 

with which nonresidents got either adjudication. 
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TABLE 5-2 

TYPE ,.oF ADJUDICATION, EXCLUDING CHANGE OF VENUE 
FOR RESIDENTS AND NONRESIDENTS 

Resiaen,,=£ Nonresident 

", 

Plea 38% 23% 

Reserve 38% 22% 

Dismiss 16% 34% 

Trial 2% 0 

Pending 7% 22% 

Total 454 128 

As Table 5-2 shows, when the change of venue cases were 

removed from the analysis~ nonresidents were more likely to 

receive dismissals than residents. 

We suspected there would be a high dismissal rate among 

nonresidents because dismissals are sometimes used by the 

D.A. to clear the docket of cases in which youths have moved 

away or have cases pending in other jurisdictions, and it 

seemed likely that a substantial number of nonresidents 

would fall in those or similar categories. The high 

percentage of dismissals among nonresidents provides some 

!';mpirical evidence that this is the case. 

Our hypothesis that nonresidents would be more likely 

to receive the least costly disposition generally was 

supported when we looked at individual dispositions as Table 
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5-3 s-hows. 

TABLE 5-3 

DISPOSITIONS OF RESIDENT AND NONRESIDENT YOUTHS 
WHO WERE ADJUDICATED DELINQUENT 

Dispositions 

Community Service 

Fine 

Probation 

Detention Center 

County Jail 

Out-of-Home 

Department of 

Institutions 

Resident Nonresident 

3% 4% 

18% 

56% 43% 

13% 7% 

4% 7% 

13% 7% 

5% 14% 

(171 ) (28) 

Nonresidents were more likely than residents to be 

given fines and commitment to the Department of 

Institutions, both in keeping with the hypothesis. Fines in 

particular provide a way for a youth to be dealt wi th 

quickly by the court and for the youth to return to the 

jurisdiction through payment of the fine some portion of the 

cost that the county expended on his behalf. 'Nonresidents 

were less likely to get probation or out-o~~home placement, 
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again in keeping with the hypothesis. Al though probation 

officers are state employees r they work--and see themselves 

as working--for the jurisdiction in which they are located. 

Movers and Nonmovers. We thought perhaps youths might 

use fluidity of residence to their advantage, moving to the 

home of the other parent or a relative in order to move a 

juvenile court case into whichever court they felt would be 

most advantageous to them. 

There was occasional reference to this in our field 

observations. One boy, for example, said that after he had 

robbed a restaurant in the county, someone suggested to him 

that he go live with relatives in an adjoining county so 

that when his hearing came up he cou1d claim that county as 

his home and receive his disposition there. One of the 

court workers told us afterward that the other county is 

considered to be more lenient than the study county. (SYP, 

1980: 434) We tried to get empirical evidence on this from 

court records by including an item in the codebook that 

asked if there was any indication that a youth moved out of 

the court's jurisdiction before disposition. Thirty-six, or 

about 5% of all youths, did move while their cases were 

pending. For the most part, they did not appear to differ 

greatly from nonmovers. They had a similar number of 

petitions in their files and were slightly less likely to be 

accused of felonies (42% compared to 57%). Movers were less 
') 

likely to appear with an attorney than nonmovers (49% 

compared to 61%). 
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Movers did recei ve different adjudications than 

nonmovers, however. Youths who moved away during the time 

their case was in the court were significantly more likely 

to receive a dismissal than nonmovers (47% compared to 16%). 

The use of dismissals to clear the docket of the cases of 

youths who had moved was noted on several occasions during 

court observation. The D.A. usually accompanied his request 

for a dismissal by an explanation that a youth had moved out 

of the jurisd iction (usually out of state) and that the 

charges were minor. (SYP, 1980:368, 378) There was a real 

hesitation to do this if the charges were serious and in 

several cases involving youths who were going to school out 

of state or living with an out of state parent, hearings 

were set for times when the youths would be back in the 

jurisdiction. Only 11% o~ the youths who moved were given a 

change of venue, a lower percentage than among nonmovers 

(20%) • The percentage of movers who were adjudicated as 

delinquent children did not differ much from the percentage 

of nonmovers (28% compared to 31%), but the percentage 

receiving reserved adjudication did (11% compare.d to 32%). 

It maybe that youths who would have been given a reserved 

adjudication if they had remained in the jurisdiction were 

dismissed instead when they moved away~ 

Residents and Nonresidents in Diversion 

A quarter of the 453 youths in the diversion' program 

(101 youths) w'ere not residents of the county. The pattern 
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of differences between residents and nonresidents is not 

exactly the same for diversion as it is for court. In both 

there is a disproportionate percentage of girls among the 

nonresidents, but diversion, in contrast to courtp does not 

have a disproportionate percentage of older youths among the 

nonresidents. 

The distribution of offenses tend to be similar in both 

diversion and court popUlations. Nonresidents are most 

likely to be charged with theft (65% compared to 41%) while 

reSidents are more likely to be charged wi th drugs (5% 

compared to 0%) and assault (10% compared to 3%). They are 

also 4% less likely to use a weapon. 

Like the court nonresidents, the diversion nonresidents 

are more likely than residents to victimi,ze bUSinesses (62% 

compared to 35%). Residents in contrast are more likely to 

victimize female juveniles (9% compared to 1 %), residences 

(11 % compared to 6%), and schools (8% compared to 1 %). 

There is less difference betwee·n the treatment of 

nonresidents and residents in diversion than there is in the 

court. Nonresidents are not routinely referred back to 

their home county for treatment as the nonresident youths in 

court are. However, the nonresidents do include a somewhat 

higher percentage of youths who returned are as 
inappropriate (37% compared to 26%). Nonresidents are 

returned for much the same reasons as the residents. Nine 

percent failed to respond to the request to come into 

di version for an intake :tnterview, compared to 5% of the 
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residents. Eight percent could not be reached compared to 

Gr. 2% of the residents. Only 4% of the nonresidents who were 

contacted were unwilling to participate compared to 7% of 

the residents. 

Nonresidents who are referred to diversion and agree to 

from court records to be he.ndled .in much participate appear 

the same way as residents. However, nonresidents are 

somewhat less likely than residents to be ordered to pa.y 

gl."ve tl."me for community service, or participate restitution, 

in therapy. Both are equally likely (98%) to be put on some 

kind of supervision. 

There is some evidence that nonresidents in diversion 

have less contact with counselors than residents. On a 

series of background questions on family and school factors 

which asked whether certain items were mentioned anywhere in 

the child's file, there was a consistently higher percentage 

for resl." dents, regardless of the 'nature of "yes II responses 

of the item. This suggests that there may have been more 

contact with them, and generally more information available 

about them. Overall, nonresidents had fewer meetj.ngs with 

their diversion counseiors than the residents. Among youths 

who had at least one meeting with a counselor, 64% of 

and 89d of resl." dents had two or more meetings nonresident 70 

t d 39 t1L of the residents had and 26% of the nonresiden s an 70 

t " Contrary to what we might have eight or more mee l.ngs. 

expected because of the longer distance traveled, 

(: nonresidents and residents were equally likely to appear for 
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scheduled meetings. Seventy-one percent of the nonresidents 

and 69% of the residents attended all meetings. 

There was no difference between residents and 

nonresidents in regard to whether they appeared at intake 

with one or both parents. Nonresidents, however, were less 

likely to have intact families (37% compared to 53%). 

There is an association between moving out of the 

jurisd iction and being returned as inappropr iate. For 44 

youths, there was some indication in the file that the youth 

moved out of the court's jurisdiction while on diversion. 

Of these 44, 57% were returned compared to 26% of the youths 

who did not move. 

Discussion of Field Observations 

A compilation of references to nonresidents in the 

field notes, primarily during court observation, indicated 

that there are some additional dimensions of the nonresident 

status that bear some consideration. 

There is no record of ethnic status or race in any of 

the court records so it was not possible to code these 

variables for quan-ti tative ,analysis. During field 

observation, however, we did re~ord information on ethnicity 

as well as class and economic status as it was discernable 

from dress or request for a public defender. In all, we 

observed 72 incidents in which nonresidents were involved. 

Seventeen or 24% of these incidents involved a youth who was 

Black or Hispanic. (SYP, 1980-81) Al though we do not yet 
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have a count of the percentage of all cases we observed that 

involved minority youths, our impressionistic sense is that 

it is considerably lower than this. This would suggest that 

the nonresidents who come into the court are more likely 

than the residents to be of minority status. 

Most of the cases involving nonresidents that we 

observed involved a pI ea of guilty and a transfer of the 

case to a youth's home county for disposition. A few 

however, raised special issues. One involved a twelve year 

old with an extensive record of criminal behavior dating 

back three years in both Denver and the jurisdiction under 

study. We observed the disposition hearing in which both 

the District Attorney and the probation officer recommended 

commitment to the state'" s Department of Institutions. The 

father wanted the boy to come with him to live in another 

state where he said he had work and was living with a woman 

who was about to have his child, (SYP, 1980:151) In a case 

like this, court officials must weigh the child's needs for 

extensi ve treatment, the probability that the plan to let 

the child move away with his father might actually yield 

.. posi ti ve results, and the appeal of being able to transfer a 

youth with the potential for long-term treatment at the rate 

of $1400 a month into another jurisdiction. In a timet of 

shrinking budgets, the attraction of the third alternative 

is not inconsiderable. Some youths, because their residence 

shifts as they move from relative to relative, may be 

shuttled between jurisdict1:ons for months or years, like hot 
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potatoes that no system wants to be responsible for. 

Likewise, court agencies are not eager to take over 

responsibili ty and expenses for treatment of a child who 

does not live within their jurisdiction. In one case a girl 

lived only two blocks from 'the county boundary and her 

private attorney asked if she could be supervised by the 

study county rather than Denver because it was much more 

convenient for her. The court and probation officer took 

the position that since she was a Denver resident, any 

services should come from Denver and she was transferred 

back to the Denver court. (SYP, 1980:308) 

Some youths are caught in a web of jurisdictions so 

complex that it becomes unclear where they do belong. A 

youth can be sentenced by one court and in the custody of a 

county social services department, yet be in placement in a 

group home that is located in another jurisdiction, and 

commit an offense in a third. A few youths live on their 

own or have been thrown out by their parents. One boy from 

another state who was said to be in trouble in several 

Denver jurisdictions, was picked up shoplifting food. He 

was on his own in Denver and lived with a woman who had sons 

his age. When hj,s parents were called, they said they 

wanted nothing to do with him and didn't care what happened 

to him. (SYP, 1980: 554) 
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Implications 

Analysis of information from the court records suggests 

that, at least in this court, there are some differences 

between nonresidents and residents, especially in regard to 

offenses, processing, and ex'tensi veness of treatment. 

,In the first part of this paper I discussed several 

concerns regarding the handling of nonresident youths. One 

had to do with a court .... s tendency to take care of its own 

and resist expa&1ding funds on youths who lived in another 

jurisdiction. A second involved the importance of providing 

speedy and consistent punishment or 

here suggest that for at least 

treatment. 

a handful 

The results 

of youths, 

nonresident status decreases the likelihood of quick, 

"t t In part, thl" s occurs because of the conSlS en response. 

practical problems of handling nonresidents. Courts have 

limited resources and are loath to see them dispensed on 

youths who are some other court .... s responsibility. They also 

create a drain on the system to the extent that they take 

to d t " to track down than longer process an more lme 

residents. One thing that this paper does show clearly, 

however, is that overall the offenses of the nonresidents 

are not markedly different from those of the residents. 

What differences occur, refute the notion that nonresidents 

are violent, serious offenders whereas residents are not. 

Violent offenders--whether resident or nonresident--are 

of particular concern to most citizens. The next section is 

a discussion of theircharacterj.stics and how they are 
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handled in this court. 

YIOLENT DELINQUENTS* 

has 
Violent crime, espeCially violent crime by juveniles, 

been a growing concern it: America for several years 

(Press, 1981) • 
Concern about the perceived increase in 

violent juvenile crime has recently led to the designation 

of violent juvenile crime as a pr iori ty for the 1980'" s by 

the Office of Juvenile (Justice and Delinquency Prevention. 

This section on violent delinquents will focus first on 

a view of violent delinquency from a national perspective
f 

and secondly on the results of a study comparing violent and 

nonviolent youths utilizing the 1980 court record study of 

710 children who were processed through the JUvenile Court 

in Suburban County. 

National Perspective ~ Violent Delinquency 

Incidence 

Murder, rape, robbery) and aggravated assault, 

committed by youths between the ages of 13 and 20, increased 

approximately 293% from 1960 to 1975 (U. S. Department of 

Justice, 1980: ~ol 11:77). Yet in 1977, the Federal Bureau 

3Porti~ns of this section of the report are based upon 
a paper entltled "The Violent Juvenile Offender: A Framework 
for ~entencing Policy" by Gary Corbett, prepared in partial 
fUlf~llmen~ of re~uirements for a degree in the Master of 
PubllC Admlnistratlon Program at the Uni versi ty of Denver March 1 982. , 
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of Investigation reported that of the total arrests of 

offenders nationwide (1,826,~29) between the ages of 11 and 

17, only (79,736) were violent representing 

approximately 1% of all criminals arrested, adult and 

juvenile (U.S. Department of Justice, 1980: Vol 11:77,86). 

This small percentage of juveniles, however, accounted for a 

full 50% of the estimated $10 billion annual cost of 

juvenile crime (U.S. Department of Justice 1980: Vol IV:58). 

In general, a violent few account for a disproportionate 

percentage of violent offenses by juveniles. 

Definitions 

The Uniform Crime Reports, published by the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation, defines violent crime a~ homicide, 

aggravated assault, and robbery. The largest 

stumbling blocks in any study of violence are twofold: 1) 

f . 1 and 2) sorting out defining the meaning 0 V10 ence, , 

violent from nonviolent offenders. 

Most definitions focus on the use of physical force or 

threat against persons rather than property, but, because 

acts of force or threat differ in degree and severity, a 

clearcut definition is often elusive. For example, a theft 

at gunpoint from a liquor store is clearly an aggravated 

robbery. So may be the theft of lunch money on a school 

playground. 

A national definition has not been formulated. Various 

studies measuring the prevalence of violence have used 
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different definitions of "violent" or "serious" delinquency. 

Comparative studies are difficult. A survey of the 

Ii terature reveals e. continuing debate about exactly which 

juveniles are "violent", which are "serious", and what 

c.r! teria. should be applied to make the distinctions. 

Juvenile justice definitions of serious offend.ers differ 

significantly from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The 

following definitions have been adopted for the research and 

development program by OJJDP in cooperation with the 

National Council on Crime and Delinquency (Fagan, 1981). 

• Violent - the offenses of first and 
second degree homicid~, kidnap, forcible 
rape, aodomy, aggravated assault (either 
with a weapon or resulting in serious bodily 
injury), armed robbery, and arson of an 
occupied structure. 

• Chronic an adjudicated violent 
instant offense and at least one prior 
adjudication or conviction for a violent 
offense other than first degree murder of a 
non-family member. (For first degree murder 
of a non-family me1i1ber, no prior history is 
required.) . 

POli£l Implications 

Defining precis~ly which youths are serious offenders 

and which are not is a long standing problem in the juvenile 

justice system that has significant policy implications, 

especially regarding consistency and uniformity issues. 

It ••• is not that juvenile courts are 
too lenient, but that they are too lenient 
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towards the wrong people •.. In their desire 
to "help" troubled youngsters, they spend 
the bulk of their time on juveniles charged 
wi th offenses that would not be crimes at 
all if committed by adults •.• As a result 
Ii ttle time or energy is left to deal with 
those juveniles who commit serious crimes 
(Silberman 1978:312). 

Silberman argues further that public policy towards 

youthful offenders is inherently ambivalent. The 

expectation to nurture and protect the young often conflicts 

wi th the need to protect the community from misbehaving 

youth. 

The tension created by the dual status of the juvenile 

offender discussed in Chapter 1 of this report is nowhere 

more acute than in the court's efforts to cope with serious 

or violent offenders. 

Violent Delinquents in Suburban Court 

In 1980, the county law enforcement agencies arrested 

11,405 persons, adult and juvenile, for index crimes. 

Arrests for violent crimes totaled 553 or 4.8% of the total 

arrested for index crimes. (Colorado Bureau of 

Investigation~ 1980:6-7). The breakdown is as follows: 

Murder 4 

Rape 54 

Robbery 193 

Agg. Assault 302 

Juveniles accounted for approximately 3,450 arrests for 

index crimes or 30% of the total. (Colorado Bureau of 

Investigation, 1980:45,46). Well over half of these arrests 
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were never referred to the District Attorney for filing. 

Our description of violent delinquents includes the 

comparison of the personal + family + school and offense 

characteristics of violent and nonviolent delinquents, and a 

discussion of the court's reaction to them. 

Personal Characteristics and Family 
and School Background ---

The percentage of males is similar for violent and 

nonviolent offenders. Of the violent offenders in this 

study, 87% (7) were male, compared to 82% of the nonviolent 

offenders. Victims of violent offenders also tended to be 

male--62% (50). Only in the category of sexual assault did 

female victims outnumber male victims; 80% (12) were female. 

Males were the victims in 72% (35) of the assaults and in 

70% (12) of the robberies. 

Family background does not differ significantly between 

the two groups. Rou~~ly the same percentage of violent and 

nonviolent offenders live with someone other than a parent 

(9% of violent offenders and 7% of nonviolent offenders), 

al though the nonviolent offenders are slightly more likely 

than the others to live with both parents (49% compared to 

40%) • 

Extensive family information was collected from the 

dispositional reports prepared on 197 youths (28 violent 

offenders and 169 nonviolent offenders). This information 

showed some slight but inconsistent differences in regard to 

family structure among youths upon whom predisposition 
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reports were prepared. Youths brought into court on 

nonviolent crimes were more likely than violent offenders .to 

live with both parents (44% compared to 25%), although when 

families were considered as intact (whether stepfamily or 

natural family) there was little difference between the two 

groups 0 

Fifty-five percent of the nonviolent offenders upon 

·t· reports were nrepared lived in either an whom predisposl. l.on K 

j.n.tact natural family or an intact stepfamily compared to 

50% of violent offenders. The violent offenders were 

somewhat more likely to live in an unstable intact :family 

(4% compared to less than 1%) or have no family (7% compared 

to 1%), but the absolute numbers are verysmall o 

On some items the pr~disposition reports mentioned more 

negati ve family factors about the nonviolent offenders than 

the violent of :fenders . For example, 25% of the reports .on 

nonviolent youths mentioned that parents were unable to 

control the child, whereas only 14% of the reports on the 

violent offenders mentioned the inability to control. 

Twenty-one percent mentioned a history of mental illness 

among the nonviolent offenders compared to 18% among the 

violent offenders. Sixteen percent of the reports on 

nonviolent offenders mentioned previous out-of-home 

placement but only 7% mentioned that factor in regard to 

violent offenders. Thirty-seven percent of the reports on 

the nonviolent mentioned conflict between parents while 32% 

of the reports on the vio1'ent offenders m~ntioned such 

conflict. Even in regard to an item regarding physical or 
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sexual abuse in the family, a factor that might be expected 

to be more noticeable for violent offenders, there was no 

difference. Abuse was reported in 25% of the reports on 

violent offenders and 23% of the reports on nonviolent 

offenders. 

Interv iews with probation officers support the notion 

th8t, while the more memorable cases involving violent 

youths are from clearly dysfunctional families, the role of 

the family is a strong factor in the development of any 

chronic juvenile offender and does not stand out as 

especially noticeable in the backgrounds of the youths 

charged with violent offenses in this court (personal 

interview, 1981). 

School factors also do not seem to differentiate the 

two groups. Predisposition repor,ts on 71 % of the nonviolent 

offenders and 64% of the violent offenders mentioned a 

history of school problems. It is interesting in light of 

the results of this study on gifted delinquents that 18% of 

the reports on youths accused of violent offenses mentioned 

that the youth was intelligent, articulate, or creative 

while reports on the nonviolent youths mentioned these 

factors in only 11% of the cases. The numbers are too small 

to be meaningful, but the small difference raises quest~ons 

about whether youths accused of violent offenses may be 

expressing frustration that results from unrecognized or 

unappreciated giftedness. It is certainly a question tha,.t 

meri ts some attention by researchers interested in gifted 
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delinquents. 

Offense and Prior Record Characteristics 

Violent offenses, as defined by the Uniform Crime 

Reports, range from schoolyard fistfights to armed rObbery. 

The bulk of the violent offenses recorded for the population 

in this juvenile court were assaults that posed no serious 
, 

threats to life. Forty-nine (60%) of the 81 violent 

offenses were misdemeanors. Few of the youths accused of 

violent offenses for whom prior record was available had any 

prior record of violence listed. Only a third of the 

violent offenders had any kind of prior record at all and 

only 11 % had any prev ious record of an offense against a 

person. Over a half of the nonv iolent offenders upon whom 

information was available had a previous record but only 5% 

had any record of previous offenses against the person. It 

may be that the category of violent offender needs to be 

defined more specifically than it has been in this analysts. 

Other criteria may need to be used than simply whether a 

person has been arrested for rape, robbery, assault, or 

murder. 

/' 

Court Respons~ to Violent Offenders 

After a petition is sustained, the Juvenile Judge may 

ask the probation department to prepare a dispositional 

report. The dispositional report is reql;1ested in only those 

cases which appear to be a'particular problem because of the 
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seriousness of the offense, the child'" s prior delinquent 

history, the potential dangerousness of the child, or the 

likelihood that the child will need services that will 

require an intensive evaluation. 

The frequency of requests for a disposi tional report, 

therefore, serves as a barometer for. the number of children 

considered to be particularly problematic. While not 

infallible, it gives some indication of the extent of the 

more seriously troubled or troubling cases. 

In 1980, the judge requested dispositional reports for 

27% (169) of the 627 nonviolent offenders, and 35% (28) of 

the 81 violent offenders. The slightly greater frequency 

suggests that perhaps a higher percentage of the violent 

offenders were seen as problematic. But perhaps. the more 

important finding is that only a third were seen as 

sufficiently problematic to warrant a predisposition report. 

O:f all 710 youths vho entered the system in 1980, only 4% 

(28) were accused of a violent o:ffense and also investigated 

:for a disposition report. 

O:f those investigated, an even smaller percentage were 

described in the report as dangerous to self or others. Six 

o:f the youths arrested for violent of:fenses (21%) were 

described as dangerous compared to 11 % (18) of the youths 

arrested for nonviolent of':fenses. Although more of the 

violent o:f:fenders were described as dangerous, it is 

interesting that 11!i of the youths arrested for nonviolent 

o:ffenses were also described as dangerous. Cle.arly arrest 
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for an offense against the person is not an adequate 

indicator of dangerousness. 

Violent and nonviolent offenders were compared in terms 

of the kind of adjudication and disposition they received 

from the court. Their adjudications were very similar 

except for two categories. The nonviolent offenders were 

slightly more likely to receive a reserved adjudication than 

the violent offenders (29% compared to 22%) and the violent 

offenders were more likely to go to trial. Four of the 

seven trials during the year involved youths accused of 

violent offenses. Three of the four resulted in findings of 

guil ty and one resulted in a verdict of not guilty. As a 

resul t, 4% of the violent offenders were found guilty at 

trial and 1 % was found not guilty. Two of the nonviolent 

youths were found not guilty at trial and one was found 

guil ty, but these verdicts made up less than .OO~ of the 

adjudications of nonviolent youths. 

Dispositions between the two groups were somewhat 

~ifferent, but it was difficult to explain why. The violent 

offenders were less likely than the others to get probation 

(38% compared to 58%). They were more likely to be given a 

short period of incarceration in the youth detention center 

or the county jail and they were somewhat less likely to be 

placed outside the home in either out-of-home ~lacementor 

Department of Institutions (16% compared to 20%). The fact 

~hat they were not placed outside the home in substantially 
, 

l~rger percentages than violent offenders suggests that they 
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were not perceived by the court as being more problematic 

than the others. 

It is hard to know what to make of these results 

regarding the youths we have classified as "violent 

offenders". It is clear that a better definition is needed 

than Simply offense. In general, we were not able to 

identify any clear indicators in the court records that 

would help isolate a group of "violent" youths. More work 

needs to be done with this data set and with data sets from 

other courts to try to gain a better understanding of how to 

identify "violent" offenders. 

WHO DOESN'T GO TO COURT? 

The juvenile court is at the end of a funnel. Its 

population is affected not only by the population of youths 

in the community and the nature of their behavior, but also 

by the ayailabili ty and intake policies of other youth-

serving agencies. Suburban County has a variety of 

al ternatives to formal processing of juveniles who get in 

trouble. For the most part they have low visibility to the 

formal system and the community in general and are utilized 

before the youth is ever brought to the attention of the 

District Attorney. A few alternatives to formal court 

processing remain, however, after a police report on a child 

reaches the District Attorney's desk. 

The most frequently used alternative is 

di version. Al though the Diversion Program is 
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not part of the formal machinery of the court, it is 

organizationally a part of the system because of its 

location within the DA's office. It was included il? our 

study and information is available on all 452 youths who 

participated in the program at the DA level during A98J. 

This section includes (n) a ·description of the 

population of juveniles in the diversion program during 

n98J--where they come from, their offenses, and their 

characteristics; (2) what distinguishes youths who were 

originally referred to diversion but then "returned" for 

court filing from youths who successfully completed the 

diversion program; (3) a comparison of youths from different 

parts of the county, and (4) what factors are associated 

with the DA's decision to send a youth to diversion or 

court. 

Description of Diversion Population 

Where they ~ from. 

Over a third (n7A or 38%) of the youths who ended up in 

Diversion were referred by the Aurora police. department, 

which has interesting implications in light of Aurora's 

movement toward the use of municipal courts to h8ndle minor 

juvenile offenders. The high number of referral~ from this 

municipality is due in part to the location in the 

municipali ty of two of the largest shopping centers in the 

Denver metropolitan area. Next to Aurora, the most frequent 
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number of youth . D' s 1n 1 version were referred by the County 

Sheriff's Department. A f th ( ) our n n 3 of the youths came 

from the police department in E I ng ewoOd, which like Aurora , 
has a major sho,pping center. Youths often committed their 

offenses outside the municipal1' t1' es l' n h w ich they lived. 
The largest group of youths, ~56 or ~5d. l' 

'I ./ 10. 1 ved in Aurora. A 

substantial number of youths in Diversion (n 6%) lived in 

Denver. 

Like youths who went to court, th' you s 1n the Diversion 
Program were most likely to have th (ttl) eft 4610 or burglary 
(~3%) as the most . h ser10US c arge against them, althougb 

diversion youths were most likely to have been arrested for 

theft, whereas court youths were most likely to have been 

arrested for burglary. Oth f er requent crimes were criminal 

mischief (9%) and assault (9al). 
10 Their other offenses ranged 

widel1 through the criminal code, mostly in the misdemeanor 

classification, although 27tt1 were 
10 arrested for £elonies. 

Several of the youths had more than one cha~ge filed against 
them. Of the 364 youths who had POll' ce t repor s in their 

files, n5 or 4% had more than one report. In 97 percent of 

the cases the district attorney indicated iXl the youth'" s 

record that if the child did not stay in diversion he would 

£ile the case in court. 

Over half (2~3) of the 4A3 youths referred to diversion 

upon whom information was available committed their offense 
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with at least one other person, usually a friend of the same 

sex. In the 383 cases in which information was available on 

d 0 The next most frequent victim victims, 4~~ were bus1nesses. 

was an adult male (49 or ~3%), followed by residences (38 or 

rt J%), female "jUVeniles (27 or 7%), schools (25 or 7%) and 

( 6d) A few of the offenses involved male juveniles 22 or ~. 

weapons although the DA usually regarded the use of a weapon 

as a h Old t court rather than to reason to send a c 1 0 

diversion. In seven cases the youth's co-participant used a 

weapon. Eleven of the youths themselves used guns, four 

used rocks, three used knives, two used sticks and nine used 

a variety of other weapons. Youths who were referred to 

diversion did not necessarily play a minor role in the 

th t h Of the 2JJ for whom offenses they engaged in wi 0 ers. 

we could ascertain a role in the offenses, 36 or ~ 8% were 

classified as playing the dominant role. Most of the others 

(~n4 or 57%) were classified as playing equal roles. 

Most of the polic"e reports on youths indicated that 

there was an eyewitness 0 elr J.'. t th ' offe~se Of the 37~ upon 

which information was available, 3J9 or 83% had at least one 

eyewitness; 37 or n J% had three or moreeyewi tnesses. Most 

of the offenses were perpetrated against strangers (233 or 

64%) • 

Prior Records. 

A fair number of the diversion youths had records of 

other earlier offenses in their files. Of the 369 upon whom 
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prior record information was available, 63 or rt7% had prior 

records. A handful of the cases (~2) had had prior ~roperty 

felonies; but none of the diversion youths had prior records 

of personal felonies. A few youths had several incidents on 

their record. Ten had three or more, and one had eight. 

Several of the youths had come to the attention of the court 

at an early age. One child was eight years old on his first 

contact, three were nine, four were ten, four were eleven, 

and ten were twelve years of age. In addition to the 

child's formal record, diversion counselors noted additional 

offenses that the child told them about that had not come to 

the attention of the courts. Additional offenses were 

reported by n24 or a third of the youths upon whom 

information was available. 

Characteristics of Diversion Youths. 

There were 452 youths who were referred to the DA' s 

Juvenile Di v~rsion Program in rt 98J at the DA level. Of 

these 344 or 76% were male. Almost two-thirds of the youths 

(64% of the 425 upon whom we have family information) lived 

wi th both parents. An additional 24% lived with their 

mother and 6% lived with their £ather~ Only 25 or 6% of the 

425 did not Ii VB with at least one parent. The written 

reports on the youths show a history of family and school 

difficulties. Over half have evidence of school problems in 

their files. 
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Youths could appear at the Diversion Intake meeting 

with a law.yer, but few did. The records of only six showed 

that an attorney was present at intake. Most children at 

intake appeared with one or both parents. Almost half 

appeared with their mother only, about a quarter appeared 

wi th their father ordy, and another quarter appeared with 

both parents. Three children appeared at the intake alone. 

The programs designed for the youths included a variety 

of approaches. Of the 34~ youths who participated for some 

period of time in th3 diversion program, 34% were ordered to 

pay restitution to the victim; 7%~ere ordered into some 

kind of therapy, such as drug or alcohol groups, family out-

patient therapy, or private therapy. Ninety-nine percent 

were placed under some term of supervision, and, in fact, 

youths who were referred to diversion underwent :fairly 

intensi ve superv ision . Over 68% (3n J) had three or more 

meetings with a counselor. • Of these, n 39 or 45% met with 

their counselor eight or more times. 

The usual period of supervision is six months. In n 982 

when the record s o:f youths who entered the program in n 98J 

were coded; the ma jori ty o:f youths who pa rticipated in the 

program had completed their supervision and had had their 

case closed. 

Comparison of Youths who Remain in Diversion With' 
--- -- Those W1.iO Did Not. 

Not everyone wanted to.,be diverted. Of the 452 cases 

referred to diversion, n 3J or 29% were eventually returned 
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to the DA as inappropriate for the diversion program. Most 

of these were returned soon after referral, often without 

the youth ever having a meeting with a diversion counselor. 

Nineteen percent (25) refused to come in for an intake 

interview and an additional n4 or nn% could not be contacted 

by the diversion counselor. Another 6J youths had only one 

meeting with the counselor. Most of these youths either 

refused to participate (27 or 2~%) or denied the charges (n6 

or i12%). Admission of the charges was a requirement of the 

program and individuals who did not feel comfortable doing 

this were sent back to the District Attorney. There was 

very little information in the files of most of the youths 

who were returned and usually no police reports. Most of 

the missing values in the diversion study come from the 

returned cases. 

youths were also returI~ed because they had pending 

charges against them (n 7%) and five youths were returned 

because they turned out to be currently on probation. A 

handful of the youths who were returned stayed in the 

diversion program for a considerable period of time before 

they were returned and had numerous meetings wi th their 

counselors. Most of these youths were eventually returned 

because they got in trouble while in diversion and 

a.ccumulated other charges against them. 

A comparison of youths who remained in diversion with 

those who did not reveals some similarities and differences. 
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Boys and girls were about equally likely to remain in 

diversion. Seventy-two percent of the boys compared to 69% 

of the girls remained. There was no clear pattern by age in 

regard to whether a youth remained in diversion or 1'.!ot. A 

~ 5-year-old was most likely to stay in the program (83%) 

whereas a ~6-year-old was least likely to stay (6~~). 
There was considerable variation in return rate by 

municipality- Only 6~% of the Aurora youths. and 63% of the 

nonresidents remained compared to 74% of the youths in 

Englewood and 89% of the youths in Littleton. 

The offense with which a child is charged is not 

associated with a child's remaining in diversion, nor is the 

classification of the offense as a misdemeanor or felony, 

nor the number of counts against the child. The youth's 

prior record, whether measured by the kind of offense or the 

number of incidents, also shows little association with his 

remaining in diversion. 
On the other hand, a youth'S attitude at arrest seemed 

to bear some relationship to his ability to stay in 

diversion. A youth who was reported as being cooperative 

was more likely to stay in diversion than one for whom this 

was not mentioned (96% compared to 8J%). Also, youths whose 

parents were perceived as being cooperative at the time of 

arrest were more likely to stay in the program (97% c~pared 

to 8J%). 
Not surprisingly, the more meetings with the diversion 

C counselor a youth missed. the less likely he or she was to 
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remain in diversion. Fifty-six percent of the youths who 

missed three or more meetings were returned compared to 44% 

of those who missed two, 43% of those who missed one, and 

~ 9% of those who missed none. However, it is important to 

note that even of the youths who missed 

meetings, 44% remained in the program. 

three or more 

The fi rst intake meeting was important in determining 

whether the child remained in diversion. The more family 

with him at intake, the more likely he 

Ninety-eight percent of the youths who 

members a child had 

or she was to stl:lY. 

appeared at intake with both pare:r.ts or a combi:r.atio:r. of 

relatives and parents remained, hOI 79d w J. e JO of the youths 

accompanied by one parent remained, 67% of the youths 

accompanied by a non-parent such as a relative or legal 

guardian remained II and 67% of the youths who come wi th no 

one remained. Only 4% of the children who were not present 

themselves stayed in the program. 

There is an association between moving out 

jurisdiction and being returned as inappropriate. 

of the 

For 44 

~~. ile that the youth youths there was some indication ~~ the f 

moved out of the court .... s jurisdiction while on diversion. 

Of these 44, 57% were returned c'6mpared to 26% of the youths 

who did not move. 

Family Factors 

From the frequencies reported here , it appears that 

assocJ.a e with a child's opportunity to family factors are . t d 
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remain in the diversion program. More extensive analysiS 

needs to be done to trace the relationship more precisely. 

Youths who lived wl,th both parents were more likely to 

stay in diversion than those who lived with only one parent 

(8~% compared to TJ%). youths for whom there was some 

evidence of sexual or physical abuse or a family history of 

dependency and neglect petitions were somewhat more likely 

to be returned than youths for whom there was no indication 

of these problems. Twenty-six percent of the youths with 

some mention of abuse in their record and 25~ of the youths 

with a delir.quency or neglect peti tione ir. their family 

background were returned compared to ~ 4% of youths with no 

mention of these problems in their families. 

youths whose families--either one or both parents--were 

percei ved as supportive of the youth were more likely to 

stay in l.verSl.on. d o ° The pattern is consistent even though 

the percentage differences are m • S all Eighty-eight percent 

of youths with supportive parents remained compared to 84% 

of those without supportive parents. Likewise, youths whose 

parents were percel.ve as ° d wl.°lling to cooperate with the 

h 1 the ch,l.°ld had a better chance of court and agencies to e p 

~ d t 8'" ctl On the other staying in di version--94}D compare 0 jl}D' 

side, o~ly 75% of the youths whose parents were perceived as 

th chl.°ld remained in diversi~n being negative about e 

compared to 8,)% of the youths for whom a negative attitude 

d 1 75 ctl of the youths whose parents was not mentioned, an on y ~ 

were perceived as being unable to handle them stayed in 
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diversion compared to 86% for whom this was not mentioned. 

In summaryp ~ 3J of the 452 youths referred to the 

diversion program did not remain in the program. Nearly a 

third of them (3J%) did not even have an initial interView. 

An addi tional 2~ % said they were unwilling to partiCipate 

and ~2% more denied the charges against them. 
A few 

variables appeared through analysis of Simple cross 

tabulations to be associated with staying in diversion. 

These included (.1) reSidence with both parents and 

appearance at intake with both parents or parents and 

relatives, (2) families, espeCially mothers, :percei ved as 

sUJlporti ve of the child and cooperative with the ,system and 

(3) residence in Littleton and Englewood rather than Aurora. 

Comparison of Youths from Different -- ---- ----,-----
Parts of ~ Countl 

"-

There is a general impreSSion among court professionals 

that youths from the eastern end of the county have more 
\1 

problems t.'-nd more difficult family situations than youths 

from other areas. 
In an effort to test this thesis, a 

comparison was made between youths who lived in the east 
-

(Aurora) and other youths in the diversion program. 

A number of dif:ferences were found between the two 

groups of youths. Al though in most 'cases the differences 

were not large and were not statistically Significant, the 

consistency of the general pattern Supported the impreSSion 

that youths from different ends of the county differ in 
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their need for services. 

Youths from the east who come i:t1to divers.ion terld to be 

younger. Forty-nine percent were under ~ 5 ;Vears of age 

compared to 37% of youths from other parts of the county. 

Their family situations appear more problematic. They 

are less likely to be in the care of both parents (6~ % 

compared to 711 %), and are less likely to come from intact 

families (47% compared to 57_). They also are more likely 

to have negative family factors mentioned in their files, 

and less likely to have posi ti ve family factors mentioned. 

There were ~~ family items in the study which could be coded 

as "mention" or "no mention" in a child's file. Of these 

~ ~, all negative items were mentioned more frequently for 

youths from the eastern part of the county, and all positive 

items were mentioned more :frequently :for youths :from other 

parts of the county. Eight of the ~rt items showed more than 

a 5% difference between eastern youths and the others. 

Table 5-2 shows the items and the difference between the two 

groups. Con:flict with parents, criminal activity of family 

members, abuse, dependence and neglect petitions, end a 

:family's ir.abili ty to control the child were mention,ed at 

least 5% more often :for eastern cases than others. Positive 

family factor--good relationships with parents, family \ 

supportive of the child, and family willing to cooperate 

with the court to help the child were mentioned at least 5% 

less often for eastern youths. 
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TABLE 5-4 

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YOUTHS FROM THE 
EASTERN SECTION OF THE COUNTY AND OTHER PARTS 

OF THE COUNTY IN REGARD TO FAMILY FACTORS 

Family Factors 

Previous Out-of-Home 
Placement 

Conflict with Parents 

Mental Illness ,Ilrug or 
Alcohol Proble~of 
Family Member 

Cr~minal Activity or 
Ja1l of Family Member 

Physical or Social Abuse 
wi thin Family 

Dependency/Neglect 
Petitions in Family 

Family is Negative 
About Child 

Family Unable to 
Control Child 

,j 

Good Relationships 
with Parents 

Family Supportive 
of Child 

Family Willing to Cooperate 
with Court to Help Child 
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%Difference 

+4.5 

+5.9 

+4.6 

+5.3 

+ilJ.9 

+5.4 

+~ .2 

+5·3 

-8.6 

-5.7 
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The B"i tuation is similar for school and peers. .Three 

i te'ins allow :for· mention of posi ti ve or negative school 

factors and one for mention of undesirable 'peers • Again , 

pbaitive factors tend to be less ·frequently attributed to 

eastern youths while negative factors are more frequently 

attributed to other youths. 

TABLE 5-5 

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN YOUTHS FROM THE 
EASTERN SECT JON OF THE COUNTY AND OTHER PARTS 

OF THE COUNTY IN REGARD TO SCHOOL AND PEERS 

History of School Problems 

Intelligent/Articulate 
or Creative 

Positive School or 
Employment Record 

Undesirable Peers 

%Difference 

+~~.5 

-2.7 

-4.4 

+8.3 

In regard to offenses and 'the processing :of youths, the 

, patterns are less clear. 

Eastern youths are more likely to be charged with 

felonies th~n otper youths (38% compared to 23% ) and are

more lfkely to commit their offense at night (27% compared 

to ~ 6%) and less likely to use a weapon (5% compared to 
-:..-) 

~ 3~) ~) They are less likely than other youths to victimize a 

stranger (5:>% compared to 63%) and more likely to victimize 

a neighbor (~3% compared to 3%). 
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Eastern youths have a higher rate of being returned as 

inappropriate. ThirtY-ldne percent of them were returned 

compered to ~6% of the other youths. They were more likely 

to be returned because they denied charges (7% compared to 

J~5~) or because they were unwilling to participate (nn ~5% 

compered to 2.6%). Once they didel'lterthe program they 

were more likely to miss meetings. Nineteen percent missed 

two or more meetings compared to 8% of the other youths. 

However, they may have missed more meetings because they had 

:more opportunity to miss them because they had more. Half 

of the eastern youths (49%) had eight or more meetings wi til 

their diversion counselor compared to only a quarter (25%) 

of the youths from other parts of the county. 

Overall, the youths in the eastern sector of the county 

were perceived as having more family and school problems 

than those in other parts of the county. They appeared to 

be less cooperative wi thdiversion--Iess willing to 

participate and more likely to miss meetings. 

Diversion or Court 

The Assistant District Attorneys in the juvenile 

division make decisions about whether to refer a child to 

Diversion Program or send them to court based on the 

information they have from the police report and anything 

else they might have in the files on the youth, e.g. a case 

already pend ing, a record of a referral for police level 

diversion, or a record of an earlier informational filing. 
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First offenders, younger children, or children accused of 

less serious offenses are usually considered good candidates 

for diversion. th ' t· Y\ a.... attempt is made to In lS sec lOA;, L> 

ascerta in which of the several pieces of information 

';available-tothe . DA has -the ;gr~ateet impact on the decision 

to divert or file a case. 

Factors Associated with Diversion 

In generel,it .appears that the less threatening youths 

.go . to diversion Q Girls, younger youths, and those wi th less 

serious offenses and prior records were more likely to go to 

diversion. Youths with a more positive family background 

also appear to be more likely to go to diversion. 

Sex. A girl has a greater likelihood of beiDg referred 

to diversion than a boy (47% compared to 37%) and diversion 

has' a significaDtly higher proportion of girls 

population than the court does (24% compared to ~ 7%). 

in its 

Age. Younger youths are also more likely to go to 

diversion. 'Of the it5 iouths aged ten and under, only one 

was .filed on in court. The group aged ten and under 

consti tuted 3'% of diversion's population but less than rt % of 
{ 

the court's po pula lone t · 'Youths age ~2 and under constituted 

n 3% of divers i on'" s po pulati 0,73 but only 6~ of the court 

population. At tpe other end of the age spectrum, youths 

aged n 6 or ;17 made, up 4J% of the diversion population elld 

• 1 t· In ·~d·dition, there were five 52% of the courtpopu .. a :l.on. _ ~ 

youth~, age n 8, in th~, s'tudy popu.lation' and all ii ve were 

(\ 
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referred to the court rather than diversion. 

Offense and ~rior record. In regard to offenses 

charged against the youths, there was Ii ttledifference. 

The number who were accused of What we called "serious" 

,.. ":,o~fensee--crimes"again-et the perso'n, ;r,~sisti'Agarrest, ,.oran 
" , "", ". " . " ". 

" 

··.offense involving a weapoll--were represented in equal 

percentages in the two popJlations. Twelve percent of 

diversion youths were accused of such offenses compared to 

113% ,o:f youths in court • However , di version youth_s were 

:considerably less l'ikely than court youths to ,be charged 

with felonies. Twenty-seven percent of diversion youths and 

55% of court youths were charged with felonies~ 

Diversion;YDuths were more likely than court youths to 

'have ei therno previous record or 8 .minor previous record, 

is one that does not include felonies. Eighty-three percellt 

of diversion youths had no record compared to 49~ of court 

youths. Furthermore only 3~ of iliversion yo'uths had serious 

offenses in their previous record compared to 27% ·of court 

Not only aoe~,the court . population iilclude:a,higner 

proportion of youths with some previo'Us recordBnd mare 

,;serious pr.eviousrecord, it also includes youths with .more 

incidents in their previous record. Of diversion youths who 

have apr.evious rec.ord, 68% have only one prior incident in 

their record compared t032~ of court youths. In keeping 

with this, only ~ 5% of the diversion youths with records 

have a record of three or more incidents whereas ~,lmost half' 

(49%) .of the court" youths 'wi th records have three "or more 

·--·-......,'*=""'~~~~:!,.-~::i..t.......-...:t;::::.::4l.~~~~~-_,..\-,...._~l>-,..~"......,.~.'\~:':'.'";"~,-;-;:.v . , 



incidents. Only one of the court youths has B record of 8 

or more prior incidents compared to eleven' of the court 

youths. 

Th'ere seems to be 1'1 ttle dif:ference between diversion 

::~i;;e:»a 'court youths itl, -regard, to "the ;Circumstances surrounding 
-: ' .. ~. ,: :: ~ 1 ~... • ...•• ;;: ~ l' ":1 / ",.' j , ~ • • 

-their offense • Slightly' mo.re -'youths 'in di version had co-

,participants wi ththem(52% compared to 44~).. There was no 

~ifference in regard to whether they committed their offense 
" 

,',:';;*ll',theaay or night; 'Ii ttledi:fferen,ce in regard to whether 
; .',~ _.- , .' '". 0:;-

-·)·:;!~~:;the ''Vi~t'im was a pl-ace,oi"~ :per~n..There was also no 

difference in regard to whether a weapon was involved or 

not. We thought the latter might be an important factor, 

but olli ts :face,i t is not.. It is posei ble that the DA t,ook 

(~ intoconsi'deration circumstances surrounding the use of a 

weapon that appeared in the police report but were not 

picked up by our coding scheme. 

'-.,"--. 
We thought perhaps that the district attorneysmigh't 

'~,s'end .. c~ses to?iVersi0n, that would be difficult to prove in 

C' 

"court,..Wetookas a measure of provability the number 'of 

eyewi tnesses to the offense, and speculated that the cases 

~ent to diversion would have fewer eyewitnesses than cases 

re:ferre'd to court.. In fact, we f'ound the OppOSl te. Cases 

with ~ eyewitnesses were more likely to go to diversion 

than cases with fewer eyewitnesses. Seventeen percent of 

diversion cases had no eyewitnesses compared to 32% of court 

cases. Twenty-eight percent of diversion cases had two or 

more eyewitnesses compared to 8; of the court cases. 
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Family. Alth0'l:lg~_th~ district attorneys do Dot usually 

mention family background as a factor in their decisions 
, 

about referral to diversion or court, we thought that it 

might have some underlying impact on the decisions. In 

,,' \~),~'ct"i t..~oeS'8e~~,~Q::. play:a'rol.~ 'ill ~tb~ -aecisio~ .':' ':~9uths 
with more stable orsupporti ve families are mOre likely to 

-be in the care of both parents than youths in court. 

TAJ3LE 5-6 

IN CARE .. OF :BOTH PAREN'rS 

Diversion 64% 

Court 48% 

Interestingly, 81 though 'diversion youths were more 

likely to be -in the c~re of both parents, they were less 

likely .to appear for their first intake illterview with 'both 

parents than court youths were to appear with both parents 

:for advisement (24% o:f diversion compared to 3a% of court 

7ouths) " - This differential appearance rate may reflect a 
. .'" , 

greater emphasis by court officials upon the appearance of 

. Doth parc;mts, or it may reflect the greater seriousness with 

which court is regarded by families. 

Court youths not only were less likely to live with 

both parents, they 'Were also less likely to have contact 

'Wi th their fathers. Fifteen percent had no contact with 

their :fathers and another ~2% had only sporadic contact. Of 

diversion youths, 8% had no contact end 6% had, sporadic 

contact. It is important to note here, however, that even 
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though a higher percentage o£ court youths did not live with 

their fathers or did not have contact with them, the 

major.i ty did. A full 53% of the court youths did live with 

their fathers .Structur.ally broken homes or lack of contact 
r; •• 

"'Wi,thfathers.,'a't . least 'in reg'ard to livingarr,angements, 

'cannot be. accepted as an explanation for the delinquent 

behavior o£ most of these youths. 

O:ne interesting aspect of the decision to refer to 

. ;idiversion or court 'has. to do with thecooper.ativeIless ,of the 
. :' '-.~ " 

. . youth at arrest and the apparent willingness of the youth"" s 

parents to cooperate with the court. For most youths there 

was no information in police reports about cooperation, but 

.:for the ~ 65 youths for whom there was information on their 

cooperation and the ~:)5 youths for whom there was parental 

information, there were differences. Cooperative youths or 

youths with cooperative parents were more likely to be 

referred to diversion. 

CONCLUS10N 

!rhischapter has included a description of the 

population ·of the justice system and of several 

subpopulations--nonresident offenders, violent offenders, 

and youths who were diverted from the court. Most of the 

youths in the system are male and their average age is ~ 5 

years 4 months. Most have no official record,~ of prior 

offenses, a third of the youths are not residents of the 

county. Those who live in the county are most likely to 
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come .from 'the three largest municipalities. Some census 

tracts in the county send a higher percentage of youths into 

the system than others. The ones -that send the highest 

p~r~entEi~es .of thejr, youth populatio~ into., the .system have 
JJ-'.~~"" :";" ';'~>':::'~.' .. ~ "'::'-'~: .. , '",: .:'," ,;" ,., t"r.:.:., ~'.;. ,I,' ~ ! ~. " ;-,< 

,h.ousingvalues'concentrated . .i·n't~e" lowest' categories , 'while' 

those that send ,the sm.allest percentage of their youths i13to 

,the system have housing values concent,rated in the hj,ghest 

categories.. In general, we :f'oulld that nOllri~:sident of .fenders 
" ~ <.; ",,-::1.. . ",' .~ , ; • 

:," ;~r,~e'~ot gre~tly ;d:1f'f'erellt in characteristics and ,ot'fellses 
{', '.,1 ."'~ t . ; .: '.' .:.' ~ , 

from the residellt population, but their treatment by this 

court is somewhat less intensive than the treatment of 

residents. 

IJlspite of grQwing fear among suburban residents about 

the danger ,.' ·of v.iolent delinqUency, a ':relati velysmall 
. . 

percentageo£ youths i13 the court ;commi t seriously violent 

offenses or are de.scribed as dangeroue by counselors in 

predisposi tion reports. For the' most part, the offenses 

·~~~~~,~'~blXlmitted:byyouth.S Sri7 'property crimes ratherthallviolent 
.~ ~.. 'ol > 

crimes. The discussion about violent offenders highlights 

the lack of clear -de.:fini tions about-.. ·what ,cansti tutes ,violent 

delinquency and community concern about how to deal with it. 

The lack of clear guidelines about the identification and 

treatment of' violent delinquency highlights some of the 

problems discussed in Chapter ~. 

Finally, in this chapter an effort was" made to describe 

(~) youths in the diversion program, and:~omJ?are them with 

:youths sent to court • 
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. Of 'the youths who entered the system, 7~ J were filed on 

in court end another 452 were referred to diversion. Almost 

.a third of the diverted youths eventually were referred back 
" 

In ,to. the' District Attorney for filing in ~:uvenil.e, c~urt. 

~" ,?~·:.;~~~'~~al·~;it·~'l1~~e·r~; .\h'at 'the :;'iel;s' thr~'~ietd~n~"yo~tbs' go 
:~ , 

alld those with ,Ddiversion":-girls, 'younger youths, less 

serious of:fenses and prior records or more positive family 

'. 
background ti ' 

Although not lar.ge" numbers 'o:f di:fferences were :found 

f th' two parts of the between youths in diY-ersion rom e 

county, youths from the east seemed to have more family and 

tha~ those l."n other narts of the county and school problems, Li .r 

·appeared to be less ""';;th dl." versi'on ,and less cooperative .... 

willillB toparti cipate. 

, . 
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TIME AND PROCESS: CASE PROCESSING TIME IN JUVENILE COURT, ~ 

INTRODUCTION 

Case processing time has received considerable 

attention in the past few years in studies of adult criminal 

courts. Less attention has been given to the use of time in 

juvenile courts, in part because the juvenile court in most 

jurisdictions operated on an informal basis until after the 

Gault decision in 1967. As juvenile courts come to more 

closely resemble adult criminal courts, we can expect that 

juvenile court processing time will become an increasing 

focus of interest. 

The time a case takes to move from a juvenile's 

apprehension through court filing to disposition may be even 

more crucial to a juvenile than to an adult because of the 

potentially different meaning that time has for children and 

adolescents than it has for adults. A year in the life of 

an adolescent may bridge the span between childhood and 

adul thc)od. The meaning of an offense, appropriate treatment 

modali iiies, court jurisdiction itself may change in the 

1 This chapter is based upon a paper given by Anne R. 
Mahoney at the Law and Society Annual Meetings, Amherst, 
Mass. 1981, entitled "Time and Process: An In-Depth Study of 
One Juvenile Court." 
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course of three or six months in a youth'" slife, far more 

than one would expect in a comparable period in an adult"" s 

life. As a result, court delay may have implications 1'01:' 

juveniles that are both quantitatively and qualitatively 

different than its implications for adul ts. Court 

however 
'

is not the only dimension of 'time process ing time, 

that is important in courts, particularly juvenile court.E$. 

This chapter is an effort to begin to explore the 

meaning of time and process in juvenile court. The first 

part includes a brief discussion of some of the factors that 

influence court processing time which may be particularly 

salient to an exploration of the use of time in the juvenile 

court. The sec(\nd part is a discussion of the role time 

plays in the juvenile justice system. The third, part 

provides research results including the length of tim~ cases 

take to move through stages of the process and a discussion 

of what factors influence processing time in this court. 

CASE PROCESSING TIME 

Although most of the literature on case processing time 

addresses problems of court delay, the term "case processing 

time" has come to be preferred to the term "delay" because 

it is more neutral, is easily quantifiable, an.d avoids the 

problems inherent in trying to define delay. 
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Measurement 

Case processing time is measured in days. If court 

time alone is of interest, the variable is limited to the 

time that the case is under the control of the court, 

generally from filing to disposi ti·on excluding days during 

which the defendants are under psychiatric obaervationor on 

bench warrants. (Neubauer 1980) If system time is 

important, one may start counting proceSSing time from the 

time a person is taken into custody by the police and may 

include periods when the case is not in control of the court 

in order to see how much impact external agencies have on 

actual case time. Since the study described here takes a 

system perspective, we are particularly interested in 

charting the extent to which a variety of agencies besides 

the court· itself contribute to case processing time. 

Processing time can be measured by a variety of 

statistics, means, standard duration, medians, quartiles and 

extreme points. l30x and Whisker plots which show the number 

of days by which a certain percentage of cases have been 

completed, say 75~ or 90%, are especially useful in 

evaluating changes in court processing time. (Neubauer, 

1980) 

Factors 

Recent summaries of research on court processing times 

and on eValuations of delay reduction projects (Mahoney, 

1981 and Neubauer, 1980) show that court processi~g time is 
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influenced by many factors, not the lea,st of which is the 

general court culture and community environment. Neubauer 

(1980) notes, for example, that economic characte:ristics of 

a com;muni ty such as sudden unemployment or a geographic 

~ocation that promotes movement ,out of one j.uriediction, 

playa part in structuring a court's work organization. 

Court workloads including case volume and procedural 

requirements are almost always cited as factors leading to 

case backlogs in courts~ Case volume rises not only because 

the rate of reported crime continues to rise in most areas 

but also as a result of population growth, especially in 

suburban areas, or legislative changes. which bring new kinds 

of cases into the court or dictate more elaborate court 

proced ures • The effect of changed procedural requirements 

on court workload has had a particularly acute impact on 

American juvenile courts as they have moved from informal 

hearings to the more legalistic procedures mandated by 

Gault. Mahoney (1981) notes that proc~dural complexity 

almost inevitably requires additional time for out-of-court 

preparation of materials and in-court consideration of 

specific problems. It also tends to result in the greater 

involvement of lawyers and increased availability of 

government subsidized legal aid for defendants which in turn 

introduces further complexity into court hearings. The 

practices of police and prosecutors also influence court 

time in that the initial decision about whether to charge a 

d.efendant, and,-ff so , with what offenses can have a major 
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impact on court workload. Related to this is the pattern of 

flow of cases into the court from these "front end" 

agencies. Sporadic and unpredictable bunching of cases may 

have different implications .for workload than an even and 

fairly predictable flow. 

Resources constraints are also often mentioned as 

causes for delay. To operate a court requires courtroom 

space, a judge, a court reporter and a bailiff as well as 

personnel to file and prepare records, eqUipment and 

supplies, and non-court resources essential to court 

activities such as transportation of defendants and records, 

professional and clerical personnel in public defenders' 

offices, probation, and social services. The potential gain 

yielded by the opening of an additional courtroom may be 

lost in a jurisdiction in which a substantial number of 

defendants rely on a public defender for representation if 

there is only one public defender who is already trying to 

cover several courts. 

Defendants themselves may also influence court time. 

They may make no effort to contact a lawyer or wait until 

the last minute, making it necessary for the judge to grant 

several adjournments in order for the defendant to either 

establish eligibility for public defendants or find a 

private attorney. Defendants also often simply fail to 

appear. Over--extended defense lawyers often are unable to 

appear when scheduled because they have cases in other 

courts in other locations or have not conferred with their 
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client. Adjournment practices ,in general influence case 

processing time. Waiting time is Ii function of the number 

and length .of adjournments once a case gets to court. One 

major problem reported by Mahoney is the difficulty of 

impo'sing fair Md :effective sanctions upon persons ~hofall 

to appear for scheduled court dates, request last-minute 

adjournments, or in other ways make it impossible for the 

court to proceed as planned. 

The effectiveness of a court' s schedulin~ and listing 

. closely related to its ability to maintain procedures ~s 

information on its own operations and also on its ability to 

facilitate communications between the court and the parties~ 

Communication is especially relevant in juvenile cases 

because of the large cast which often must be assembled for 

a juvenile hearing. A child and parents may come from three 

different locations, the child from placement, and divorced 

or separated parents from two different homes. In addition, 

a child in some circumstances may have both a defense 

attorney and a guardian ad litum. The case may also require 

the presence in court of a probation officer, a social 

service worker, a representative of a treatment program, or 

a school representative. 

An additional factor relevant to case processing time 

is the utili-zation of available court time. Although 

research shows that this factor is not as crucial as irate 

citizens would have it, the number of hours during which a 

court is actually in session and the court's efficiency in 
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scheduling and handling cases are i,mportant in how well the 

court can manage and adjust to its workload. 

Neubauer (1980) in his eval uationof delay reduction 

1>rograms in four c'Cfllrts observes that discussions of delay 
.': ,_ . ~' 

,'in courts ~ypically 'view'delay aB~he primary problem 'When 

in fact delay is usually a symptom of substantive, equitable 

and managerial problems that exist within a particular court 

system. Renotes that there is an increaSingly widespread 

understanding that the structural features of a court system 

are much less decisive than the informal organization of the 

court house and the informal communication networks that 

surround it. It is this informal network that is one o~ the 

main concerns of the research described here. The use of a 

case study method to study one 'court enabies theresear'chers 

to look at the factors which affect court processing time 

from both wi thin and without and from several perspectives. 

It is instructi va that in our discussions vi th numerous 

agency representatives, not one has owned responsibility for 

delay. Each agrees that delay is a serious problem, and 

goes on to explain that their agency processes cases 

quickly, and that the delay occurs either just prior to or 

just after their handling of the case. 

THE ROLE OF TIME IN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 

Time in juvenile court can be viewed from three 

perspectives: (1) the amount of time it takes for a case to 

move f'rom its point of initiation. to its f'inal disposi tion--
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the,case processing time discussed in the previous section; 

(2) the speed with which a docket of cases moves 'through a 

court on a given -day; and (:~) the amount and quality c:f the 

time that is given to a particular court appearance. 

These three perspectives are interrel~ted,"but' by 

sepa.rating them we can examine different causes of delay. 

The first perspective focuses attention on the different 

!3tages of the process ,the roles o:f different agencies who 

are involved in adjudication, and the interrelationships 

between stages. The second focuses attention upon the use 

of courtroom time and staff, and may help to identify 

periods of dead time during the day where nothing happens. 

The third perspective focuses attenti..on upon how the time 

devoted. to the actual court appearance is utilized. The 

.fC.C':.lS upon the appearance is particularly important, because 

it is the only point at which the child has contact with the 

justice system while his case is in process. The actual 

appearance in cou.rt is a critical point in a .case, in terms 

of the child's perception of the system. All of the 

discussions, reports, and other events that take place after 

the child comes to the attention of the authorities leads up 

to the court appearance. It is the culmination of weeks or 

months of anticipation and anxiety. A child's sense that he 

has or has not been treated fairly, and the effectiveness of 

any sanctions imposed on him by the court ,may depend in 

large measure on his perceptions of his court appearances. 
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In evaluating the court appearance it is useful to 

think about what the obj ecti ves of the court appearance 

should be, how ,much of the actual appearance time is taken 

up by activities that directly meet the objectives of the 

appearance, and how long a given appearance needs to be in 

order to meet its objectives. In a given case, for example, 

-what is the ratio of ritual to substance, and is this 

proportion appropriate to the objectives of this appearance? 

If the basic obj ecti ves of each appearance can be achieved, 

then there should be fewer adjournments and one source of 

delay should be minimized. 

One other dimension of time in the juvenile court has 

to do with the point at which a youth who has gotten into 

trouble is amenable to 'change or treatment. This is not 

usually a factor taken into consideration in juvenile court 

proceedings, but rather is determined by the timing of the 

court process. Lengthy court cases may seriously impede a 

child's chance to maximize benefits from court intervention. 

CASE PROCESSING TIME IN SUBURBAN COURT 

Court delay and case backlog were perceived as serious 

problems in the county we studied. One entire meeting of 

the Juvenile Justice Task Force ,'a monthly 7:00 a.m. meeting 

of all interested juvenile service workers in the county, 

was devoted to this problem. During this meeting, it was 

noted that delinquency ~ilings rose ~rom roughly 528 in 1976 

to a. proj ected 1056 in 1980, although there had been no 
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increase in judicial time devoted to delinquency and no new 

positions created in juvenile probation since 1972. 

Research Results 

In presenting the r.esul tson case processing time in 

Suburban Court, we will first present descriptive data about 

the average number of days it took for cases to move through 

different stages of the process. Then the relationship 

between case processing time and other variables will be 

examined USing as adefini tion of case processing time, the 

number of days a case takes to move from the date the case 

is filed in court to the date it was adjudicated. The 

obj ecti ve of this second part of the study is to learn whe,t 

variables have the greatest impact on case processing time. 

Movement of Cases Through Different Stages~ 

Information was available on the number of hearings 

required to process 645 of the 710 youths between advisement 

and disposi.tion • The number of hearings ranged from zero 

(the cases of these youths were dismissed or sent to another 

county by the district attorney soon after filing) to eight 

or more. Only two percent of the youths had no hearings ; 

the remaining youths had one hearing (28%), two hearings 

(29%), three hearings (22%), four hearings (10%), five 

hearings (4~), six hearings (2~), seven hearings (1%), and 

eight or more hearings (1~). 
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Twenty-one .percent or 133 of the youths failed to 

appear for their scheduled court hearings. A total of 91 

missed one appearance; 27 missed two appearances; and ten 

missed three. The remaining five youths missed between four 

.and six hearings... 13enchwarrants were -issued on 73· youths.· 

Five had two or more bench warrants issued against them and 

three had three or more "bench warrants. 

The number of days it took to process cases is examined 

in regard to the stages th t h' 'I a eac Juvenl. e case passes 

through. 

1 ) offense to apprehension. Most youths were 

apprehended relatively soon after the offense. Sixty-two 

percent were apprehended on the same day that the offense 

-was committed and three- quarters were apprehended wi thin 

five days of the offense. The range of time from offense to 

apprehension was from one to 350 days. 

2) apprehension to filing. Slightly more than one

f.ifth (22~) of the cases were filed with the DA wi thin 30 

days of a'pprehension; 54% were filed wi thin 60 days of 

apprehension; and 71 % were filed wi thin 90 days. However, 

the remaining 28% of the cases took from three months to 

nearly a year to be filed. The mean number of days from 

apprehension to .filing was 75. The reason for this long 

time lapse between apprehension and filing merits further 

study. Part of it is accounted for by police investigation 

and preparation of the police reports. The DA we talked 

with in early 1980 estimated that it took two months for a 
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case to get to him after the offense was committed. He said 

cases often sat on his desk for days before he could look at 

them because he was the only juvenile DA and spent most of 

his time in the court roomo (SYP field notes, p.78) 
"'. . ~ 

3 ) filing to advisement • Six percent of the .youths 

appeared for their advisement hearing on the same day that 

the case was filed. Twenty-five percent of the youths had 

their advisement hearing within 41 days of filing; 50 

percent had advisement hearings wi thin 77 days; and 75 

percent had advisement hearings within 99 days. The 

remaining one-quarter of the cases took from 100 to 267 days 

between filing and advisement. The mean number of days 

between filing and the advisement hearing was 73. 

4) advisement to adjudication. One-half of the youths 

were adjudicated within 48 days. Seventy-five percent of 

the youths were adjudicated wi thin 112 days of advisement. 

The adjudication of the remaining 25% of the youths occurred 

within 11; to 619 days after the advisement hearing, but the 

mean number of days between advise7ment and adjudication was 

76. 

5) adjudication to disposi tilon. More than half (56%) 

of the 400 youths who received dispositions received them at 

the adjudication hearing. Slightly more than three-quarters 

(78%) of the youths received their dispositions wi thin 60 

days of the point of adjudication. The remaining 25% of the 

youths received their dispositions within 61 to 198 days of 

their adjudication. The mean number of days between 
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adjudication and disposition was ~2. 

6) ,filine !£ disposition. Perhaps the most important 

indicator of the amount of time requ1· r'ed to process a case 
in the Juvenile Court is from the point of filing through 

disposi tion because it is between these points that the 

Court has a direct influence on the progress of the case. 

The mean number of days required to process the cases of the 
400 q 

youths who received 'dispositions was 155 . Twenty-five 

percent of the cases were ·coml>leted wi thin 93 days; 50% were 

completed within 137 days, and 75% were completed within 208 

days. The total amount of time between filing and 
disposition ranged ~rom 0 to 488 dayso 

The long processing times were a matter of considerable 

concern and were the subject o~ much discussion during 1980. 

This concern was an important part o~ the court atmosphere. 
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TABLE 6-1 

CASE PROCESSING TIME "BY STAGE 

stage of Process 

Offense to 
Apprehension 

Apprehension 
to Filing 

Filing to 
Advisement 

Advisement to 
Adjudication 

Adjudication 
to Disposition 

Filing to 
Adjudication 

Filing to 
Adjudication 

Filing to 
Disposition 

Apprehension 
to Disposition 

Number o.f 
Range 

0-3,50 

0-346 

0-267 

0-617 

0-314 

0-784 

0-784 

0-488 

0-756 

Number Days, 
It Takes 75~ 

Mean Number., .of' Cases 
of Days .'to Comple'te 

12 5 

75 99 

73 99 

76 112 

32 56 

158 205 

158 205 

15!5 209 

218 ,284 

Factors Related to Processing ~ 

The possible influence of several factors on case 

tJ.° me was explored in this study. processing 
One .factor 

case processing time was 
which had a striking impact on 

setting a case for trial. 
This has already been discussed 

t o on setting cases for 
at length in Cha.pter 4 in the sec l.on 

trial. f a case to move from The mean number of days or , 
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filing to adjudication for cases set for trial was 232 days. 

For cases not st for trial, it was 118. This difference is 

signif'icant at the .05 level. 

'A factor 'that we had thought might be associated with 

longer processing time was nonresident status. We reasoned 

that nonresidents might take longer because they had to 

travel farther to court and might be more likely to miss 

appearances, thus prolonging the case. In ,fact, 

ncmresidents were somewhat more likely to miss their 

adYisements than residents (14% compared to 8%) arld were 

more likely to fail to appear for court hearings than 

reSidents. Thirty percent of the nonresidents missed one or 

more hearings compared to 16rf, of the residents; 8% missed 

two hearings compared to 2.5% of the residents; 3% of the 

nonresidents missed three or more hearings compared to 2% of 

the residents. But the tendency to miss hearings among 

nonresidents did not substantially lengthen their average 

case processing time during 1980. 

However, even though the mean number of days for 

residents and nonresidents does not differ significantly 

(166 days compared to 154 days) there are some differences 

in the court process that may relate to case processing 

time. Nonresidents were slightly more likely to have their 

"adjudication" at the advisement than were residents (48% 

compared to 40%), so that some of them would be more likely 

to drop out of the process at an earlier point,. Also, a 

higher percentage of the nonresidents had their cases 
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pending at the end of the study and consequently carry at 

least the potential for substantially increasing the number 

of case processing days. Also, the high number of change of 

-vlmue caSeS for nonresidents meant 'that. the ,"aa.Judi.cB;.tion" 

was not really an adjudication, but a referral to another 

court for the purpose of reaching judgement. It was not 

possible to follow up on these cases to see what their final 

outcomes were or how long the process took. In light of 

this, the average case processing time from f'iling. to 

adjudication takes on new meaning. It took nonresidents on 

the average 166 days--almost six months--to move from filing 

to adjudication. Yet for nearly half of these cases, the 

n adjudication" was a change of venue rather than a 

determination of whether the youth committed the offense or 

The effect of several other factors was examined. We 

thought perhaps that the status of the victim might 

influence processing time. Cases which involved a re:sidence 

rather than a person or a business did go f'rom filing to 

adjudication in 30 days less than other cases on the 

average, but the difference was not significant. !llbere, was 

a difference in case processing time associated with the 

relationship between the youth and the victim if the victim 

was a relative. Cases involving a relative moved from 

filing to adjudication in 63, days on the average, compared 

to cases involving stra.ngers, acquaintances, employers, or 

no victims which took approximately 150 days. 
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·""".fo .. As one might expect, cases involving more petitions 

took" longer to resol v-e , 42 days longer on the average. 

Cases involving youths charged with .felonies took on the 

average 22 days l0tl8er. Youths who were detained took a 
. , "!'! 

-shorter ,time 'to move ~through theperi:od'~:from:filing to 

adjudication, although not a significantly shorter period of 

time (12 days). 

In response to the growing concern about case backlog, 

·one commissioner was IDs.de available one day a week starting 

in September 1980 to handle juvenile cases. Starting 

January 1, 1981 , a judge in the eastern courthouse 

transferred the civil half of her ci viII domestic relations 

docket to other judges, freeing one-half of her time to hear 

juvenile cases. One-third r.x! the juvenile docket and .one

third of all new cases were transferred to her court with en 

effort to select cases of youths who lived in the eastern 

part of the county. The addition of a new juvenile judge 

"without the infusion of other court personnel created some 

problems, particularly for the prosecutor and the public 

defender, vhoseoffices were both located in the western 

part of thecoun ty. The two district attorneys and one 

public defender had to split their time between two 

geographically separated courts, and probation officers had 

to cover dispositional hearings in two courts instead of 

one. 

A second changeoccured during the first year of the 

project which aleo may have some impact upon court 
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processing time. During summer 1980, two municipalities in 

the coun.ty changed their statutes to enable their municipal 

courts to handle minor juvenile offenders. -The implications 

of this development are not yet clear. In fact we are 

trying to get a re.seaTch.::grant .. 1;0 'i:Jtudythe impact •. :".It·/.iJa 

possible that the municipal courts will begin to Siphon off 

some of the youths who previously went to the juvenile court 

or to the DA' s diversion program leading to a reduction in 

the proportion of minor ·offenders in juvenile court, thus 

reducing its workload over the short term. If' early court 

contact is effective in reducing delinquency, municipal 

courts may ultimately keep down or reduce the juvenile 

court's workload. On the other hand, municipal courts may 

not appreciably reduce the juvenile c,Q;urt (population but may 

bring into the system youths previously not involved. "If it 

does and these youths return again to ·the court at a -future 

date, it may eventually increase the work load of the 

juvenile court. 

Time is an important dimension in any justice system. 

It is particularly important for youths for whom time brings 

almost daily changes in physical, emotional and mental 

development. Somehow , it is essential to balance time and 

process so that enough time is allowed to ensure a fair 

hearing and reasoned decisions while at the same time 

yielding case processing times not so long that the process 

itself becomes the punishment. Because of their particular 

salience for juveniles, time and process in the juvenile 
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gRAFTER 7 

CASE DISPOSITIONS 

"'.rhe 'ultimateobjective"of the j'uvenile;c.oul'tproce's's is 

to reach a decision about whether a particular youth 

committed a specific act and if he or she did, what should 

be done to minimize the possibility that the youth will 

commi tsuch an act again. 

The proce,ss in reaching this decision, as has been 

outlined in previous chapters, is a long and time-consuming 

one. Whs.t factors along the way influence it and in what 

ways? The first section of this chapter includes a brief 

review of recent literature on factors that affect the 

dispositions of juveniles. The second section includes a 

description of the dispositional alternatives in Suburban 

Court, the third section describes the dispositions of 

'residents and nonresidents , 'and the fourth section reviews 

the results' of an analysis of factors which influence 

adjudication and .. disposi tion ,for the entire study 

population. 

FACTORS AFFECTING DISPOSITIONS OF JUVENILES 

The factors affecting the dispositions of juveniles 

have been the subject of several previous studies. This 

section briefly reviews some of these studies and outlines 

the effect of prior record, severity of the delinquent act, 
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age, and sex upon the dispositions given -to juvenile 

delinquentp. 

Prior Record. One 'of the most importent £actors 

~ffecting"the 

record. Several 

disposition, decis;ion"is ,the,youth"S pripr 
. ~., '.~'j ,'-

studies "(e.g,. Terry~ 1967; Hohenstein, 

1969; Carter, 1979; Cohen and Kluegel, 1978) report that 

there is a strong posi ti ve relationship 'between the severity 

of the youth's prior record and disposition. For example, 

Clarke and Koch (1980) found the;t youths with juvenile 

records not only were more likely to be adjudicated 

delinquent but they also received more severe dispositions. 

Gohen and Kluegel (1978:174) concluded that prior record was 

a major determinant of ftispositionseverity. 

Severity of the Delinquent Act. The severity ~f the 

youth"s delinquent act is another important factor affecting 

the disposition decision. Several studies (e.g. Terry, 

1967; Hohenstein, 1969; Cohen and Kluegel, 1978) show that 

there is Rstrong posi'"cive relationship between the severity 

,of the youth's delinquent act and disposition., In a recent 

study of juvenile courts in Charlotte and Winston-Salem, 

North Carolina
r 

Clarke and Koch (1980) found that juveniles 

charged with felonies were much more likely to receive a 

severe disposition than those charged with misdemeanors. 

Misdemeanors were twice as likely to be dismissed as 

felonies and the commitment rate was 15~ for felonies 

compared to only 4; for misdemeanors. Cohen and Kluegel 

(1978: 174) conclu,ded that severity of the offense vas a 
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major determinant of the disposition severity. 

Carter (1979), in a study of a juvenile court in a 

metropolitan area in the southeastern United states, found 

that youths with~ultiple, petitions receive harsher 
, ' 

dispositions than "youths wi tIl single petitions. 

Age. Some studies show that older juveniles receive 

more severe dispositions than younger juveniles. Carter 

(1979: 351-352) found that older juveniles were more likely 

to be recommended for institutional placement by their 

caseworkers. The Institute of Judicial Administration-

American Bar Association standards (1980:35) suggest that 

age is an important criterion in selecting dispositions for 

juveniles. The older the juvenile, the greater his or her 

responsibility for breaking the law. 

However, Cohen and Kluegel (1978:166) found that age 

had no direct or indirect effect upon the severity of 

disposition given to juveniles in Denver and Memphis courts. 

Clarke and Koch (1980:290) concluded that a child's age did 

rIot prove to be independently related to commitment, 

particularly -:when juvenile -record and offense seriousness 

were taken into account. 

Sex. Several studies have examined the relationship 

between sex and disposi tioI:(. However, the results are not 

consistent. Some stUdies suggest that females receive more 

severe dispositions than males (Chesney-Lind, 1973). For 

example, Gibbons and Griswold (1957) and Terry (1967) found 

that girls were more often institutionalized than boys. 
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However, neither study was able to control 'adequately for 

type of offense or prior record. Other studies show that 

females are treated more leniently than males (Datesmanand 

Scarpi tti, 1980). 
Finally ~ several studies show very little ,'difference in 

the dispositions of males and females (Dungworth, '1977; 

Carter, 1979). For example, Clark and Koch (1980:290) found 

that a child's sex proved to have little relationship to 

court disposition. Although boys' dismissal rate was 

somewhat lower than girls', and their probation rate 

somewhat higher, their commitment rate was the same. When 

prior record and offense were controlled, there were no 

significant differences between males and females. 

DISPOSITIONAL ALTERNATIVES 

There are several adjudication options available in 

Suburban Court. One is dismissal, which is seldom used. A 

second ,'also seldom used, is ,acquittal in either a bench or 

jury trial. A third and frequently used alternative is a 

reserved adjudication (also called court supervision). In 

this alternative, the youth admits the charges and is 

assigned to a probation ~ounselor for a six-month period of 

supervision. If the youth b&~aves satisfactorily during 

this six-month period; that is, does not have any more 

petitions brought against him/her and complies with the 

terms and conditions of the supervision order, the judge may 

then terminate the supervision period without finding that 
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the youth is a delinquent child. This enables the youth to 

avoid acquiring a delinquent record. 

A fourth, and .frequent option, is adjudication as a 

delinquent child" 'e1 therthrough the child" s~leaof guil ~y 
-. >J, .. ' 

or the finding 'after trial by a judge or' jur;·:'; At the point 

that a judge finds that a youth is a delinquent child, any 

number of dispositional options are open. The judge may 

order that the child be placed on probation for a period of 

time not to exceed two years, order that the child be placed 

outside the home, or hand down any combination of these 

dispositions. The J'udge 1 d th may a so or er e most severe 

disposition, commitment to the state Department of 

Institutions, where a child Play ultimately be placed in a 

juvenile correctional institution for up to two years. 

Even though there seem to be several disposition 

options available to the judge, in reality the two used most 

frequently are: (1) adjudication with probation (usually two 

years) -and (2) reserved adjudication with si'x months 

supervision. However, the judge may individuali-ze the 

yout~_'s - disposition by attaching certain terms and 

conditions. 

The most common way to individualize dispositions is to 

vary the terms and conditions which accompany the 

disposition. For example, common terms and conditions 

attached to supervision or probation orders are: ( 1 ) refrain 

from associating with co-minors, (2) attend school or, if 

over 16, work full-time, (3) pay restitution to the victim, 
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(4) work a certain number of hours :for community service or 

civic organizations, (5) participate in specific types of 

counseling sessions such as mental health or drug therapy, 

or (6) spend ~ome time in the detent1oncenter. 

Youths who receive reserved adjudications are required 

to be und.er the supervision of a probation counselor for six 

months. If they f~lfill the terms and conditions of the 

supervision order p the case is dismissed. 

Analysis of the court records gives some indication of 

the frequency of various dispositional alternatives in the 

court under study. 

The court files showed disposition outcomes for 641 of 

the 710 youths; 201 of them were 'found to be delinquent 

children. The most severe alternative 'for each child ranged 

from communi tyservice (3~), fine (8~), 'Probation of one 

year or less (11~), probation of more than one year (42~), a 

certain number of weekends spent in the detention center 

(6%), a certain .numberof consecutive days spent in the 

detention center (6~), a certain number -of days spent in the 

county jail (4~) ,out-oi-home placement (12~) , and 

commitment to the Department of Institutions (6%). 

Only eight of the youths sentenced to the detention 

center, the jail, or the Department of Institutions (DOl) 

had their sentences suspended. Four youths were sentenced 

under the mandatory sentencing act, which requires the judge 

f h 1 t on h1"S third 
to sentence a youth to out-o - ome P acemen 

adjudication for a delinquent act. 
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Most (83%) of the 201 -youths who were adjudicated 

delinquent children were required to fulfill a term of 

probation. The remaining 17% of the youths were either 

committed to the Department of Institutions, sentenced to 

the county jail '01' ·tbedetention center, or fined. 

A SUbstantial proportion of youths under reserved 

adjudication or adjudication were required to meet other 

terms and conditions. For example, thirty-fo~r percent of 

the 201 youths with reserved adjudications were required to 

pay restj.tution to the victim, 9% were required to perform 

several hours of community services, and 8% were required to 

participate in a therapy program (the kinds of therapy 

included here were drug, alcohol, family, etc.) 

The 201 .delinquent children were also given certain 

terms and .conditions to fulfill. Fifty-three percent of 

these youths were requ1°red to pay tOt t res 1 u ion to the victim; 

24% were required to perform several hours of community 

service; and 18% were required to participate in some form 

of therapy. 

Ten of the youths had to have their cases transferred 

to another county because they moved and twenty of the 

youths had their dispositions changed after the initial 

disposition was made. Nine of these received harsher 

dispositions, six received milder dispositions, and the 

remai'ning f'i ve youths had no change in severity even though 

their files indicated that some change had been made. 
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In making his disposition decision, the judge followed 

the proba.tion counselor ... ·s recommendation completely 56% of 

the time in the 171 cases that contained recommendations. 

In another 30'; of 1i.hecas~s, the judge followed the 

recommendation but .added some terms and conditions' (24%) or 

eliminated some terms and conditions (6%). However, in 15% 

of the cases the judge did not follow the recommendation and 

made the disposition more severe (9%) or more lenient (5%). 

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH ADJUDICATION AND DISPOSITION 

Zero Order Relationships 

The following section examines the zero order 

relationships between each of the independent variables and 

the adjudication decision. The first part of the analysis 

concentrates on factors associated with two kinds of 

adjudication--reserved adjudication (considered less severe) 

and adjudication as a delinquent child. Throughout the 

research there was some confusion between the terms 

adjudication and disposition. Reserved adjudication is not 

really a disposition since if the child completes the 

supervision period he or she will receive. a dismissal of the 

charges. In this analysis we treat reserved adjudication as 

an adjudication 0 As was mentioned earlier, reserved 

adjudication and adjudication as a delinquent child are the 

two most common adjudications. 
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Adjudication 

Equal numbers of youths received reserved adjudication 

(N=201) and adjudications as delinquent children (N=201). 

Sex. ,Girls 'Were three times mor~e J.ikely to receive 

reserved adjudications than to be adjudicated delinquent 

(75% compared to 25%). Boys were about evenly divided 

between the two adjudication decisions. 

Prior record. Information on prior record was 

available for only 171 of the youths, but their prior 

records were similar whether they were adjudicated 

delinquent (N=121) or received reserved adjudications 

(N=50). Approximately half of each group (52% and 48%, 

respectively had no prior records at all; the remaining 

youths either had misdemeanor records (19% and 

respecti vely) ; 

respectively). 

or felony records 

Severity of the delinquent act. 

(19% and 

youths who 

28%, 

20%, 

are 

adjudicated delinquent are three times more likely to have 

committed felonies than misdemeanors (75% compared to 25%). 

In contrast, youths who receive reserved adjudications a're 

more likely to have committed misdemeanors (60%) than 

felonies (40%). 

Number of petitions. youths with only one petition 

alleged against them (N=319) are about equally divided 

between being adjudicated delinquent (45~) and receiving a 

reserved adjudication (55%). However, when youths have two 

or more petitions alleged against them (N=82), they are far 
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more likely to be adjudicated' (73~) then to receive a 

reserved adjudication (2'7~). 

Family intactness. Youths were adjudicated 

delinquent :were more likely to come :from families that were 
j ~ 

not intact (62~) but there vere no lsignLfi'cantdif'f'erences 

in the :family structure o:f youths who received reserved 

adjudications. 

Attorney. There was very little difference between 

youths who were represented by attorneys (N=243) versus 

those who were not (N=157) in terms of the adjudication 

decisionQ Approximately half of the youths without 

attorneys received reserved adjudications while half o:f the 

youths with attorneys also received reserved adjudication. 

Age. There was 'not a significant di:fference in the 

ages o:f youths who were adjudicated delinquent (mean = 15 

years, 3 months) versus those who 

adjudications (mean = 15 yeare). 

Dispositions 

received reserved 

Once a youth is adjudicated delinquent., . there are at 

least 14 dif:ferent disposition options available to the 

judge. For purposes of this analysis, these 14 alternatives 

have been categorized into: 

1) :fines. These dispositions are usually granted to 

youths for whom a relatively quick, short-term punishment is 

more appropriate. For example, from our courtroom 

observations it appeared that older youths, particularly 
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those approaching their 18th birthday, were likely 

candidates for these types of dispositions because the court 

would Soon lose jurisdiction over them anyway; 

2) a probation term not to exceed two years; 

3) time spent in the detention center or the' county 

jail; 

4) removal from the home either through commitment to 

the Department of' Institutions or placement in a foster or 

group home through the Department o:f Social SerVices. 

Sex. Females were underrepresented (8%) among the 201 

youths who were adjudicated delinquent. Eighty percent of 

these 16 females received probation terms. The remaining 

females were required to pay fines (13%) or be removed .from 

their homes (7~). In contrast, males were less likely to 

receive probation and more likely to receive harsher 

treatment. They received probation terms about half the 

time (5J~), detention or county jail (18%), fines or 

. restitution (1 0%) and 20% were removed from their ho~ea. 

.Priol' record. 
J'ft..ttH(.rbi Information on prior record was 

for only 120 of the 201 youths who were 

a,1:judicated delinquent. Of these 120 youths, the 

proportions of youths who committed felonies increased as 

the severity of the disposition increased. For example, 

none of' the youths who were fined had felony records; 21% of 

the youths ~ho received probation terms had felony records; 

29% of the youths who spent time in the detention center or 

county jail had :felony records; RIld 55% of the youths who 
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were removed from the home had felony records. 

t t Youths who were £ined Severity of the delinquen ~. 

were least likely to have committed felonies (52%) while 

h removed from the home were youths W 0 were most likely to 

have committed felonies (83%). Felonies were co~itted by 

79% of the youths who received probation terms and 72% of 

the youths who 

county jail. 

spent time in the detention center or the 

only 

Number of .~titions. The gap between youths having 

t two or more petttions narrows one petition compared 0 

as the severity of the dispositions increases. For example, 

£or youths receiving fines the difference is 95% versus 

for probation, 72% versus 28%; for detention or jail, 

versus 31%; and for removal from the home, 50% and 50%. 

5%; 

69% 

Family intactness. 

structure for 128 of 

Information was available on family 

the 201 youths who were adjudicated 

delinquent. Of these 128, 38% of the families were intact; 

the remaining 62% were not. The proportion 'Of youths whose 

£amilies were not intact is roughly the same (approximately 

58% versus 42%) f'or youths receiving fines, probation term.s, 

""1 However, youths removed f'rom the home or detention or Ja1 • 

are l ~kely to come from disrupted families three times more .... 

than intact families. 

Attorney .. Sixty-two percent of the 201 youths who were 

ted by attorneys. adjudicated delinquent were represen 

. d f 62% for youths receiving Attorney representation var1e rom 

fines, 58% for youths receiving probation terms, and 66% for 
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,youths sentenaed to the detention center or jail. 
However, 

nearly three-quarters of the youths removed from their homes 

were represented by attorneys. 

~~. Youths removed from their homes tended to be the 

youngest (14 years, 8 months) while youths who were f'ined 

were oldest (16 years, 6 months). This latter finding is 

consistent with courtroom observations which show that 

judges, tend to give the older youths disposition.s which are 

more "swift .and sure" because these youths will soon be too 

old to tall under the jurisdiction of the juvenile court. 

The average age of' youths sentenced to the detention center 

or county jail was 16 years, 2 months, while youths placed 

on probation were, on the average, 15 years, 2 months. 

RegresSion AnalYSis 

The effect of these independent variables upon the 

adjudication and disposition decision is tested with a 

,stepwise multiple regression analysis. The purpose of such 

analysis is to select the number. of variables necessary to 

account for almost as much of the variances as is aCcounted 

for by the total set. 
Easically, a stepwise multiple 

regression shows how much each additional variable increases 

(or adds increments to) the explained variance (R ) while 

taking into account the variables already in the equation. 

The variable that explains the greatest amount of variance 

in the dependent variable will enter first; the variable 

that explains the greatest amount of variance in conjunction 

with the first w;lll enter. second, and so on. 
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SUMMARY STATISTICS ]'()R'STEP-WISE MULTIPLE 
REGRESSION FOR ADJUDICATION DECISION 

..... ~-,.-~ .. - ............ - ....... . 

Simple 
R :Beta 

Variable 
Multiple 

R R 
R 

change 

Felony/ 
misdemeanor 0.051 0.051 -0.225 -.215 0.214 

Total 
petitions 0.271 0.074 0.023 -0.156 -0.143 -0.142 

Family 
intactness 0.299 

0.322 

0.089-

0.103 

0.016 

0.014 

-0.107 

0.165 

-0.119 

0.189 

-0.130 

0.130 
Sex 

Table 7-1 shows the summary statistics for the 

dependent variable of adjudication decision. The 

greatest effect upon 
independent variables vhich have the 

l."mportance) are: (in the order of their this decision 

l."s a :felony or ,a misdemeanor, the number whether the offense 

of petitions alleged against the youth, the youth's family 

structure, and whether the youth is male or female. The 

effect of these variables is consistent with discussions or 

their zero-order relationships with adjudication presented 

thl.· S h t Youths most likely earlier in c ap er. . 

adjudicated delinquent are those who commit felonies, 

with the greatest number of petitions against them, 

with families that are not intact, and those who are 

to be 

those 

those 

male. 

However, these variables exp-l~ined only ten taken together, 
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percent of the variance in the adjudication decision which 

suggests 1ihat their effects are minimal. The remaining 

variables do not add statistically significant increments to 

the explained variance • This suggests that attorney 

representation, prior record, and a youth's age have very 

little effect upon the adjudication decision. 

Variable 

Prior 
record 

Attorney 

Total 
petitions 

~able 7-2 

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR STEP-WISE .MULTIPLE 
REGRESSION FOR DISPOSITION DECISION 

Multiple R Simple 
R R change R :B Beta 

0.226 0.051 0.051 0.226 0.227 0.182 

0.280 0.078 0.027 0.186 0.572 0.121 

0.311 0.097 0.018 0.173 0.710 0.148 

Table 7-2 shows the summary statistics for the 

disposition variable. The independent variables which have 

the greatest effect upon this decision (in the order of 

their importance) are~ prior record, attorney 

representation, and the number of ptati tiona alleged against 

the youth. The effect of these variables is consistent with 

the discussions of their zero order relationship with the 

disposition decision presented earlier in this chapter. The 

disposition is likely to be more severe if the youth has a 

p~ior record, if an attorney represents a youth, and if the 
332 
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youth has two or more peti tionsalleged against him/her,. 

However, taken together, these variables account for only 

10~ of the variance in the disposition decision which 

suggests that their effect is not extremely large. The 

youth's famtly structure, sex, age, and severity of the 

delinquent act have very little effect upon the youth's 

disposition. 

These ftndings can be interpreted to mean that a 

youth's prior record is the most important variable 

affecting the disposition outcome. However, the effect of 

attorneys must be interpreted in light of the fact that 

attorney representation is much more likely in cases 

invol v ing felonies rather than misdemeanors. 'Thus, it is 

much more probable that offense severity is confounded with 

attorney representatione This makes the results appear as 

though attorneys have a negative effect upon disposition 

when ,in fact, they are just more like1.y to be. retained in 

cases of greater severity because of the more punitive 

disposition ~lternatives likely to be imposed by the judge. 

This makes it difficult to sort out the indep~ndent effects 

of attorney representation versus severity of the delinquent 

act #' Some additional analyses will be undertaken at a later 

d~te to try to separate some of these effectso 

In summary, these findings indicate two important 

points. First, the most important variable at each stage of 

the two stages are associated with the severity of the 

youth's delinquent act and past delinquent history. While 
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social or background 'Characteristics of the youth such as 
sex or family structure have some effect on these decisions, 
it is .ex tremely minimal. 

'The second major point is that the most signi:ficant 
predictors are not exactly the f same or each stage. Whether 
the delinquent 'act is a felony or misdemeanor is the most 
important variable :for"h d ~ e a judication decision but the 

youth .... s .priorrecord is the most l.·mportant variable for the 
disposition decision. This suggests that the importance of 

independent variables varies with the dec1's1'on being made. 
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PHAPTER 8 

JUVENILE CO-PARTICIPANTS* 

INTRODUCTION 

Delinquency has long been recognized as a form of group 

behavior (Jensen and Roj ek, 1980: 159), end this finding has 

held true acrosS a number of different subgroups in the 

'United states (Erickson and Jensen, 1977). It has been 

estimated that somewhere between 60% and 90% of all 

delinquent acts are committed wi t?;l ,companions (Cohen, 

1977:416), although the percentage varies by type of 

delinquent act. Yet, despite vide-spread acceptance of 

delinquency as a group phenomenon, studies of juvenile court 

processing tend to ignore this important characteristic of' 

delinquency. 'These studies tend to either assume, 

implicitly or explicitly, that youths act alone in the 

commission of the delinquei!1t act. Consequently, we know 

very little about how thes~ youthful co-conspirat,ors are 

handled once they come to the attention o'f legal officials. 

The purpose of this study is to examine how juvenile 

co-par-Gicipants are handled by legal officials using a 

sample of juvenile co-participants whose delinquent a.cts 

were referred to a District Attorney's office during 1980. 
For example, what proportion of tot~l cases involved group 

1This chapter is based upon a paper by Carol L. Fenster 
entitled ctJuvenile Co-Participants" given at the Annual 
Meetings of the America.n Society of Criminology, 1981. 
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delinquency? How are groups of delinquents handled by th~ 

court? Are juvenile co-participants treated the ,same or 

differently? What factors contribute to similar or 

different treatment of juvenile co-participants? 

-" THE .GR.OU!? PREMlSE OF DELINQUENCY 

One of the fundamental notions guiding the sociological 

development of the study of delinquency was the idea that 

Udelinquency is a group phenomenon. II The major theoretical 

works published through the mid-1960 1 s (e.g. Cloward and 
I 

Ohlin, 1960; Cohen, 1955) took IIgangs" and IIdelinquent sub-

cultures" as their main unit of analysis (Erickson and 

Jensen, 1977:262). 

However, in the mid-1960 1 s 'the emphasis shifted away 

from group delinquency and focused on delinquent b behavior II 

or"acts" inste.ad, because, as one prominent observer held, 

the emphasis upon juvenile gangs restricted the study o~ 

delinquency to relatively small segments of t"he population 

(Hirschi, 1969). In addition r labeling and deterrence 

theories, which emphasized individualistic rather than group 

actions, gained in popularity in the late 1960 1 s and early 

1970 1 s. As a result, current research and theories focus on 

delinquent behavior regardless of its group or individual 

nature. 

Al though the scope of the phrase "delinquency is a 

group phenomenon" has never been fully explicated , it is 

generally taken to mean that the context. and major 
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references of delinquency behavior involve adolescent 

groups. In other -words, delinquent acts are social events 

of the involving several individuals. Peer groups are one 

for most important sources of motivation and :support 

engaging in delinquent conduct (Erickson and Jensen, 

1977:263). 

Perhaps one of the reasons why researchers and 

theorists became disillusioned· with the utility of using 

gangs as a focus in delinquency research is that the 

definition g,iven to juvenile gangs was quite restrictive. 

For example, in their study of youths in Philadelphia, 

Savitz, Lalli, and Rosen (1977:49) classified gangs as 

either structural or functional. Structural gangs were 

those with acknowledged leadership, a common gang meeting 

place, and a territory or "turf" within which the gang 

operated and periodically resorted to violent acts in order 

to protect territorial boundaries. Functional gangs were 

those in which gang members were expected to· fight with 

other groups. However§ this somewhat restrictive definition 

of group delinquency overlooks the more casual, spontaheous, 

and loosely organized delinquent bebavior found in our data 

as well as the data of others (e.g. Gold, 1970:118-119). In 

this study, group delinquency will be defined as those acts 

conunitted in the company of others but not necessarily in 

groups with any of the structural or functional qualities 

outlined above. 
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REVIEW OF LITE~TU~ 

Despite the theoretical and empirical lack of attention 

to the group premise of delinquency, the findings of studies 

published during the past six decades show some definite 

patterns ~i t.h regard to group delinquency. First, nearly 

all available'data suggest that the majority of delinquent 

acts involve more than one person (Burt, 1925; Armstrong, 

1932; Beard, 1934; Glueck, 1934: Fenton, 1935: Kvaraceus, 

1945; Garrison, 1951: Bagot and McClintock, 1952; Scott, 

1956; Clinard, 1957; Lohman, 1957; Reckless, 1967; Eynon, 

1959; Eynon and Reckless, 1961). 

Second, the types of delinquent acts which are most 

likely to be committed by groups rather than individuals 

remains relatively constant across several different 

populations. For example, in a study of six high school 

samples in four southern communities Erickson and Jensen 

(1977: 265-266) found considerable stability in the Group 

Violation Rates (GVR) * of certain acts, (e.g. drinking, use 

of marijuana, burglary, and vandalism). These acts were 

most likely to be commi tted by groups rather than 

individuals for all six samples of youths. 

IGroup violation rates refer to the proportion (%) of 
violations that are known to or reported to have been 
committed in the company of others. The formula is: 
GVR=GVjTV x 100 where GVR = group violation rates: GV = acts 
committed in the company of others; TV = total violations; 
and 100 simply removes the decimal point (Erickson and 
Jensen, 1977:264). 
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Third, early data showing the group-orientation of 

delinquency were published in the 195PJ ' s and 1960~ s , a time 

when the extremely small numbers of remale delfnquents 

provided a justification for their exclusion from the 

research samples. Recent studies, however, show that 

although females tend to commit fewer delinquent acts, when 

such acts do occur, females are just as likely as males to 

commit most offenses in the company of peers. In other 

words, there is considerable stability between the sexes in 

terms of group violation rates '(Erickson and Jensen, 

1977:267-68). 

In summary, the findings of prior research indicate 

that there is considerable similarity in the percentages and 

types of delinquency most likely to be committed by groups, 

regardless of sex. These findings provide an important 

source of knowledge ·about delinquency. However, the stUdies 

upon which they were based deal with only the 

char~\1teristics of gruup delinquency, its rates, and the 

settings in which group delinquency takes place. Few 

studies address h~~ groups of delinquents are bandIed by the 

courts. If juvenile co-participants are mentioned it is 

only to say that the presence of companions has no effect on 

disposi tions (Clarke and Koch, 198": 285) • This paucity of 

data on how the courts handle group delinquency leaves 

researchers wondering whether delinquent acts involving 

groups of juveniles are handled any differen"j;:.ly than those 

involving individual youths, whether group delinquency 
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~ presents any special problems to the 
<:.y court, Whether youths 

invol ved in the same delinquent act are treated alike or 

differently 'than their co-conspirators, and which factors 
most directly affect th • e court s disposition decisions 

regarding juvenile co-participants. 

Despite the paucity of literature concerning juvenile 
co-participants, there .; 1 ... s some re evant information from 

studies on adults: 

1) Co-,Earticipants ~ ~ likely to have identical 

charges brought against them. I ' tId - - n a s tt y of robbery and 

burglary incidents, Williams and Lucianovic (1979:13) found 

that identical charges were brought aga-lnst . 
.L co-part~cipants 

in a felony court nearly 90% of the time. A similar 
percentage of identical h c arges was· found among co-

participants inrthe felony court study by Fenster (1979). 

2) Co-participants tend to receive the same 

disposition._s. W-Ill-lams and Lu' . (1979 ) 
- .L .L c~anov~c :13 found that 

co-par tic ipant,s rece-lved th same ... e final dispositions 

approximately 75% of the time with slight variations between . 
robbery and burglary incidents . However, their study did 

not distinguish between sa .. me-sex d . an m~xed-sex groups. The 

Fenster (1979) st d f d u Y OWl that the likelihood of equal 

disposi tions varied by type of co-participant group. The 

percentage of equal dispositions ranged from 19% for female 

CO-defendants; 35% for male co-part.icipants and 44% for 

male-female co-participants, despite the fact that identical 

charges were brought against each pair of co-participants. 
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In short, what little information exists about adult 

'co-participants shows that they are' iikelyto ~_be charged 
.' 

equally, but the likelihood that these charges will result 

in identical dispositions varies .by type of offense and type 

of co-participant group. None of the studies focused 

specifically on factor(s) most likely to result in equal or 

unequal dispositions,' al though Fenster and Mahoney (1981) 

found that co-participants with similar prior records are 

more likely to receive the same dispositions. Furthermore, 

these studies were conducted with adults in courts at the 

district or superior consequently, their 

applicability to juvenile courts remains questionable. 

The question of how juvenile co-participants are 

handled by the courts and -whether they are treated, alike or 

differently raises an important issue in juvenile justice. 

Should juveniles involved in the same delinquent act receive 

the same dispositions? What factors should be most 

influential in determining dispositions for these juveniles? 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

Social equity theory'has been primarily-concerned with 

persons directly involved in some type of social exchange 

relati~nship (Berkowitz and Walster, 1976; Walster, et al., 

1978) , be it friendship, marriage, employee-employer 

relations, etc~ Recent work (e.g. Baker, 197~) has extended 

the equity formulation to include a third-·party and that 

person's perception of relationships in which he himself is 
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not involved. But regardless of the dimensions of the 

:social exchange relationship, the primary thesis is one' of' '-----. 

"proportionality"; that is, that like actions should be 

treated alike ,or to the extent that actions differ ,their 

consequen.ces should differ to the same extent (Zelditch, 

1981:31) • 

In the juvenile J'ustice system, thJ" . LS third-party 

observer is the judge and/or jury whose task.is to restore 

equity to the inequitable relationshipcau~ed by the 

juvenile( s) delinquent act against the victim(s). 

Restoration of this equity is achieved by "matching" the 

punishment to certain characteristics of the defendant and 

the crime. One of the princi~les guiding the allocation of 

punishment is II equal penalties for equal crimes. II In social 

-equity theory terms, these third party observers follow the 

tenet that the punishment should fit the crime. 

Within the criminal justice system, this tenet has been 

formulated into~hat is commonly called the just deserts 

principle. This principle, which derives its basic 

assumptions from equity theory, more precisely identifies 

the conditions under Which equality or inequality is most 

likely to occur in the criminal justice system. The present 

study is cast wi thin the framework of the just deserts 

principle as outiined in von Hirsch (1916). 

Although sometimes referred to as a theory, just 

deserts is really a collection of guidelines stated as a 

principle. This principle has its roots in the works of 
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Beccaria (l769) which assert that the severity of the 

punfshment should be 'commensurate 'with the seriousness of 
the wrong' (von Hirsch, 1976: 66). Fundamentally then, ,just 

deserts holds that convicted criminals should be punished 

because they have-committed a reprehensible act and, 

therefore, deserve punishment (Rodino, 1979:12). 

Since the just deserts principle emphasizes the 

seriousness of the offense as the primary determinant of the 

resulting punishment, it:. is important to analyze the two 

major components of that principle: harm and culpability. 

According to von Hirsch (1976:79) harm is measured by the 

degree of injury caused or risked. State sentencing 

.statutes typically are "based on calculation of the degree of 

harm inflicted upon society l:>Y the alleged 'criminal. For 

example, because armed robbery poses greater harm 'to the 

victim than burglary, sentencing boundaries are structured 

so that the penalty is more punitive for armed robbery than 

burglary. 

The second component 'of offense seriousness is 

culpability or the degree to which the offender may justly 

be held to blame for the' 'consequences or- risks of l?-is/her' 

act (von Hirsch, 1976:80). When dealing with co-

participants, the most critical determinant of culpability 

is Whether the defendant played a central (dominant) role or 

was only a peripberal(minor) participant in the offense. 

In addition to harm and culpability, the just deserts 

principle embraces the offender's prior criminal record, the 
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number £! previous convictions and seriousness of these past 

crimes (von Hirsch, 1976: 84) . The logic behind 
-

this 

reasoning is that a person who is convicted of hiS/her first 

offense is m d a e aware of the "wrongness" of th t t a ac. 
Repetition of the " 1 

crJ.In1.na act after this point demonstra'i::es 

increased c 1 b 'I ' 
u pa 1. 1. ty since the offender persisted in the 

behavior after having been f orcefully censured for it 

through the prior punishment. 

Al though the guidelines ' t JUs outlined generally apply 
to adults, 

juveniles. 

there' are simila_r gu';d l' ~e_l.nes proposed for 

The IJA/ABA JUvenile Justice Standards (1980:35) 

Sllggest that judges should consider not only the juvenile's 

r~sponsibility or ,~ulpabili ty in the commission of the 

delinquent act, but also the juvenile's age. The older the 

juvenile, the greatet' his or 11 er responsibility for breaking 
the law. In addition, the sta d d ' n ar s requ1.re that judges 

also consider the seriousness of the delinquent act and the 
youth's prior record. However, these standards also allow 

the consideration of agg~avat1.·ng 't' 
~ or m1 1.gating circumstances 

that accompany any particular delinquent act. In short~ 

except for age, the J'ust d t ' eser s pr1.nciple ror adults and 

the disposition guidelines set down by IJA-ABA are similar. 

Both hold that dispositions should be commensurate with the 

seriousness of the' offense, th ff e 0 ~nder' s cu1pabil i ty or 

responsibility for the act, and his or her prior record. 

Age should also be a determining factor for juveniles. 
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This idea of treating offenders on a basis commensurate 

,- with ' their current si tuation has been reflected in 

statements such;as ... . f 1 crimes i
' "equal penal tJ.es or equa 

or . t a sho~ u1d r'eceive similar "persons similarly Sl.tua e 

treatment" • But the concept of .. equal penal ties for equal 

crimes" takes on particular importance in the juvenile court 

where the IIbest interests of the child" principle is a 

guide. This principle gives the judge a great deal of 

latitude in determining which factors to use in reaching the 

disposition decisionD For example, juvenile judges may 

~ '1 b k round prior criminal consider the youth's ~aml. y ac g I 

f the offense, school performance, the record, the severity 0 

youth's attitude, e.tc. There are few criteria to guide the 

judge in assigning weight to each of these factors anq',as a 

result, juvenile judges can exerciseo considerable discretion 

in handing down a disposition that is in the "best interests 

of the child". . d t ut "equal They are not requl.re to me e 0 

penal ties for equal crimes". Two youths who were involved 

in the same delinquent act may receive different 

terms and conditions attached) dispositions (with different. 

and the major determl.nl.ng ac ors .. ,. 'f t l.°nfluencing each youth's' 

disposition may differ sigri'iiicantly. 

However, in recent years many juvenile courts 

(including the juvenile court in this study) have become 

more due-process oriented and, as a ~esu1t, judicial 

d by state and federal discretion has become narrowe 

legislation as well as the U.s. Supreme Court decisions of 
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the 1960's and 1970's. Whether this increased emphasis upon 

due process affects the handling of juvenile co-partl.cipants 

remains in question. 
,/ 

One of the formal policies .governing the proceSSing of 

co-participants includes Colorado's complicity theory 

embodied in section 18-1-603 of the Colorado Revl.sed 

Statutes (1973:244-246). This section states that, a "person 

is legally accountable as principal for the behavior of 

another constituting a criminal offense ,~f ,wi ththe intent 

to promote or facilitate the commission' of the offense he 

aids, abets, or advi ses the other person in planning or 

committing the offense." Translated into lay language, 

Colorado law provides for the filing of identical 

allegations against- youths who. committed the same Offense 

together, thereby making all members of a crime partnership 

eligible for the same range of sentence severity" even if 

one member plays a more dominant role in the crime than the 

other(s). In the particular juvenile court under study, 

juveniles taktm into custody for conuni tting the same offense 

together usually have identical petitions filed against 

them. Each youth's case is assigned a separate number and 

their hearings are scheduled separately, although it is not 

unusual for co-participants to have their advisement 

hearings scheduled on the same day. 
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DATA COLLECTION 

The data were gathered through both quantitative and 

qualitative methods. The quantitative data were drawn from 

records filed on each of the youths in the Clerk of the 

(burt's office. These records contain the youth's 

j;etition(s), the summari.-es from each juvenile court hearing, 

and documents noting the youth's disposition, family 

1::ackground t etc. In addi tion, data on the youth's 

celinquent acts were taken from police reports filed wi th 

~ District Attorney. 

The qualitative data were taken from several hundred 

hours of court observations conducted by ,the author during 

( 
1980. During the course of' these observations, data were 

recorded on all cases which involved more ·thanone juvenile. 

Of particular interest were the types of delinquent acts 

committed by juveniles and' their companions, the composition 

of these juvenile partnerships, and the disposi t~ons 

accorded to them. 'Whenever the prosecutor, the judge or the 

child's attorney elaborated upon their reasons for 

recozmnending certain disposi tionsfor co-defendants I these 

statements were entered into the author's notes at the end 

of each day's observation. Al though these cases do not 

represent all groups of juvenile co-participants processed 

during 1980, the regularity and frequency of observations 

assure that they provide a realistic view of how juvenile 

co-participants are handled in this juvenile court. 
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According to records kept by the Juvenile Division of 

the District Attorney's :office, 1586 petitions were 

requested of the DA 'soffice in 1980 by the county'spolice 

departments, sherifflsdepartment,andchange of venue cases 

transferred from surrounding counties in the Denver metro 

area. The DA elected not to, handle 98 of these 1586 

requested petitions. 

Of the remaining 1488 requested petitions (1586 minus 

the 98 refused petitions) we co~eddata on 1162 youths (71~ 

referred ,to court and 452 referred to Diversion). 'There is a 

difference between the number of petitions requested and the 

number of youths in our study because some youths had more 

than one petition and some diversion referrals were 2'po1ice 

level n referrals ,which wer~ not:incluQed in -pur study 

because too little information was available on tbem. 

The analysis of the 1162 youths examined in this study 

was limi ted" to the youth I, s most 'serious delinquent act. 

This resulted in a total of 816 delinquent acts because many 

acts invol ved more than one of the' 1162 youths. Since 

juvenile deLLnquency has generally been regarded as a group 

phenomenon, it is interesting to note the .manner in which 

these 816 delinquent acts wer~ committed in relation to the' 

manner in which the~ were handled by the DA. 

RESULTS - CO-PARTICIPANTS 

The DA filed'571 (70%) of the 816 delinquent acts as 

sole perpetrators; the remaining 245 (30%) were filed as 
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co-participants. However, police reports filed in the DAIs 

office show that a far~c;trger .number of delinq~ent acts--379 

(54%) --were ,actually cOJlUlli t.tedby mul tiple., 'offendE!rs .In 

'other words, 134 acts :(379 minus 245) actually inVOlVed do;;" 

participants but were not filed that way. ,Furthermore, 

within these 379 groups of multiple offenders there were 57 

(15%) acts that act.ually involved additional, yet unind~cted 

accomplices. This means that a total of 191 (134 plus ,57) 

,or 23% of 'the 816 ,delinquent acts filed with the DA in 198~ 

invol v,ed additional persons upon whom official action was 

not taken by the DA. 

What were some of the reasons for this lack of official 

'action by the DA? The 'most obvious reason is that ,the 

accanpl.icesgot ,:' aw~ybefo.re poli:ce could,'. ,'i:lj?prehena 

identify them 0 In'their" ~ports t~~~police ~.ften noted~at 
there were additional persons involved but they could not be 

identified. And, even if the accomplices were identified by 

police and referred to the DA, the DA may refuse to process 

the case because ,Of insuf.ficientevidence, action by other 

agencies, youths moving from the jurisdiction, illegal 

searches; and the victim I s request to drop the charges. 1.n 

still other cases, the accomplices may be referred to a 

municipal court, particularly if the allegations are of a 

minor nature. Finally, if ,the accomplices are adults, their 

cases ,may be filed in the county court oradul t crim~nal 

court. 
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These findings suggest the following conclusions: 

First, more tnan half of the delinguentacts were committed 

by groups, rather thani'ndividuals • While this percentage 

is not as high as the 60-90%e'stimated bY,Cohen (1977;4Ib) 

and others (e.g. Erickson and Jensen, 1977:265) it is 

consistent with the premise that a large proportion of 

delinquency is group behavior. 

Second, even tnough more than half of the delinquent 

acts were committed bymorethail:oneperson ~ less thana 

third of them were actually processed 'as co-participants. 

The implication of this finding for group delinquency is 

that all youths involved in any given delinquent act may not 

receive Official attention., at least from the Distrloct 
.. ' 

Attorney in this :COunty. -, The' iar~~'9-ttrition. rate fr~':the 
~. ~. , 

ccmnission of tbe delinquent act through filing by the PA is , 

only the beginning of an extensive filtering process that 

eliminate1s youths at -each successive stage of the 
/. 

adjudication process. Consequently, the numbers of youths 

known to have beeri~nvolvedin the' commission of delinquent 

acts is considerably large~, than the actual numbers 

Erocessed by ~heDistrict Attorney. 

SeJi and Co-Participation in Delinquency 

Boys tended to commi t 54 percent Of their 657 

delinquent acts .alone; the remaining 302 acts were most 

likely to be committed in the company of other male 

j\Weniles (28%), with much smaller percentages of these acts 
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commi:t~dwith, unidentified persons (7%); male adults (6%); 
~. -.. - - ... - ~~ . ., .. _- "- .. ~--. 

and groups comprised ·of both sexes, adult and juvenile (4%). 
., \. 

Boys were unlikely to commit 'offenses wi th femaI-es, either 

adult or juvenile. ,' ..... ' 

In contrast, girls tended to commit a smaller 

percentage (48%) of their 159 delinquent acts alone; if they 

committed the act with someone else it was most likely to be 

other female juveniles (29%) , unidentified persons {9%) , 

male adults (6%) or male juveniles' (3%) ; and groups 

canprised of both· s'exes, adult and juvenile (1%) • Girls 

were somewhat more likely than boys to commit their offenses 

with the opposite sex, particularly adults. 

For both sexes, youths im,o~ved in the :391 group acts -were 

approximately 'the';'~aiUe 'age~-:: nearly a third (31%) ·of the 

group acts involved youths with the same birth year and the 

ages of youths in the remaining groups were usually with~n 

one to two years of each other. Even theadul tswho were 

involved in-;,~esedelinquentacts were rarely much more than 

two years oldertban their minor co-participants. 

en the basis of these findings, ,one can conclude that 

When boys and girls commit delinquent acts with others the 

acoomplices are most likely to be of the same age and sex. 

Gtoups of mixed sexes and ages were quite rare. 

, The remaining paragraphs of this chapter describe the 
~ ) 

group offenses and offenders in greater detail ana some of 

the. differences between the .group offenders and lone 

offenders. The sub pop~lation of 153 groups is taken from 
... 
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the total 1980 delinquent population of 710 youths. 

Of the £i ve major categories 'Of delinquent acts 

camli.tted, by the 710 youths, 'certain acts were more lik.ely 

to 'be committed by qroups. For example, 86 percent of the 

burglaries and 57 percent of the criminalmisch~ef acts 

(vandalism) were committed by groups. In contrast, certain 

acts were much more l.ikely to be commi ted by youths .act~ng 

alone. Sixty-seven percent of the assaults, 63 percent of 

the drug violations, and -54 percent· Qf the thefts were 

committed by individual youths. 'All of the remaining 

categories of delinquent acts contained too few youths to 

draw meaningful conclusions as to whether they are more 

likely to ,be committed by .srOUpl.l or iridividualyouths. 
. . ~ ;' ; . 

Del.inquent ~cts comm~:tted 'by' ':9~oups~N=:3'91J inc;ude'<l 

'Youths who were £riends ;Wl. th on£' another . (:82%) ; another 8 

percent of the group acts were conuni tted by siblings. 'l'he 

remaining 10 percent of the group acts involved youths who 

were either strangers (3%) or a combination of friends and 
,", 

siblings (4%). 

Disposi-t-i-ons for Juvenil-e,-C-o-Participants 

Range of Dispositions 

As was mentioned in the chapter on dispositions, there 

are several disposional options available to the court: 
f 

dismissal, acquittal in either a bench or . jury trial, 

reserved adjudication (also called court supervision) in 
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Which a youth is assigned to a probation counselor for a 

six-month period of superVision ,and then has his case 

dismissed if his behavior is satisfactory, and adjudicat~on 

as a delinquent-child. If a child is adjudicated 

delinquent, the judge has several options open: a fine, 

ccmnitrnent for a specific period of time in the juvenile 

detention center, probation up to two years, placement 

ootside the home, or any combination of these. He may also 

ccmnit the child to ·the state Department of Institutions, 

Where a child may ultimately be placed in a juven~le 

correctional institution for up to two years. 

Even though there seem to be several disposition 

options available 'to the'judge, in reality the two used most 
~~ 

"LJ frequently are: (1) adjudication with .. probation (usualJ,y two 

(1t, 
~) 

years) and (2) reserved adjudication with six months 

supervision. However, there are ways to individualize the 

youth's disposition when the judge feels that differential 

treatment is merited. 

The most common way is to vary the terms and conditions 

wbich accompany the disposition. For example, common terms 

am conditions attached to supervision or probation terms 

are: (1) refrain from associating with co-minors,v (2) attend 

school or, if over 16, work full-time. (3) pay restitution 

to the victim, (4) work a certain number of hours for 

community service or civic organizations 6 (5) partiCipate in 

specific types of counseling sessions such as mental health 

or drug therapy, or ( 6 ) spend some time in the detention 
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center. Therefore, even though a set of co-defendants. may 

receive the same dispositions .( i . e • both recei ve probation 

termaof two years) these same dispositicns £an ,be 

individualized to :meet a particular child is needs. For 

example, both youths may be asked to refrain from 

associating with each other throughout the probation period. 

But one youth may be -required to donate 25 hours of 

community service time while another _may be asked to donate 

twice that amount. - Another method is to require youths to 

pay the restitution in amounts commensurate with their level 

of participation. For example, a.youth who takes $50 from 

his/her employer will be required to pay back that amount 

while the co-minor 'who takes only half as much needs to pay 

$25. 

Dependent Variables 

The major dependent variable to be examined is whether 

the Court -gives equal or unequal dispositions to youths who 

conmi t the same delinquent act -together. Dispositions are 

coded as 1) equal = all members of the same delinquent group 

receive the same disposition. For example, all receive 

probation terms of two years; or 2) unequal = all members of 
,'f. 

the same 'delinquent acts do not receive the same 

dispo~itions. For example, one youth may receive a reserved 

adjudication while the other(s) receive a two-year probation 

term. 
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The definition of -"equal" d' ." 
~spos~t~ons merits some 

explanation. Use of the ."-.':l 

in t.erm "equal" this paper is 
literal,· that ~s, all th" ... you s~n the delinquent group must 

receive identical dip-positions. 
Some practitioners have 

argued that youths are not able t d" o ~stinguish the 
difference between a r d d' eserve a JUdication and a probation 

term because in either decision the youth must be supervised 

by a probation counselor. 

differences between the two. 

However, there are distinct 

A reserved adjudication does 

not involve a finding that' the hOld " . ~ ~ ~s delinquent; 
furt.hermore, the youth is assigned to six-month a 
sUpervision period. 

In contrast, a youth on probation has 

been found to be a delinquent child and is required to be 

supervised by: a probation counselor for a period of up to 

two years, although the case can be terminated earlier if 

the child's performance is exemplary. S" h 
~nce t e Court makes 

this distinction between these t - wo most ;;frequently used 

treauaent disposition decisions . . it seems appropriate that 

we make this distinction in our analysis as well. 

Independent Variables 

The independent variables are derived from 1) the 

. social equi ty theory tenet that II • 
proport~onali ty" should 

guide the way people are treated and 2) the just de'serts 

principle that says "proportionalityu in the justice system 

should be based on whether or t th no e following variables 
are equal: 
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!) age. youths with the same birth year are coded as 

having equal ages; all others are coded as unequal. The 

older youth is coded as oldest; the younger youth is coded 

as the youngest. 

2) prior record. youths whose most serious pr10r 

delinquent act is the same severity (that is, misdemeanor or 

felony) and the same type of offense (t~.1at is, personal or 

property) are coded as equals; all others are coded as 

unequal. A youth with a felony personal offense in his 

prior record has a more serious record than one with a 

misdemeanor property offense. 

~) severity of allegat~ons. youths whose most serious 

allegations are the same (that is, the allegation is 

identical) are cooed asequais i all others .are coded as 

unequal. A youth with a felony theft allegation is coded as 

more serious than a youth with a misdemeanor theft 

allegation. 

4) number o~ allega'tions. youths whose total number of 
'. 

allegations filed between the 'original petition and the date 

of adjudication are the same (for example, each youth has a 
.- -, -.. -

total ·ofthree allegations) are coded .as equals; all others 

are coded as unequals. A youth with three allegations is 

coded as having more allegations than a youth with only two 

allegations. 

5) role. youths who demonstrated equal responsibility 

for the commission of the delinquent act (for example, they 

all admitted equal responsibility,they participated equally 
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in the conunission of the act, and so on) are coded as 

equals ~ all others are coded as unequals. A youth who 

suggests the offense, takes primary l'esponsibility for 

planning the offense, utilizes a weapon, and 60 on is coded 

as the dominant partner, while the youth who drives the 

getaway car, stands guard as the "lookout", t' , or par 1c1pates 

in the offense against his or her will is coded as the minor 

partner. 

The ~-Participant Sample 

The qualitative data are based on a sample of 86 youths 

who had court appearances in 198t1f. 11 v on a ega tions stenuning 

fran 53 different delinquent acts -involving more than one 

youth. Although these youths were not necessarily tbe Same 

youths upon whom' quantitative data ,,,ere collected in 198", 

their cases do serve to illustrate t -renas or patterns 

Observed in .our analysis of court record data and provide 

descriptive acenar~os of ho th C t .... . w e our reacts to group 

delinquency_ 

The quantitative data in this sample of co-participants 

are based on 320 youths whose most serious 
- ,-

allegations 

stemmed from 153 delinquent acts filed with the District 

Attorney's office in 1980. One hundred twenty-two of these 

153 acts invol ved groups in which petitions were filed in 

Juvenile Court on all members of the delinquent .groupithe 

remaining 31 acts involved groups in \'ihich a petition was 

filed on one youth in Juvenile Court. while his or her co-

() 
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participants were referred to the Juvenile Diversion Program. 

All youths in the remaining 138 groups were referred to 

Diversion. 

The composition of these groups falls into six different 

categories: 1) two boys, 2) two or more boys, 3) two girls, 

4) two or more girls, 5) one boy, one girl, or 6) boys and 

girls in groups of three or more. Table 8-1 shows the types 

of delinquent acts committed by the 146 groups for whom data 

were available on each youth in each delinquent group. 
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TABLE' 8-1 

DELINQUENT ACTS COMMITTED BY DIFFERENT KINDS 
OF DELINQUENT GROUPS 

Drugs 

Assault 

Sexual Assault 

Arson 

Burglary 

Robbery 

Theft 

Joyriding 

Receiv:f,ng 

Criminal 
Mischief 

Criminal 
l'r.espass 

Forgery 

Resisting 
Arrest 

Disorderly 
Conduct 

Harassment 

Miscellaneous 

Two 
boys 

4 

2 

1 

16 

4 

24 

4 

2 

13 

6 

2 

1 

1 

TOTALS N=80 

N = 146 Delinquent Acts 

Three or Two Three or One boy, 
more -boys girls more girls one girl 

1 1 

2 2 1 

1 

16 1 1 

15 1 3 

1 

2 1 

2 1 

1 

1 

1 

N=33 N=21 N=4 N=5 
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Three or 
more boys 
and girls 

1 

1 

1 

N=3 
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Twenty-three percent of these 146 delinquent acts 

involved girls. Girls in groups of two (N=2l) were most 

likely to commit a misdemeanor theft (7l% ). Girls who 

committed delinquent acts with two or more boys or two or 

more girls were distributed in incidents of one each across 

the categories of drug violations, assault, burglary and 

joyrid,ing. A girl who committed a delinquent act with a boy 

was most likely to commit theft (N=3). 

Boys committing. delinquent acts with one other boy 

(N=80) were most likely to commit burglaries (20%), thefts 

(30%), robberies (11%), criminal mischief (16%), or criminal 

trespass (8%): their remaining delinquent acts were 

distributed in frequencies ot four or less acros~ th~ 

categories of drug vioiations.,assault, seXual .assault, 

robbery, joyriding, theft by receiving, criminal trespass, 

forgery, resisting arrest, and barassment. Boys ing.roups 

of two or more (N=33) were charged with burglary (49% ) and 

theft (24%): the remaining delinquent acts were distributed 

infr.equencies of two or less across the categories of drug 

violations; assaulti theft by receiving, criminal mischief, 

criminal trespass, and disorderly conduct. 

ANALYSIS 

The quantitative" data are analyzed using discriminate 

function analysis, a technique which allows the researcher 

to study the differences between two or more groups of 

subjects with respect to several variables simultaneously 
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(Klecka, 1980:7). This technique is particularly 

appropriate for the data on co-participants because the 

dependent variable is nominal and discrete (equal versus 

unequal) rather than continuous. The researcn objective is 

to obtain the ind~pendent variable set (profile) that is 

most usef.ul in distinguishing between groups of delinquents 

who receive equal versus unequal disposi tions. The 

independent variables to be entered into the analysis 

include equal or unequal prior record, equal or unequal age, 

equal or unequal number and severity of allegations, and 

equal or unequal role in the delinquent act. 

The 153, groups of co-participants include two 

categories. Category I includes 31 groups in which one 

youth was petitioned into 'Juvenile Court while the co-
" 

participanf.:.( s) was referred to the Diversion Program. 

Category II includes the remaining 122 groups in which all 

members had pe'i:itions filed ill Juvenile COurt. 

Looking first at Category I, all 31 groups received 

unequal treatment because each group had .some youths filed 

in court and some referred to the Diversion Program. This 

treatment decision is made by the .District Attorney who uses 

a set of fonnalized criteria but youths referred to the 

Diversion Program are usually first-time, non-violent 

offenders. 

COmplete infonnation was available for 26 of the 31 

groups in Category I. ,Their distribution within each of the 

five independent variables is as£ollows: 
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and, 

were the same ~g~_, 
one-third of the groupS ,. .... ,.,- . . uth' 

Age: nearly groupS, the yo ' 

.; n more thana quarter o'f t'):le fi 1 edin 
• than the youth 

referred to diversion 
was younger 

involved .' 15% of the groupS 
Juven,ile Court. The remal.n1ng 

, .partners. 
their Divers:Lon than n were vounger 

Court youths w 0 - the older 
the same, ag es were not 

youth was 

When 

more 

youths' 

to court. likely to go 

Charges: 
percent Ninety-two 

of the youths had equally 

. ht against allegations broug 
d 89% had the same them an 

sev~re 

O f allegations. number 
Consequently, 

t that it is apparen 

complicity theory in 

the district attorney . follows 

against 

the 

filing allegations 
juveniles, but doesn't 

same treatment. 
h youths the . . 

necessarily give t ese '.playedequCil 
. f the·. groupS 

't -t~'O percent. ... 0 ....... heir Role: S:Lxy '. . t. When ,'-
- the delinquent ac • .' 

roles in the commission of . nt 
the youths who played dom:Lna 

roles 
1 it was were unequa , 

in Juvenile Court. 
Only 3% of 

roles 
filed (26%) who were 

who were referred to the 
Youths involved the groupS 

dominant roles' 'in tbe 
.program ' d'espite Diversion 

their 

toe delinquent act. 

f " 'percent Seventy- :Lve 

commission of of the groupS .,. had 

Twenty-one percent 
Prio:r: record:' 

of "the youths 

similar prior records. 

filed in Court 
h r Prior record. 

had the hars e II 
in Category the 7.e groupS 

The characteristics of 

of the five independent 
within each 

follOWS: 

variables are as 

....::.: ... 

. {) Age: Forty percent of the 70 groups were the same age; 
4_ __ ,__ 4 •• _. _ " _ 

61% of these same-age groups received the same disposition • 

Twenty-nine percent of the oldest, kids in a group rec~ived 

the harsher dispOSition; less than 20% of the youngest kids 

.received the milder dispositions: 

ChcLrges: Ninety percent of the groups had an equal 
number of allegations of equal sever i ty brought against 
them. Fifty-five percent of these groups with equal charges 

received the same disposi tiona. In only one group did the 

youth with harsher charges receive the llarsher disposition. 

Role: Seventy-three percent of the groups played equal -
roles and. 53% of these groups with equal participants 
received the disposition. same There only five were 

daninantpartners identified.w;'i thint.he groups and two 'Of 

them'I40%) received the harsher disposition. Fourteen 
percent of the youths who played minor roles in 'the 

delinquent acts received the milder dispositions. 

Prior record: Sixty-six percent· of the groups bad 

similar prior" records and 61% of the groups with similar . . 
records received the same disposition. One-third of the 
youths with harsher 

_._-
received prior records harsher 

dispositions while 23% of the 13 youths with milder prior 

records got milder dispositions. 

The fact that complete in fo rrn at ion was available'on all 

independent variables utilized in the discriminant analysis 

for only 7e of the 122 groups is due, in part, to the fact 

that the discriminant analysis program utilized (Hie, et 
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al., 1975:451) required listwise deletion. This means tha t 

cases with ':missing values are automatically eliminated from 

all calculations • The 'advantage ;0£ listwised.eletion is 

that all calculations are based on the same universe of data 

but, unfortunately, listwise deletion also reduces the 

number of cases' much farther than preferred. The problem of 

. missing val?es 'is very typical in studieos dealing with 
\ 

official records. Researchers have little control over what 

is contained in these records and must continually cope with 
l 

the problems of missing data when these records are 

incomplete. 

In addition to the attrition of cases caused by 

listwise .deletion, another major factor is that 5.0 of the 

122 groups had missing data ·on the dependent variable, 

disposition (variable 109). There were four main reasons 

for this missing 'data. 

First, 41 of the 122 groups involved one or moreyout~hs 

who were non-residents. The general pblicy 'of this court is 

to accept the youth 'a . admission ( or find him or here guilty 

in a trial) and then transfer the'case to the youth's home 

county for disposition. -- Sin-ce the court -order granting us 

access to juvenile files was limited to Suburban County, we 

were unable to find out what disposition the youth 

eventually received in hleor her home county. Wecould not 

make comparisons among the youths in any delinquent group 

when one or more of the dispositionswe~e unknown, therefore, 

these cases were coded as missing data on variable 109. 
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A second reason for missing values on the disposition 

variable' was - that four of the 122 
delinquent groups had ·at 

least one member whose had case not yet reached final 
disposition. 

Once again, if dispositions were unknown for 

one or more memb f 
ers 0 a delinquent group, the researchers 

were unable to compare the dispositions w;th';n ... ... the group. 
These ~ases were al d d 

so co e as missing data on variable 109 • 

Third, five of the 122 h groups ad at least one member 

Who was a resident of the 
county at the time of the 

. delinquent act but whose case was transfer:r:ed 
to another 

jurisdiction (usually because th 
e youth moved) before the 

disposition was reached. 

PROCEDURES FOR ·~~YZING. Cg-PARTICIPANT GROUPS 

Groups of co-participants were .ancHyzed in 'the 
following manner. Each group of youths was .given a group 
number. In addition, each youth in a group was given an 

identification number. 
For example, the youth whose name 

appears first on themaster~ist of '. ·'1 . . Juven,l. es receives the 

number 1: tne next youth .hl the lis' t who 1.' s a 
member of that 

same group receives the number 2, etc. 

When comparisons were made wl.·thl.·n each group or when 

the analyst wished to study delinquent groups rather than 
individual yout.hs, • youthnmnber I ti'as used as the 
"reference" youth. 

By knowing the characteristics of youth 
number 1, comparisons can be made within the group or 
between the groups of delinquents. For example, if we 
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wanted to know what kind of delinquent acts were eommi tted 

by groups composed of two boys , "we would select boys (value 

1 on variable 6) who were number 1 in their group (variable 

92) who committed acts with one other boy ('value 1 on 

variable 94). By using the boys who meet these criteria, 

the analyst could find out what the most serious delinquent 

act (variable 16) was for each group composed of two boys. 

The same procedures could be used to find out what 

delinquent acts were committed by pairs {variable 94=1 )of 

girls (variable 6=2). To find out what kinds of delinquent 

acts were committed by boys or girls acting alone, the 

analyst would select those youths whose value was zero on 

variable 92. 

DISPOSITIONS OF JUVENILE CO-PARTICIPANTS 

More than half (54~) of the 70 groups of delinquent 

youths filed received the same disposition from the juvenile 

judge; the remaining 31 groups (46~)receivedunequal 

dispositions. In most of these 31 groups, one youth 

received a r~servedadjudication while the other(s) were 

adjudicated delinquent and placed on probation for up to two 

years. The major l~esearch question is why were some groups 

given equal dispositions while other 8roups were not. 

Five discriminating variables were entered into the 

equation--age, severity of allegations, number of 

allegations, prior record, and role. Since each of these 

discriminating variables is theoretically ;i:;mportant, all 
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variables were entered into the analysis concurrently to see 

which variables discriminate between the two groups of 

youths who receive equal ·or unequal dispositions. 

The analysis shows that the discrpninating variables 

produce .on1y one discriminating function and th~t one 

variable, prior record, is included in this function. The 

extremely large Wilks I Lambda (. 977896) suggests that there 
1\ 

is very little illforrnation left in the remaining 

value ( .02260) --is quite Stnq,ll, suggesting: the overall 

importance of the prior record variable is not significant. 

The strength of the relationship between the function and 

- the group variables is measured by the canonical correlation 

coef£ic ient.which,sbow$ that ·prior record accounts for only 

two percent of ,the funct!oni;s 'ability to discriminate 

between the two groups. Furthermore, its addition to Rao I s 

V was insignificant. This ~uggests that the prior record 

variable is not very POWerful in its ability to mOVe youths I 

cases from one group to the other. 

These findings indicate that the discriminating 
.~-. --,~.-"-

variables se1ecte~d for this analysis are not very powerful 

in moving cases of youths from one group (equal 

dispositions) to the other {unequal dispositions). The 

equality or unequality of tbe variables outlined in the just 

deserts principle and the .IJA-ABA standards do not explain. 

much of the variance in the court IS treatn.lent of delinquent 

youths. 
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By looking at each of these independent variables 

separately, we can see the lack of consist.ent pattern 

between the incidence of equal dispositions and equality 

within the independent variables. 

Table 8-2 shows the ·equality or inequality of 

dispositions in relation to the severity and'· number of 

allegations brought against the: youths, their ~~les in the 

d 1 " t t th" ages and their prior records. e 1nquen ac, e1r , 

According to the table, co-participants with equally severe 

allegations brought against them are only slightly more 

likely to// receive equal dispositions (54%) than unequal 
,I 

dispositions (46%). In-addition, co-participants who played 

equal roles in the delinquent act are only slightly more 

lik~ly to receiv.e -equal di,s~~si tions (53%) than, unequal 

dispositions (47%).. 'However, 'those co-participants with 

similar prior records and similar ~ges do have a greater 

tendency to receive the same disposi tions. Twenty-seven 

(61%) ,of the 44 sets of co-participants with ,similar prior 

records received equal dispositions while 17 (6"%) of the 28 

groups with similar ages received equal dispositions. 
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YOUTHS RECEIVING EQUAL OR UNEQUAL DISPOSITIONS IN RELATION 
TO EQUALITY OF ALLEGATIONS, 'ROLE, AND PRIOR RECORD 
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several hundred hours of observation show that several 

reasons were invoked 'by 'the' juage,the district attorney, 

defense attorney, or the probation counselor when they 

discussed the disposition given to the youth. There did not 

appear to be any consistent pattern as to which factors 

would be lnentioned in any particular kind of case but it did 

appear as though legal officials supported their disposition 

recornmendatioIison factors that seemed the most obvious or 

clear-cut and these factors varied from case to case. 

However, overall, there were three reasons cited most 

frequently--the youth's role in the delinquent act., the 

amount of remorse shown' by the youth over the incident, and 

the youth's prior record. '01e following section discusses 

these reasons for equal or \;mequal ,~is'posi tions and the 

.. 
circumstances of the delinquent acts for which. the 

dispositions were granted. 

Th·e first reason revolved around the juvenile's degree 

of involvement in the offense. As the case below 

illustrates, one youth in a group of three received the more' 

lenient treatment because he played a minor role in the 

commission of the delihquent act (shooting out car wIndOWS 

with a gun): 

This child was given a reserved 
adjudication and much was said about why he 
didn't get treated as severely as his 
juvenile co-participarit (who was adjudicated 
and received u two-year prpbation 
term) ••• the youth's attorney reminded the 
Court that while the other co-minors 
conunitteci these shootings On two sequential 
nights, this youth was present at only the 

i 

I 

first of two shooting incidents. He knew 
, the other two males planned to do some;more 
shooting but he decided not to participate. 

As this case and many others illustrated, a youth" s 

level of participation or role in the offense weighed 

heavily when the district attorney or the child's attorney 

attempted to explain why one youth deserved more harsh or 

more lenient treatment than his/her co-participant(s). 

Another sample of differantial treatment occurred when 

twopoys stole merchandise ft'om their employer. In this 

case, it was not only the youths' involvement in the offense 

but also the degree of remorse shown after the incident had 

occurred: 

.. ,They were inVOlved in thefts of money 
a:r;ta merchandise £ran theiriempl oyer. The 
;f~rst b?y. .took, less '~than$5"in 
merchandl.seand his attorney .explainoothat 
th~ youth was encouraged to do this by some 
fr~ends. He received a reserved 
adJu~ica~ion~ in, addition, he had to pay 
restJ. tutl.on to hl.s employer and do 25 hours 
of volunteer work for a civic organization. 
The second boy did not fare so well. He 
~oOk more than $200 of merchandise and even 
.1.nstalled the stolen items in his car·. The 
'youth's attorney didn't think he should get 
a harsher disposition than his co
par~icip~nt. However, the ,youth's probation 
off1cer and ~he judge disagreed. They based 

. their decision on the youth's' lack of 
remorse over the incident. The youth had 
told the arresting police officer and the 
probation counselor that the store was very 
big and had lots of money and, therefore, 
W01:lldn't miss the stolen merchandise. He 
,added that l.ots of companies, e.g. oil 
c<;'ll1panies, were II ripping off II people all the 
tl.In~, !O how cc;>uld his misdeed be very 
serl.OUS ( The Judge gave this /. youth a 
hars~e~ disposition than ,/his co-
part1cl.pant--the youth was adjudicated a 
delinquent child and placed on probation q 
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required to pay restitution, spend one night 
, in the detention center, and donate 48 hours 

(compared to his partner's 25) to community 
service. 

A third reason upon which court officials base their 

dispositions is the prior delinquency record of juveniles. 

Youth with similar prior records or no prior records at all 

are more likely tb receive the (2ame dispositions. However, 

a youth with a history of delinquency is likely to receive a 

harsher disposition. The following case illustrates how a 

district attorney used the yout~'s prior record to justify a 

disposi tion harsher than those normally given to youths 

appearing in Court for the first time: 

The youth appeared for advisement on 
charges of theft .of bike wheels and another 
.charge involving theft of an entire bike. 
The police report showed that the youths' 
garage was full of many more bicycle parts 
than those reported in the petitions. This 
was a' ,P.ltrong suggestion that the youth had 
been involved .in theft of bike parts for 
some time. The DA recommended a two-year 
probation term for the youth and later 
explained the reason for her recammendation~ 
.she said that she couldn't give this .youth a 
reserved adjUdication (a six-month 
supervision period normally given to first
time or misdemeanor type offenders) even 
though tbiswasthe youth' sfirst petition, 
because the youth's police record showed 
numerous 'lecture' and release' contacts 
dating back four years. She felt that the 
youth had gotten off easily in the past and 
now it was time to crack down on him. 

Numerous other examples of the influence of prior 
I 

record were noted during courtroom observations. For 

example, a youth with an .extensive prior record would be 

more likely to receive a two-year probation term while 
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hiS/her co-minor with no prior record would be more likely 

to receive a six-month reserved adjudication. Or, if youths 

received the same disposition, one youth's prior delinquent 

inVOlvement could be used to justify harsher terms and 

conditions than the co-minor. Ways in .whichadisposi tion 

could be maLde harsher included requiring the youth to spend 

a few nights in the detention center, to participate in 

therapy, or donate considerable amounts of time to a 

community organization. The attitude of court officials 

toward su.ch youths with extensive prior records was to 

"crack down" on the youths, to treat them more harshly in 

hopes of "waking them up" to the realities of possible 

incarcerution if the youth's delinquent tendencies "lere not 

re-channeled into more constructive behavior: 

In summary, courtroan observations showed three major 

reasons why juvenileco-de£endants do not receive the same 

dispositions: (I) their degree of participation in tIle 

delinquent act is not equal. (2) the degree of remorse sho\ln 

by the juveniles varies, , and (3 ) the youth's prior 

involvement in delinquent activities . In addition, there 

are cases where one of these reasons may be invoked by legal 

officials and other cases where two or more reasons may be 

invoked. The importal1.t point is that legal officials can 

find reasons to vary the dispositions of youths when they 

want to. And even though they express vocal approval for: 

treating the delinquents alike, t-hey believe irll 

individualizing the dispositions where needed. 
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PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 'INDIVIDUALIZED 

DISPOSITIONS OF CO-PAR~ICIP~T_S 

The findings show that youths ihvolved in the same 

delinquent act do not necessarily receive the same 

~isposi tion, even though they were involved in the same 

delinquent incident and thus are eligible for the same range 

of punishment. Advocates of individualized dispositions in 

the juvenile court would probably hail this finding as 

encouraging, but the use of differential dispositions for 

juvenile co-participants is not without problems. 

One of the most significant problems is the displeasure 

of parents when their child is treated more sever~/ly than 

the other juveniles :,involved ~ in ~ the delinquent act. "For 

example, 'hearing that her son 'was going to re~eive a harsher 

disposi tion than his partners, one mother said angrily to 

the judge, "Why is my son treated more harshly than the 

other boys who were involved in this (offense)?" ,The judge's 

response clearly illustrates his position: "I can't treat 

all kids alike when they have different backgrounds, 

different prior'-records, different;' scholastic achievements. 

• II He summed up his thoughts with this comment: "You can 

never find two alike." 

Closely related to the parents' displeasure over 

differential dispositions for co-participants is the youth's 

anger at what l.S percel.ve as , . d unfal.' r treatment by the 

juvenile court. This is particularly true incases where 
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the youth accepts only partial responsibility for the 

delinquent act, but is punished as though he had an equal 

share of the responsibility. For example, a youth ordered 

to pay ~ of the restitution feels that his treatment is 

unequi table and unfair when he is only willing to accept 

~-guarte~ of the responsibility. 

Another problem which interferes with the youth's 

treatment is anger or resentment toward the co-

participant{s) for "getting me involved in this mess. lI In 

addition, some youths expressed fear of reprisal if they 

testified in court against their co-participants. For 

example, a restitution hearing was ordered by the Court to 

determine the exact amount of money owed to the victim by 

the two youths who committed the delinquent act. One of the 

youths who thought he might be asked to testify against his 

co-participant expressed fear from reprisal threats that the 

co-participant would IIbeat me up,' damage my car or my house. 

• II etc., if he said anything that might anger his former 

partner in crime. The youth's parents also feared for his 

safety should the youth's co-participant be angered in any 

way o'ver this incident. 

It was clear from observations in juvenile court and 

conversations with probation counselors that, since the 

c(>operation of youths ~ their parents is crucial to the 

Jtreatment process, it is imperative that they feel their 

treatment in juvenile court has been' fair and just. 

Otherwise, it i~ not unusual for ~uch clients to balk at the 
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treatment programs designed for them and fail to fulfill the 

terms and conditions of probation or supervision. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, the data show that' youths who commit the 

same delinquent act together do not necessarily receive the 

same disposition, even when they have had the same 

allegations brought against them and play equal roles in the 

delinquent act • Only when they have similar prior records 

and similar ages does the likelihood of equal dispositions 

increase. 

These findings suggest that the proportionality tenet 

embodied in both social equity theory and the just deserts 

principle is not necessarily supported by these data. Even 

though severity of allegations, role, and prior record are 

regarded as important variables influencing disposition 

equality for adults (von Hirsch, 1976) they obviously are 

not always the ·most important variables influencing the 

dispositions of juveniles. -Age does not have a consistently 

strong effect either. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FU~U~ ~~E~CH 

These data highlight some issues worthy ·of attention in 

future research. 

The first issue, and perhaps the .:most important one, i.s 

what is the effect of sentencing disparities upon the youths 

themselves? Casper (1978) suggests that one of the goals of 
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the justice system is the distribution of fair and 

predictable justice. All defendants are concerned about 

equity and expre~s di'ssatisfaction when they are singled out 

for harsher treatment. The juvenile court, with its 

historical orientation toward treating the offender rather 

thq.n the offense, has felt justified in singling out 

juvenile offenders for harsher treatment when the youths I 

individual characteristics seem to merit it. However, as 

concern with equity becomes a larger issue in the crimi.nal 

courts, this concern is bound to filter down into the 

juvenile courts. In turn, juveniles may have their 

"consciousness" raised and express more resentment at 

disparate treatment. As a result, we n~ed to 'continue 

examining how juvenile co-participants are (treated and how 

this treatment affects their perceptions of the fairness of 

the juvenile justice system. 

A second issue, strongly related to the first, is how 

these perceptions of fairness affect the youth's 

rehabilitation and recidivism rates. The youth who receives 

a harsher disposition than hi,s or her co-participant( s) may 
--

feel unfairly treated and this, in turn, may increase 

resentment toward the system and decrease willingnes.s to 

cooperate during the treatment process. 

A third issue revolves around the youth's 

consti tutional rights. The Supreme Court decisions of the 

late 196" IS ext;ended several constitutional rights to 

youths, but "equal protection under the law" is rarely " 



mentioned. Juvenile co-participants whose dispositions vary 

~ - 1 t 1 al factors may be having for reasons other than re evan eg· 

this very important right vi~lated. 
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'CHAPTER 9 

FAMILY AND JUVENILE DELINQUENCY* 

Two primary issues run through the literature on£amily 

and delinquency. One is the £amily's role in the etiology 
o£ delinquency. 

The second is the impact that family 

background in£ormation has on the system's treatment 
~"~~,o... 

recommendations and decisions. The ,present study emphasizes 

this latter concern. This chapter includes s. review of the 

Ii terature on family and delinquency, a description of the 

research methods employed in this portion of the study, and 

a summary o£ results :from the study of family and 

delinquency. 

/.:.~; 

RECENT LITERATURE ON FAMILY 

AND DELINQUENCY 

Famill"'~~ iE. th~ Etiology o:f Delinquency 

Studies o:f juvenile delinquency in the early 1900's 

:focused attention on inner city slum areas. These "urban 

pockets ot deprivation" were recognized as centers o:f 

criminal activity, including juvenile delinquency. 
,} The 

1 This chapter is primarily the work of sUs"sri Calhoun 
Stuber who worked asa Research Assistant on the project 
during 1980-1981, coded much of the court record data, and 
based her MA Thesis in Sociology at the University of Denver 
on an analysis of the family variables from the court record study. 0 
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family, as the chief determinant of a child's place of 

residence and social class, therefore indirectly contributed 

to a youth's probability of becoming involved in delinquent 

activities. Several early studies in fact found that 

delinquency rates were highest in low income neighborhoods 

close to a. city's center (Shaw a.nd McKay, 1942; Barker, 

1940). A number of different theoretical orientations were 

advanced to explain exactly why juvenile delinquency was 

concentrated in u'rban areas. And, a majority of these 

studies identified the lower class lifestyles and social 

disorganization associated with low-income urban areas as 

the main components of serious juvenile delinquency (Lewis, 

1975) • 

In these ecological approaches to juvenile delinquency, 

the fami.ly was generally viewed as a peripheral agent in the 

etiology of juvenile delinquency. A child born to a family 

who lived in an unstable, high crime area would be more 

1>rone to delinquent conduct than a youth born to a family 

living in different conditions. Bordua (1958) went further, 

however, and suggested that family disorganization, endemic 

in low income areas, might itself indicate the absence of 

strong supports for antidelinquency norms. This concern was 

quickly picked up and elaborated in' a series of studies 

involving the "broken home" and its role in juvenile 

delinquency. 

Ini tially, most studies looking at the family'" s direct 

role in juvenile delinquency focused specifically on the 
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structural composition of the home as a causal and/or 

predictive variable and found a strong relationship between 

physically broken homes and juvenile delinquency (Rodman and 

Grams, 1967:196). 

Shaw and McKay"'s 1932 study of Chicago school boys cast 

doubt on what had previou~ly been accepted as a definite 

relationship when it failed to find evidence of a strong 

association between broken homes and juvenile delinquency. 

This research 

the causal 

stimulated more rigorous investigation into 

relationship between broken homes and 

delinquency, some of which failed to support Shaw and 

MCKay"'s findings (Weeks and Smith, 1939; Merrill, 1947; 

Glueck and Glueck, 1962; Keller, 1971) and some of which 

did. A number of researchers explored the possibility that 

broken homes might have a di:fferential effect on children 

since families were often composed of both delinquents and 

non-delinquents. 

The family is embedded in a changing social 

environment. As a result, its role in the causation o:f 

juvenile delinquency may vary in relation to the other 

social :forces impinging on a youth at any given time. 

Many studies of :family variables have considered their 

interaction with oth'er important non-family variables. 

Charles Willie (1970) concluded that economic status and 

family structure make both independent and joint 

contributions to delinquency. Overall, the non-whites in 

his sample cam'e :from more impoverished :family. backgrounds, 
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while the whites came from more economically stable 

families. Willie concluded that family 'instability is less 

influential in non-white delinquency where bad economic 

condi tions are the overriding factor. Conversely, family 

instability is more directly related to white juvenile 

delinquency. Johnstone (1978) found that the impact of 

family integration (a composite index) on delinquent 

behavior varied inversely with the seriousness of the 

offense.' And, both of the lDost serious types of delinquent 

acts (ranked by Johnstone) were posi ti vely correlated ,\,Ti th 

community poverty and negatively with SESe Therefore, 

Johnstone concluded that the influence of the external 

environment was greatest for .more serious delinquencies. 

So, disorganized or unstable families may play a more 

important role in less hostile environments. 

Recent studies which have confined their family 

measures to a: ,structural assessment have generally found , . 

insignificant relationships between broken homes and types 

of delinquent behavior. (Grinnell & Chambers, 1979; 

Richards, eta al., 1979; Hennessy, eta ala 1978; Maskin and - _. -
Brookins, 1974) The majority of these researchers identi£ied 

serious limitations of the physically broken bome as an 

adequa.te indicator of more important family disorganization 

factors. Hennessy, eta ala (1978) maintained that the 

differences between their results and others' results could 

be largely attributed to the extreme difficulties of 

separating out true effects of broken homes from other 
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impinging vr:.:-\iables. 
t. _ ) Many other resea.rchers have also 

concl uded that it is necessary to look beyond the broken 

home structure to more internal signs of family 

disorganization in order to arrive at a more meaningful 

understanding of the complex etiology of juvenile 

delinquency. (Monahan, 1957b; Toby, 1957; Smith, 1955; Nye, 

1948; Browning, 1960; Tait and Hodges, 1962; Sterne, 1964) 

Information regarding a family's composition is usually 

readily obtained and easily coded. It is much more 

difficult to obtain consistent data on internal family 

dynamics. Ini tially, the researcher has to determine what 

characterizes a psychologically broken home and what 

questions will elicit. the most reliable information. 

In a variety of studies, family disharmony, as 

perceived by family members, appears to be strongly related 

to juvenile delinquency. The strength of this;. association 

varies according to economic status, sex, race, and. type of 

offense. Generally, family conflict seems to contribute 

more to delinquency than a broken family structure. 

However, at least one recent study suggests' that the 

interrelati()nshipsbetween measures of family conflict lDay 

be more complex than previously identified (Norland, 1979). 

In this stllldy, faJDil~ conflict affected the delinquency 

rates of both males and females, anJ no significant 

dif~erentiation occured on the basis of either race or SESe 

The Single self-reported measure of conflict in the home was 

more directly related to male de~inquent conduct and more 
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indirectly to. :female d.elinquency. In addi tiDn, the nature 

and degree Df relatiDnship varied accD~~ing to. type D:f 

Dffense. 

AnDther set Df impDrtant studies in the area Df family 

dynamics and delinquency deals mDre specifically with the 

attachment between a child and his Dr her parent(s). Again, 

measures Df this "bDnd II' have been DperatiDnalized in many 

different ways, but all are attempts to. ascertain the 

strength Df the parent-child relatiDnship. The Significance 

Df this relationship fDr the etiDlogy Df juvenile 

delinquency is best expr.essed by sDcial cDntrDl theDry. The 

main CDncern Df the theDry is explaining why children do. nDt 

deviate rather than why they do.. By means e:f the secial 

bDnds er attachments a child :ferms, he er she develeps a 

sense ef cDmmitment teward cenventienal seciety, a 

cemmitment which serves to. suppress delinquent impulses 

(Jehnsen, 1979). 

Hirschi (1969), Medinnus (1967), Venezia (1968), and 

Riege (1972), all shDwed that thDse children who. appeared 

mDst distant emetienally frDm their parents also. displayed 

the greatest degree ef cemmitment to. delinquent values. 

In summary, :fam'ily cenflict and parent-child bends seem 

to. represent two. impertant :future emphases in the juvenile 

delinquency literature. Cempesi te scores er indexes which 

gauge certain family,.~-d':i.mensiens .. i thin these areas (e'.g. 

family vielence) ceuld also. help in beginning the tedieus 

prDcess ef determining mul ti-causal = explanatiens ef 
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delinquent behaviDr. And, there is much evidence to. suggest 

that there are different "types ef delinquency" which are 

differentially related to. asseciated variables. Similarly, 

family variables need to. be viewed as pDtentially related to. 

a child's delinquency, bDth directly and/er indirectly. 

Other family variables may intervene between the indirect 

effects ef family cDnflict and/ Dr affectiDnal ties. 

ImpDrtant variables frDm eutside the family institutiDn 

sheuld also. be cDnsidered. 

HDW Ceurt Officials Use Family InfDrmatiDn 

There is SDme strDng evidence that the relatively high 

rate Df Dffic.ially recDgnized delinquents :frDm breken hDmes 

is an artifact e:f the selection bias eperating in the 
,I 

juvenile justice system. (Smith, 1955) Often the discrepancy 

between efficial and self-repDrted delinquency rates has 

been attributed to. the discriminatiDn of juvenile justice 

persennel en the basis ef :family facters. (Haney & Geld, 

1973; Thernberry, 1973; Carter, 1979) Hewever, Dthers 

indicate that this "discriminatiDn" merely re:flects the 

sDcietal expectatien that juvenile efficers "correct secial 

cendi tiens as well as criminal behaviDr. " (Empey, 1978: 156) 

In their studies en the nature D:f the criteria included in 

probatiDn efficers' predispesitien reperts, three 

researchers investigated the tradi tienal family erientatien 

and emphaSis ef the juvenile ceurt precess. 
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Theoretically, the total needs of a child determine the 

disposition. (Ferster and Courtless, 1972) However, it is 

exactly this attempt at individualized treatment that has 

been criticized as discrimination. While both Ferster and 

Courtless and Yona Cohn 

discriminatory treatment, 

often related to harsher 

(1978) found support for such 

the variables which" were 
>'1, 

most 

dispositions involved perceived 

family disorganization on the part of the individual 

probation officer assigned to the cas\;:;. In both studies 

removal from the home was most often recommended when there 

was family conflict. 

The position of the probation officer is clearly 

delineated in Cohn's analysis of 175 presentence 

investigation reports in the Bronx New York Children's 

Court. Though objective items (e.g., age, sex, race, type 

of offense, seriousness of offense, family composition, 

etc.) were most frequently recorded for each subject, they 

bore little. relation to the probation officer's decision 

regarding recommended disposition. In contrast, most of the 

subjective criteria, though l~~s consistently reported, had 
'\ 

a strong influence on the reco~~ended disposjtion. Many of 

these variables focused on the child's fam:.L.LY situation, 

emphasizing intrafamiiy relationships. Children receiving 

the least . harsh (discharge) and the most harsh 

(insti tutionalization) recommendations represented polar 

opposites on the family variables. Children recommende~ for 

discharge usually had good relationships with both parents, 
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and the parents reportedly had stable marital relationships. 

Conversely, the parents of children recommended for 

institutionalization had poor marital relationships and 

tense relationships with their child. 

There is still some disagreement concerning how often 

the jud icial decision matches the recommended disposition. 

Ferster and Courtless (1972) found that the two judges in 

the juvenile court they studied frequently did not follow 

the probation officer's recommendation that· the child be 

removed from the home. They imposed this harshest 

disposition significantly less frequently than it was 

recomm ended. On the other hand, Carter (1979) found that 

judicial decisions were very Similar to recommended 

dispositions. 

None o:f these studies 
,. 

concerning· dispositional 
decisions totally discounted the importance of family 

variables, but the variables measured were found to have 

varying degrees of influence. More work needs to be done to 

identify the role ,of family factors in the differential 

treatJnent of youthful offenders. Only then will it become 

possible to identify organizational and/or personnel 

characteristics that determine how i~portant a child's 

family situation is at' different pOints in the juvenile 

justice decision process. 

One study offers some important insights concerning 

which social characteristics of a defendant most influence 

possible disposi tiona. (T.homas & Cage, 1977) A multivariate 
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analysis of their variable supported the contention that 

judges in the court studied considered a wide range of 

social and legal factors when determining an individual 

juvenile's disposition. In other words, rIO single factor 

(legal or social) exerted a maj or independent influence. 

The home s1 tuation of the defendant played a part in some 

decisions. For example, both males and females from single 

parent or totally broken homes were more likely to be 

institutionalized when they had one prior offense than those 

which a comparable offense record from intact homes. luture 

studies in this area might try to further discriminate 

between the different decision points and which factors 

contribute most at the different levels. Also, a greater 

variety of family variables should be considered as possibly 

contributing to some of these decisions. 

Even though official sources may be ;misleading in 

pinpointing causes of delinquent behavior l, they are 

nonetheless important documents in attempts to understand 

discretionary deci-sions made by juvenile justice personnel. 
) " v 

Conclusion - ~iterature Review 

If the family does contribute to a child's involveDlent 

in delinquent behavior, a family intervention and/or 

counseling approach through informal handling of the case 

may be completely justified. Perhaps some children do need 

to be se})arated from negative family environments, or whole 
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families may need to redl' r t tl . t ec lelr energy oward more 

positive interaction. Hopefully 1 future self-report studies 

will help to clarify which family factors should be most 

carefully considered in determining a child'" s disposition. 

But, if the police offi c'Sr, probation of:ficer, or judge is 

just assuming that children need to be taken out of "bad" 

families and "put away, II then the practice itself may be 

perpetuating or heightening the child's future chances for 

misconduct. (Blomberg and Caraballo, 1979) 
... 

In order to direct desired changes in present court 

practices, researchers should attempt to discover the 

conditions which presently contribute to the determination 

of the treatment of juvenile offenders at all decision 

points in the system. Siroul taneously , rf;;searchers must 

continue to study both the causal effects of family 

variables in juvenile delinquency and how these 

relationships, once verified, can help juvenile justice 

officials make decisions which will best meet the total 

needs of the child. 

Syp ,FAMILY STUDY 

Methodology 

The majority of the subjects' family background 

information was obtained from official records. Additional 

qualitative material was gathered through court observation 

and meetings with various court personnel. Due to the two 

distinct groups of youths represented in the Suburban Youth 

Project (informally processed or Diversion cases and 
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formally processed or Juvenile Court cases) , the 

quantitative data was collected from two separate sources. 

The family information gathered for those youths referred to 

Diversion came from the files of the counselor assigned to 

each case. Similarly, a predisposi tional re,port prepared by 

a Probation officer provided comparable family information 

for youths referred to the Court. The original copy pfthe 

predisposi tional report, included in the youth's official 

court file, was examined. Some notes on the nature of these 

two documents will illustrate some of the problems, 

encountered in the family portion of the study. The 

strengths and weaknesses of each of the documents will be 

discussed, and the content and format of the two sources 

will be compar~d. 

Diversion Records 

Suburban county maintains two Diversion locations: one 

in the western portion of the county, and a newer facility 

in the rapidly growing easter section. Each case the 

District Attorney refers to Diversion is assigned to a 

Diversion counselor in the office which is c10ser to the 

youth's residence. The counselor is then responsible for 

scheduling a meeting with the youth and his or her parents. 

At this intake session the counselor meets the youth and his 

or her family for the first time and obtains som~ family 

background information as well as personal information on 

the youth and his or her delinquent activity. At this time 
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the family information is recorded on a standard form, the 

Social Summary Sheet , hereafter referred to as the Social 

Summary. A number of the family items in the project 

codebook were completed based on the information provided in 

the Social Summary. Specifically, the form included 

information on who had cust d f th hOld oy 0 _e C1 , family 

structure, contact with natural father and mother, the 

family's willingness to cooperate with officials to help the 

child, past juvenile delinquent behavior of si blings ~ and 

those present with the child at intake. 

Though not as conSistently reported, other family 

information was often available from the Social Summary. In 

some instances the counselor's notes included data on family 

relationships. .Such mentions involved whether the parents 

were supportive of the child, negative about the child, or 

unable to handle the child. Similarly, the nature of a 

child's relationships with his or her parents was frequently 

recorded. Occurrences of serious family problems were 

seldom mentioned in the Social Summary. Not surprisingly, 

the family members present at this initial meeting did not 

freely offer information regarding the family history of 

mental illness, alcoholism, abuse, or neglect. However, 

this type of information was often available in the 

counselor's notes of subsequent meetings. As a result, when 

coding family data, the researchers read the entire file on 

the youth. Although reading every file was a time-consuming 

process J it was necessary in order to get all the family 
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information that was available on a youth. Nevertheless, 

the amount and ~ype of family background information 

available in each file varied. As a result, there is more 

inforlDation on some family aspects than others. For 

example, information regarding the family structure, 

custodial care of the child) contact with natural parents, 

and those present with the child at intake was more 

consistently recorded than other family variables. Even if 

there was no Social Summary in a youth's file, this type of 

information could often be obtained from alternate sources, 

such as the poli ce report. However, only the counselor's 

notes provided more in-depth family data. And, whereas some 

counselors consistently kept very detailed and exhaustive 

notes, others rarely wrote more than a few general comments 

about each meeting. 

In 1980, eight Diversion counselors were handling 

juvenile cases in Suburban county. The coders for this 

project quickly realized that each counselor had his or her 

unique style which was reflected in the notes we were using 

for data collection. However, the individual variation was 

overshadowed by the group differences between the two 

offices. As mentioned previously in this report, the 

population in Suburban county is very diverse, and various 

members of the Diversion staff made comments thro'ughout the 

study about the two different types o~ clientele referred to 

the two Diversion branches. Generally, there was a feeling 

that the youths who go to the eastern branch come from more 
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"messed up" family situations than their counterparts in the 

western office • This perceived difference could contribute 

to the observed differences in the counselors" notes. In 

fact, the counselors in the eastern office generally 

scheduled more meetings with their clients and wrote more 

extensive notes at each meeting. Therefore, the content of 

their files was often richer in detail. 

However, the coding scheme used for all but one of the 

non-structural family variables (those present with child at 

advisement or intake) did not take into account the amount 

,of information pertaining to the family characteristics 

being tapped. In fact, in order to avoid subjective 

interpretations of the official records, the following rules 

were set ,forth which standardized the data collection from 

sources which were not always identical. 

Only a specific reference to the family topic under 

consideration (i.e., dependency/neglect petitions) qualified 

as a "mention" and therefore was coded "yes." This indicated 

only that 'the Diversion or Probation counselor had obtained 

and recorded this information. When there was no direct 

statement of a particular family characteristic, the item 

was coded as "no mention." In this instance the counselor 

had either not obtained the relevant information or had 

obtained the data but had not recorded it. Therefore, a no 

mention response provides very little information. It does 

not signify that the item is not characteristic of the 

family, nor that the counselor was not aware of or 
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influenced by such knowledge. The only other valid code for 

these family variables was "missing value," used lIlhen there 

was no Social Summary included in the file. These cases 

accounted for only 17-18% of the Diversion population. 

While the Social Summary was present in at least 72% of the 

Diversion youths' files, the predisposition report used for 

gathering family data from records of youths referred to 

court appeared in only 28% of the court record file·s. A 

consideration of the nature of the court processing of 

juveniles in Suburban county provides an explanation for the 

low frequency of predispositional reports. 

Court Records 

When the District Attorney re"fers a child to Juvenile 

Court, rather than to Diversion, no informal intake session 

occurs. Instead, the youth and his or her parents are 

required to attend a formal advisement hearing before the 

presiding Juvenile Judge. This hearing generally serves as 

only a prelimina.ry step in the youth's processing and as 

such tends to be brief. A minimal amount of information is 

exchanged between the Judge and the defendant. Oft ell "the 

Judge addresses the child directly to determine whether the 

child understands the charges and why he or she is presently 

in court. It is also common for the Judge to direct some 

questions or comments at the adul t( s) sitting with the 

child. Specifically, the Judge is interested in the adults' 

relationship to the child and the whereabouts of any missing 
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parents. Such inquiries exemplify the court's continuing 

concern with the family situation of youths involved in 

delinquent activity. However, it is difficult to gauge what 

f~mily factors~ if any, contri bute to dispositional 

decisions at this point in the juvenile court process. 

Usually, additional hearings will follow the advisement 

proceedings before the Judge issues a final disposition. In 

fact, in 1980, only 106 (15%) youths received a judicial 

disposi tion during their advisement hearing. More commonly 

the youth will return at least once before any judicial 

disposi tion is granted. In some cases the Judge will ask 

that a predisposi tional report be prepared by a Probation 

officer for a particular case. The finished report offers 

the Judge a more comprehensive description of the youth's 

history and present Situation, including family information. 

After being assigned the case, the Probation officer meets 

wi th the youth and the youth's family and compiles the 

information. Though different Probation officers were 

responsible for drafting the requested predispositions, a 

common format always s.eemed to be followed in the written 

report to the Judge. In addition to family information, 

each predisposi tional report discussed the youth'" s prior 

juvenile record, his or her attitude toward the present 

offense, the recent activities of the youth, including 

school and job performance, and a recommended disposition. 

Similar to the Social Summaries in the Diversion' files, 

these reports varied in style and depth. An important 
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distinction between the court and diversion records should 

be noted. The diversion records were the treatment records 

of youths in a treatment agency. The court records were the 

records of a youth being processed by the court. The 

predi'sposi tional report was generally the only document in 

the youth's court file relevant to the family segment of the 

study. Once a youth was placed on probation, probation set 

up an intake interview and began to build the kind of 

treatment file with notes by counselors that was available 

in diversion. We did not utilize these records because of 

limited time. 

RESEARCH QUESTION 

The family portion of this study, as developed 

throughout the proj ect, focuses on a concern held by many 

people today who are interested in the complexities of this 

country's Juvenile Justice System. Specifically, this study 

tries to address the follo~Ting research question: what 

effect does a youth's family or home situation have upon his 

or her experience in a Suburban juvenile justice system? 

While a number of previous studies have focused on the 

influence of non-.legal or social factors in juvenile court 

dispOSitions, few deal with the non-structural family 

variables present in this study. And, none of these studies 

have looked at the unique configuration of family factors 

proposed in our research design. Similar stUdies have 

pointed out the complexity of the interrelationships between 
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social and legal factors in the treatment recommendations 

and deCiSions of juvenile offiCials (Carter, 1979; Cohn, 

1 978; Thomas and Cage, 1977; Fe rsterand Courtless, 1972) • 

With this study, we attempt to focus in on the various 

family factors that may be influencing these decisions. The 

hypothesis set forth is that the more negative family 

factors associated with the youth at any point in the 

process, the less likely he or she is to receive the least 

restrictive alternative available, regardless of the nature 

of the offense and previous record. It is also expected 

that observable family character~st~cs (. ~ ~ ~.e., family custody 

and those present with child at adVisement and intake) will 

play a greater role in deCiSions early in the processing of 

the child while non-observable factors (ioe., mental illness 

and sexual abuse) will become more influential at later 

stages in the process. 

The literature summarized in the first pages of this 

chapter provides both theoretical and empirical evidence of 

a link between the family and juvenile delinquency. This 

connection seems to have a dU~lnature. First, it appears 

likely that 'children living in families with problems are 

involved in SOCially unaccepta'ble act~v'~ty (. ~ ~ ~.e., juvenile 

delinquency) more frequently than children Who reside in 

relatively trouble-free family enVironments. Second, a 

youth who is identified as be;ng from f'l ... a am~ y that is 

conSidered abnormal or problematic for the community at 

large may be more likely to be perceived as potentially 
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"deviant," and therefore may be more likely to be pulled 

into the juvenile justice system as a result of decisions 

made by police and court officials. In the remainder of 

this cha.pter we shall try to deal directly with some of the 

issues raised by this second statement. 

In order for family factors to influence the decisions 

of juvenile justice personnel, the workers must first be 

privy to such information. And, in fact, some information 

may be more observable or readily obtainable than other 

types of information. Or, certain situations may elicit 

information not previously available to decision-makers. 

All of these factors must be taken into account when trying 

to determine the relative importance of £amily related 

factors in decision-making at various decision points in the 

procesSing of juveniles through the system. 

FINDINGS 

Initially, the proposed study identified six major 

dimensions of family variables to be included in the coding 

instrument. However, some of the information was not 

avail.able in the juvenile records and certain family 

measures had to be dropped from the design. Still, the 

majori ty of the items were maintained, and the coders were 

successful in obtaining a wide variety of family related 

information on a number of cases. A more detailed 

discussion of the six original dimensions £ollows. This 

presentation will point out which factors were unmeasurable 
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as well as the variables which were recorded 

frequently. 

Economic Factors 

The first family dimension proposed for analysis 

composed of economic elements. Prior research 

most 

was 

has 

documented a relation between the socio-economic status of a 

youth's family and his or her juvenile disposition, a 

relationship which persists when the nature or seriousness 

of the offense and prior record are held constant (Carter, 

1979; Thornberry, 1973). However, this family dimension 

became the most problematic in this study. None of the 

desired measures were available. The court records did not 

include any mention of f'amily income, parents' occupation, 

or parents' education. The predisposi tional report, when 

present, only occasionally contained information pertaining 

to one or more of the above factors. The Social Summary in 

the Diversion files requested information regarding the 

parents' income and occupation. However, this part of the 

form was often left blank. The parents present at the 

intake session were often asked to complete the form 

themselves and may have been unwilling to give this type of 

information to the counselor. This problem highlights a 

common obstacle encountered in much research which relies on 

official documents. The absence of certain information in 

the' records does not necessarily indicate that the 

individ~als procesSing the youth do not possess such 
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info:rmation. Though decision-makers in the juvenile justice 

syst1em may not record family :factors, they may still be 

influenced by what thet do know about a youth's home 

si tua.tion, the appearance and demeanor o:f the family and a 

knowledge of the socio-economic status of neighborhoods in 

which clients live. Short o:f taping all meetings between 

the youth and. juvenile justice o:fficials or interviewing 

o:f:ficials about each case, there are :few ways to gather 

information on how this "internal" knowledge base influences 

specific decisions. 

At some point, it may be helpful to consider the more 

indirect measures of SES collected in the study, even though 

they would provide partial in:formation at best. For 

example, only those youths who come from very low income 

families qualify for the services of a Public Defender. A 

separate analysis of the court experience of the 99 (14%) 

youths who were represented by a Public Defender may 

indicate that SES at least indirectly affects a youth's 

progression through the system. Similarly, it may be 

possible to make some comparisons between the court 

experiences of youths who live in low income areas and the 

corresponding experiences of youths :from high income areas. 

However, it is best to leave such imperfect measures out o:f 

any preliminary analysis. Subsequently, no direct economic 

indicators were included in the codebook. 
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Another variable frequently considered as influential 

in juvenile dispositional dec1'sl'ons . f 1S amily structure 

(Carter, 1979; Cohn, 1978; Thomas and Cage, 1977). Three 

separate measures of a yo th' :f '1 u s am1 y structure were 

included in the original research design: who has custody of 

the child (variable 11) ,family composition or structure 

(variable 79), and the child's contact with his/her natural 

father (variable 80). A fourth criteria, child's contact 

wi th natural mother (variable ·89). dd . was a ed during the 

coding process. Recent trends in more egalitarian parenting 

and the increase in the numbers of fathers receiving custody 

of children seemed to dictate that the role of the absent 

natural mother should be recorded as well. This information 

was collected only from the Diversion files, and of those 

cases with Social Summaries 26 (7%) included a reference 

regarding the child's contact with a natural mother who he 

or she was not living with. 

The frequencies on the remaining structural var~ables 

give some indication of the nature of the Diversion and 

Court populations. Whereas 271 youths, 60% of the Diversion 

population, were in the custodial care of both parents, only 

343 youths or 48% of the Court populastion fit into this 

category. Conversely, more Court youths than Diversion 

youths were in the custodial care of a single parent when 

the offense was committed. A much larger percentage (12% or 

83 youths) of Court youths were in the custodial care of 
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their father than were Diversion youths (6% or 25). And, 

while 23% or 104 Diversion youths were in the custodial care 

of their mother, a larger number (230 or 32%) of Court 

children belonged to this group. The differences in non

parental custodial care situations were much less between 

the "two groups, and a1 together the totals in these 

categories accounted for only 6% of the Diversion population 

and 7% of the Court ~opulation. 

Because Juvenile Justice workers operate in a system 

which has long emphasized the parent's responsibility for 

minor children , it is not shrpr ising that the structural 

variables were frequently reported in official records. 

Still, there is an important difference in the amount of 

missing information between the two major structural 

measures in this study. First, only three court files 

failed to provide information regarding the custodial care 

of the child. This information was consistently recorded on 

the first page of the formal petition filed in the clerk's 

office. Therefore, this data was readily available to all 

court personnel having access to a youth's file. On the 

other hand, the family structure variable requiring more 

spectfic information (Le., step parent present) as well as 

an indication of the general stability of the family unit 

had a much greater number (510 or 72%) of missing values. 

This disproportionate amount of missing information is 

characteristi c of all the non-structural measures in this 

study, with the exception of variable 50 which deals with a 
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very visible criteria, those present wi th child at 

adVisement or intake. This tendency is also apparent in the 

Diversion files. On the custodial care measure of family 

structure, only -6% (27) of the total cases were missing 

information. On the other hand, 14% (65) of the Diversion 

files had no information regarding the specific nature and 

stabili ty of the family unit; the information necessary for 

coding variable 79. The proportion of missing Diversion 

data on the other non-structural family variables varies 

from 17-18%, but may be considered to be as high as 95% when 

no mention responses are taken into account. 

Before continuing the discussion of frequencies, it is 

necessary to further differentiate between the two 

populations of youths in the study. This difference relates 

to the early decision points in the juvenile justice. system. 

The first official action, of course, involves the decision 

of the police officer to either arrest or release the youth. 

Because this study did not obtain information on youths who 

were released at this point, no conclusions can be drawn 

about the influence,. of family factors at this ini tialstage. 

The second decision point in Suburban county involves 

the District Attorney's decision to' file an informational 

filing, refer the chi~d to Diversion, or forward the child's 

case to Juvenile Court. Again, this study does not have 

complete information regarding all three categories, but 

some comparison could be made between the family factors of 
,': 

the Diversion and Court youths~ The D.A. makes his decision 
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based on the information in the police report. Two of the 

family variables in this study were recorded directly from 

the police report; whether the parents were cooperative 

during the arrest (variable 112) and the parents' attitudes 

toward the delinquent act (variable 113). In addition, a 

third family variable, the child's custodia.l care, is also 

included on the police report. It is possible that one or 

more of these three factors influences the D.A.'s decision. 

The frequencies listed above on the custodial care variable 

do show differences between the two populations. 

The other two family varia.bles on the police report 

were less often recorded, but there are still some 

differences between the Diversion and Court populations. 

For example, of those Diversion cases when the information 

was available (54 or 12~), 81% of the parents of the youth 

were reported by the police as being cooperative while the 

remaining 19% were referred to as uncooperative. Fifty-one 

Court cases (8%) had information on this variable. Fifty

three percent (27) of these parents were recorded as being 

cooperative, and 47% (24) were not considered as 

cooperative. Fewer cases had information concerning the 

parents' attitudes toward the delinquent act. Thirty-one 

Diversion files and 30 Court files had such information, but 

a much larger percentage of the Diversion parents (74%) were 

reported as concerned with the child's delinquent act than 

Courtparents (56%). Conversely, 37% of th~ Court parents 

were seen as being indifferent toward the act while only 19% 
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of the Diversion parents were seen as indifferent. The 

reported difference between the two groups on the third 

va.Iue, "accepting," was only H~. 

These trends indicate that some family indicators may 

be influencing the District Attorney's decision to refer 

youths either to Diversion or Juvenile Court. Of course 

further analysis needs to be performed in order to take into 

account the importance of legal variables to the decision 

made by the D.A. as well as the possible complex 

interactions between the legal and family factors. 

Regardless of what factors have influenced the 

decision, Diversion youths have received the less severe 

sanction at this point in the system while Court youths have 

received the more severe alternative. In addition, the 

referral to Diversion can be considered the youth'" s final 

disposi tion. Though the conditions of Diversion may vary, 

the main implication for the youth is that he or she must 

partiCipate in Diversion for the deSignated period. 

Therefore, the family information recorded by the Diversion 

counselor is unrelated to any further significant decision 

points in the juvenile justice system. 

In contrast , youths who are referred to Juvenile Court 

may receive anyone of a variety of dispositions ranging 

from dismissal of the case to institutionalization. 

Bubseq1.1ently, there are additional points at which various 

family factors may be contributing to official decisions 
" 

regarding the youth, and it is important to examine how 
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important these factors are at these later stages in the 

process . Two later decisions effecting the youth's court 

experience involve the probation officer's recommended 

disposition, presented at the conclusion of the 

predispositional report, and the judicial disposition. 

Since no extensive family information is available in court 

files without predispositions, only those files (197 or 25%) 

will be included in the following presentation of findings 

related to the other family dimensions in the research 

design. 

The concern here is with what family factors the 

Probation officers include in the predisposition and how 

these variables may influence their recommended 

dispositions. However, only the judicial, rather than 

recommended, disposition was coded for each case. 

Therefore, further analysis on the second issue stated above 

would require separating out those cases where the judge 

followed the Probation officer"s recommendation. This would 

narrow the population being considered to 95 or 48% of all 

cases with predispositions. 

ADDITIONAL FINDINGS 

Much of the recent literature in family and juvenile 

delinquency emphasizes the importance of non-structural 

family variables in the etiology of delinquency (Johnstone, 

1980) • In fact, many studies show that psychologically 

broken homes are more problematic for a, youth than 
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physically broken homes. One might expect juvenile court 

workers to be aware of these recent findings a'nd therefore 

be interested in gathering information on non-structural 

family variables. However, a review of the frequencies on 

these variables shows that no more than 30% of the 

included a mention of any of the coded predispositions 

characteristics. At the same time, 97% of the 

predisposi tiona included information about the composi tion 

and general stability of the family unit (variable 79). 

Specifically, 83 (42%) youths were from intact families; 25 

( 13%) were from stable stepfamiles, 20 (10%) lived in 

unstable stepfamilies, 62 (31%) lived with single parents, 

and 4 (2%) youths came from essentially non-functioning or 

non-existent families. 

One possible explanation for the scarCity of 

information on these variables might be the nature of the 

coding scheme. Whereas a predisposi ti on might discuss a 

history of family disruption in some depth, the information 

would only be coded as a. mention. And, more detailed 

.information would be lost. In addition, it is possible that 

family variables other than those included in the codebook 
/I 

were mentioned more frequently. Interestingly, measures of 

posl ti ve fam'ily factors (i.€. j f'amily supportive of child) 

were recorded more frequently than negative family factors. 

Another possibility is that the figures accurately reflect 

the incidence of these negative family chal"cteristics in 

this population. As previously mentioned, however, a no 
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mention response cannot be interpreted as a no, and there 

are fewer variables in the codebook which measure positive 

family functioning. Nevertheless, the data that is 

available in this study can be used to test the hypothesis 

that a youth associated with a more negative family 

si tuation will be less likely to receive less restrictive 

recommendations and judicial dispositions. 

Family Deviance 

The following frequencies were obtained on the proposed 

f f 'I d . e There was a mention of some measures 0 aml y eVlanc. 

mental illness or drug or alcohol problem in 44 (22%) cases. 

The immediate problem presented by this variable is the 

combining of distinct behavior into a single measure. Like 

the other non-structural family variables, this measure 

provides minimal, and somewhat ambiguous, information about 

the youth'" s family situation, But, it seems likely that a 

minor incidence of mental illness occuring long ago might be 

seen as less significant to the child than a parent 

currently institutionalized in a mental hospital. These 

types of 

studies. 

dispinctions should be considered in future 
,~? 

In 33 (17%) of these cases there was a mention of 

some criminal activity of another i'emily member. Forty-six 

(23%) cases reported some incidence of physical or sexual 

abuse in the family. 
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Family Control 

There were also three indicators of family control of 

the child in the study. Results from the predisposi tion 

data show that 29 (15%) youths had previously been placed 

out of the home for some length of time. An almost 

identical number of reports (28 or 14%) indicated that the 

family had previously been involved in at least one 

dependency/neglect case. More generally, probation officers 

reported that in 49 (8%) cases either the mother or father 

or both parents seemed unable to handle or control the 

child. 

Family Attitude Toward Child 

Five measures attempted to gather information regarding 

the relationships among family members, particularly those 

between the youth and his or her parents. Seventy-two (36%) 

children were reported as having conflict with their 

parents. On the other hand, 14 (7%) youths had good 

relationships with their fathers, 18 (9%) with their 

mothers, and 36 (18%) got along well wi th both parents. 

Whereas 7% (13) of the youths'" mothers were reported as 

being supportive of their child, only 3% (6) of the fathers 

were perceived ,as such. However, in 20% (39) of the cases, 

both parents seemed to be supportive of their child. In 11 

(6%) cases fathers were negatove a.bout the child, mothers 

were negative in only 5 (3%) cases ~ and both parents were 

seen as being negative toward the child in an additional 5 
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(3%) cases. Finally, in 9 (5) cases the parents were 

reported as being concerned about the delinquent act, in 2 

(1%) cases they were considered accepting o~ the act, and in 

4 (2%) cases the parents seemed somewhat indi~ferent. 

Family Attitude Toward Court and Police 

Finally, three measures of the family attitude toward 

the court and police were also coded. This set o~ criteria 

is of a different nature than those presented above. While 

the previous dimensions focus on internal family dynamics 

and problem behaviors this dimension attempts to gauge the 

behavior of the family in a public setting. An analysis of 

these variables might determine whether the parents' support 

or hostility toward the system i tsel~ had any le:ffect on the 

youth's court experience. 

The initial parental response to the youth's situation 

involves the demeanor exhibited at the police station upon 

arrest of the youth. In 15 (8~) cases the police report 

indicated that the parent(s) was cooperative while in only 6 

(3%) cases was there a specific mention that the parent(s) 

present was uncooperative. Another indirect indicator (yet 

a more visible one) of parental cooperation with the system 

was whether they accompanied the child to the advisement 

hearing. The following data was coll~cted on this variable. 

Three (2~) children were not present at their hearing. Tl.1O 

parents accompanied 68 (35%) of the youths. In 24 (12%) 

cases children appeared with their father only, and in 72 
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(37%) instances only the mother came with the child. In 17 

(9%) cases some combination of parents and relatives were 

with the child. In only 9 (6%) instances were no parents 

present with the child, and in 2 of these cases the child 

was accompanied by his or her legal guardian. The third 

criteria in thiE dimension was the Probation officer's 

specific mention that the family was willing to cooperate 

wi th court agencies to help the child. Six (3%) fathers 

were considered cooperative, and 12 (6%) mothers were 

similarly perceived. IN 41 (21%) other cases both parents 

seemed cooperative. 

CONCLUSION 

This study yielded an array of ~amily data. Both 

structural and non-structural characteristics were measured, 

and the information collected came from a variety of 

sources. There is no question that Juvenile Justice 

officials in Suburban county continue to see the family as 

an important consideration in dealing with youthful 

offenders. Parents are expected to accompany the child to 

intake sessions and court hearings. Some basic family 

information (i.e., structure and custodial care) is elicited 

in almost every Diversion and Court case. The ~amily is 

often directly involved in the youth's disposition. For 

example, Diversion counselors often schedule meetings when 

other family members are able to participate in the 

counseling. And, it is not unusual ~or some form of family 
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therapy to be a stated condition of Diversion or Probation. 

Preliminary analysis of the family data indicates that 

there is an emphasis on the individual consideration of each 

youth's case. This seems especially true of those youths 

for whom the Judge requests a predisposition. It appears 

unlikely that any single variable, legal or social, dictates 

the youth's experience at any decision point in the system. 

There does seem to be some trend for youths associated with 

negative family factors to receive more restrictive judicial 

dispositions. The strength of this tendency varies somewhat 

among the different family indicators. At this point no 

conclusive results can be reported. However, based on the 

preliminary findings mentioned, further analysis may provide 

some important new insights concerning the com~lex 

interrelationships between social and legal influences in 

Juvenile Court dispositions. 
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CHAPTER 10 

GIFTED DELINQUENTS - LITERATURE REVIEW* 

AND DESCRIPTION OF RESEARCH POPULATION 

One of the primary objectives of the Suburban Youth 

Project was to gather information about gifted delinquents. 

Details of the data collection process and the selection of 

research instruments have been outlined in an earlier 

chapter. Here we will provide a brief overview of the 

current state of the literature relevant to a study of 

gifted delinquents, outline a perspective which ma.y be 

useful in thinking about the possible causes of delinquency 

in gifted youths, and describe the population of youths who 

agreed to be tested for the study and how they differ from 

the total population of youths in the juvenile justice 

system in which we did the research. The following chapter 

includes a description of the data analysis and results of 

the research on gifted delinquents. An explanation of 

factor analysis and Reticular Action Moment (RAM), the two 

techniques used in the analysis is included in Appendix A. 

DEFINITION OF GIFTED 

For the purposes of this study, gifted students are 

defined as those subjects who scored in the top five percent 

1Portions of the review of literature were prepared by 
Steven Harvey as part of his Ph.D. dissertation for the 
School of Education, University of Denver, 1981. 
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on any of the tests designed to measure intelligence, 

creati vi ty, or academi c achievement. This is in line with 

the definition of giftedness in PL91-230, Section 806. This 

law further defines gifted children as those children, 

identified by professionally qualified persons, who by 

virtue of outstanding abilities are capable of high 

performance. 

Children capable of high performance include those with 

demonstrated achievement and/or potential ability in any of 

the follow:i.ng areas, singly or in combination: 1) general 

intellectual ability; 2) specific academic aptitude; 3) 

creati ve and productive thinking; 4) visual and performing 

arts; 5) leadership ability; and 6) psychomotor abilities 

(Marland, 1971). 

As a practical matter, studies of gifted or bright 

delinquents have tended to use much less stringent 

definitions of delinquency. The Suburban Youth Project, in 

identifying potentially gifted youths upon which to do full-

scale assessments, also used a much less stringent 

defini tion. Part of the purpose of this study was to apply 

to the delinquent population a broader definition of 

giftedness than the tradi tion'al one which stresses high 

scores on IQ tests. We were particularly interested in 

exploring creativity in the delinquent population. 

This literature review will include research on both 

intelligent and creative adolescents as well as on 

differences between them. Eoth are considered important to 
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this study in that f some 0 the gifted delinquents are 

expected to be identified from their convergent abilities, 

and some from their divergent abilities. 

LITERATURE RELEVANT TO A STUDY OF GIFTED DELINQUENTS 

The literature relevant to the study of gifted 
delinquents can be categorized as that "" (') eXamlnlng 1 
creative thinking, (2) "t II" ln e 1gence testing, (3) school 

environment, and (4) family environment. 

Creative Thinkin~ 

For the purposes of this t d s u y, creati vi ty is defined 

as the process of sensing gaps or missing elements, forming 

ideas or hypotheses concerning them, testing those 
hypotheses, and communicating those results 
1965) • Creative thinking is used to produce 

(Torrance, 

imaginative 
recombinations of known elements l."nto th ( some ing new Osborn, 
1967). In this study creatl"vl"ty was operatl· onally def· d ,lne 
from the results of the Torrance Test of C reative Thinking. 

Helated to creativity is divergent thinking, which is 

defined as thinking which is not goal bound. In this 
thinking style there is freedom to go off in different 

directions by rejecting old solutions and striking out in 
Some new directions. Th" nk· . th'\ 

1 lngln ~\s mode leads toward 

revising the known and exploring the undetermined (Getzel 

and Jackson, 1962) . In this study divergent thinking was 

operationally defined by the results of the Torrance Test of 
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( Creative Thinking. 

Verbal divergent production is the ability to produce 

verbal responses using divergent thinking~ This term was 

operationalized in this study as one of the ability factors 

from the factor analysis of all the subtest scores, with 

high loading from the verbal portion of the Torrance Test of 

Creative Thinking. This factor was one of the input ability 

factors considered in the final model. 

Figural divergent production is the ability to produce 

figural responses using divergent thinking. This term was 

operationalized as one of the ability factors from the 

factor analysis of all the subtest scores with high loadings 

from the figural loading portion of the Torrance Test of 

Creative Thinking. This factor was one of the input ability 

factors considered in the final model. 

Anderson and stoffer (1979) have pointed out that 

although much has been written on creativity, little has 

b'een done with regard to the ]?9Ssible relation between 

delinquent behavior and creative thinking. Torrance (1962) 

has observed that a number of the most creative children 

present behavior problems and that these problems may stem 

from repressed creative needs. Long, Henderson, and Ziller 

(1974) found that grade school pupils who were highly 

creati ve were a) alienated from authority figures and same 

sex parents; b) lower in self-esteem and higher in 

dependence; and c) described themselves a~ unhappy. 
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Torrance and Dauw (1965) reported that highly creative 

high school seniors frequently experienced rather intense 

and prolonged periods of stress that reduced their 

creatiVity. Torrance also noted in a longitudinal study 

that students who were identified in high school as having 

higher scores in creative abilities later experienced 

conflicts in developing their personal identities (1971). 

Many of these factors also seem to be characteristic of 

delinquent youth (Hirschi, 1969). Therefore, by including 

creative abilities, the present study can further the 

understanding of creativity among delinquents. 

Difference Between Creativity and Intelligence 

As early as 1898, investigators noted differences 

between creative imagination and convergent intelligence. 

The results of the Dearborn studies of imaginative responses 

of Harvard students to inkblots shows that two of the 

poorest records were made by students of the decidedly 

"intellectual type. " Chassel (1916) studied a number of 

different tests ranging from word building and coding tasks 

to those requiring unusual and original responses to novel 

situations. The former tasks are quite similar to those 

included in many present tests of intelligence while the 

latter are similar to many present tests of divergent 

thinking and creativity. Chassel found that performance on 

I.Q. tasks bore relatively little relation to performance on 

the creativity tasks. This difference in thinking styles 
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has consistently been noted since that time. 

The main study that this review will consider was done 

by Getzel and Jackson (1962) with high school aged students. 

These authors justify their study as an attempt to 

understand children with abilities other than those measured 

strictly by an I. Q. test. As they point out, a child who 

does not have a high I.Q. is not considered gifted, yet the 

present I. Q. test represents only a small band of 

intelligence, relying chiefly on convergent thinking while 

neglecting those tasks requiring divergent thinking. 

Getzel and Jackson point out that though the 

correlation between I.Q. tests and achievement is positive, 

it rarely accounts ~or more than 25 percent o£ the variance 

in such i'actors as school achievement and academic 
, 

performance. It is commonly observed that many children who 

are high in intelligence are not concomitently high in such 

other intellectual functions as creativity. Therefore, the 

purpose of their study was to compare students high in I.Q. 

abili ties with those high in creati vi ty abilities on such 

factors as achievement ,aspirations, social behavior, 

teacher preferences (as measured by teacher ratings of the 

pupils on how much they liked to have them in class), the 

preferences of children themselves for personal qualities 

they would like to possess, the children's perception of the 

personal qualities they believed would lead to success in 

adult life and those they felt teachers would prefer in 

children. 
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The subjects for their investigation were chosen from 

500 adolescents in grades six through twelve attending a 

midwestern private school. Two groups were chosen from this 

population: a highly intelligent group which was selected on 

the basis of conventional I.Q. scores, and a highly creative 

group which was selected on the basis of measures of 

divergent thinking. Each group was mutually exclusive, and 

those students who were both high in I. Q. and high in 

creative ability were not included. It should be noted that 

both of these groups had average I.Q.'s well above the norm. 

The mean for the intelligent group was 150, while the mean 

for the creativity group was 127. These scores place all of 

these students well into the bright range of intelligence. 

Therefore, when considering any results, one must remember 

that all of these students pass some exceptional cognitive 

ability tests. 

The results of the comparison made by Getzel and 

Jackson can be summarized as follows: 

1. Despite a difference of 23 pOints between the mean 

I.Q.'s of the two groups, they were both equally superior in 

school achievement compared to the student population as a 
whole. 

The creativity students could perform academically 

as well as the intellectual students, but because of their 

lower measured I.Q., they ran the risk of being classified 
as "overachievers," even though their superior creative 
abilities could explain their achievement. 
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2. When asked to rate the children on the degree to 

which they would like to have them in class, the teachers 

exhibited a clear-cut preference for the high I.Q. child, 

even though the highly creative children achieved at a high 

level. This preference suggests that the highly creative 

students must have exhibited some other types of behaviors 

that negatively influenced their teachers. 

3. Students in the two groups differed sharply in 

regard to their personal values. The highly creative group 

stressed the importance of qualities such as a wide range of 

interests, emotional stability, and a sense of humor, and 

down:p1ayed the importance of high grades, character, energy, 

and goal directedness" The rankings of the highly 

intelligent children are almost completely reversed. Humor 

is J?articular1y noteworthy. The importance of a sense of 

humor was by far the most outstanding difference for the two 

grou.ps. 

4. The creative and highly intelligent children also 

differ in terms of their aspiration toward adult success. 

The high I.Q. children reported that they wanted the 

qualities which would lead toward success in adult life. In 

contrast, the creative children were less likely to focus on 

thts remote goal of adult success. 

5. The two groups also showed marked contrasts in the 

relationship between student .... s own personal aspirations and 

thl~ qualities they believed teachers prefer. The high LQ. 

st'lldents seemed to hold self-ideals which were consonant 
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wi th the ones they believed teachers would most readily 

approve. The self-ideals of the c~eative students were not. 

As a result the creative children may sense a conflict 

between what they want for thei r lives and what they 

perceive as the ideals presented by their teachers. 

6. Finally, the stUdents in the two groups differ in 

their written responses to a creative task. The creative 

children appear to be able to produce stories which seem to 

spring from the stimulus rather than be t;ied to i t. ~I'heir 

stories made great use of humor: novel Situations, and 

unexpected endings. They seemed to play with the stimUlus 

in order to find the correct theme. The intelligent 

students, on the other hand, could only produce stereotyped 

responses to the stimUlUS. 

The results of Getzel and Jackson indicate that these 

two groups of gifted students have some different 

characterJ.°stloCS. The dOff se 1 erences are most pronounced in 

the area of ir.mer perceptions, values, and future 

aspirations. While both kinds of students exhibit excellent 

scholastic behaVior, their inner experience of school 

differs widely. 

In general, the highly intelligent students report 

values, self-perceptilons, and future aspirations which are 

highly congruent with their situations 0 They value working 

in a style they believe their teachers would approve and 

their aspirations are toward future career success. 

Importantly, the teacher .... s response to these children is 
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highly favorable, indicating that both teacher and student 

see these students as behaving appropriately. 

The highly creative group reports a contrasting view of 

themselves and their behavior in school. Even though they 

do exhibit similar achievement behavior, they see themselves 

as valuing different things than teachers and other role 

models. They have a different view of success and are less 

goal oriented in terms of career. The teachers respond less 

favorably toward them and do not prefer them as students. 

Thesestuden s appear t to be opera' tJ.-ng in a role conflict. 

They do what is expected of them, yet aspire to values that 

are different from those expectations. 

In trying to replicate Getzel and Jackson"" s research, 

Torrance (1962) found that in six of eight studies, creative 

students were able to achieve as well as stude~ts with high 

intellectual abilities. In the two non-successful 

replica 1ons, owever, t " h Torrance noted that the highly 

creati ve group had only average I. Q. scores. This finding 

led him to hypothesize that a certain minimum level of 

intellectual ability is necessary for any student to achieve 

well. Torrance suggested this level to be about 115 or 120. 

According to this theory, when comparing creati vi ty and 

t d ts J.-ntellJ.·gence accounts for intelligence among s u en , 

superior achievement until the level of 120. Among students 

of this level of intellectual ability and above, creativity 

accounts for gains in achievem~nt. In a partial test of 

th;f.s idea, Yamamato (1961) did indeed :find that the I.Q. 
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beyond 120 had no effect on the academic achievement of 

highly creative students. 

In an elaborate design relating many levels of 1. Q. 

scores, high, medium, and low creativity levels, and 

different types of achievement, Cicirelli (1964) found very 

little evidence to validate the idea of a minimum I.Q. level 

above which creative abilities contribute to achievement. 

The results of the research concerning level of I. Q. and 

creativity are confusing and inconclusive at this point, but 

provide some direction for thinking about the relationship 

between delinquency and giftedness. If some kinds of 

giftedness, such as creati vi ty unaccompanied by high 

intelligence, produces strains or conflicts in children 

which can alienate the child from school situations and 

adults, some kinds of gi:ftedness may be more common in 

delinquent children than others. 

Creativity and Delinquency 

It is highly likely that some delinquents who are 

gifted are exceptional in the area of creative thinking 

only. A review of the evidence. ·of creati vi ty among youthful 

offenders is therefore highly relevant. Unfortunately, 

Ii ttle work has been done in thts area. The goal of this 
section will be to report is known and offer a 

rational e for the quest-ions concerning creati vi ty in this 

study. 
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The earliest relevan~ study to the present research was 

conducted by Kuo (1967) who found that nondelinquents 

generally f3cored higher on measures of creative thinking 

than did 19. similar group of delinquents. Anderson and 

stoffer (1979 ) criticize this study on the basis that Kuo 

used subje1cts who were institutionalized. These authors 

hypothesized that the environment of a correctional facility 

might not be conducive to providing an accurate sample of 

creative abilities. 

To control for this adverse environmental factor, these 

authors dre,,, their sample from delinquent males who were on 

juvenile parole status. The subjects volunteered :for the 

study and received credit in their school situation. A 

control group of volunteering high school students wae used. 

Verbal and figural creative thinking abilities as measured 

by the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking were compared. 

The results indicate that although there were no 

cons.istent differences between the delinquents and 

nondelinquents in figural creativity, there were consistent 

and significant differences between these groups when 

examining verbal creativity. Also, the difference between 

the verbal and figural composite creativity was more 

pronounc~7d in the delinquent group. This study suggests 

that delinquents have less ability in the verbal creative 

areas even though they are just as able, if not more eo, in 

some of the figural areas. 
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These studies leave many questions unanswered when 

investigating individual differences of creativity among 

delinquents. Even though placement in an institution may 

well not encourage creative performance, many delinquents 

are in such institutions. It seems necessary, therefore, to 

compare such delinquents'" creati vi ty skills with those on 

probation, as well as those in diversion programs. Styles 

of creati vi ty also need to be considered. There is some 

evidence (Torrance, 1965) that high scores in originality or 

elaboration, and high composite originali ty/ elaboration 

scores reflect different personality and creative styles. 

Therefore, information on differences among subscale scores 

in delinquent and non-delinquent populations would be 

h.slpful. 

Intelligence Testing 

For the purposes of this study, intelligenee was 

defined as thinking that requires the subject to produce a 

correct solution, pre-determined association, or answertoa 

stimulus task. In thinking of this type there is no freedom 

-to reject an old solution and strike; out in a new direction. 

All thinking in this mode is channelled or controlled in the 

direction of the pre-determined answer, and has this single 

solution as its goal (Getzels and Jackson, 1962). In this 

study, intelligence was defined operationally from the 

results on the WISC-R and the WAIS. 

i. '. 
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The literature to be reviewed in this section involves 

intelligence testing using the WISC or WISC-R wi th 

delinquents. These results are relevant to our 

understanding ::)f gifted delinquents because the WISC-R is 

commonly administered in a school setting (Kaufman, 1979), 

and because this 'was the instrument administered to subjects 

in the present study. A common finding in studies of 

delinquents using the WISC or WISC-R is a discrepancy 

between the Verbal and the Performance sections, with the 

Performance score being higher. The interpretation of this 

finding has developed through the research and is at present 

still open to question. 

This Verbal/Performance difference was first reported 

by Wechsler, the author of the test. In 1944 he stated, 

liThe most outstanding single feature of the adolescent"'s 

psychopathic test pattern is his systematic high performance 

score as compared with his verbal test score ••• experience 

has shown"that (this discrepancy) is also applicable to the 

adult male psychopath ••• n (p. 155). Wechsler interprets the 

discrepancy as signifying the delinquent"'s motility as 

opposed to ideational orientation; it is of diagnostic 

value. In this interpretation a higher performance scale 

indicates a trait or personality type that would predispose 

a child to anti-social behavior. 

Richardson and Sorko (1956) again found this 

V~rbal/Performance split among delinquents but suggested a 

different cause for this finding. These authors noted that 
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the Verbal section contained several tasks which required 

Some prior school achievement to do well. School skills are 

especially demanded in the Information, Arithmetic, and 

Vocabulary sUbtests. Therefore, a delinquent"'s I.Q. Score 

might indicate a lack of school achievement or ability to 

use school-related tasks rather than a deficit in 

intellectual ability or characteristic of a psychopathic 

personality. 

In a later study, Graham and Kamano (1959) showed that 

youthful offenders who were successful readers were found to 

perform equally well on both the Verbal and Performance 

scales while only those offenders who were markedly 

deficient in reading exhibited the elevated Performance 

discrepancy. The authors concluded that the P>V pattern 

could be more diagnostic of learning disabilities than 

delinquency itself. 

Prentice and Kelley (1963), in reviewing this material, 

concluded that almost without exception, studies based on a 

delinquent population report significant elevation of 

Performance scores over Verbal scores. Moreover this 

pattern is sustained generally in the majority of studies 

across such variables as age, sex, race, form of WISC 

administered as well as substantial differences between 

criteria for delinquency. However, in view of the present 

data, these authors state that there seems to be little 

eVidence to justify Wechsler's contention that the P>V 

pattern is a useful one in differentiating Psychopathology 
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per se although it may be diagnostic of some kinds of 

learning disabilities which in turn might affect school 

performance leading toward a failure-frustration-anti-social 

behavior cycle. 

In view of the present findings in regard to 

Verbal/Performance discrepancies, many educators now 

concl ude that unless the P)V is extreme and other evidence 

is present to confirm a learning problem, scale score 

differences can be affected by a variety of cognitive, 

aff'ecti ve, environmental 9 and hand.icapping conditions. At 

present, then, no definite interpretations may be placed on 

the P>V finding among delinquents. 

Recently some authors have become interested in gifted 

delinquents. In her review of the literature, Mahoney 

(1980) points out that most of the empirical work done in 

this area focuses on the delinquent who happens to be 

gifted. This group is then compared to a group of 

delinquents of average or below average abilities in order 

to identify differences which may be relevant to the study 

of delinquency. This way of approaching the problem, 

unfortunately, does not compare gifted delinquents with 

normal gifted children and therefore does not search for 

causes or predictors which might increase the gifted child's 

risk of becoming delinquent. 

Most of the research on gifted delinquents has been 

centered on youths with intelligence as measured by I. Q. 

scores, ratber than on the full range of gifted and talented 
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children, and has been based on identification through group 

testing methods. This mitigates against finding students 

wi th special abilities in one unique area. Overall f the 

literature on gifted delinquents leaves many questions 

unanswered. However, a major link between the population of 

gifted delinquents and delinquents in general is that 

members of both groups usually experience difficulties in 

school achievement and are working far below their capacity 

(Seeley and Mahoney, 1980). 

Research based on identification of giftedness through 

the use of intelligence tests suggests that the incidence of 

giftedness among delinquents is lower than it is in a normal 

adolescent population. Hirschi and Hindelang (1977) argue 

that highly intelligent individuals are less likely to 

appear in delinquent populations than they are in the 

population as a whole, and that even after controlling for 

social factors such as race and SES factors, low I. Q. is a 

major determinant of delinquency. They conclude that the 

tradi tional view of delinquency as occurring in society'" s 

intellectual inferiors still has value. 

Gath et ale (1971) in their study of boys re:ferred from 

Inner London Juvenile Courts, found that boys with an I. Q. 

of 115 and over comprised only 7.8 percent of all those 

tested, whereas one would expect to find 16.5 percent on the 

basis of a normal distribution. Gath and Tennent (1972), in 

'their general review of research on high intelligence and 

delinquency show'ed that the proportion of bright offenders 
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. all but one of the reviewed studies is below expectations ln 

in the United States and the United Kingdom between 1930 and 

1967. 

Seeley and Mahoney (1980) point out that educators and 

others who work with gifted children are becoming more aware 

of the fact that I.Q. tests alone do not single out 

giftedness, especially those administered in group settings. 

I.Q. may be inadequate in providing identification of gifted 

minority or lower class you s, th Or of youths who are 

emotionally disturbed ,anxious, or hostile. It could be 

that individuals with different styles of giftedness, such 

as the skills in divergent thinking mentioned.in the earlier 

t 'b t more heavily to the numbers part of this review, con rl u e 

of gifted delinquents. th ay be overlooked These you sm 

because of inappropriate assessment procedures. Some 

delinquents possess personality characteristics such as 

anxiousness or hostility which also might mask their 

abilities during an assessment. 

Pringle (1970), in her work with bright children with 

bl shows how a child's emotional state or behavioral pro ems, 

even physical handicap might affect an assessment. Of 468 

d to a Chl·l.d gUl' dance clinic for testing children referre 

because of school problems, 23 percent were found by the 

clinic to have I.Q.'s of 120 or above, with several ranging 

close to 200. The maj ori ty of those children had been 

judged by their schools to be average or below average. 

Less than half were thought to have good or very good 
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School Environment 

The school, Social and family environments of gifted 

children are important factors to take into consideration' in 

trying to understand the relationship between giftedness and 

delinquency. Most studies show that intelligent offenders 

had school problems in spite of high I.Q.'s. Bright 
delinquent youths were often truant, and had educational 

aspirations below capacity, even though they were in general 

less behind than other delinquent youths (Mahoney, 1980). 

Brooks (1972), in a report of a ten-year follow-up 

study of 135 boys age 13-15 who "graduated" from a 

correctional school in Britain for boys with I.Q.'s over 

120, divides the boys into three groups: those who entered 

the corrective school with achievement commensurate with the 

level of their measured intelligence, underachieve1.'J~, and 

youths who were extremely hostile to school. From these 

groups 19% of the achievers, 44% of the nonachievers, and 

81% of the youths hostile to school reoffended after leaving 
the facility. 

An American study by Caplan and Powell (1964) offers 

contrasting results. In this study, the authors compare two 

groups of boys and girls brought to the attention of the 

juvenile court in Cleveland, Ohio, between 1954 and 1959. 

The experimental group includes white first offenders with 

an 1. Q. of 120 or over, while the control group includes 
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first offenders with I.Q.'s between 90 and 109. From their 

results, the authors argue that underachievement and low 

status in school are not problems for most bright 

delinquents. They show that the intelligent youths had 

somewhat better academic records and only 3% compared to 26% 

of the average youths were retarded in grade placement. 

From this data, it should be concluded that even high 

achievers may get into trouble. 

In spite of this finding, a recent review suggests that 

underachievement could well be the link between giftedness 

and delinquency (Seeley and Mahoney, 1980) • 

Underachievement is particularly a problem for bright boys, 

and some educators estimate that it affects 50% of the boys 

of above average ability (Gallagher, 1964). The U.S. Office 

of Education estimates that 25-30% of school dropouts are 

gifted and talented (Report to Congress, 1971). 

Seeley and Mahoney (1980 ) suggest that this 

underachievement might be influenced by the child's 

giftedness itself and the responses of parents, teachers, 

and the school system. 

Beoause of his/her inquisi ti veness, the child begins 

the cycle of asking too many questions, internally as well 

as externally, and forming many alternative views concerning 

social as well as academic subjects-. Teachers and parents 

may react by punishing this exploration of alternatives and 

thereby discourage the child's abilities. This in turn may 

lead to the child's unwillingness to be creative and in the 
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long run to underachievement and rigid non-adaptive 

responses in the social environment. 

Interestingly, the Caplan and Powell study (1964) 

offers support for this idea: The results show that 

delinquents of superior intelligence were more often brought 

before the court by their parents as being beyond their 

control than average delinquents (30% compared to 13%). The 

intelligent youths were more likely than the less 

intelligent group to be runaways (13% compared to 2%). 

A recent study by King (1980), sponsored by the 

American Association for Gifted Children, gives some 

empirical evidence for how mismanagement of giftedness by 

Parents arrd teachers may 9_ycur. This study of rural 

delinquent-prone and non-delinquent-prone sixth-graders 

compares normal and anti-social groups of gifted children in 

an effort to isolate factors associated with social 

ad justment. Because she used sixth graders just beginning 

to show signs of delinquent behavior, her results presumably 

could show more developmental factors leading toward a 

delinquent outcome than an investigation of older stUdents 

might reveal. 

King selected her subjects from several schools in a 

rural county of Wisconsin. The gifted students were 

selected by the following criteria: 1) performance on one 

standard deViation above the normal on the Iowa Test of 

BaSic Skills or the OTIS Lennon Mental Abilities, and/or 2) 

degree of perceived giftedness by peers, and/or 3) teacher 
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evaluation of giftedness. It was found that the I.Q. score 

was the most reliable tool in locating gifted students. 

Ninety-five students were selected by this process. These 

students were then divided into groups of delinquent-prone 

and normal adjustment through teacher and peer nomination~ 

t then g";ven the Environmenta.l All subjec s were ... 

Support/Environmental Availability form. This questionnaire 

measured the amount of perceived resources available in the 

communi ty and amount of perceived parental support. The 

t · had the ch";ldren list the activities availability ques ~ons .... 

such as reading, biking, etc., they wanted to participate in 

and those activities they actually could do. The support 

questions asked such things as "Who cares?, Who'" s proud?, 

and Who helps? 11 rela.ted to the child'" s interest area. 

The main result was that as a child"'s perceived 

environmental support goes down, delinquency proneness goes 

up. Even though the delinquent-prone group f~lt less 

support from their families, they perceived a greater number 

of activities available to them. 

Another finding was that the gifted delinquent-prone 

subjects selected by test results alone were not perceived 

as gifted by their teachers or peers, even though they had 

high intellectual ability scores. Interestingly, there was 

also a group of nondelinquent-prone students included in the 

group because of their test results, whom their teachers and 

peers also failed to identify. 
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From these results, King concludes that the most gifted 

and least delinquent-prone students were the most popular 

wi th their teachers. It appears that the gifted students 

who receive support at home also receiVe it at school while 

the students who need support at home don"'t receive it at 

school either. These are just the students who are most 

vulnerable to negative environmental influences, in that 

they can perceive more attractive activities than their 

peers and. yet receive no encouragement i'rom parents or 

school to pursue these interests. If support is provided, 

however, gifted students seem to be protected from the lack 

of recognition of their teachers. The author concludes with 

the suggestion to the schools, "If we give gifted students 

emotional support .... by way of counselors and teacher 

encouragement, we may be able to develop meaningful goals 

(among the delinquent-prone students)" (King, p., 15). 

From the studies reviewed, it appears that some 

important school-related characteristics are correlated with 

delinquency. It has been F.3hown repeatedly that students 

with delinquency problems do not achieve as easily as 

nondelinquents. Even those 

intellectually gifted achieve 

delinquents who are 

strikingly below their 

capaci ty. There is some eVidence that these correlations 

between low achievement and behavioral problems begin to 

Occur as early as third grade and that teachers can reliably 

select these students from their classes this soon. Results 

also show that students followed from these elementary 
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grades do progressively worse in their achievement, 

producing a growing split from their more socially adapted 

classmates. 

Family Environment 

Delinquency among gifted youths ap~ears to become more 

intense as the child's family situation becomes more severe. 

In general, bright delinquents are more likely to have 

ex~erienced separation from their parents, especially their 

fathers, than average delinquents, and are more likely to 

have come from a highly unstable family and to have been 

subjected to overly strict or inconsistent discipline. 

Caplan and Powell (1964) found that bright delinquents 

are significantly less likely than average delinquents to 

live with both natural parents (38% compared to 55%) and 

twice as likely to come from single parent families (35% 

compared to 17%). They are also more likely to be runaways 

and to be brought to court by a parent, as was mentioned 

earlier. One English study of delinquent girls reported 

that 53 gi~ls with I.Q.'s of 114-149 had been subjected to 

much more environmental stress than the other girls. They 

were more likely to have been illegitimate, adopted, or have 

suffered separation from their .mothers. (Cowie and Cowie, 

1962) :Brooks (1972) .found these same factors were 

significant in differentiating between the lCneesworth Hall 

reoffenders and non-reoffenders. Sixty-two percent of the 

boys who had had interrupted relationships with their 
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parents reoffended compared to only 38% of the boys without 

interrupted relationships. A boy's contact with his father 

seemed to be particularl;y salient. Sixty-seven percent of 

the boys who suffered interruption of relationships with 

their father reoffended compared to only 14% of those who 

had not. 

Generally, unstable homes also posed problems for the 

youths. Brooks (1972) classified 75% of the 135 Kneesworth 

boys as coming from unstable homes and of these, 63% were 

reoffenders compared to 35% of the others. Caplan and 

Powell (1964) found that 11 parents of bright child ren had 

been officially convicted of neglect of their children at 

least once. 

The quality of discipline--reasonable, over-strict, 

over-lenient, inconsistent--stands out as a particularly 

important variable. :Brooks (1972) found that of the 24 

youths whose families were over-strict, 71% were reoffenders 

and of the 49 whose familifcs were inconsistent, 63% were 

reoffenders. By comparison, only 32% of the 62 youths with 

normal or lenient discipline were reoffenders. Inconsistent 

discipline was particularly common among the most persistent 

and difficult reoffenders. Fourteen of the 17 persistent 

reoffenders came from homes with inconsistent discipline. 

Inconsistent discipline was also a recurrent pattern among 

the bright underachievers who showed behavior problems in 

Pringle's (1970) study. One wonners whether a child's 

perception of his own intelligence, relative to that of his 
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parents, influences patterns of discipline. None 

studies provide any information on this, but Gath 

of the 

( 1970) 

mentions that 26% of the bright delinquents considered 

themselves more intelligent than their fathers and 41% 

considered themselves more intelligent than their mothers, 

whereas none of the average delinquents said they were 

brighter than their parents. The relative intelligence of 

parents and child as well as the perception of such 

difference could well contribute to family conflict and 

would be an interesting idea for further study (Mahoney, 

1980) . 

Cultural deprivation and low social status are usually 

associated with both delinquency and poor performance of 

bright children. High social status, however, does not by 

itself protect a child from delinquency. The fathers of a 

quarter of the bright delinquents in Caplan'" s (1964) study 

were executives or professionals. Several had assets over a 

million dollars. The majority of the children in Pringle's 

(1970) study came from upper status families, yet of these, 

21 % were classified as below average in their provision of 

cultural and school opportunities for their children. 

Though there is still disagreement as to how much of 

the delinquent population is gifted, or if giftedness is a 

main variable in anti-social behavior, it is obvious that 

some delinquents are gifted. 

In the next sect~on we will speculate about how 

giftedness and environmental factors may interact to 
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increase a youth's likelihood of delinquency or anti-social 

behavior. 

PERSPECTIVES ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 

GIFTEDNESS AND DELINQUENCY 

There are two perspectives on the relationship between 

giftedness and delinquency. One is that the gifted child, 

because of his or her gre':lter perceptual acuity and ease of 

learning, is more sensi ti ve to environmental factors than 

other children, and as a ;result is more affected by all 

unfavorable environment. A gifted child may also be more 

VUlnerable because giftedness itself makes the child 

different and less able to "fit in" and do what is expected. 

As a result the child's environment may be less supportive. 

This approach is in keeping with much of the educational 

literature on gifted children which stresses the gifted 

child's difference from other children and hiS/her need for 

special educational programs and home enrichment (Gallagher, 

1976) • This "vulnerability" thesis suggests that gifted 

youths are more likely to become delinquent than other 

youths because they are more likely to be adversely affected 

by problems at home or school (Mahoney, 1980). 

The second perspective sees giftedness as a protection 

against delinquency. Because of it, a youth has greater 

inSight into his own actions and those of others, and can 

see the long range consequences of his "behavior. As a 

result he is more able to understand and cope with 
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environmental conditions and move away from them. This 

"protection" thesis implies that gifted youths are less 

likely than others to become delinquent because their high 

ability gives them a means of mitigating the effect of a bad 

environment as well as expanded opportunities to move out of 

it. Therefore, gifted youths become delinquent only when 

environmental conditions are exceptionally unfavorable 

(Mahoney, 1980) • The second perspective--the protection 

thesis--is more compatible with the evidence from earlier 

studies which show that bright youths are less common in 

delinquent populations than they are in the general 

population. It is also compatible with Terman's early 

classic study of gifted children (1926), which concluded 

that such children are well adjusted, 1>roductive 

individuals, contrary to the cliche images of the shy, 

distu.rbed genius child. 

On the whole, the research on the family experience of 

bright and average delinquents described in the previous 

section would tend to support the protection thesis. Bright 

children who get in trouble appear to come from particularly 

unstable homes and to have been subjected to more family 

separation, extreme forms of discpline, and family conflict 

than other delinquent youths. 

There is a well-documented association between school 

problems and delinquency, but it has not been clearly 

determined, either for bright delinquents or delinquents in 

general, whether school failure itself is a cause of 
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delinquent beh.avior or is simply an associated problem. 

Hirschi and Hindslang argue that IQ affects school 

experience which in turn is related to delinquent behavior. 

However, this does not hold for the bright delinquent and 

some other explanation must be developed to explain why they 

do badly in school or why they get in trouble in spite of 

adequate school performance. Harvey (198~) suggests some 

possible reasons related to the different responses teachers 

have to creative and highly intelligent children, and to 

children gifted with verbal creati vi ty as opposed to figurEl.I 

creativi ty. Since there is some evidence that delinquents 

may be high on figural creativity and low on verbal 

creativity, this may have some relevance. It is also 

possible that if the genesis of a child's difficulties lies 

in the family, then difficulties there could cause both 

school difficul ti.es and delinquent behavior. 

Harvey, in his recent doctoral dissertation (1981) adds 

another dimension to the vulnerability-protection 

perspective. After describing differences between 

creati vi ty and high intelligence and between figural and 

verbal creativity, he asks whether a gi:fted child's 

protection or vu nera ~ ~ y I b "I" t may come not J"ust f'rom 

giftedness per se, but from different kinds of giftedness. 

High verbal creativity, for example, could add toa youth's 

ability to adapt to the environment in more socially 

appropriate ways and substantially increase the child's 

protection from a negative or hostile environment. Lack of 
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these verbal skills, on the other hand, could leave a youth 

vulnerable to family and school environments. If the 
imbalance in skills was particularly acute and the less 

developed ones were those most useful for social adaptation, 

such as verbal creativity, a gifted youth might make him or 

herself more vulnerable to an unfavorable social environment 

or even create an unfavorable environment because of 

inappropriate questions, responses, or behavior. 

In this section we attempt to layout some elements 

which may enable us to set forth the beginnings of a theory 

about the development of delinquency in gifted youths. To 

the extent that it identifies 1actors which protect youths 

or increase their vulnerability to delinquency, it may also 

provide some inSight into the development of delinquent 

behavior innongifted youths. At present, however, we will 

focus only upon the gifted youths. 

Factors That PrOVide Protection ~ Vulnerability 

Kind of Giftedness: Verbal Creative 

Figural Creative 

Verbal IQ 

Performance IQ 

Family EnVironment: stable 

Unstable 

Disintegrated 

School EnVironment: Achievement at Appropriate Level 

Underachievement 
Hostile 
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Different styles of giftedness, then, may lead to 

either more vulnerability or more protection, depending on 

the social situation in which the youth finds himself or 

herself. 

These differences can add further descriptive meaning 

to Mahoney"'s thesis' of' giftedness as offering protection or 

producing vulnerability to adverse environmental situations. 

It could be that the highly creative child is more 

vulnerable to the school experience because his/her values 

seem discrepant with the school"'s expectations and values. 

However, his/her creativity, value or humor, and stimulus

free responses could also offer some protection to the 

school situation as well. 

The highly intelligent children by virtue of their 

convergent thinking style may be more protected, in that 

their aspirations, thinking, and values ,.seem to fit the 

student role more completely. Hawver, the question remains 

as to how well this group could adapt to a novel social 

situation. It could be that their social responses would be 

like their more rigid,stereotypic writing responses to 

unknown stimuli, and their convergent style might produce 

more vulnerability for students who ~ind themselves in 

social situations which require a great deal of adaptation. 

In conclUSion, it seems that delinquents who are gifted 

may be both vulnerable and protected :from certain 
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environmental factors. From the review of research included 

here, it is obvious that more work needs to be done to 

understand more about the individual differences 

giftedness and delinquency. 

of 

It is important to differentiate 'type of giftedness and 

to further specify type of abilities wi thin that larger 

category. It is not enough to assess a child as a low or 

underachiever; one must determine if that child has gifted 

potential. The assessment must then determine what kind of 

giftedness that h c ild possesses, paying specific attention 

to the intelligent-convergent and/or creative style of 

abilities. Even within these categories, one should examine 

verbal/nonverbal abilities, and further specific styles. 

COMPARISON OF TESTED, REFUSED AND MISSED YOUTHS 

In order to ascerta.in how the youths who agreed to be 

tested might differ from the court and diversion populations 

from which they were drawn, we compared the tested youths 

with all youths who were missed or refused to participate in 

the study during the first four months of the testing phase 

of the study. The comparison population used was the court 

record study population for the last four months of 1980, 

which included ba,ckground information on all youths who 

entered the system during that period. 

For the most part, the three groups of tested, refused, 

and missed youths were similar. There were a few exceptions 

which are discussed here. 
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The tested court population includes a 

disproportionately low number of girls. Girls made up 13% 

of the court population on which we made the comparison (16% 

of the missed cases, 9% of the refused cases), but only 5% 

of the tested cases a In the diversion 1>0pulation, however, 

there was no such imbalance. Girls made up 27% of the total 

comparison population (25% of the missed cases, 27% of the 

population of refusals) and 27% of the tested cases. The 

difference between the two populations in regard to the 

distribution of tested girls may be accounted for in part by 

the fa~t that almost all the interviewing in diversion was 

done by women, whereas most of the interviewing in probation 

was done by men. 

Testing ",as done on youths charged with the full range 

of off'enses. In diversion, youths charged with felonies 

- htl l-k ly to be tested Felonies comprised were s11g y more 1 e • 

25% of the total diversion population (25% of the missed 

cases, 22% of the refused), and 30% of the tested cases. 

Perhaps youths charged with felonies were put under more 

- - th other d1-verS1- on youths or were more strict superv1s10n an 

motivated:"-tb· retain their diversion status than youths 

charged with less serious offenses. As a result they may 

have been both more accessible to the project and more 

motivated to cooperate. Among court youths, the most 

serious, uncooperative offenders were slightly 

underrepresented in the tested group. A slightly lower 

t t d f the court had been percentage of the es e group rom 
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detained (9% compared to 19% of the missed cases and 9% of 

the refused cases). Fewer had more than three court 

appearances (42% of tested youths compared to 61 % of the 

missed cases and 39% of the refused cases). Fewer were 

described by the arresting officer as uncooperative (2% in 

the tested group compared to 7% of the missed group and 9% 
of the refused group). 

Tested youths in court were also somewhat less likely 

to have private attorneys. Youths who refused to be 

interviewed were especially likely to have private attorneys 

(54% compared to 38% of the missed population and 34% of the 

tested youths). 

Toward the end of the project, the number of refusals 

and missed cases rose, but we are not able to make 

comparisons like the ones 'above for the last four months of 

the testing period because we do not ha1T f? background 

information for missed and refused youths :for 1981 c 

However, 'tye have no reason to' believe that tested youths 

di:ffered :from the total population during this period. 

The ~~xt chapter summarizes the findings from the 

research on gifted delinquents and describes the analysis 

techniques used for the giftedness research. 
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CHAPTER 11 

GIFTED DELINQUENTS--ANALYSIS AND RESULTS* 

The primary question this research set out to answer 

was whe1f.;her gifted youths could be identified in a juvenile 

justice system. The question can be strongly ansv;ered in 

the affirmative in this court. Youths were classified as 

gifted if they scored in the top 5% on the Wechsler 

Intelligence Test for Children Revised, the Torrance Test 

for Creattve Thinking, or the Wide Range Achievement Test. 

Using these criteria, 48 youths were classified as gifted, 

comprising 18% of the 268 youths screened and 7% of the 

appr.oximately 700 youths eligible for screening during the 

interview, year • Fort.¥of tb.·~ 48 youths actually Bcored in 

the top 3%. An addi ti'qllal 26 youths achieved scores which 

would place them in the top 15%, representing I.Qo scores of 

115 ,or above on the WISC-R--the lower cutoff point used by 

several previous studies of brigl1t delinquents. It appears 
,i 

that the, judge who invited us to study gifted delinquents in 

this court was correct in his perception that many of the 

youths who cs~e before him were gifted. , 

These findings do not support Hirschi and Hindelang's 

argument (1977) that a disproportionately small percentage 

1Major portions of this chapter are based upon work by 
Steven Harvey who carried out the statistical analysis of 
the data on giftedness. He developed the analytic 
techniques used here during a pilot analysis of the SYP data 
for his PhD dissertation in the School of Education at the 
University of Denver • His dissertation advisor was Kenneth 
Seeley (See: Harvey, 1981). 
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

The findings reported here are intended for the more 

general reader. Those interested in the specific details 

are encouraged to follow the discussion in the f'ollo'W~.ng 

sections. In relation to gifted youths in a juvenile 

justice system, the study reports six major findings. The 

most important one has already been mentioned. (1) There 

are a substantial number of gifted youths in this 

population. Other findings are: (2) these youths appear to 

have some unique characteristics, (3) their gif'tedness is 

not necessarily associated with high achievement, (4) 

because of their unique characteristics, they may be less 

likely to be identified .as gifted, (5) youths in probation 

and 'diversion ,have similar configurat i 01113 of .gi:ftedness, and 

(6) school andf"amily characteristics do 'not appear to be 

related to ability characteristics. 

In general, several different cogni ti ve abilities 

:emerged 'from all':liheyouths studied in this court system. 

Those abilities were in the different areas of creativity 

and intelligence. ~o~ the most part, the~r characteristics 

were similar to those found for normal youth previously 

studied and were expected. However, the gifted y~uths in 

this population were different in some ways from youths in 

normal populations in that they had very high abilities in 

the area of fluid intelligence and, in most cases, did less 

(~~: well on the achievement tests in relation to their high 

fluid abilities. Furthermore, some of the youths who did 
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well on the cre t· ·t a 1V1 y measures also did less well on 

achievement measures in relation to their higher ability 
Scores. 

Importantly, youths who were identified as potentially 

gifted orii talented in athletics or the performing and :fine 

arts w'ere not able to be identified by any of the 

standardized tests given. Finally, no distinct family 

characteristics could be related to the gifted youths. They 

were just as likely as others to have a more or less stable 

family situation. 

From these findings, we can speculate that although 

many more gifted youths th t an expec ed may exist in a 

juvenile court system, they b may e very hard to identify. 

'These youths have none of the usu'al k' . mar 1ngs. ~heir grades 

Eay be low, their family mayor may not have pr~ble~s. Even 

if they are tested, other creative ·or th a letic I abilities 

might not be reflected in their scores. M ost importantly, 

these gifted youths may have some high amount of :fluid 

abili ty., and no research has ,as yet linked obs'erv~ble day-

to-day behaviors to :fluid ability. Horn (1980) has 

described fluid abili ty as an incidential learning, 

essentially an intelligence that is not taught and fostered 

in school. Since this ability 1'13 t no encouraged in school, 

students who use this ability l' n th . b e1r pro lem-solving may 

not get the high grades usually associated with giftedness. 

The thinking style of these stUdents is often characterized 

by a nonverbal quick perceptiveness. To experienced 
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teachers or counselors, these students are the ones who just 

seem to intellectually "have i til, though none of the usual 

verbal or achievement indicators are present. 

Since a substantial number of youths gifted with fluid 

eX1"st J."n the J"uvenile J"ustice system, intelligence may 

special attention needs to be given to the development of 

ways to identi~y them. Tests such as the performance 

measures of any traditional intelligence tests have been 

used in identifying fluid intelligence. Other and more 
o 

brief measures like the Ravens Progressive matrixes or the 

block design subtest from the WISC-R could also be used for 

youths suspected of possessing this kind of ability. Also 

'questionnaires or informal interviewing can be used to 

identify artists and talented athletes. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The following terms will be used throughout this 

chapter. 

Factor Analytic Model: In this 
. . 

study the factor 

analytic model consisted of the theoretical and statistical 

organizati~~ 'oi'" the patterns of' relationships observed among 

all. the variables used in this study (see Figure ,11-7). 

These variables were divided into input and output. In this 

organization, change in the input variables produces change 

among the Q~~put variables. Variables were also categorized 

as those which were, directly observed and those which were 

unobserved or latent. These latent variables were 
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determined from the factor analysis done in this study 

(McArdle, 1981). For the purposes of this study, thisfactor 

analytic model is defined as being the ability model and was 

operationally determined from the structural solutions 

produced by a factor analysis and a Reticular Action Moment 

(RAM) solution. From this solution, each variable is 

divided into some proportion of variance determined by a 

latent variable common to several other variables and some 

part of variance determined by unique factors such as 

measurement error and unique tasks. These 'concepts of 

common and unique £actors are discussed further in Appendix 

A. 

Abili tf Factors: This term refers to lithe constant 

variations .in.behavior that .accompany variations in the 

~ complexities . 'of stimulus patterns to which subjects 

respond ••• Within this context it is recognized that the 

concept of an ability factor is an abstraction and that any 

observations of Jneasurement of an ability is based on 
,. '. • I • ' ':':'-~ "~ _ f __ ' • 

behaviors 'Of observed ~bili tie.s" . (Horn, 1980). In this 

studyabili ty factors were operationally defined a.s being 

the common factors which result :from the factor analysis 

used. These ability factors were assumed general abilities 

which caused some observed abilities to be positively 

r.elated to some other observed abilities aqnd negatively 

related to others. These ability factors were considered to 

be ~nput variables to both achievement and giftedness 

outputs in the final model. 
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Figures 11-1 and 11-7). These variables were divided into 

observed ability variables , creative and intellectual 

ability factors, and outcome variables. The observed 

abilities included all the creative, intellectual, and 

achievement test variables and gifted artisti~ or athletic 

extra-curricular indicators. The ability factors included 

the unobserved latent thinking factors generated from the 

factor analysis and RAM solutions of the observed thinking 

test scores. The outcome variables included academic 

achievement in reading and math, and the gifted/not gifted 

categorization. 

The assumed structure of these relationships was as 

follows: 1) the observed creati vi ty and intellectual test 

variables liereoutputs of the linear funct1.onalr,elatlonship , , 

.of input ability factors; 2) 'the ·outcomevariableof 

achievement was also an output of the linear functional 

relationships of input ability factors; 3) the outcome 

varia.ble of .giftedness w~san output variable of the ability 
"1~': . ~ ,,' .,' ~', . . ,. ," . ;Ih'lr • ;{.i ., 

; 'factors, extra-curricular "B.ct,ivi ty ,and achievement inputs; 

4) the ability faetors had covariant relations~ips with each 

other; 5) the outcome variables had covariant relationships 

with each other; and 6) each of the variables considered had 
, 

some uncorrelated uniqueness. 

As was \'qpdicated in the summary C'J:.' results, the 

analysis was organized around several questions: 

What are the i~tellectual and creative characteristics 
.. ~ 

of youths who were screened~; by the suburban youth project? 
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FIGURE 11-1 

EXAMPLE OF FACTOR PRESENTATION 

o ;:: latent common factors 

o = observed variables 

S2 =a.mount of variance unique to each variable 

L = common factor loading 

) :: linear functional relationship 
,') 

~ = cov~riant relationsllfip 

'* = se-tequal to unity 
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What is the relationship between intellectual and 

creati ve characteristics to academic achievement and 

giftedness in this population? 

Did the screening procedure adequately identify gifted 

youths in the screened population? 

1)0 youths involved in probation and diversion programs 

have different configurations of gifteaness? 

Are the school and family background charcteristics of 

the SYP,youths related to their ability characteristics? 
.-~ 

Th'e\ research questions are organized so that different 

parts of the final model of the variables and their 

relationships are discussed separately before any discussion 

o£ the entire model. The separate ,Parts ,of the mod.el 

discussedare:,( 1) the obaervedcreativ,i":ty and intellectual 
~"" a 

test variables, the latent thinking ability f~;ctors, and .... the 

relationshi];ls among them, (2) th~ latent thinking ability 

factors, the outcome achievem.Elnt variables ,and their 

" r_~lat:i-onshil>s, (3) the :abili ty, fa~tors, the extra-curricular 
, ,-, ':1 ..... ~ I,," . " .. ~, '.". ' 

abflity variables, the achievement' variables, and their 

relationship!3, and (4) the entire sY!3te,m of variableB, 

including all their direct and indirect relationship~:,. 

In each case, the questions were answered using a 

maximum likelihood factor solution and a promax-oblique 

rotation, followed'by a RAM analysis. The solution for each 

question was used as a step to build the final RAM solution. 

This final solution provided the operational definition of 

the final ability model used in this study. 
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The factor solution in the first question provided the 

number of ability factors for the ability model. This 

number of ability factors was then used in all the following 

solutions. The factor analysis in the last questions was 

used only to determine the structure of the possible 

relationship between these ability factors and 

achievement and extra-curricular abilities. 

the 

The factor loadings provided starting values f'or the 

linear functional relationships and the correlations among 

factors determined by the promax-oblique rotation for the 

correlated relationships then used in the RAM analysis. 

FroID this outline of relationships, further linear 

:functional or correlational pathways were added or 

subtracted 'one at a time using RAM techniques to develOp the 
.' 

final model which then produced the best goodness of' fit of 
" 

the model using the indicators discussed earlier. 

The first question 'Was answered in three stages using 

three RAM -solutions. The stages consisted of the. f,ollowing 
: ~ • _, ',. , '< '. , • ~ _ • ~J 

stepsofRAtJImodeling:1) an analysis !o:f previous data using 

normal age-mate subjects of the WISC-R and TTCT separately; 

2) a comparison of these structural models to the WISC-R and 

TTCT data observed in this study separately; and 3) an 

analysis of the combination of the WISC-R and TTCT variables 

observed in this study. 

The first two steps were considered important in order 

to 1) keep the final solutions of the data analyzed in this 

study within the bounds of previous work; 2) to insure that 
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any structural model generated by this research is not 

merely a mathematical artifact of the factor and structura.l 

analytic techniques but ra.ther a model based from the 

theoretical understanding of cognitive abilities; and 3) to 

facili ta.te the interpretation of the final factor model. 

This was especially true because of the small number of 

subjects that was available for the final solution of this 

study. 

With a small sample, more chance errors of sampling or 

measurement are likely to occur, especially with the number 

of variables used. These errors might produce random 

variabili ty among some of the variables in an unequal way 

such that the final RAM solutions would be misleading. 

.Comparisons of the latter solutions 'With those determined if 

these error possibilities have occurred . These comparisons 

also gave this study a theoretical base for interpretation 

as such structural or fact oral modeling using both WI SC-R 

and TTCT output variables; 'as not been done. 
, \ \ ,-

Thesepilotanalyses:!'/d~nsisted of the ex~ct subtests 

used in this study from previous. work. The correlation 

matrices from the standardization sample of 15 1/2-year-olds 

.from the WISC-R (Wechsler, 1974) and from 608 sixth-graders 

in a study using the TTCT (Cicirelli, 1964) were analyzed. 

To keep these solutions in line with this study, the digit 

span and mazes subtests from the WISC-E and the verbal 

elaboration from the TTCT were not considered as these 

scores were not used in the present assessments. 
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The final separate RAM solutions of the WISC-R and TTCT 

from these pilot analyses of the previous work and those 

using the subject of this study served as theoretical 

guidelines in analysis using a combination of all test 

variables. Specifically, these results helped determine the 

number of common factors extracted and the outline of 

pathways in the RAM model of the combination of test 

variables. 

The resulting solution of these analyses was used in 

answering this research question. The final model consisted 

of a number of unobserved input factors referred to here as 

abili ty factors which the subjects used to a greater or 

'lesser degree to produce their results on the output 

observed l"tlthe test, :scores. 

~he rest .ofthe .que,at,ions . 'Were answered using .afinal 

RAM model which described the relationships among the 

ability .characteristics, the outcomes of achievement .and 

giftedness, family characteristics, the -athleti c and 
",''; . . .... --)} ." '. ..,' 
artistic >.extJ!'a.;..,~urricul:ar activitie!s,and whether the youth 

was in the probati'on 01' diversion de~artment~ 

,.- ~"Finally to ans'w'e'rthe research question concerning the 
~ 

effecti veness of the screening procedure used by the SYP, a 

Chi Square between the youths identified as gifted from the 

screening and those identified from the full assessment was 

done. This test provided a measure of the amount of 

dif.ference or sameness between these two groups. This 

measure is generated from a comparison between what would be 
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expected if there was no difference between these groups and 

what frequencies were actually observed in the actual 

experimental situation. (Ferguson, 1976) 

All of the above analysis were done using 114 subjects 

who were given the full assessment • Of the youths selected 

for full assessment, 66 were in the experiment!:!.l group 

selected by signs of giftedness from the screening and 48 

were controls. Forty-eight of the total number of 114 

subjects were ultimately classified as gifted on the oasis 

of the full assessments and 68 were categorized as not 

gifted. The screening missed 9 gifted students and falsely 

categorized 27 as gifted. Of all the 114 youths only 6 were 

female, so the results were interpreted :as representative of 

only male youths involved ina juvenile justice system. 

Also only 98 cases were used to compare subjects from the 

court (52) and diversion populations (46). 

What are the intellectual and creative characteristics of 
Y"QUths ?!!t.£ were screened .. ~ the Suburb.an Youth Project?-

.. ; ~; 

This question was answered in several steps: (1) A 

pilot model 'Was generated by the RAM. solution of the 

standardization sample of the Wechsler Izrtelligence Scale 

for Children Revised (WISC-R) (Wechsler, 1974) (N = 200 for 

age 15 1/2; (2) a pilot model was generated I:or the Torrance 

Test or Creative Thinking (TTCT) using Cicirelli's data 

(1964) (N = 608 sixth graders); (3) a model of intelligence 

characteristics was generateg from the intelligence testing 

results of the"subjects from the SYP study, and comparisons 
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were made between the normalized group (Wechsler, 1974) and 

the SYP group; (4) a model was generated of creativity 

characteristics of the SYP sub jects, and comparisons were 

made between the normal group (Cicirelli, 1964) and the SYP 

group. Finally, a model of general thinking ability 

characteristics was generated from all the testing results. 

Pilot Structural Solution of the WISC-R 

This discussion will refer to Tables 11-1 and 11-2 and 

Figure 11-2. Table 11-1 includes the results of the 

indicators for the factor extraction procedure, while Table 

11-2 includes the results of the indicators for the goodness 

of ~i t of the model. Figure 11-.2 is a graphic 

(~repr.~sentati.Qn o~ this model. An explanation of the meaning 

of the indicators presented on this and other tables is 

explained in the methodology section in Appendix A for 

readers who are unfamiliar with their use. 

According to the results shown in Table 11-1, thd two 

. common i'actor ,.,model was chosen AS best describing the da.ta. 

This two common factoT model is significantly clos~ to the 

data {z= 2.2), significantly different from the one factor 

model (z = 8.77), comes close to describing the actual 

covariance data ( .0087), and accounts for 50.4% of the 

variance among the variables. Finally, the amou.nt of gain 

between the one and two factor models is greater than the 

amount of gain among the other extraction solutions. It 

should be noted that this solution only accounts for 50.4% 
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TABLE 11-1 

Goodness or Fit of the Factor Extraction Solution 

for the WISC-R Standardization Sample 

(n = 200) 

statistical Indicators 

K df ')(2 z ddf 

1 35 161 8.42** 0 

2 26 45 2.17* 9 

J 18 25 1.07* 8 

4 11 11 1.08* .. 7 

Key_ K = number of factors 

df = degrees of freedom 

1(2 = Chi square 

dX2 z 

0 0 

79 8077 

19 2.2** 

11 1.04** 

ddf = differential d~grees of freedom 

dJ2 = differential )(2, 
1 

f 

Measurement Indicators 

Browne's .f" of common 
residual/original variance 

.0452 40.7 

.0087 50.4 

.0044 54.4 

.0018 60.6 

t = standard devilations away from 
mean data 

* = indicates si~1ificant closeness 

** = indicates significant difference 
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TABLE 11-2 

Goo,dness of Fit :Cor the RAM Model 

of the WISC-R Standardization Sample 

(n = 200) 

"Statistical Indicators Measurement Indicators 

Accepted 
Model 

df 

35 72 

z 

3.94** 

Browne's 
residual/original 

.025 

Key, df:: degrees of freedom 

1(2 = Chi square 

o 

TLR = Tucker Lewis :reliabill ty coefficient 

z = standard deviations away from mean data 

** = indicates significant dif£erence 

TLR 

.95 

.-:) 

c 
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of the total variance of the system, with 49.6% being 

accounted for by the unique ta.sk demands and measurement 

error of the separate sUbtests. 

The results of the Reticular Action ,Moment (RAM) 

solution for the two i'actormodel of the WISC-R 

standardization sample as shown in Figure 11-2. Each square 

represents one, subtest of the WISC-R instrument used. The 

individual factor loadings, goodness of fit, ~rowne's ratio 

of residual/original, and the Tucker-Lewis reliability 

coefficient are listed in Table 11-2. The solution accepted 

yielded a z value which indicated a nonsignificant goodness 

of fit (z = 3.94). How 

"~ '. 
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FIGURE 11-2 

'RAM Model .for WISC~R Standardization Sample 

1 

.6.5 '.21 .47 

Keys F 1 := C.rystalized intelligence 

F . = Fluid intelligence 2 

In := Informant 

Si := Similarities 

Ar = Arithmetic 

.• 6.5 

Vo ='Vocabulary 

Com = Comprehension 

Pc: 't: Pictur'e CompLetion 

FA a Picture Arrangement 

:eD = Block Design 

OA = Object Assembly 

Co = Coding 

~--~----- . -- .-.- - .. -~ .. - .. -
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ever, these loadings and the path arrows indicating either 

covariant or funct ional relationships "among the latent and 

observed variables were accepted as providing the most in

terpretable factors. Also. this solution accounted for 

a large amount of the covariance in the system (TLR = .95), 

while remaining close to the original data (residual/origi

nal = .025). It should also be noted that further analysis 

which did produce significant ~2 values only slightly in

creased the TLR value (.97) and measurement accuracy (resid

ual/original = .012). The advantage gained with these addi

tional loading pathways was judged not worth the risk of 

capitalizing on chance and overfitting the model to the data 

merely to gain statistical significance. while other lndi-

cators yielded a satisfactory solution . with the:.simpler 

model. 

Past researchers have interpreted these factors in dif-

ferent ways. Wechsler (1974) suggested that these £actors 

rep'resent abiliti;esin verbal ';comprehension anaspatial:or

ganization. However, it has been argued by McArdle ~19~1, 

person8.1--correspondence-r-tnat these factors are an artifact' 

of the test construction resulting in variables presented 

verbally loading on one verbal factor and those variables 

presented in a nonverbal way loading on another. 

ROIn and Cattel (1966) and Horn and McArdle (1980). in 

their work on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Adults 

(WAIS). have suggested that these factors could more correct-
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ly be interpreted as indicating crystalUzed and fluid abili

ty factors. According to HOIn and McArdle (1980), the pres

ence of several multi.ple pathways determined from the Re~ 

ticular Action Moment (RAM) analysis have contributed to 

the development of their theory. These authors have pointed 

to the pathways from the verbal factor to the picture arrange

ment and picture completion subtests and spatial factors to 

the comprehension and similarities subtests. The authors 

have pointed out that the tasks involved in picture arrange

ment and picture completion really do not involve verbal 

comprehension ability. Also. the tasks involved in the sim

ilarit.les s'\..lbtestsTeally do not involve a spatial ability. 

These authors concluded that ability £actors found the WAIS 

must be morecoinplex and have, therefore, suggested the in

terpretation of cryst~ed and fluid intelligence. There 

is also some evidence that these same interpretations can 

be made for the Wechsler Intelligence Scale ~or Children 

"Revised (WISC-R) (I\aufman, 1979 ;Cattel, 1963) • Therefore, 

'H~rn's (1980) interpretations for the WArS were applied 

equally to results using the WISC-~. 

Horn (1980) refers to these ~o types of intelligence 

as having much ,broader domains of behaviors than can be 

sampled b.Y the variables used in anyone study. According 
I': • 

to Horn, crystallized intelligence pertains to the un1verse 

of abilities that are most valued in 'a c'!llture and believed 
" 

" .. ...." 

to be most essential for the maintenance of that culture.--
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Because the abilities are valued and because they are be

lieved to be essential, systematic e~~orts such as education 

systems with speci~ic teaching methods and curriculum to im

part these abilities to the members o~ the culture are de

veloped. These systematic e~forts are referred to as ac~· 

cuI turation. '110 acquire these valued abilities, the culture 

also provides conventional,generalized problem-solving tech

niques. Such aids are considered helpful in the development 

of intelligence. Algebra is an example of such a teChnique 

for this culture. Knowing algebra enables one to solve more 

complex pro~lems than otherwise would be the case. There

fore, crystallized intelligence consists of the content and 

the process of valued abilities 'systematically presented by 

the culture .. 

This intelligence is defined primarily in terms of the 

kinds of prudent judgment, sound in~errence, and clear ex

pression that depend on knowledge of the culture and espe-

cially on learned v6t'baJ. facility. This ability factor has 

been reflected in both the WISC-R and the WAIS with high 

factor loadings of the verbal subtests along with the minor 

loadings of the picture completion and picture arrangement 

subtests. Crystalljzed ability has been especially reflect

ed in the high loadings of the subtests related to school-

information and vocabulary. This high loading of these 
8 

. school related variables has been especially true for adqles

cents, as school might be interpreted as being the primary 
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crystallizing ~orce for Subjects this age. 

factor as a Horn {1980) refers to the fluid ability 

generalized concept of abilities that have 
been learned but 

have not been a part of the acculturation process. "For 

lack of a better term, these 
acquisition in~luences are re

ferred to as ca al 1 . 
us ~arn~g (formerly incidental learning)" 

(Horn, 1980, p. 295). 
Fluid intelligence can be de~ined in 

terms of performances t 
on asks demanding that people quickly 

perceive novel and complex relations 
or draw logical conse-

quences. As discussed earlier, this factor is reflected in 

the performance subtests of the 
WISC-R and WAIS, and the 

small, multiple loadings found with the comprehension 

s.imilaritiesSUbt~sts of the verbal portion. 
and 

In line with these findings, the'present author inter

preted the :final RAM solution as -t-d· t· . 
~L ~ca l.llg crystallized 

and fluid ability factors to explain the observed covariance 

among the subtests of the WISC-R standardization sample. As 

mentioned above, crystalliz~d ability h~s'a strong educa

tional experience component. This component is emphasiZed 

because the POsitiv~lpr negative~school experience 'oi-'stu
dents of high school age would likely have influenced the 

subtests a~~ected by the .crystallized ability ~actor. This 

would be especially true· th . 
1Il e ~:formation and vocabulary 

subtests, as these tasks consist of questions drawn from 

subject matter or words likely to be used in high school 
course work. 

Both these in~ormation and vocabulary subtests 

hacl the highest loadings on this factor. 
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Therefore, it was concluded that two factors exist 

among the LTltel1lectual abilities of normal high school stu

dents as measured by the same subtests as those used in the 

present study. These abilities are: 1) crystallized--con

sisting of the verbal subtests; and 2) fluid--consisting of 

the performance subtests. 

Pilot Factor Solution for the TTCT 

Figuren~ is a representation of the factor solution of 

the 608 sixth graders presented by Cicirelli (1964). The 

raw data consisted of his published correlation matrix. 

. ' 

Factors and factor loadings were determined by the techniques 

mentioned ab~ve. Tabl~ shows the statistical and measure-
..; 

ment indicators used indetarmining the number of factors 

extracted. 

From these indicators, the three factor solution was 

chosen. The Chi-square test showed that this solution did 

predict the data well (z = 1.11). The residual/original 

ratio~showed that tp~ predicted correlations were very close 

to the original matrix (.0002), and the three factor solu-
,- ~ - ~ 

tion did account for a greater percentage of the system var-
d. 

iance (70.'7%) than the two factor solution. Thus, the three 

factor solution did appear to offer the best model. 

The results of the final RAM three factor solution for 

the 608 sixth graders of the TTCT are shown in Figure!!:;. The 

goodness of fit results of the model indicators are presented 

in Tablel~. As in the case with the WISC-R sample, the model 

accepted for the TTCT sample did not have a X2 value indicat-
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TABLE' 11-3 

Goodness of Fit of the Factor Extraction Solution 

for 608 sixth Grade Students on the TTCT 

(n ;:: 608) 

Sta tistical Indicators Measurement Indicators 

K df '1.2 z ddf, d')(2 z Browne's % of common 
residual/original variance 

1 14 789 22.55** 0 0 0 .1096 46.7% 
2 8 690 20.27** 6 686.78 20.22** .0058 65.4% 

J J 6 1.11* 5 

Key. K = number of factors 

df = degrees of freedom 

"X 2 = Chi square 

91·7 7.97** .0002 70.7% 

* = indicates si~ificant closeness 

** = indicates significant difference 

z ~ standard deviations away from 
mean data 

ddf = differential degrees of freedom 
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Goodness of Fit of the Structural Model 
- .,', . 

:-:.;?' 

of' -Ule TTCT for 6cfa Sixth Grade Students 

Statistical Iltdicators 

df' 

en =: 608) 

(\ ,.\/ Measurement Indicators 

9 

df' = degrees of freedoM' 

712 _. 
Chi square 

TLR = Tucker Lewis ~eliability 
cgef'f'icient 

'-" " , 

Browne's 
residual/original 

.OOlj. 

Z = standard deviations away from mean data 

*~ = indicates sieiniticant difference 

TLR 

.899 



ing a significant closeness between the model and the data 

(z = 6.09). However, the amount of covariance accounted for 

(TRL = .899 ') and the low amount of residuals (residual/orig

inal = .004) provided strong enough indicators to accept the 

model. This model also lead to the most parsimonious thoo

ret:1.cal interpretation in line with previous research. The 

high .~2 could best be attributed to high sample size,as the 

value of this statistic was a function of the number of sub-

j ects. Therefore, this model al,so ran the risk of be ing 

overfitted by adding minor multiple loadings simply to 

achie-vre statistical significance. When this was tried, these 

lo;adings were found to be truly noninterpretable. 

R~suJ~ts of Pilot TTCT RAM Solution 
, 

As shown in Figure ~Jthe first factor consisted of the 

f'ollowingvariables with the respective loadings 1 1) verbal 

fluency, .93; 2) verbal flexibility, .84; and 3} verbal 

original i ty t .79. This factor was interpreted as represent·,. 
LI 

• > .'. ' 

'ir!ganability to pro'duce divergent verbal responses. The 

next factor consisted of the following variables wi%h their 
- --,......- ~ .--.- "_.-

respective loadings: 1) figural fluency, .90; 2) figural 

flexibility, .85 ; and 3) figural originalityI' .67. This 

factor was interpreted as representing the ability to pro

duce divergent figural responses. The final factor 'consist

ed of the following variables with their respective loadings: 

verbal originality, .15; 2) figural originality, .29; and 
. 

3) figural elaboration, .66. This factor was interpreted as 

a creative energy ability. 
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FIGURE 11-3 

RAM Model for 608 Sixth Grade Students 

.27 

.28 .18'.27 

Key. F 1 = verbal' divergent production' 

F2 = figural divergent produotion 

FJ = creative energy 

VF = verbal fluency 

VFL = verbal flexibill ty 
:.:: '," 

I 

VO ;: verbal ~origirtali ty 

.34 

FF = figural fluency 

FFL ,r figural. flexibility 

FO = figural originali ty 

FE = figural elaboration 

1 

-----------,--- -
, f' 



The multiple loadings of the verbal and figural urig
i

-\1, 

nality with this and the other factors made the interpreta

tion of this factor more complex. When such multiple load

ings occurred, the researcher concluded that the subjects in 

the sample used the respective multiple factors separatelY 

in achieving the results for the variable in question, or 

that these factors with such variables multidetermined 

formed a complex combination of abilities. This latter ap

proach was used in the discussion of the final factor. 

Because of the loadings of both types of originality 

variables and the loading of figural elaboration, the final 

factor was interpreted as representing the ability ·to pro

duce responses which had creative rmergy. Creative energy 

is defined here ·as the combined ability to produce original 

ideas and to extend those ideas with separate, smaller ideas. 

This ability factor was not restricted to the verbal or 

figural area necessarilY, bot is considered to be more gen

eral.. ThiS ability factor could have been strengthened if a 

verbal elaboration variable had berm used in the analysis. 

This ability factor was also seen as being separate from the 

ability to produce divergent responseS, and especially was 

different from the verbal divergent ability in the verbal 

area (r :: .27)· 
PreviouslY, Torrunce and Danw (1966) determined some 

distinct self-reported personality characteristicS associat

ed with groupS of adolescents with high or low scores in 

originality and elaborations. For those high in these 
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scores, those characteristics included: . , w~llingness to take 

risks; having a s ense of humor- not b . , e~ng bored . 
unwill' ' qu~et or 

~g to accept things al on another's timid; say so; and 
ThO ' ways asking qu,estions. ~s group also expressed creative 

and unconventional career 

nif" ~cantlydi:f'ferentiated 

aspirations. T " hese responses sig-

th~s group with high scores from 

those groUP!:; with low scores in these same areas 

Though some diff ' erences were noted 
scored high in " among those who 

or~g~nality and those elab
oration in th who scored high in 

e areas of parental and teacher expectat' loons, 

it appeared that students 

factor of originality and 

other kinds of students 

with high scores in a combined 

elaboration differed . more from 

than they do from each t 
research was th . 0 her. This 

. e:n used to support· th c- . e J.dea of a 
sanal creative ener f separate per-

gy actor consistin' " 
set of creative abil't' g of a d~fferentiated 

l..~es. personality " 
career aspirati' character~stics and 

ons. Dl.fferences in create 
.he -f love energy w 
.'" rll:: ore. refiected:s... d- ere~ uY . J.fferents and 1 b '. cores on the original~ty 

e a oration subs .L. . cores. Al ab so, any differences in the 

ove areas among students using thO -T ~s factor to obtain 
TCT results could well their be explained by the diff 

loadings of each of the . - eren~_factor variables -th . 
:factor ra er than a different 

constella~ion of the TTCT. 
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Particularly relevant to the 

t th authors describe two separate factors 
present resul s, ese 

relating tocreativi ty as broad general fluency ·and, playful 

originality- In this study, the fluency factor consisted of 

ability indicators which measured a general ability to 

produce many divergent verbal responses to a test stimuli. 

The playful originality factor, however, consisted of a 

combination of temperament, motivational, and ability 

variables, including measure for the need for achievement in 

creativity, playfulness, acceptiveness, and originality

This factor on creativity was thencharcteri~ed by a 

'competi tive,l'ec~ptiveJpiaytul orienta~~on accOlnpanied:~by 
," r':>, ;.. ~ . .'.' ',,, ,~~,~, .,,~;. 

t t " ., " The.se' results. ' 
,cleverorigina'l reepon~es totes,S 1.1DU.;£.1.· . . 

support the £indings of thepresentstudyin~rOposing 
,fluency and originality ,as separate characteristics cof 

creativity. , ",,f!.... > "_.. • ,'~ '1> __ .~~'.' ':~.. ~!. ,-; to; r.', . '" . 

-',' I~;'c~ribiusia'~J·i~:\~pp'~~r~~a,that'tfu.ee:" se:pa'Tate i,aet.ors 

representing three different, kinds' ofabili ties as measured 
. -.~---~~ ... ----- ~-~-~-----. 

by the s~:bt~~~ts used ill the present study could be del\cribed 

for a normal population. 
These abiJi ty factors were: 1) 

divergent verbal ability; 2) divergent figural ability; and 
The first 

3) ability to produce personal creative energy. 

two factors represent a fluency response to stimuli and the 

third factor represents a creative, motivational, and 

temperamental aspect. From this analysis, it appeared that 
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normal students made use of these . three types of ability 

factors, each to a greater or lesser degree, to produce 

their observed test results _ The most important finding 

from these results is the clear .isolation of the personal 

creati veenergy ability 'TJh;ch at d t " ~ u en s used to a greater or 

lesser degree in responding to the test stimuli as different 

from the two fluency factors. 

Further, the varying degrees f th' o ~s creative energy 

ability have been shown -to be associated with varying 

personali ty and career characteristics. Thus, if one were 

looking for students with this ability and these associated 

creative characteristics , one could use the performance of 

this factor on the.TTCT. 

'Re~ultsof the Analysis ·of the 'WISC-R and-WAIS 
}Jsl.ng Syp S1iDject~ . - -- -, - -. '-.• --' 

In doj,ng the ~actor analysis and RAM techniques, it was 

1:ound that the thinking abili tieaof y.ouths who have come 

" ,,!~toc,ontact with ·the juvenile justice system are extremely 

·.si~il.:ar . to~bili:t.ies ~ouna in ."a~~:~al·~~puiat~ion ·o~ their' 

'" -age-mate peers. The factor extraction and rotation 

procedures isolated' the same factors . t· - - -cons~s ~ng of the same-: 

similarsubtest variables. 

The RAM solution, however, generated a minor difference 

between the two populations. I th (Ft~,,-4j n . e test population,,, a 

small path relationship' (21) from the fluid intelligence 

factor to the similarities subtest variable was found to 

signifi cantly increase the fit of the model. This path 
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strengthened the theoretical interpretation of the 

crystallized-fluid intelligence theory. Horn (1980) has 

found this same pathway to be indicator-significant in his 

model. 

Also, the coding subtest is loaded on the crystallized 

factor (.40) among the present population. This subtlest 

. t t draw the correct symbol measures a subject's abill y 0 

below a number when given a code of such correct matches. 

This task is influenced by memory, sequencing, facility with 

numbers, learning ability, anxiety, and distractability 

(Kaufman, 1976). The best interpretation of this finding 

was that this variable had the highest uniqueness (.84), and 

that it was highly unpredictable with more than 64% of its 

variance being accounted for by unique and measurement 

,Another interpretation was that coding was 

primarily highly associated with Arithmetic and was 

therefore only more secondarily associated with crystallized 

'1 Ka"-Pman (1979) has reported intelligence in this .saml' e.u...L 

that a tbird:fac'to'r, icons'tsting:t':~()l~ Arilhmetic"\'~Ma~eB' ' and 

Coding has been extracted when the Mazes subtest is alBa 

adriiiid.-stered. Therefore-;- the aSBociati6if'-:rfe-tween Arithmetic 

well be explained as a third factor which was and coding may -

th O t d Thl' s loading also did not not extracted in 16 s u y. 

change the f crystallization ,and ~luid interpretation, 0 

intelligence used to explain the present findings. 

t l'n thl'S stud~.~ not only used the Therefore, the studen s I 

same ability factors reflecting the same subtest variables t 
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they used these factors such that their scores produced the 

similar path weights toward the variables. These results 

indicated that the youths, regardless of involvement with a 

juvenile justice system, use crystallized and fluid 

intelligence to the same degree on each subtest to produce 

their results. 

The reslll ts of the factor extraction procedures are 

listed in TF;,ble 11-5. As the indicators point out, the two 

common factor solution was significantly close to the data 

(z = 2.08) and this solution was Significantly different 

from the one common factor solution (3.57). The three 

common factor solution was not statistically different from 

the two common factor solution (z = 1.83) and was, 

therefore, rejected. The factor loadings and the path arrow 

indicating the linear functional relationships are shown in 

Figure 11-4. 

These paths and weights are those determined from the 

pilot analYSis of the standardization sample. The goodness 

of fit Jata for the model indicators are listed in Table 11-

6. As the indicators show from these tables, the structural 

model determj;ned from the normal youth was significantly 

close to the data (z = 1.4) and this model accounted for 

almost all the covariance observed among the subtest 

variables (TLR = .99). 

From these results, it was concluded: 1) that the 

youths involved in the court system have the same 

intellectual ability factors as those in the normal , 
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K 

1 

2 

3 

df 

35 

26 

18 

TABLE 11-5 

Goodness of Fit of the Factor Extraction Solution 

for the Intellectual Testing Results for Youths 

Involved in a Juvenile Justice System 

(n = 114) 

Statistical Indicators Measurement Indicators 
')C2 z ddf dX2 z Browne"s % of common 

residual/original variance 

78 'J~98"" 0 0 0 ,,025 4~ 

43 2.08,* 9 29 3.57 ** ':009 ~~ ..J~, 

26 1 .. 3 ... 8 13 .... 
.004 59.}(' 1.83 

Keys K = number of factors 

TLR 

.902 

.95 

.96 

df = degrees of freedom 

"X 2 = Chi square 
** ;;: indicates significant difference 

ddf = differential degrees of freedom 

z = standard deviations away from mean data 

TLR = Tucker Lewis reliability coefficient 

* = indicates significant closeness 
l ~ ( 
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Goodness of' Fit for the RAMModelot Cryetalized and Fluid'Ability Factors 

for Youth Involved in a Juvenile Justice System 

(n elk) 

Statistical Indicators Measurement Indicators 
df 1.2 z Browne's TLR 

residual/original 

.Accepted 
Model 

Key. 

3'3 ;44.9 ~4""'" - Jj,'r.,;. 

" " 

, !. 
" -

,. 

J 

I 
freeliom df II: degrees of 

~ = Chi squa~e 

z = standard deviations away from mean data 

TLR = Tucker Lewis reliability coeffioient 

..,. = indicates significant closeness 
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F'IGURE .il-4 

RAM Model tor Crystalized ,and Fluid Ability Faa!;ors 
~.' i 

of Youth Involved in a Juvenile Justice System 

(n*4.t-> 

V 
.45 

F1 ~ crystali~ed ihtelligen¢e 

F2 I: fluid intelligence 

In = Information 
I 

SI\l 1= SimilaxJl ties 
\' , 

Ar': I: Ari thmJtio 

Vo I::: Vocabulary 

.,'. 

, .. , 

I r·. " 

Com I: Comprehension 

PC I: Picture Completion 

PA C Picture Arrangement 

BD ;:Block Design 

OAc*.Object Assembly 

- COd I: Coding 
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population. As mentioned earlier, these ability factors 

have been interpreted as 1) being a crystallized ability and 

fluid ability; 2) that the subjects in this study used the 

crystallized and fluid abilities separately to the same 

degree on each of the subtest variables to produce the 

observed results, except in the use of fluid ability in the 

similari ties subtest.; and, 3) though the mean score on the 

fluid ability factor was higher than the crystallized 

ability factor, the correlation between these two abilities 

was high (.63) and indicated a close association between 

them. In general, the subjects showed a tendency to use the 

fluid ability factor more effectively to achieve their final 

I.Q. scores. 

Results of the RAM Solution of the TTCT 

The results of the goodness of fit for the number of 

common factors extracted j.s shown in Table 11-7, and the 

goodness of fit of the structural model in Table 11-8. The 

final accepted RAM solution is presented in Figure 11-5. 

From the indicators in Table 11-7, the three common 

factor model was accepted as providing the best description 

of the data. This model was significantly close to fitting 

the original data (z = .14), was significantly different 

from the two common factor model (z = 4.6), predicted 

correlations which were very close to the original data 

(Browne's ration = .0007), well explained the covariance 

(TLR =1.00), and explained 75rf> of the variance among the 
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TABLE 11-7 

Goodness of Fit of the Factor Extr~ction Solution 

for the Verbal and Figural Divergent Abilities 

Involved in a Juvenile Justice System 

(n c 1141 

Statistical Indicators Measurement Indicators 

k df z 

1 14 282 13.8** 

2 8 42 

3 3 2.69 .14* 

Key: * = indicates significant closeness 

** = indicates significant difference 

ddf 

o 

6 

5 

z 

o o 

219 12.3** 

39.5 4.9** 

476a 

Browne's 
restdoal/ 
origi'nal . 

.246 

.0089 

.0007 

% of 
cOl11l1on 
vartance 

41% 

699% 

75% 

TLR 

.38 

.85 

1.00 

II 

I) 
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TABLE it-B 

Goodness of Fit of the RAM Model of Verbal and Figural Divergent Abilities 

of Youth Involved with a Juvenile Justice System 

Accepted 
Model 

Two Common 
Factor Model 

(n .J:! .~ 

Statistical Indicators 

df 

~ 

12 

f 
I 

SIt) 

45 

z 

~ til"''' 'II {f.: . 

4.2 
'. 

Measurement Indicators 

Browne's 
residual/original 

.0067 

TLR 

Key. df = degrees of freedom 

X2 = Chi square 

z :.: standard \)deviations away from mearLdata 

TLR 

** ::: 
= Tucker Lewis reliability coefficient 

indicate~ significant difference 
I 
) 

j 
j 
I 
i 
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variables. A comparison between degrees of fit shown in 

Table 11-8 of the two and three common factor RAM model also 

indicated a better fit with three common factors (z ::: 4.2 

for two factors, z = .19 for three factors). 

This evidence po~nts t th 
~ o' e conclusion that this 

population, like the pilot population of normal subjects, 
exhibi ted three characteristics on their resul t of TTCT. 
These characteristics were interpreted above as being the 
abili ty to produce divergent verbal responses, the ability 
to prodnce figural divergent responses, and the ability to 
produce responses with 1 persona creative energy. In light 

of the findings of Horn and Rossman (1972) ci ted above , 
these factors could further be reduced to characteristics of 

the ability to produce a quantity of responses, with the 

verbal and the :figu'ral factors being the types~f responses, 

and the ability to produce original quality responses. 

This conclusion is 'further suggested by the high 
loading of the fluency subscores on th . e divergent pr..oduction 
responses as ,shown in' Figure 11-5 .. 

- ,'_ I, 

The figural fluency Score had a loading of' slightly 

over .1.-..(1.09) while the verbal f'luency'a~;~~ached 1 ( .96). 

This points to the interpretation that both of these factors 

were close to if not the same. The subjects produced scores 

which were close on these factors Of 
~ not equivalent to the 

Scores they received on their :fluency subscale. This 
~ 

interpretation was also suggested by the relatively low 
correlation between the verbal divergent factor and the 
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creati ve factor (.23) and the negative corr(;lation between 

the figural divergent factor and the creative energy factor 

(-40) • In conclusion, this evidence suggested that these 

subjects had the ability to produce a quantity of responses, 

lei ther verbal or figural, and the ability to produce more 

original creative quality responses to the test stimuli. 

These abili ties had little association with each other. 

Therefore, it apl'eared that these subjects either spent 

their time producing resFonses which had a greater or lesser 

amount of originality and crE'!ative energy. This finding was 

important to further interpretations because each of these 

factors appeared to represent either a quantitative or a 

qualitative aspect ·c)f creativity. 

Anaddi tional .f'inding in this analysis proved 

, interesting. Almo$t all of the factor loadings and 

correlations were similar between the present sample and the --sample used in the pilot analysis. Only the loading of the 

:figural flexibili tyeccres .on to the figural divergent 

'~bili tyfactor :proved to be very different. 
l 

Usually it is 

very difficult to compare factor loadings from one 

population to another. However this loading, which 

expressed the linear functional relationship between the 

:figural divergent ability factor leading to the figural 

flexibility subscores, was relatively low among the present 

subjects (.28) compa.red to the normal group used in the 
lsee. fi'\u..v-e... 11-3 ) 

pilot analysis (.84).A This finding suggested that the youth~ 

involved in the justice system shifted figural categories in 
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RAM Model for Creative Ability Factor 
of Youths -Included in a Juvenile Justice System 
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~l 
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.92 .22 

Figural Fluency 
Figural P'lexihili ty 
Figural Originality' 
Figural Elaboration 
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.21 

. VF 
VFL 

VO 

== Verbal Fluency 
== Verbal Flexibility 
= Verbal Originality 

.08 .20 .13 

FI == Figural Divergent Ability 
F 2 == Verbal DiV;;rgen-t Ability 
F3 == Creative Ehergy 
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([~ relation to their ability to produce figural responses far 

less than the normal population of sixth graders. This 

further points to the interpretation of this divergent 

factor as an ability to merely produce a quantity of 

responses, rather than an ability to produce even different 

kinds or £lexible responses. 

( 

( 
\ 

Finally one of the main research implications of 

findi.'r.g the stability of the personal creative energy factor 

in both the pilot ~tudy and the present study is to add more 

variables which might £urther define this factor in fugure 

work in this area. This is especially true since Horn and 

Rossman (1972 ) foulid motivational and temperamental 

characteristics such as playfullness and the need to achieve 

increativeactivitie:s to be associated with originalit.y. 

Perhaps the ' criterion refer.encedcategories 'such ,as sense :of 

humor, expressiveness, ,and emotionality associated with the 

TTeT could be used to further differentiate this qualitative 

aspect of creativity from the mere quantitative ability to 
' ..... , 

'produce:ai vergentresponses ... 

Result~9f the RAM Solution of the Ability Factors 

The -result:s of the goodness of' fit for the number of 

factors extracted is ,shown on Table 11-9, and the goodness 

of fit for the structural models on Table 11-10. The final 

model is presented on Figure 11-6. This solution 

represents ability factors for the final ability model (c.f. 

Figure 11-7). 
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TABLE .l..i. 

Goodness of Fit of the Extracted Co.aOn Ability Factors AEOng Youth 
Involved in a Juvenile Justi.:ce System 

(n :I 114) 

y' 

Statistical Indicators 
K df X2 

Z ddf ~X2 I 
Measurement Indica tors 

Browne's % of common 
residual/original variance 

4 74 117 3.07** 14 ;38 ).2** .017 61% 

5 61 78 1.48* 13 39 ) • .5** .0076 6% 

2 1 .12 -.59 *** ! *** *** .0001 5~ 

***Test Not Appropriate 

Key. df = degrees of freedom 

X2 :: Chi square 

5 :: standard deviations away fro. _an data 

TLR = Tucker Lewis rel1abi1i~ c08tf~alent 

** :: indicates significant differenoe 

... 

.... ~----

TLR 

.94 

.97 

'.l 1,022 
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( 

df 

5 Factor Model 
no higher order 104 
factors 

Accepted Model 
with Higher order 4 
Factors 

i 
I 

( ) 
TABLE 11-10 

G60dness of Fit of the RAM Model of Ability Factors i 
I , 
lof Youth Involved in a Juvenile Justice System 

1.38 

.53 

z 

* 2.lS 

• -1.S4 

Browne's 
residual/original 

.018 

.0015 

TLR 

.98 

1.019 

* indicates significant clos~ness 
difference 
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* 

* 
.21 

.~ 

-.39 .94 .32 .007 .o~ .20 .15 
(.25) 

F 1 = Figural Divergent Production . 
F2 = Verbal Divergemt produption 
F 3 = Creati ve Ener~JY 
1:'4 = Crystallized Intelligence 

F!GUF{ -11.1-6 
(n a'114) 

FINAL RAM MODEL 

-.47 

I) 

* 

* 
.73 

~ 

QI;]g,ggg t;IBGl ~ 
tf~It.J'~~~ It!' ~ 'V ~ 
.20 .44 .40 .21 .29 .83 .64 .59 .45 .60 

F5 = Fluta'trttelligence 
F = Gen&al Fluency 
F~ = General Intelligence 

*note all factor's variance 
set at unity 
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From all of these indicators the five common factor 

model with two higher order factors was accepted as 

providing the best description of the original data. This 

result was produced in the following stages: 1) selection 

of which number of common factors which best fitted the 

data, 2) finding a higher order factor solution tising the 

factor scores generated from the best number of common 

factors, and 3) fitting the higher order factor model to the 

data. The result of each of these steps will be presented 

below. Attention will be paid to the difference between a 

four common factor model fit and five common factor model 

fi t, and a five common factor wi th two higher order factors 

model fit. This is especially necessary as Harvey (1981) in 

a pilot study using only 62 of these subjects found that a 

four common factor model fit the data. 

From Table 11-9 it can be seen that the four common 

factor model does not significantly f'i t the data (z = 3.07) 
, 

and accounts for only 61% .of the variance while the five 

common -factor model does l3ignificantly fit the ,data (z = 
1 .48), differs significantly from the f'our common factor 

-model (z = 3.5), and accounts -for 65% of the varianc(~. The 

accepted number of common factors solution also comes 

closest to the fitting of the original correlation (Browne's 

ratio = .0076), and explained the most covariance il~ the 

system (TLR = .97). The RAM results shm-m in Table '11-10 

also pointed to the acceptance of the five common factor 

model as this model significantly fit the model (z = 2.18) 
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accounted for a large amount of the covariance ( TLR = .98), 
and prod uced a small amount 

(Browne's ratio = .018). 
of reSidual correlation 

This five common factor solution was also in line with 

the previous results in that it was made up of a composite 
of the previous t wo common factor intelligence testing 
results and the three common factor creativity testing 

results. Therefore the number of common factors question 

was answered both by statistical and measurement indicators 

as well as previous data analysis and was taken as the best 

Simple structure representat~on t 
• a the first level of common 

factors. It should be noted t hat Harvey's (1981) four 
common factor finding excluded . the creatl've energy factor. 
He noted, • however, that a five common .f' actor so'lution might 

have ~it ~he pilot sample but concluded that the~ fOur common 

factor solution was more conservative and :perhaps a function 
o.f the small size ,of his sanlple. 

'. Horn'~ (1980) ang Horn and 
" "'. .-. 

/ ;.~ .' . . l-' ,";;'~' J ,~. • 

pointed to similar factor . 1 .' 

solutions when sampling 

,Rossman's, (1972) findings . .,."" , haye 

variables. These 
studi.es have isolated crystallized and flu-id 

~ intelligence, 
as lIrell as abilities to merely produce verbal responses and 
abilities to produce more " 

orJ.g~nal responses. Therefore the 
five common factors f ° crystallized intelligence, fluid 

intelligence, figural divergent production, verbal divergent 

production, and creative energy are well within past 

research find ings in this area, besl' d as bel' ng , d ln icated by 
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the above reasons. 

The structure of the correlations between these five 

common factors and past research Horn (1980) suggested that 

higher order factors might be present. As Figure 11-6 

shows, the two intelligence factors CF4 and F5) were highly 

correlated to each other (r = .73) while showing little or 

no association with the divergent production factors. 

Likewise the divergent production factors (F1 and F2) were 

correlated (r= .21) while showing no associa,tion to the 

intellectual factors. Finally the creative energy :factor 

(F3) was correlated slightly (r = .35) with both 

crystallized intelligence (F4) and verbal divergent 

production (F2) :factors (r = ,.20). A second order 

hierarchical structure wasbypothesized to explain these 

r.elatiollships. 

As Tables 11-9 and 11-1 o show , the two higher order 

:factor model fit significantly close in the ~actor solution 

(z = ~.59, Browne .... s ratio = .0001, TLR = 1 .. 022)" and also 

i'it significantly close in the ~inal RAMsoltiti~n {z = 
-1.84, Browne~s ratio - .0015, TLR = 1.019). This accepted 

model included pathways to the creative energy :factor from 

both the general intelligence higher :factor and the general 

divergent factor. When the path from the intelligence 

factor to the creative energy factor was not included, the 

model proved to:fit less well (z = 4.0) and the creative 

energy fa~tor had 

uniqueness (-.42). 

an uninterpretable high negative 

Because of these results, it was 
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concluded that both the higher order factors contributed to 

the creative energy factor. 

It should be noted that no significant correlation was 

found to exist between the two higher order factors. This 

finding was interpreted to mean that the youths involved in 

this study used two basic unrelated general abilities to 

achieve their responses on the testing materials. Each of 

these high order abilities were composed of different 

characteristics as defined by the first order factors which 

were related to them. 

These two higher order factors were defined as being 

(1 ) general intelligence with separate fluid and 

crystallized characteristics manifestly measured with . . 

inte'lligence testing resu,lts, ·and (2) a general ability to 

produce responses, with the separate characteristics to 

produce verbal and figural divergent respons1es which were 

measured by the TTCT .subscores. The creative energy factor 

Was interpreted as being directly influenced by a 

combination of both . i'ntelligenceand -the general :fluency 

ability. 

Horn, in his review (1980), has concluded that a 

general intelligence factor ·appears to influence all ability 

testing results when variables are selected to account :for 

convergent thinking in some way. This general factor 

consists of both crystallized and :fluid intelligence, with 

fluid intelligence having a slightly larger loading. This 

large!' loading has been explained by Cattel (1962) as 
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reflecting the fact the fluid abilities are the first 

abili ties developed f'rom a general intelligence wi th the 

crystallized abilities developing from them especially with 

more £Urmalized schooling. The loading of crystallized 

intelligence (.70) and fluid intelligence (.90) on the 

general intelligence higher order factor shown in Figure 11-

6 are clearly in line with these previous findings and 

therefore demand the interpretation of a general 

intelligence general factor consisting of both crystallized 

and fluid factors. 

Horn (1980) has also concluded from his review of 

studies on creati vi ty and intelligence in the 70' s, that a 

.general verbal production ability is separate from general 

intelligence. According to Horn,this factor consists of an 

abili ty to ]?roduce verbal responses to test stimuli. Horn 

has further separated this ability into the ability to 

produce responses and an ability to produce original 

responses. These conclusions clearly fit the present 
. i ",:' .':;; -. ' ",' ~ , .' :.t" , i 

.. findings of :8 general :flu.ency factor' consisting of both 

verbal and figural divergent production factors which 

influence creative energy. 

The significant finding in this study, as Figure 11-6 

shows., is that the creative energy factor is influenced by 

both the general intelligence factor ( .31) (F7) and the 

verbal general :fluency :factor ( .92) (F6). The main 

conclusion of this finding is that these subjects used both 

the general intelligence and the general fluency ability to 
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produce creative responses. 

In summary, these results presented evidence that the 

youths involved in this study used basically two unrelated 

abilities to produce their results; 1) general intelligence, 

and 2) a general fluency ability to produce verbal 

responses. These subjects appeared to have used these two 

general abilities to produce a creative energy ability. 

These general abilities were further differentiated as 

having both 1 ) crystallized and fluid intelligence 

characteristics, and 2) an ability to produce either figural 

'or verbal responses. The double loading of these higher 

order factors on the creative energy factor suggest that 

these subjects had to use both their intelligence and their 

::fluency abilities in some combinational way to .produ~e their 
1 ~ 

original and elaborate responses. This is significant in 

light of the findings (Getzels and Jackson 1962) which have 

highlighted the di:fferences between creative and 

intellectual styles among subjects. This finding indicates 
:.' 

that at 'least inth'is "~tUdy these subj~·cts had to u~e' these 

dif'fering abilities together in a helpful rather than 

antagonistic fashion to produce their more origina: 

responses. 'With further research, this finding could shed 

more light of the general nature of creati vi ty and its 

relationship to intelligence. This finding suggests that 

youths involved in a juvenile justice system need to use 

their intelligence as well as their ability to produce 

responses in order to produce quality creative responses. 
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Another interesting finding was that the SYP subjects 

appeared to have higher abilities 
in the more nonverbal 

This finding was 
aspects of these general abilities. 

determ ined by comparing the mean standard scores of the 

tests involved. 
Because no multiple pathways existed 

be+,ween the manifest variables and the crystallized, fluid, 

verbal divergent, and figural divergent ability factors, the 

standa.rdized manifest test scores means was only a 
actual 

b 0 such we ighing scheme was 
very rough estimate ecause n 

since the factors were so clearly 
attempted. However, 

related to the parts of the tests used and the differences 

'l ! conclusions about the 
between these parts were so~~~)rge, 

amoun'l;s of different abilities relative to each other could 

It 
"s"'ould also be noted that the creative energy 

be made. ll 

factor was not considered in this comparison because no 

t could be easily obtained due 
estimate of a mean fac or score 

to the complexity of its factor structure. 

The flu~ncy standard scores ~rom the TTCT were used as 

.:~: . '~":stimat'es o'f the diverg~nt production factors because of 

mhe verbal I.Q. mean score was used as 
their ~igh loadings. ~ 

an indic~tor. of the crystallized intelligence because of the 

loading of the verbal 8ubscores on this factor. Finally the 

I Q standardized scores including the coding 
performance ., 

subtests, which was determined to be an unstable indicator 

because of its high uniqueness, was taken as a measure of 

fluid intelligence. However, the contamination due to the 

inclusion of the variable in the total score was determined 
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to be so slight due to the high loadings of the other 

performance subtest scores on the fluid factor that the 

performance I. Q. score was taken as a good indicator of 

fluid intelligence. 

The .means of these standard scores were: 1) verbal 

fluency = .86.5, 2) figural fluency = 103, 3) performance 

I.Q. = 112.8, and 4) verbal I.Q. = 102.1. By comparing 

these scores, it appeared that the SYP subjects had higher 

fluid abiities than the other abilities compared. Also they 

had less well developed verbal divergent characteristics. 

Among both the intellectual factors, the figural and fluid 

characteristics seemed more developed than the verbal 

production and crystallized abilities. Both these factors 

had a strong nonverbal component. Thus, it appe,ared that 

the .BYP subjects have stronger ability characteristics in 

more nonverbal areas. The final model of abilities and 

academic and gifted outcomes (Figure 11-7) came very close 

to havin~ a signif~cant goodness of f'it 8a shown in Table 11-11 ,,' >-' 
(z =2.7) and was better" than all the . ~ltern~tiv.e' mOdgl~ 
tried. When adding other pathways to define a model fit all 

the al ternati vemodels fit less well when compared one by 

one to the accepted model. All of these al ter:nati ve models 

wi th their goodness of fit indicators are listed in Table 

As can be seen in Figure 11-7, the contributing 

paths to giftedness were from the gen~ral fluency higher 

order factor (F6) and directly from the first order fluid 

~actor (F5). Only the general intelligence (F7) contributed 
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directly to the academic outcomes (RD and Math) in a 

positive way, while the small negative path (-.21) from the 

general fluency factor (F6) to the mathematics achievement 

outcome (Math) proved necessary. 

The alternative model which proposed the path from the 

general intelligence higher order factor to giftedness 

rather than from fluid intelligence (Alternative Model 2 in 

Table 11) proved to fit less well (z = 4.0). No 

differential model fitting test could be done between 

Alternative Model 2 and the final model because the degrees 

of freedom were the same. However, the large difference of 

degree of fit shown in Table 11-11 (z = 2.7; z = 4.0) gave 

sufficient evidence that the best path to giftedness was 

£rom fluid intelligence. This is significant because this 

path proved to bs the only path from a first order factor to 

an outcome variable. This path loading was the highest path 

leading to giftedness, 
indicating thaii :fluid abii ty 

contributed more to giftedness in this population than any 
~ " (j 

I 

of the other ability factors isolated by this study. In f.'~ 

:fact when the path from general fluency to giftedness was 

set equal to it, the model again proved to :fit less well (z 

= 3.0). Also, this model, alternative model 1 in Table 11·11 

was significantly different from the final accepted model (z 

= 2.6). 
This finding indicates that fl uidabili ties accounted 

most for the variance between the gifted and nongifted 

students in this population. This path ha.Q. more strength 
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Accepted M:ldel 

Alternative 1vbdel 1 

Alternative Model 2 

Alternative M:ldel 3 

AlteD1ative Model 4 

Five Gammon Factor 
twbdel 

Four Cormon Factor 
r\bdel 

df 

17 

18 

17 

l~ 

18 

191 

207 

. 
~~ 

<,~\ 
T~( ))-11 ~)J na' /4) ...... 

Differential x2 for Al~tive RAM 1vbdels 
of Abill ty Factors, Achievem:mt, and Giftedness 

x?- Z ddf ail z Browne's ratio TLR 
residual/original 

36 2.7** 0 0 0 .0139 .96 

42 2.9:;** 1 4 2.&* .015 .96 

49 4.0** 0 0 0 .013 .94 

54 4.4** 1 18 4.2** .015 .94 

52 4.0 1 16 4.0** .0338 .94 

, 
279 3.99** *** *** *** .018 .98 

368 6.5** *** *** *** .049 .95 

Alten1~"ltive Modell = Accepted m::idel with path fran general fluency to giftedness set equal to path fran fluid 
intelligence to giftedness 

Alternative 1vbdel 2 = Accepted rrodel with path ·fran general intelligence to giftedness rather than fran fluid 
intelligence to giftedness 

Alternative M:Xiel 3 = Accepted MJdel and path f.ri::m creative en~gy to giftedness 

Alternative Model 4 = Accepted model with no path framgeneral fluency to giftedness 
C' 

KEY * - significantly close . 
** - significantly diffe.rent1ancy 

*** - test not done 
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Means of Gifted and Nongi'£ted Youth tnvo1ved in Juvenile 
on 1.Q.# creativity, and Achievement Means 

(Gifted n =40' ,. nongifted = 66) 

Gift.ed -Test x p 

Full I.Q. 115.2 .000** 

Performance I.Q. 120.4 .000** 

Verbal I.Q. 107.'5 .000** 

Verbal TTCT 99.4 .000** 

Figural TTCT 113.3 .000** 

Reading Ach~\evement 115.5 .000** 
d 
\\ 

Math Achievement 9ci.6 .046* 

KEY * = significant difference at .05 with one tailed test 
** = significant difference at .OJ, with one ..tailed t~st 

p = probability 
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than even the higher order abilities which would have been 

expected to have greater predictive power due to their 

theoretical generality and the broader base of input 

variance accounted for. The theoretical significance of 

this finding will be discussed later. 

The study also compared the five common factor model 

with higher order factors to the five common factor model 

and to the four common factor model using the outcome 

variables. Again, as Table 11-11 indicates, the accepted 

model fit more closely (z = 2.7), while the five common 

factor model fit less well (z = 3.99), and the four 

factor fit least well (z = 6.5). 

common 

These findings give additional support to the basic 

:ability lDodel structure, and suggests that the four common 

factor model can be disc.ounted. This "finding provideS! 

convincing evidence of the existence of the creative energy 

factor among the abilities used by these subjects. This 

creati ve ,ability contributed onJ,y indirectly to, any of the 

.outcomes as its influence '.' was mediated by either general 

1 fl In fact the alternative intelligence and genera uency. 
- , 

model which proposed a direct path from the creative energy 

factor to giftedness did not fit the data (z = 4.4). This 

that the subJ·ects' creative energy is only finding indicates 

of a comb 1." nat 1." on of their general fluency a characteristic 

and their general intelligence and does not produce any 

direct contribution to their academic achievement or their 

giftedness. 
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With regard to academic achievement, 
as mentioned 

above, general intelligence had approximate equally direct 

paths to both reading (.64) and mathematics (.72) while 

general fluency had a small negative path to math 

achievement (-.21). 
This is of interest because it was 

determined above that these two general abilities had no 

relationship to each other. Students with one ability were 

as likely as not to have the other ability. This finding, 

however, suggests that these students use their creative and 

intellectual abilities differently and in opposite ways to 

achieving their baSic school skills. 
A stUdent's high 

general fluency ability worked against his achievement while 

,a student's high general intelligence worked for him. 

Therefore in this study, no inherent difference between 

creati ve and intelligent students was found. 
However, in 

school those stUdents with higher creative abili ties 

achieved less well in relation to these abilities, while 

those with high intelligence are more likely to achieve in 

direct relation to their intelligence Scores. 

This is significant because these students appeared not 

to be differentiated into creative st'Jldents with lower 

intellectual skil1 or vice versa. 
But once in the 

classroom, tho,se students trho used their creative ability 

achieved Iess well than those who used their intellectual 
skills. Therefore, 

it appeared that some classroom 

interaction ,discriminated against creative ability such that 

those students who tried to use this ability rather than 
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their intelligence achieved less. 

Another interesting finding with regard to achievement, 

as shown in Figure 11-7, was that the loading from general 

intelligence to fluid ability 'vas lower (.67) than 

crystallized ability (.91) when the achievement outcome was 

taken into account. This loading (.67) was also lower than 

the same load ing in the general ability model (.90), as 

shown in Figure 11-6. This finding was interrupted to mean 

that these students used the Iluid abilities less in 

obtaining their achievement even though these same fluid 

abilities contributed greatly to their giftedness (.53) and 

their overall intelligence. Thus it appeared that for those 

with the creative abilities, the classroom situation "Worked 
, 

against these students' fluid ability in their achievement. 

Those students with high fluid abilIty were still able 

to achieve but only with the help of their crystallized 

abilities. This is important in regard to giftedness, in 

that the classroom si t1.lation appeared to have suppressed 

. these students'" high :fluid abilities in the process of the 

learning of the basic academic skills. 

These findings are important when using Mahoney's 1980 

protection/vulnerabili ty thesis outlined in the review of 

the literature. From these results it appears that those 

students who use more creative abilities in the classroom 

will be more vulnerable to all the problems associated with 

a lower level of achievement relative to the amount of 

ability they possess. Also p and more importantly, those 
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stUdents with high fluid abilities are vulnerable to having 

these abilities suppressed when they achieve their basic 

skills even though th~se same skills are directly 

responsible for their giftedness. It appears that youths 

involved in the juvenile justice system are far more likely 

to be gifted directly because of their fluid abilities and 

yet these same abilities do not appear to directly help them 

in school. In fact these abilities are likely to be 

suppressed in a school achievement situation. Unless these 

gifted students have some high amount of crystallized 

ability, they become vulnerable to significant 

underachievement and possible lack ,r.f recognition of their 

giftedness. 

Another 

curricular 

interesting 

activities. 

finding concerJlS 

Onlyathlet1c' 

;~ 

the' .,extra-
.. f ,i • 

and.$.i"t,-stic 
i 

giftedness were 'used for these analysis because :all the 

other categories had too few cases. .Both a.rtists' and 

, :athletes' categories had frequencies ·of over 25% and were, 
., '.~ _.~~.' •. ';: ~. :; •• ~~ •.•• '#'J'.. . "'. "'. 7,'-' >(;~r<'~~~{~'i~ ~~ .' " 

therefore, used in the 'study~' 'It was found that hont? of the 

extra-curricular abilities made any contribution to the 

giftedness variable, as no significant path relationship 

between these variables and any others could be determined. 

Therefore, these abilities were totally unique iii
l 

the 

system. This finding could have three interpre~.~tions: 1) 

the gifted/not gifted variable should have been expanded to' 

include such things as teacher, peer, or self-nomination so 

tha.t students with obvious abilities not capable of direct 
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measurement would have been included. 2) The artistic and 

athletic abilities could be totally unrelated to the other 

academic and gifted outputs. Athletically and artistically 

gifted students could be as likely as not to have high 

scores in the defined ability areas of creati vi ty 'or 

intelligence. ~) Meas r t' ~ u emen errors in this study were so 

great that subjects were as likely as not to have been 

selected as being gifted artists or athletes. It was likely 

that some combination of all these explanations was true , 
suggesting that it was hard to identify gifted artists or 

athletes using test measures or other procedures and that 

these youths may have had their own unique abilities. 

Some more quantitative information will now be 

presented to, prOVidea:moredescr-~.ptiv,e 'picture of the 
',':.' I, 

model. The means of sever.ai relev~t "variables ~:for'~eacho:r 
the gifted/not gifted groups are listed on Table 11-12. A 

T-test fo'r correlat d ' e means was used to testior the 

~d~~fe.~Efnc~ be~--:~~n s.cores. J 
. '. ~, 

In the ti~~i classification," 48 students were ' .. def'ined 

as gifted and 66 as not. Also 40 out of these 48 had scores 

in the top 3~, while 74 had scores placing them in the top 
II 

15%. It was clear from this finding thEii: these students as 

a whole produced scores· above average with several in the 

extremely gifted range. Almost all of the gifted students 

had high scores on the perfor I Q mance •• subtest, and in 

total, 54- students had performance scores over 115 

indicating a high amount of fluid intelligence in this 
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( sample. In fact, the mean of the performance scores was 

almost the same as that score used to dei.tinegiftedness 

(120.4). This result taken with the high path coefficient 

between fluid intelligence an,d giftedness lead to the 

interpretation that giftedness for this study had a very 

strong fluid component. 

When comparing means, all scores for the gifted group 

were significantly higher than the nongifted group. The 

higher scores in the performance scales among the gifted 
" ' 

group were right in line wi thwhat the ability model 

predicted. The higher verbal r.Q. scores were also expected 

and could be best explained by ,the positive relationship 

between the verbal, :and performa,nc~ ,Bcales ,~ndg~,nerB.l 
, .' 

C :il1telli;gence;. It ,e.h~111~" '~~BO' ::: ~f.l1ot~(L " ,thatgif:ted 

performancescoTes (i20.,4) ~~re" qu'ite abi t higher thSl! ,~the 
gifted verbal scores (107.5), in line with the high amount 

>. 

-of fluid abilities among the gifted students • The ,.higher 

" :f,?;' achi~yeDfent re~ul ts ,.c~~ld :,;~e de~p;t:fJ:~;~e:,~. ;:ty" the.. strong 
...... ..- :.,""',: ','.' ,.' ~"~'~'£.' '.:' \0' .': ','\ '''',:; '>~·~·.i·:··· . '~.i'" :.~> . ,";". ~,:-:"""~":::~~':,~~; .).;-1.'.,.3- .. ':>. , .• ~,- .• ~ -~.t;: . ' .. 

, 'rel.a:tionshipbetween 's:chievemeht
L 

.\8hd·:;·s~~&rB.l 'intelligence 

and the strong relationship between 'general intelligence and 

crystallized ~ndfl~idaPili ty .. -Th-;-highe~ ~Q-~~ults 'of'-'the 

gifted students on' the T~CT could be best explained in the 

fact that the gifted ,students did have some high amount of 

general fluency in combination with their fluid abilities. 

From these results the best pictur,e of the gifted 

student among these youth was of a youth who h~d higher 
\\r! 

abilities and achievement than' hisnongifted pe,ers in all 
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(' areas measured. These gifted youths also in all cases had 

some high"amount of fluid ability which was used either 

alone or in combination to produce the outcome of a gifted 

response~ 
!I 

Therefore, the strongest single abili tyamong 
" 

the.segifted youth was in the £1 uid area. 

It is qui tepossible that this strong fluid , ability 

could have had an influence on all the other abilities used 

by these students such that the general fluency, creative 

energy, and general intelligence were colcfred in some way as 

a student used them in combination with his fluid ability. 
',~ 

Because an individual student has a: whole complete style of 

responding to a learning situation rather than the suggested 

$eparateab;tll:ties ,isol~ted by any reSearch 'study; i(i,t is 
~. - ' ., . , ,,' '. ,. ' - ~. ~I 

qui teI>O,ss:t;bl~ that:youtb$ lnvol ved "in ,:a 'JUy,~n{le:;':J~~tice 
-

I;lvst"'mig' 'ht ", 1hav's' 's"ch a 'style '· ... h "t' ~ d';;'<' 
II '",,·S... aracerl.zel:J1a 

,distinctive f"luidmal1ner even when using ,more crystallized 

or creative abilities. ';Such youth's ability style in 

;:l;?;e!lr~:tngllout~ Jle "e~aracj;erized by nonv,erbalness: atlda 
,;i.;,:~;,'·'i::,;:l::/:.' ,'>' ,;::; "";.<'.' ", " " ":': ,\ .,:" . .'t,;".,c,. ,.~.,' 'I; , .' 

,quick,p~rceptiveness;,i:riprobieJD-soivfn8 even d when'.'1;ea:~ning 

skills in t~e traditional ver'bal classrooms or ina creative 

'si,tua ti on. This flUid interactive influence with other 

sbili ties in a learping style was not shown in the present . 
'results. However f' thepr~sence of, such a strong fluid' 

\i 
sbili ty among these students suggested this poss1 bili ty and 

s~ggests an area for future research. If., such a learning 
'\\ 

style can be shown, pe~~aps the education system can provide 
I' 

a more effective teaching style for such gifted students, 

// ,'j 
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and as a resul t pet'haps deflect them from del,inquent 

behavior. 
\\ 

Did the Screening Procedure Adequately Identify 

Gifted Youths in the Screened Population? 
': 

'One objective 0::' the Suburban Youth Project was to 

devel~J) ,.and test a· short screening device for the 
- '-' 

identification of gifted youths in the juvenile justic~ 
/;~I 

system. Youths identified as potentially gifted as well as 

a control group of youths nqt identified as potentially 

,/.3 if ted were given full-scale - assessments to test the . / 
screening device. The s'creening device,though generally 

pr.edi.ctive of giftedness, 'wa~notaEl ,Prec,ise as".e ,har. ho:peq " ,.1;, 'i" 
! ~ • :-;-. > "'1', -~':":<,<'?~~":. (;"~.:'.\ -+.~~::.,::",,:." 

'c itmi'ght,be. 'ln ords,r to eValuate- i"ts' &t;fe.~t~~eness" V;.~: ::;i:;~ .. ~·"L" 
J~' .'.: .<\:_~',' ",, __ : ... D~~.' . ~ ,,', <~::~""~!.;:'~. ".~ ':~ -'\:'~~~.:.~~~~~~7tl~.\"~:'<' 

cOmpared the number Of sCreel'!edto,'S\Jl,)jects;tiPre~i'cted to .':;~~~,,:<; 

gifted with the number who Yereactually later classified as 

such 0 !heChi-Sg,uare 
'''' '~i 

resultsindJ..cated a signifiean1; 
H 

", " ,iPrediction(p :: .0001). , as 'fable 11 ... 1.,3 ,shows ••. However, the 
~ ::;." :.i:}~);. ·~3!:~.~;::.:·~~·~': ._. :~ ":""> ~ :.: .~'~'\" '\' :>.:~ r- .,,:i-' " .',,~::\;~ •. ~~~: ",> ~ : :~ , [/ " ~ " ~ • ,f • -'.;". ,\;:·~r··~:S~~ ~ .. r·: ".+I>r·~_~::~f~jW~ ~~t;"'~ ~ ~~!<>·:.t~-~··· ;". 1,'~ " ~\j';h ':j ~" 
. . : :.-' ,correl'B;tio1';}~sboyea 'that thisaseoc:;iatio~,~a:B':"emal11.r' ';= ." 

.. 38) 0 Feyerstuci~ntsa,etually turned .out· to be gifted than 

were predicted from the screening. ''ro :sollleextent, this is 

to be expected since the -criteria for gif'tedness at the. 
., 

screening level was less stringen};'( to,p 15~) than" the :final 
(L,. 

crit.eria for gift.edness used 'at the aSsessment level "( top 

5~) • The less stringent level was used at the screening 

level to m8.Jimize the number ,of youths available for,. the 

full-Bcale assessment and to avoid miss~)ng potentially 
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x2 table l,jf,SCreening J?redlctions of Giftedness 
sample of Youth Involved iIi a Juvenile Justice System in a 

I 
! 

I 
(1\ =ll4), 

! 

. ..;; . 

Giftedn'es$ detettnltted by Full Assessment 

~ 
--./ 

not 
Gifted 

(control.) 

Gifted 

(experimental) 

Chi Square 

not Gifted 

o 

21 

proba):>ili ty' .,' 

::;:::=;e:::~J:e~t~~.:,05 'l~l!el 
significantly Clifrerent,iliE .0'1' lever 

,~l 

c 

. 0 

"'Gifted 

9 

39 

48 

x2 
= 16 

r'C' = .39** 

P ~ .0001** 
{) 
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gifted youths. 

Findings presented earlier in this chapter which show 

that tests which measure fluid intelligence have the most 

direct path to. giftedness and therefore have the highest 

association with it, suggeEllt that the._ best predictor of 
II 

giftedness would be a good indicator of fluid intelligence. 

These results suggest that in designing a future screening 

such as the Ravens Progressive Matrices, procedure, measures 

or the Block design subtest would be especially appropriate. 

It should also be noted that the potentially gifted artists 

and athletes were totally unique to any of the measures 

used. Screening programs designed to pick up youths with 

these kinds of abilities lleed to include .a ques,:tionnaire 

like the one ~sed by SIP. 
~' < 

'Do Youths Invol~ed fnthe Probati-onand Di v,ersion 
~~- ---i\'""'- - -

Programs Have Different Configuration/s of Giftedness? 

Tbeability model set forth in these results applies to 
.~.', ' ... ~..;: :.: .. ~".;".;,:;.,; ... ,~~ .... ~ , ..... ;.::~. <~'.~' .. -~. -"/' " 

'youthS' i.l~voly.ed :in;~t1ia'; JJuvellile juetice' system 

regardless of whether they were i~ probation or diverSi~l\. 
No---'~ig~ificant path--~~uid-- be dete~minea-between t~e :final-------

ability ,model and a youth .... s involyement in either program. 

A Chi Square .analysis be~een all . the test'variables and 

t · also ~e'rformed, the results of which program,designa l.On WaS or 

are shown in Table 11-14. It appeared that no tl"pe of 

ability or outcome predominated in either agency. 

o 
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-Are the School and Backgroun.d Characteristics of 

the SYP Youths Rela.ted.to Their Ability Characteristics? 

This question was answered by doing maximum likelihood 

factor analysis followed by RAM techniques.. However, due to 

some· problems mentioned below, the results were extremely 

guarded and were treated only in an exploratory fashion as 

their replicabili ty does not seem to be certain. A short 

general c outline of these findings will be presented, 

. however, because of the.ir extreme importance to 

.. 

practi tioners in the field and as a guideline to future 

research. 

The raw data for this analysis consisted of 23 

in~lc.at~~ variables. taken from ei the.r court '~rd~version 

ree.ord.s. ·No 's.uch:1n:forlliltion . was available " :on youths 
'\,//'" . ,. 

screened at the Arapahoe Youth Diagnostic 'Team. '~herecol"ds 

included information on the stability of ~amily, evidence of 

previous family invol vementofcrime, family SUpp.OTt :for 

'bhild~ .pr,oblem$;:::;it;t . 'school, ; ,J~oQd academic • ·r,ecor.d, and 
',. 

• ,r .~ 

.evidence of conflict with parents. A complete list o:f these 

indicft,tors is prasented·;.i·nIDable 11-15. 

TAIlLE 11 -1 5 l' 

Family and School Indicators Mentioned in the Court Records 
c5'r!outh Studied by the SUburban Toutll Project 

c1 • 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 

History of mente.l illness 
Previous out-oi-home placement 

,History,of school problems 
Mention of intelligent or creative characteristics 
Positive schoo+ or employment records 
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6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11-
12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 
16. 

17. 
18. 

19. 
20. 

Conflict with parents 
Good relationship with parents 
Dangerous to self or others 
Recent improvement in behavior or relationships 
Undesirable peers 
Stability of child's faJIb:ily 
Child's contact with father 
Mental illness or drug/alcohol problems 
with family member 
Criminal activity or jail time of family 
member 
Physical or sexual ~buse within family 
Dependency/neglect pe~i~ions involving 
family 
Family supportive of child 
Family willing to cooperate with court 
and agencies to help child 
Family is negative about child 
Family unable to handle or control child 

It should be noted here that the coded variables only 

gave j,nformation on whether or not these indicators were 

present In the court r~cords •. Lackcf ment10nof an item in 

'the record :eloes,not .neceSB8l"ilT. mean it )rB.sn'ta fa.c~t,r in 
~ ~~ •. ~. Ai, ;'~"~~;. 

the ;child" s li~e, only -that it was not· part; of the 'I wrj:tten 
\ 

court record of\ the child. III additi~n to this problem, 
'\. 

there was a seri'bus" problem of missing data. Family and 
o .. ~ 

\ 
. >.school informa~iQli'was,;not. usually aV,ailable. in "court 

- '~11.~~:'(~;;, ,. '.'.'".~ . '" .. '._ ~"!~'~. -'-~.~~,' :,-,~ _ .7~1 .: ... ~ ._', '" '::' _ .. ~\r.!,_ .. ·o ~;- ,~;:_ :--.. ~ ..... ' .~. 

. ',,' records unless ;a,preU;ispo'sitionrepor"t "was ~rderedbythe 

judge. 
\ 

Diver.sion r~\.coras varied in the(\', amo'unt ? bf 

\. information available \ according to the 

. , 
"".~~. ~~- ~ -., ..... 

>\ 
\\ 

~ q 

\. counselor's style and the intensity of a youth"'B\involvement 
\ ~ 

.:tn the divers.ion pro~ram. In the data analysis de\'i3cri bed in 
,'"\ 

this section, missing values were . replaced by t~e 'meaps of 

variables generated from the rest of the subjects .,~This 

technique i~ acceptable, al th'bugh 16% of cases in this 
D 

analysis had missing data. As a consequence, the findings 
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must be viewed with caution. 

The factor analysis was done on 230 subjects using 18 

indicators which had a loading of at least .2 on one of the 

major first order factors extracted. Program placement, 

severi ty of crime in original di!3posi tion, and screening 

results were also used in this analysis to determine 

significant assocIations. 

The results suggested that these youth have two b~sic 

types of backgrounds as indicated by the court and diversion 

records: (1 ) relatively good backgrol.lnds, (2)' problem 

backgrounds. Among those youth with a relatively good 

background, two separate characteristics existed. '~(1) 

suppo.rtive. :family as ,shown by such indicators as a .:family 

willing >to .co(jperate;Yi~h~he ;system, and the io~th havi~g a 
..' . , 

good relationship with his: ~arents; -.and (?.) positive school 

experience as shown by the indics.tors of aposi tiveacac1emic 

record, and evidence of some mention of intellectual, 

creative, or other talent • 
". .\ • ~~ .~' ,+ 

Am'ong youths wi th a i 'Prbblemb8ckground, th~ee sel>arat~ 

problem areas existed: (1 ) poor family structure as 

ir.ldicated by a lack of a father in the family, evidence of a 

previous criminal record in the family, evidence Of., drug or 

alcohol abuse in the family, and evidence ofa poor family 

structure; (2) extremely poor family situation as indicated 

by reports of physical or sexual abuse in the family, f'amily 

negati ve toward ch~ld, previous out-of-home placement for 

the child, and family unwilling to cooperate with the<' 
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system' (3) , problems in school as indicated by poor academic 

records , recorded problems in school, and a negative loading 

wi th mention of academic , creative, or other abili ty on a 

report. 

These b ackground characteristi 
d' cs 

appeared to be similar 

for ~version and court youths. 

This same result was also found for for the gifted youths as 
various ability 

subscale indicators of 
scores used in the abili ty 

well as 

the ab

';l"t' screening. Th';s • 1 • suggests that 

~es discussed above and . 
among th glftedness 

exist equally 

e youth studied of background. This 

analysis , 

regardless 

though tentative came ;from • suggests that some gifted 
good backgrounds youth 

d while others 
ifficul t backgrounds. .. come from mere ~.1~sfindinD'·· .. ' ' 

it suggests . .' e lS slgnificant· b .' that Dot all . " " , . ecauee 
-< g.>.:fted youths are' 

same amount of family sup~ort. receiving 'the 
to . d Further research . 

1 entif:y the possible d"~f ~s needed 
~~ erent outc . 

good or poor family d ames that result from 

. The' " . ". an, scho~~ backgrounds. 
goodness of f;t .~ , . ...O..Lthe RAM' '.~i • 

number of common f model, extracti-on of 
actors and t _ ..... ' he final RAM 

were not provided ,. ... for this section 
as they might b analysis and e misleading. 'Further 

research needs to be th done in th" 
ese present f" d ~s area and 

~n ings are presented only as 
motivation toward add ..... guidelines and 

lv~onal resear~h in th';s .L area.' 
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SUMMARY 

The res
ul 

ts of the factor analysiS and RAM modeling 

Suggest the following~indings. 
(1) youths assessed by the Suburban youth Project have 

These abilities are 
five first order mental abilities. 
figural diver gent production. ve rbal diver gent pr oduct ion • 

creative energy. fluid <,ntelligence. and crystallized 

intelligence. These abilities are manifestly expressed on 

test variables which adequatelY sample both creativity and 

intelligence. 
(2) !rwo higher order factorS--general intelligenCe and 

general
fl 

uency-,-.canadequatelY explain the relat i onehi ps of 

bOW the l!il' subjecteuee their fi'V~ "bili tiee. 9!hese two one 

higher order 
are' basically . . 

another. General intelligenCe affects both Crystallized and 

fluid intelligence .... hilegeneral fluency affects both verbal 

and .' ffgural di vergent production. Cre ative energy is 

affected by both ,general intelligence' ,and general fluency· " ..... 

.. !rhe'implicatio
ns 

of this finding for the st1ldy of 'creativit)" 

were discussed. 
(3) Achievement outcomes are po sit i ve ly affected -bY' - .. 

general 

, intelligence while being slightly negativelY 

affected by general fluency. !rhis finding helps to explain 

/) the differences often cited between' more creative or more 

intellectual students. 
(4) The primary form of giftedness among these youth is 

fluid intelligence. 
DiSCUssion as to the -POssible 

\ 

. . . 

\ 
I , 

1 
i 
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• if 

(; 

influences of this form of giftedness on academic 

achievement were presented. 

(S)\Youths in diversion and court do not seem to differ 

in regard to the above mentioned categories cif abilities. 

(6) Gifted youths appear to come equally from 

relatively good and relatively worse backgrounds. They do 

not seem to be concentrated in the group of youths with the 

most problematic backgrounds as the "protection thesis" 

would suggest. 

(7) A screening procedure administered in the court 

setting did appear to identify gifted youth. It was also 

concluded that this screening could be further redefined 

using measures of fluid intelligence. 
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CHAPTER 12 

A SUMMING UP 

This report ia about two topice--a suburban juvenile 
, 

justice system and an agEregate of delinquents lii til special 

abilit~es. In this final cha~ter we liant to raise some 

issues about courts and gifted delinquents that may be of 
D 

iriterest to future researchers and
0 

policy makers. A 
I; ~"', 

detailed summary of the findings is available at the 
./;\ '. 

be€inninB of tbe report and will not be reiterated here. 

A SUBURBAN JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM 

There are several issues"that can be raised as a result 

of the findings reported here. They include (1) the impact 

of recurr,ent change on a court system, (2) the tensions 

between what a communi ty tells a court it should do, what 

the community really expects it to do,and what thf(, court in 

fact can,'do, (3) the impact of a youth's nopresident ~tatus 

up~n court processing, (4) the meaning of time in a juvenile 
Ii 

court, (5) treatment of co-defendants, and (6) "the nature of 

a suburban court. 

Impact ofRecurren~ Chan£e 

~ 

One concern that the ,qualitative research rai"ed which 

bears further thQughte.ndetudy i$ the impact of changeona 

court system. Juvenile .courts in particular have 'Clndergone 
\\ 

S06 
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o 
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c -

major and frequent changes in the past fifteen years. 

r.') Y; i thin the two years we were inyol ved in the court under 

study, the status offender jurisdiction was removed, strong 

. legislation mandating emphasis on the least restrictivE 

. treatment was implemented, municipal courts ¥Ere given 

" d" t" r J"uve"nl"les, and at least a dozen other less jur1s 1C lon ove 

t . ""'t' effect As' a result, the sweeping changes were pu ln 0 '3' 

court and much of its support system was in a constant state 

of flux. Actors within the system had different 
":::;-., 

t " ofl/some of the new lEgisl~tion and often interprets lons 

vworked at cross purI,oses with one another, in g'plte of good 

intentions, because of their different understandings of 

their roles and the legislative requirements. This has a 

lot of implications for how well an organization can 
f· 

:;/" 
function. 

In ",retrospect, we wish~.d we had devised some system 
\1 

for recording the number of hOUTS' that wor)rers and policy 

makers .in the system aeyotedto trying to clarify or 

otherwise cope with the changes. This
c 
~ould bean 

interesting future study wi th relevance for many human 

'service and governmental agencies, not just courts. 
-- " 

, '. ? How' do we How much does .syst.em change. cost in time. 

.e+~uatethe PO~it'ive 'results of . change -against the costs ~n 
.' " ,,;''0 f t t'? . I"s 'it possible to terms of system time and .' rue ra.lon, . 

devise ;ays to estimate howmucb :of a system t S --.tn.o.~s stem 
, (!- .' '" _ .-,.. .,~ .... ~- ...... 

from "change overload" • -!o the extent that'~ a E!ystelillsYI 

suffer ' trOll such overload t . efforts . to correct problems 
507 
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through change may only intensify the ~roblems or create 

different ones. 

Much of the change in the system we stUdied was crested 
~ ~ 

by legi slati ve bodies 
I ~ 

completely removed from the court • 

Cororl'omise bills were passed, oft,en hurriedly and without 

full consideration of how different :pieces of e bill fit 

together with each other or with other laws already in 

effect. The courts were thrust into a reacti ve po~i tion, 
.j 

wi,th little ability for autonomous action. \That are the 
J. 

advantages ahd dJsadvantages of this kind of pOlto-er division? 

The Court'~ Role lE the Community 

Courts have a certain ttlle to play in a community, but 

often, espeCially in juvenile courts, the rol~ lacks 

clarity.. Legislation usually provides guidance about what 

the court is supposed to do, but community resource 

allocations sometimesn,give other messages about the 

commu~ity' s priori ties 0 ,\ Some court services are easier to 

. provide than others because they involve a lower outJ.ayof 

local resources, c~ 

although they may (,be more expensive in 

total tax dOllars or in long term treatment cost if easily 

treated caees, are allo'Wed'to go wi thouttreatment until they 
I, 

. become more difficult 'and 'Ilore expensi,ve. 
iJ 

A dom1pant theme fn" our study of the system that was 
,1 0 

picked up in the beBinn,iDe; chapter of this ,report is the 

tensi,on between the tyO socia~., statuses of 1;he ' jUvenil~- "" 

offend er--the status 'ofchi.ld ,and the ·status ·.of offendel'01' . 
I I" 
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criminal. The court is expected to do something about 

youthful crime while protecting each child' sbestinterest • 
I) 

Moreover, it is expected to do b.oth within a budget--to keep 

the expenditure of local resources as low as p.ossi ble. The 

response of ind~viduals and community agencies toward 

~/ juvenile offenders tends to be ambivalent. This ambivalence 

\\ may reflect not only the t~~nsion between the statuses of \\-' 

offender and child, but also the ambivalence that many 

adults in our socie~y have about adolescents in general. 

The court's task is not made easier by its use by the 

community as a dumIing ground for troubled and trou~lesome 

children. Children who cannot be handled by parents, so~ial 

.. ( service agencies, educational organizations, and other 

community agencies, B.re brought to the courts. Jt also h5\s. 

a substantial percentage of children who do not a.ppear to 

pose serious problems to the community. Does the court have 

the expertize or resourceS to sort and handle this diverse 
\~ 

.set of children? Is the full panoply of legal rights and 

ri tuals nec~ssary fo.l' all children. What factors would be 

most relevant' to ca~e outcomes? Our study showed that '0 ~ 
c::, 

setting a case for trial did not have a.nydetectable' impact-

= -at least that we 'have been 8'Qle to identify yet--on case 

outcome • Thepresenceol'counsel also did not seem to make 

a noticeable dJ1ifference in outcome. These findings raise 

issues 'abouttllefunctibne of some aspe:..ct~. ~~.·t:ourt process 

and -warrant further research. 
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!!!!: IIlIpact E1 .!: Youth ',! ,"Nonresident ,Status " 

UIon Court Processine 

A third of the youth who come into this court' during 

1980 were not residents of the county in which they 

committed their offense. Wh t" t d a 1m pac oes a nonresident 

court population have on a court? [I \'hat kind of manA'eement 

problems does a substantial nonres1" dent po~ulation create? 

To What ext .. ent does a yo th' t t u s s a us as ouj;sider elicit 

~ em an responses to qifferent resT-onses from tl'le syst th 

residents, or increase the chances that a child can "get" 

away with" offenses without being sanctioned? 

Nonresidents cause problems for courts, especially 

juveni~.e courts which usually demand fairly extensive 

treatment contact between youths and treatment personnel. 

It is harder to keep t~e.ck of a youth who lives outside the 

. Qes cno take the jurisdiction especially if ·the child d t 

initiative to appear for appointments. It is also more 

difficult to get the child and the child's parents into the 

court. If the court maintains jurisdiction 'Over a 

nonr~\s;ident child t it may incur a heavier than average 

financial cost because of more missed aPPOintments, the need 

to work with unfamiliar school and social service agencies, 
J 

and longer distances. On the other" hand, if the court gives 

up-~jurisdi-ctionand sends the child back to his -or her home 

court, it loses control over handling of the case and can be 

e ou "come 0 cases "less accountable to local taxpayers for th t f 
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in which they have been injured. Also multiple offenses may 

be less likely to be discovered and taken into consideration 

for nonresidents. Eecause of these practical and political 

problems, youths who live in one jurisdiction and commit 

offenses in another may,be more likely than other youths to 

slip through the cracks Jf and r-eceive fewer sanctions for 

their behavior. This[~S an important area for research and 

policy discussion. 

The ftieaning of .!.!!!. in ~ ... Juvenile Gourt 

The time a case takes to move from a juvenile's 

apprehension to dispostion may be even more crucial to a 

juvenile than to an adult because of· the potentially 

different meaning that time has for children and 

adolescents. A year in ~he lif~ Of an adolescent may bridge 

the span between childhood and adulthood. 

Time was the focus of a great deal of discussion and 

concern in this court during the year we observed it. !Iher€' 

was general agreement that cases took tQo long to go through 

court and that the docket was" ov6rcrowded. The mean number 
"lY 

of days requ,ired to process .the cases of "the 400 youths who 

received dispositions ~as 155· Of the 400, 25'; of. youths 
(r 

-
were in the court more 'tban208 days or al.m.ost seven' months.· 

There was· no clear agreement , however t about how to solve 

the problem except to add more judges. 
", 

Tille in juv~nilecourt can be. viewed frOll three 

perspectives: (1) the 8Ilount of time it takesfo~a case t.o c 
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move from one point in the process to another, (2) the speed 

wi th which a docket' Qf cases moves through a court on a 

given day, and (3) the amount and quality of the time that 

is given to a particular child in a particular court 

appearance. All three are important in an evaluation of the 

quality of justice for juveniles. Very little work has been 

done on case processing time ill juvenile court, especially 

in regard to eve.l uation of these different kinds- of time. h) 
~ ~ 

Researcli is needed as well as policy discussion in regard to 

the jmpac~ upon processing time& of added procedural 

safeguards. Bow can the legal rights of childr€n be 

protected while minimizing the amount of time they must wait 
,,'\ /~' 

for resolution ;Zfi their cases? 
,_/ 

Tr:eatment of Co-Defendants . - - -.;...;...;....;...;;..;.;..;;.;.;. 

The tension between i:ildividualized justice and equal 

justice is })articularly pronounced in the case of juvenile 
'. 

co-defendants. About a -third of the delinquent acts during 

1980 were processed as co-participants, al thoueh even more, 

over 50~, actually involved mor~ than one person. 

More than. half Of the 70 €roups of delinquent youths 
o 

who· were, f'iled together received the same _disposition from 
, -, ~l' 0 

tb,~j'Uvenile judge. '~!rhe r'emaining 46~ received unequa,l 

dispositions, usually ODe youth receiving a reserved 

adjupication while th~ othe~)( s) were adjud1catea delinquent.' 

!rhere was DO clear pattern of factol"stbat enabl·ed us to 

predict ·whicb co-participants ..,ould ,different 
tJ 
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important i~,Bsue 13 that are The.se findings raise some 

relevant for future research and policy planning. Parents 

and children ",'ho are' treated more severely than other 

juveniles involved in the same delinquent act often feel 

that they have been trea.ted' unfairly,. On the other side, a 

youth who acce~tsonlypartial responsib~iity for an act but 
. \ 

. ~ 

is punished as th~;ugh he has an equal- share of the 
\ \:' 

\ \ 
responsibility, also ftels unfairly treated. ""what effect do 

\ ,~ 
these perceptions of Uh{BirneSs have~ on the ~\~uths and on 

their rehabilitation and: recidivism? The jUV~nile court 
" ' ~ 
\ ~\ -;:;.' 

with its historical orienthtion toward treating the'\t;>ffender 

rather than the offense ~as justified its singling out of 
,:1 

some offenders for harsher treatment on the basis of the 
" {~' 

"best ~nterest of the child". ]ut as the juvenile court 
l 

if z~~ (I 

becomes more legalirltic and there is more emphasis upon,t'he 

juveniles' right. to equal protection of the law, the 
!l 

discretion tha:t;perJllitsaifferen~tial treatment of youths': 

involved in the sameof~ense becomes less. acceptable to 

youths and the.ir parents. Here, as in so many other aspects 

of the .hs.ndling of juveniles t the tension betveen the '" 
( 

child' 13 status as child and i his status as offender can be 

seen. 

~he Bature of Suburban Juvenile Courts --- -- -- ~~~~ ------~ --~--
~his study yas~arrjed out i.na suburban juvenile 

court. We purposely selectel1 esuburba:n .setting for the 
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research because we were eager to obtain descriptive data on 

a court that; draws its clients from a more homogeneous and 

affluent po~ulation than is usually found in urban centers. 

This suburban court has some . special problems that 

probably wo~ld be characteristic of courts in many suburban 

areas. It is trying to cope' with ra.pid population growth 

'~hich creates needs for services that expand more rapidly 

than resources to provide services. It s.lso operates in a 

context of decentralization so that a great deal of the work 

of agency members involves coord ination with sevenil 

autonomous school systems, police departments, and 

governments. Sometime$ dur ing our observation period it 

seemed that the ne~d for cQordination was so demanding that 

:/therevas little ·time left for the provision of direC'l; 

services, and that thiswae a constant source of frustration 

to everyone. 

The more homogeneous population~ of the suburban 
" 

community resulted ina lIore' homogeneous court population, 
- .'0"_,. 

but it j.s interesting that county youths who did turn up in 

court came disproportionately from the less affluent 

s,e'c'tions of tp,e communi.ty, just as they do in urban areas. 

Except for the tenSions created by population and 
CI 

aecentrali~a~1~nOf th~ suburban ~rea, we'diu not i'ind 'this 

. suburban court especially different from other courts 

'descr;i,bed in the literature. It seemed much like a juvenile 

court vas envisioned tobe,with an 
() ',~.~, ~I 

emphasis on leBal 

ri8hts t concern ·about chilaren, andegeneral1y' competen.t 
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and carin€ staff. It was perceived generally around the 

state and in the community as a "€ood" court. 

As our research wore on, we bece.me less interested in 

the suburban context of the court and more interested in the 

organizational and bureaucratic dimensions that it shared 

~ith most other courts. Why was there such a sense 

throughout the system of frustration and dissatisfaction? 

What is the essence of the juven~le court? Is it possible 

to devise a system to satisfactorily handle troubled and 

troublesome children? Does the extension of due process 

rights :p'ovide meaningful protection to children? Do all 

children need these protections to the same degree? Is a 

court of law the appropriate forum for the handling of the 

range of problems that comes before the court? Have we 

reached a p~int in the provision of legal services to 

children in ~'hich the organizational demands are so great 

that they dominate the process to such an extent that there 

and .ll"ttle enerny left to meet the needs are fe~T resou~c·es. c 

of the children? 

we selected a suburban setting because we thought we 

might be able to see some problems of delinquency causation 

and court processing more clearly if we looke.d at ~ system 

t~',at lIas less complex~nd leSS -overwhelmed tha.n many inner-
I . 

city courts. We feel our research site provided this 

opportunity. What we found ourselves wrestling with during 

this research, and what we will continue to ~restle -with as 

we do further ,analysis of the -.dataover the next year is .!!.£! 
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the peculiar problems of suburban juvenile courts, but 

rather the feneral problems of the juvenile justice system 

itself, as highlighted in this study of one relatively 

effective court. 

GIFTED AND TALENTED DELINQUENTS 

One of the primary ques~ions this research set out to 

ans\r .. er was whether giftf;d youths could be identified in a 

juvenile justice system. Chapter 11 shows clearly that they 

can be identified in substantial numbers. The one year 

screening identified 48 gifted youths among those 268 

juveniles who agreed ~o participate in the project, 18% of 

those who participated and 7% of all those who entered the 

system during the year. These youths did not appear t at 

least on the basis of preliminary analysiS, to be 

significantly different from other youths in the system in 

regard to background characteristics or involvement with the 

sy~tem. 

The gifted and talented youths who found their way into 

the juvenile justice, system we studied were more likely than 

other gifted youths to have ability in the area of fluid 
, 

intelligence and, to do less -well on achievement tests than 

other "'gifted youths. Eecause their@i~tedness was less 

likely to be associated with hi@h achievement, they may be 

f) lese easy to 1dentl~y as gifted in school13, at home t or in'-a' 

juvenile justice system. 
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Youths in the divers.ion prog,ram and in the court had 
"\ 

similar configurations of giftedness, suggesting that thet~-c-

were no more likely than less able youths to be diverted 

away from the court. 

What are the implications of these findings? The most 

important one is that 'We cannot assume that youths who enter 

th~ juvenile justice system have on the average less 

intellectual capacity than child ren who do not enter the 

system, as some early studies have suggested. Because we do 

not have comrarable incidence data for the youth population 

of the county from which the court draws its clients, we 
\( 

cannot say concl usi vely that the court population dr.aws 

youths from all ability levels in the same 'proportion that 

they exist in the general population. It may be that this 

county has a very high proportion of youths with 

extraordinary ability. In fact, the county has a r~:putation 

for hav ing excellent school 'systems and may in f~ct have a 

higher than usual proportion of gifted children. This is 

likely but does not negate the fact that they find their way 

into the court in s:ubstantial(!numbers. 

What the research does show is that gifted youths do 

enter this juvenile justice system. These findings have 
I-

, '-~ 

iJl,Pi'ications for'the range of 'services that at least ;;.i~hiS ~:"" 

cpurt needs, and since we found nothing else unusual about 

this court or its population, i thas implications .for 

-services that othetocourts, may neer) as liell. 
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The research suggests that youths in this system may be 
(, 
'.\ 

more likely than other gifted youth~to have fluid abilities 

that may actually work against their achieveIr.ent in the 

usual classroom. If further research on other populations 

bears this out, it may suggest an important causal 

relationship bet~een ratterns of thinking and disruptive 

behavior. It suggests that perhaps youths with a certain 

kind of giftedness are more vulnerable to getting in trouble 

because their giftedness is not recognized and may actually 

make life in a family or life in a classroo~ rrore difficult. 

Frustration and failure in school and at home may make these 

talented youths more likely :than others to engage in 

unacceItable and disruptive behavior, thus setting up a 

pattern of further leek of acceptance and negative 

sanctioning by family, peers, and school teachers and 

officials. At this point this thesis remains sp,eculati VB at 

best, but it is a thesis that merits furth~r discussion and 

exploration. 

Because they are in the system--and havE" . .::::>abilities, 

which if may them tools to move out of 

delinquency-- they need to be identified and It.'orked with. 
!) 

Not, only do these children h.ave skills that may enable them 

to move beyond delinquent behavior, they pose a particularly 

formidable thre~t to the con:munity if they become criminals. 

We neither need nor want gift{3d crimina.ls, and our entire 

correctional c, system, especially at the adult level, is 

particularly unsuited to the rehabili te.tion--or even the 
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containment of exceptionally abl;e offenders. 

of ~ifted delinquents ea.rly, when, there is 

Identification 

still time to 

hel~ them develop their talents and direct them into 

. . ht the. community from the losses positive cha.nnels ml.g save 

. . I It could also add to our pool caused by clever crlmlna s. 

of highly productive t:l'dul ts. 

t', 
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APPENDIX A 

TECHNIQUES OF DATA ANALYSIS 

Two techniques used in the analysis of data on gifted 
, 

delinquents were factor analysis and Reticular Action Moment 

(RAM) (McArdle, 1980). Because RAM uses factor analysis as 

the first step of its procedure, factor analysis will be 
" discussed first. Discussion will then follow as to how RAM \ 

develops the factor solution into a model. 

Factor Analysis 

Because an initial factor hypothesis consisting of 

common factors, factor loadings, and factor coef~icients are 

.needed as a beginning structural outl ine for RAM, factor 

analysis was used. 

Factor analysis refers to a. variety of statistical 

techniques whose common objective, is to represent a set of 
c· 

variables in terms of a smaller number of hypothetical 

variables. The fundamental assumption of these techniques 

is <that unobserved i'actQrs are responsible for the 

covaria.tion among the .observed va.riables (Kim and Muller, 
" 1978) • The result of a factor solutionis a description of 

a. certain number, 'ot t'~ctors 'common' to 'several variables. 

These variables nave a linear ,functional relationship to the 

common factor such that a' change in the ~actpr produces 

change in tbevariables. h.ctors -unique to each variable 
~. 

which account :tor a ,certain amount of the variability in 
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that single variable are also isolated. The final solution 

then is an attempt to describe a model of the system of 

observed covariance among several variables in terms of 

common and unique latent factoTos,acting on these variables. 

The main theoretical assumption of factor analysis~s 

that something internal to the individual and therefore not 

capable of direct measurement causes a set of results of 

sever/al directly measured variables. In using the 

relationships among the measured variables, factor analysis 

can go backward to determine the potential latent factors 

which may have caused them. 

Because there is no single best way to perform a factor 

analysiS, several decisions were made to produce results 

most suited to this particular study." The fOllOWingl\~\ is a 

summary of the steps used in a factor analytical process and 

the techniques chosen for this study of gifted delinquents. 

The first step i~ factor analysis is to find the 

° bl °th every oth,er variable covariance of each var1a e W1 

measured. This is accomplished by determining the Pearson 

correlations of every variable with each other. These 

correlations are a ,numerical representation of the amount of 

reJ,.~ationship which (exists between separate measures. It is 

expected that some var,:i:ables will have.~ a high rela~i()nship 

with each other arid othe; variables will be rela~edOnlY 
slightly. These measures are then placed in a matrix. This 

matrix of correlations is th~ ~alyzed, t,Q~d~~t~,~!Dine ,~:~-
u (/ < • 

common and unique latent :factors are present which C$;D 
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explain these relationships. 

The next step involves the extractiop of common factors 

from this matrix. 
I] 

The central task of this stage is to 

determine the number of common factors which can explain the 

largest amount of the covariance suggested by the 

correlational matrix. The method of factor extraction 

chosen for this, study was the maximum likelihood procedure. 
o 

~he objective of this procedure was to find the underlying 

factof solution, including the factor loadings on each 

variable, which would have the greatest likelihQod of 

producing 'the observed correlation matrix. Previous studies 

have shown this procedure to 'be the most appropriate when 

appl~ed to factor models which have significant minor 

factors (Kim and Muller, 1978). This method weights the 

largest commonality estimates in its solution in an effort 

to isolate the largest common factors first, and is 

apprppriate in this study because it considered only the 

major extracted:factors. 

To answer ,the question concerning 'the number of f'actors 

to be extracted, this study investigated several different 

factor solutions in each case and compared each solution to 

the data and to other solutions. These comparisons revealed 

the model which best :r.eproduced the initial correlations 
(1 

,observed in the data. Chi-square tests (Joreskog, 1967, 

Rippe, 1953) to" "deterEine the closeness of fit to the data 
~ 

predicted£rom each SOlution were done," ~s; well _as.,_·~,-_, ~~, 
'.~, .-- , 

"sequential difference Chi-squaretb deterlline the ,d'ifference 
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of each solution from each other solution. The results of 

these tests indicated which ext.racted factor solution could 

adequately fit the actual correlations and whether these 

reaul ts, varied from each other significantly. Chi square 

values which reflectprpbabili ty of less than .01 indicated 

that the correlations predicted frem the extracted model did 

not sign,jrf:icantl'y differ from the actual observations s or 
"t.~ -

that the factor models differed from each other. High 

values indicated such differences. 

The amount of covariance among the variables which 

could be accounted for by each factor model was also 

determined. This also aided in selecting the best fit of an 

extracted factor solution. When an increasing number of' 

factors failed to achieve gain in the amount of covariance 

accounted for, the smaller factoral solution was taken (Kim 

and Muller, 1978). A final measure was used to determine 

the~goodness of fit of a given factorial solution. This was 

the ratio of residual values of a predicted correlational 

matrix .generated froID a specific factorial solution compared 

to the origina:l matrix (Brown, 1968). These values were 

III reported in a goodrt'es"s of :fit table to facilitate the 

"",) l(1 explanation of why one ")extra.cted .solution was selected over 

another. All 'lib-ese 1,".,sul ts 'are ;neededas no one fjingle 

r~sul t can rei~J:lblY ,.be used by itself. 

·il The next step in the factorial process following the 

extraction of factors was i.he rotat~onproceduT"e~ .. _ ~h"is step 

enabled the researcher 'to beat describe which variables were 
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linear functions of which common factor. The goal of this 
. 

procedure 'Was to find those variables which were highly 

determined by one factor while being least affected by the 

other factors in the system. Mathematically, this meant 

that each variable would come as close as possible to having 

nonzero loadings on only one common factor. The method of 

rotation used in this study was the promax oblique rotation. 

This method allowed for the final common factors to be 

correlated with each other while reducing all of the smaller 

factor loadings to a near zero level. Therefore the results 

of this rotation enabled this study to report on the 

correlations between the common factors while also reporting 

on the highest factor lpadings o'f each individual variable 

(Kim and Muller, 1978). 

Reticular Action Moment (RAM) 

The m"ain data analysis used'in this study was a type of 

structuT',3.lanalysis technique, RAM, deve10ped by McArdle 

(1980) • This technique is a development of the techniques 

referred to as confirmatory factor analysis by Kim and 

Muller (1968) and Jore~key (1968). 

Theprocess9f this "kind of analysis was to impose a 

particular 1actCi1·model·.bn the covariance structure found in 

the data ana find 8 solution th.at was most compa.tible to it. 
, 

~iven a covaria.nce matrix for a eroup, in ". c.onfirmatory 

o factor ·fUlB.17a1s... . one $t$:rt$ with an hypothesis about the 

factorial structure thought to be'" responSible for the 
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. obseryed covariance structure (Kim and Muller, 1968). In 

RAM, this initial hypothesis consists of: 1) the number of 

common factors, 2) the nature of the correlation 

coefficients among factors, 3) the magnitude of the factor 

loadings for each variab~~e ,"' and 4) the a.mo~nt of uniqueness 
~ 

for each variable and fic~or. The unique variances of the 
/-'~,"::, 

. \~ 

common factor are then/set at unity and all the other factor 

loadings and correlations are freely estimated in 

relationship to this value. RAM changes these initial 

values such that the solution provides the best fit of 

loadings, coefficients, and uniqueness to the original 

covariance among the variables. This best fit of the model 
1< 

is then assessed through statistical and measurement 

indicators to be discussed later. 

A difference between confirmatory factor analysis and 

RAM is that RAM assumes a more general system's conceptual 

base. Accordil'lig to McArdle ,,) "Under this logic lie define a 

J3ystemjust Rl'S a .set o£variablee 'I and the relationships 

among them 5 ,ve ignore several critical features of any 

specificsystenl until these i'eatures prove necessary or 

useful in the ccmceptllalization of that system." (1981, po 
'0 

31) The general framework used to brine; order to a system 

description with ltYI i.,nvolves the input/.output logic of 

general system '\~lu~oryand the latent/manifest variable 

distinction. UEl.it\g ·these categories ,'RAM. can also be 

c' . c.onsiderea as a \g(~n'~\r·~9.J. !o\ll1dati()l1_.Q..f~sls1;~m limi tf.:! on model 

conceptualizatiou C.(,~\t\\'~al'"nillg the many direct and indirect 
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causes and effects with a defined system . 
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The general nature of RAM gl'ves t~e) 
.u researchers a way 

to describe.1;he relatively "free form network of 

interrrelationships among many points 

p. 38) or 
. , ~ 

variables. ~ The 

in space," 

in~lusion 

(McArdle, 

of the 
directed/undirected distinction denotes the importance .of 
action or momentum POlO nts varl" abIes. Th e inclUSion of the 

ma.nifest/latent variables emphasizes the importance of the 

manifest mom.~nt structur'e as an empirical representation of 

the overall system action • Therefore , RAM offers a way to 

describe a system of multiple 1 t re a ionships in terms of 

input/output, and th t en 0 compare the ~odel with the 
observed data. RAM also provides a way to describe how such 

a model of input/output relationships is manifest in various 

test scores. 

In theoretical terms, RAM can be thought of as a 

combination of path analYSis and factor analysis in that it 

(' is an attempt to describe a model of observed and unobserved 

variables and their covariant a~d functional relationships 

to each other. RAM mak f th es use 0 e theoretical assumption 

of factor analysis that unobserved variables can be Used to 

cause the resultant . covari~nt relationships among a larger 

:set. o·f b . o served variable.s. 
, .C'. fhe basic premise to this 

'Procedure is that s. everal. variables ith hO h w. a· 19 relationship 

to each other and ~ low relationship to all the other 

yariables . are likely to have beEm caused .by 

variable unobserved in the s.et of observations. 
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The main assumption of path analysis is that .. ) direction 

of causal pathways between variables can be deter.mined and 

that the regression .weights representing a numerical 

description of how much output variables will change as a 

fWlctionof input variable changes. These regression paths 

;1 can be used to describe the correlations between different 

output variables using ,their path relation through a single 

input.. Though path analysis is not generally applied to 

factor analysis, the combination of these techniques allows 

RAM to be very helpful to the researcher iza generating 

models to describe the theoretical system of relationships 

1 ~n mult~-variate desiDns in a among severa measures.. 0 

quantified way. 

The final .result of a RAM solution consists of a 
'.,.: 

structural model of the entire system of relationships 

between all the observed and latent variables with each 
/. 

other and themselves which could 'produce the relationships 

h .. 1 s 'The steps to achi eve observed in t e or~g~na measure. 
_ L 

this solution involve: 1 ) the determination of all 

unobserved input factors and the observed variables which 

consti tute their output through factor analysis; 2) the 

determination of all possible pathways indicating :functional 

or simple relationships among thesevariablEls with "the 

closest possible determination of the regression or 
."... . \', c; 

correlational weights of these 'pathways vitb pat~ analysis; 

and :;) ;fi~ting of this model to .the actual 

:relationships through statistical tests measurement 
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indicators. 

In total, these models consist of the 

the 

structural 
organization and numerical weights of following 
relationships: 1 ) the linear tunctional relationships 
between input and output variables. Which variable is 

classified as input and which as output must be decided upon 

by the theoretical baSis of the research; 2) the covariant 

relationships among any latent or observed variables. A 
covariant relationship here means the degree to which 
variables are associated with each other without any 

assumption as to which variable affects the other; 3) the 
amount of variance which is not explained by any common 

factor and is unique, to the individual observed variable. 

This uniqueness consists of the var~7~nce accounted for by 

the specifically individual skill demarlds of each variable 

and measurement error. 

The following consists of the definitions of some terms 

used in the presentation of the RAM results. In this 
context: 1) data referred to the original correlation 

matrix of all the observed variables considered. It was 
only througb 

any the of these use relationships that 

structural model could be generated or evaluated for its 

closeness of fit. 2) Linear functional relationship implied 

that any change in an input variable necessarily produced a. 

change in an output variable. This term suggested a cause 

and effect relationship with one variapl~_ causing an effect 

in another. However, true cause and effect only be can 
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determined through extra-analytical factors such as design 

and theory. In this study no cause and effect statements 

could be made yet, as in social science such statements can 

be made only after longitudinal research or multiple 

replications. Therefore, in this work, linear functional 

relationship implied that change in an input variable would 

necessarily produce change in the output variable. The 

linear functional relationship determined in this study was 

only cau.sal to these subjects studied and gave indications 

of causes which need further work to be proven. The amount 

of change was a direct linear function of regression or 

loading weight determined. In illustration, a change in 

variable E of 25% could be expected in variable A changes, 

when a linear functional relationship existed between them 

such that A was the input and B was the output and the 

regression weight between A and B was .25. 

Directionality referred to the direction of the linear 

functional relationship, with the change in the input 

variable producing change in an output variable. 4) 

Goodness of 1'i t of the mod,::l refers to how close any 

structural organization or hypothetical relationships can 

come to reproducing the original data. statistical, 

measurement, and interpretability considerations were "used 

in determining any closeness of 1'it between a model and the 

actual observed data. 5) Parameters referred to the factor 

loadings, coefficients among factors or variables, and 

uniqueness. 
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The pathway arrows and the regression weights were used 

to generate 1) the amount of association between observed 

variables, and 2) the amount of variance in any variable 

which was explained by any other variable connected to it 

through any combination of pathways and other variables. 

The amount of association between two variables was 

generated by multiplying all the weights of the arrows 

associated with the pathways connecting them. The amount of 

variance in one variable by any other variable was 

determined by summing all the arrows used in determining the 

path between them. The directionality of the arrows must be 

followed in determining the pathways between any two 

variabJ.es. Using these simple guidelines, all the direct 

and indi rect relationships between any two variables was 

determined. Therefore, besides the direct influences, RAM 
allowed the researcher to describe indirect relationships 

between variables which were mediated by other variables 

along the pathway between them. Thus a variable could have 

a strong influence on another even if not directly related. 

An advantage of RAM over traditional factor analysis 

and regression is its use of the indirect pathways of linear 

functional pathways among input and output variables. In 

traditional' factor &"1alysis, especially those using varimax 
',. 

rotatlons,the goal is usually to find separate factors with 
• 

only one loading per variable. Also in stepwise multiple 

regression analysisvariablesal"e foy.nd only to_, . .2ontriRute 

directly or not at all to any prediction of the outcome 
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variable. In RAM, however, multiple loadings are easily 

determined through theaddi tion of more linear functional 

pathways between factors and variables. Regression 

relationships can be determined in this same way. In 

significant direct regression. predictions of a variable can 

be removed by subtracting direct linear functional 

relationships and yet the contributions of this variable can 

be determined by considering all indirect pathways passing 

through other variables or factors. 

Another advantage of RAM is that this technique 

provides an estimate of all the unique parameters involved 

in its quantitative description of the whole system of 

relationships. Therefore the amount a variable is unrelated 

to common determinations through its measurement errors or 

unique skill demand can be de~cribed. 

Multiple factor loadings, the ability to determine 

indirect regression paths and uniqueness,were considered to 

be very important tools to describe the system of the 

present stUdy. It was expected that this :population might 

have some ~complex ability characteris,:t;ics.. The capacity to 
ti 

consider multiple" loadings on the ability factors was 

helpful to understand this~ The ctitpaci ty to describe the 

multiple direct 'and indl,rectpredicti v.epathways was heipful 

:in diBCt!.~;;sing the 
1 

aChiev,eD(l~t, and 
,\ 

many relationships between abilities, 

giftedness among the pr~sent subjectss 

_Fipalll!S~ the amount of uniqueness invol ved i,na separate 

variable .allowed disc'uBslon of i tsuseful contribution to 

Ii 
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the relationships to be studied in the present work~ 

The final model was assessed as to its degree of 

closeness of fit through statistical, measurement, and 

theoretical interpretat~ons. Th Ch' t t • e ~ square es developed 

by Joreskog (1975) allowed for a significance test to assess 

the degree to which the discrepancy between the hypothesized 

model and observed data could be attributed to the s~mple 
( j 

variability. The lower the z value of this test, the closer 

the presented model was able to regenerate to initial data. 

The z value of 2.58 was used as a limit in this case. 

This statistical· principle causes confUSion, however, 

when the researcher suspects the existence of minor factors 

and is unwilling or unable to specify their exact nature 

(Kim and Muller, 1978). In such a case, the significance 

test may not reveal the adequacy of the model. .Even if the 

specified factor model is economical in that it explains a 

large portion of the observed covariance and brings some 

order to the data structure, the test may indicate that the 

model is statistically inadequate. Therefore, descriptive 
.-

indice.s of the adequacy of the factor model which are 

conceptually independent of statistical significance were 

used. 

These extra-statistical indica.tors used in this study 

include Ha.rmon's (1967) ratio of residual/original and the 

Tucker and Lewis reliability coefficient (1973): Harmon's 

ratio consists of .the de.viations between the observed 

correlations and those predicted from the structured model 

\\ 
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related to the original data. The Tucker-Lewis measure is 

based on the residual correlations in the matrix after the 

effects of the final factors are taken out, and therefore 

provides an estimate of the amount of covariance explained 

by the factor model, including all the correlations between 

the variables and their unique values. These measures were 

similar to those used in determining the closeness of 1it of 

the extracted factor solution. The difference between these 

procedures was that the goodness of fit of the .model 

considers all the linear functional, correlational, and 

unique pathways while the indicators in the factor solution 

considered only the number of common factors extracted and 

the unrotated factor loadings. 

Data Presentation 

Besides the tables of the goodness of fit of extracted 

factors and goodness of fit of the model described above, 

this study made use of a graphic rep~esentation of the final 

RAM solutions. These representations were seen by the 

author to be more useful in describing the linear functional 

pathways in the covariance system among the observed 
\ 

variables. These representations used the format 

established by McArdle (1980). The graphs wi 11 be used in 

presenting all results hereafter. 

In the s e graphs, the 0 represented the, observed 

variables, while the 0 represented the latent 

unobserved common factors. The .arrows represented the 
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covariant and linear relationships between these variables. 

The one headed arrows indicated a Ii-near functional 

relationship with the tail coming from the input, the head 

pointing toward the output. The two headed arrows indicat~d 

a simple covariant relationship between the 

the 

variables 

indicated. The numbers used represented amount of 

relationship existing between the two variables indicated. 

The covariant relationship of a common factor with itself 

was defined as unity. This then permitted the researcher to 

determine the amount of variability of the observed 

variables~ccounted for by the change in its common factor. 

For every unit of change in a common factor, the proportion 

of change indicated by the factor loading occurred in those 

variables its arrow pointed toward. 

Also, :the amount of variance accounted for by factors 

unique to each: variable was indicated by two headed arrows 

from that variable to itself. These factors included errors 

in measurement as well as skill characteristics unique to 

each variable. Therefore,' 'the graphic 'figures gave a 

pict(,)rial representation of the system of common and unique 

interrela:tionshipsamong the observed correlations in the 

variables. These figures werells~d to develop theoretical 

stateD,ents of the common" abili tycharac~eristics and their 

relation to each oth~r.:::, and 'the output variables.'· An example 

is shown in Figure 1. Such a figure and goodness of fit 

tables ,were present.e.d. 1d.th-...each rEsult discussed,,,. 
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